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Abstract

The introduction of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) shifted the focus of
interest towards the research field of privacy preservation techniques. This paper investigates
challenges and solutions within the research field of Privacy-Preserving Natural Language
Processing (NLP), an intersection between Privacy and Natural Language Processing (NLP)
and privacy. Since this research field is beginning, we want to know which challenges and
solutions it provides to deal with privacy-related challenges and if there is a possibility to
categorize them. Furthermore, our goal is to overview this research field to support other
researchers coordinating within the area. To achieve this goal, we apply a systematic mapping
study focusing on the challenges and the solutions provided by the research field of Privacy-
Preserving Natural Language Processing. We noticed two significant categories that interpret
NLP either as a privacy enabler or as a privacy threat. To deepen our understanding of the
privacy-related issues within the field, we also extracted use case categories and NLP-related
features to map them on the privacy-related challenges and solutions. Finally, we offer an
overview of privacy-related challenges in which use case categories they appear and how
they are solved.
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Kurzfassung

Die Einführung der General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) hat das Interesse auf das
Forschungsfeld der Techniken zur Erhaltung der Privatsphäre geweckt. Diese Arbeit unter-
sucht Herausforderungen und Lösungen innerhalb des Forschungsfelds der privatsphäre-
erhaltenden natürlichen Sprachverarbeitung, einer Kombination aus Datenschutz und natürli-
cher Sprachverarbeitung und Privatsphäre. Da dieses Forschungsfeld sehr jung ist, wollen
wir wissen, welche Herausforderungen und Lösungen es für den Umgang mit privatsphäre-
erhaltenden Herausforderungen bietet und ob es eine Möglichkeit gibt, diese zu kategorisieren.
Darüber hinaus ist es unser Ziel, einen Überblick über dieses Forschungsfeld zu geben, um
andere Forscher zu unterstützen, die sich auf diesem Gebiet orientieren wollen. Um dieses
Ziel zu erreichen, wenden wir eine systematische Mapping Studie an, die sich auf die Heraus-
forderungen und die Lösungen konzentriert, die das Forschungsfeld privatsphäre-erhaltenden
natürlichen Sprachverarbeitung bietet. Dabei sind uns zwei Kategorien aufgefallen, die NLP
entweder als Unterstützer der Privatsphäre oder als Bedrohung der Privatsphäre interpre-
tieren. Um unser Verständnis der datenschutzrelevanten Themen innerhalb des Feldes zu
vertiefen, haben wir außerdem Anwendungsfallkategorien und NLP-bezogene Merkmale ex-
trahiert, um sie auf die privatsphäre-relevanten Herausforderungen und Lösungen abzubilden.
Abschließend bieten wir einen Überblick über privatsphäre-relevanten Herausforderungen,
in welchen Use-Case-Kategorien sie auftreten und wie sie gelöst werden.
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1. Introduction

The following chapter will elaborate the motivation of this research in section 1.2, the research
objectives in section 1.2 and afterwards, in section 1.3, we illustrate how we intend to achieve
these goals.

1.1. Introduction

One of the most crucial events in terms of privacy was the introduction of General Data Pro-
tection Regulation (GDPR) in 2016. The European Union adopted this law that is recognised
across Europe. The member states had 2 years to adopt the law on their national level until
May 2018. Now, an individual has legal protection for the data that were collected based
on different factors (e.g behavior online, input data, etc.). This also means that there are
crucial legally binding consequences for anyone who is not acting accordingly [1]. One main
reason for this law is to protect the individual from the threats posed by Big Data and the
insatiable hunger of companies collecting data in any possible manner [2]. Therefore, the
GDPR enables the European Data Protection Authorities (DPA) to punish companies for a
violation of this right with a payment of up to 4 percent of the annual income [3]. There
are already several examples of EU member countries that prosecuted companies for GDPR
violations. For instance, France suing Google for insufficient legal basis for data processing
resulting in a fine of 50 million euros. The same scenario occurred to H&M in Germany and
TIM(telecommunications operator) in Italy with fines of around 35 million and 27 million
euros, respectively [4].

However, this was not the only reason for the increased interest for privacy, but rather the
result of multiple events in the past that drew the attention of the public towards it. One of
the aforementioned events is the Cambridge Analytica Scandal which only got disclosed to
the public through whistleblower Christopher Wylie. He described how his former employer
harvested data of Facebook users without their consent. With this data, Cambridge Analytica
was able to analyze the behavior of a large amount of Facebook users and target those who
were likely to change their mind and also convince others. This ”service” was purchased by
famous politicians to win voters for their side [5]. This is just one of many examples that got
leaked, however, there are many more cases of data breaches and leaks.

Living in the time of Big Data, companies are collecting more and more data from everything
possible we can get in order to analyze. This fact is reflected in the amount of publications in
the area of big data which were made between 2000 and 2019, as can be seen in Figure 1.1 [6].

The collection of data happens automatically, therefore, it is imperative to also apply an
automated approach to preserve the data privacy in order to protect not just the individual
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1. Introduction

Figure 1.1.: Trend of the number of publications in data science and big data taken from [6]

but also companies intending to guarantee privacy of every involved individual and avoid
tremendous penalty fines. However, data privacy has the main disadvantage of usability
reduction which is a key issue and is being intensively researched. We decided to focus on the
medium that incorporates and transmits private information, namely the natural language.
The natural language occurs either in the form of voice or in written form.

Filtering out private information is a difficult tasks especially if the text is unstructured.
There are several easily detectable pieces of sensitive information, namely email and local
addresses, names, phone numbers etc., which embody some sort of uniqueness that can be
solved with algorithms (e.g. a pattern matching). However, there are also some information
types which require more sophisticated approaches in order to be detected. If the context
or the user perception of the private information varies it is complex to devise an optimal
solution because of the lack of flexibility of current methods [7]. An attempt is needed that is
robust to varying complexity levels to find sensitive information and also capable to handling
the amount of data. We consider Natural Language Processing (NLP) domain as an adequate
fit for the aforementioned challenge.

Furthermore, we must point out that there are several vulnerabilities within the NLP
domain. One paper demonstrates the ability to extract information about the training data
used to train neural networks. This trait is called unintentional memorability. Additionally,
a method is presented that can measure the unintended memorability of different neural
networks. Thus, models save information from the training set. In our case, this is especially
critical if the training set contains private information in the form of natural language [8].
Additional privacy leaks were also detected within language models. Successful attacks
already have been constructed to demonstrate the exploitability of popular state-of-the-art
language models, namely BERT, Transformer-XL, XLNet, GPT, GPT-2, RoBERTa, XLM, Ernie
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1. Introduction

2.0. Word embeddings are reverse-engineerable without any prior knowledge and attackers
are able to retrieve up to 75 percent of the sensitive data they have been trained on [9].
Another research attempt could fully reconstruct 411 out of 600 patient data records that were
anonymized before they were used to train the published word embeddings [10].

During our mapping study, we realized that there are two challenges that can be solved with
NLP. On the one hand, we know that large unstructured text corpora can be automatically
redacted by the application of NLP to extract or replace private information. There is
a plethora of papers aiming at the aforementioned challenge, thus, we concluded that a
structured overview for this domain will be essential to not just show what kind of research
has already been done but also which gaps exist. On the other hand, it emerges the need
to preserve privacy within the tasks broadly applied in the NLP domains. Furthermore, we
discovered that plenty of papers address the problems caused by privacy policies. All the
mentioned aspects encouraged us to aggregate it in one domain. This leads us to the domain
of Privacy-Preserving Natural Language Processing (PP NLP).

1.2. Research Objectives

This thesis aims to provide a definition for PP NLP, since we realized that there will be
multiple ways of interpretation of the term during our preliminary analysis. Additionally, we
think it will helpful in the future of this research field to have a clear definition in order to
avoid repetitive research. We will provide some additional information that are the answer to
our research questions listed in Table 1.1.

ID Research Question

RQ1
What privacy-related challenges exist in the area of Natural Language
Processing (NLP)?

RQ2
What approaches are used to preserve privacy in and with NLP tasks
and how can they be classified?

RQ3
What are the current research gaps and possible future research direc-
tions in the area of privacy-preserving NLP?

Table 1.1.: Table of Research Questions

In our overview of the research field of PP NLP, we include the privacy related challenges
which exist in the context of NLP. Simultaneously, this is the answer of RQ1. This piece of
information will support the community to see which challenges were already identified
and also ease the process of finding new ones. In order to answer RQ1, we will scan all
the papers we found in the search process for the problem statements that are trying to
solve and summarize it. Then, we propose an aggregation scheme for the findings with the
help of keywording [11]. This will ease the understanding of the research field since the
aggregation scheme will map the papers to high level terms. Further, we define the term
Privacy Preserving Natural Language Processing to clarify our understanding of the research
field which we analyze.

3



1. Introduction

After extracting and having an overview of the different privacy challenges within the NLP
domain, we aim to figure out which approaches currently exist in order to preserve the privacy
in NLP tasks and also how NLP concepts can be utilized to establish privacy. We expect to
derive patterns from these findings indicating popular privacy enhancing technologies PETs
to preserve privacy within which NLP concepts and which NLP concepts were used in order
to introduce an increased level of privacy in a certain scenario. Here, we will categorize our
findings and bring it in context with the findings of RQ1. Furthermore, our research will
point out which trends are currently emerging.

After answering RQ1 and RQ2, we will provide an overview of the privacy challenges
and their solution approaches. The answer to RQ3 will be the investigation of possible gaps
within the current research state based on the aforementioned findings and imply which
research streams are up-rising or even suggest new research streams. Additionally, other
researchers are supported in discovering further research gaps.

Additionally, we would like to devise an overview of the research field of PP NLP. With
this overview, we would like to graphically summarize the research field to ease the task
to discover new research opportunities. Therefore, a categorization of different research
streams is necessary to introduce in order to structure the overview better and improve the
readability of the graphical representation. Furthermore, we will highlight resulting trends in
the research area by showing how many papers contributed to the field.

1.3. Research Approach

Since we want to receive a broad overview over the research field of PP NLP and which
challenges and solutions are prevalent, the application of a systematic mapping study (SMS)
is suggested [12]. Therefore, we will describe the process roughly and in more detail in
chapter 4. We chose the systematic mapping study, since it supports the idea of devising a
classification scheme and structure of a software engineering field. According to Petersen, the
mapping study roughly consists of three phases, namely planning, conducting, and reporting
the mapping. The detailed process is displayed in Figure 1.2 and the process adaptations
will be further explained in chapter 4 [11]. We will utilize the systematic approach of the
SMS to conduct the collection process of papers addressing our definition in a reproducible
way. Mainly, the aim of SMS is to categorize different research streams and the analysis of
publication related information in a software engineering field of interest [13]. Instead of
focusing on the data regarding the paper publication, we inspect the challenges and solutions
in the area of PP NLP. This will be the main inspiration for the research approach of this
thesis. The number of relevant papers in the different phases of the SMS, which are explained
in the next sections, are displayed in Figure 1.3.

1.3.1. Systematic Collection of Potential Sources

After the selection of the data bases which we involved in our search process defined in table
4.3, we needed to decide which search queries have to be executed. As a result, we selected

4



1. Introduction

Figure 1.2.: Overview of the Systematic Mapping Study (SMS) taken from [11]

Figure 1.3.: Amount of papers during the different SMS phases

five search queries listed in Table 4.1. Every data base was confronted with each query which
resulted in 4424 papers. In the next step, the collected papers need to be further examined, as
suggested by Petersen [11].

1.3.2. Inclusion and Exclusion Process

After the collection of the relevant papers, we thought of inclusion and exclusion criteria
which supported us to scan through the papers and sort those out that do not fit into our
definition of PP NLP. Here, we applied the methodology of Petersen and inspected the title
and the abstract of the collected papers and included or excluded accordingly to the criteria
we agreed on [11]. At the end of this phase, 665 papers were left that addressed our topic of
interest. Now, we analyze the remaining papers and start the categorization process.

1.3.3. Analysis of Included Sources

In the last phase of the mapping study, we sorted our findings into a classification scheme
regarding the privacy related challenges and solutions according to Petersen [11]. For this
purpose, we applied the keywording of abstracts displayed in Figure 1.4. During this process

5



1. Introduction

we discovered two main streams within the selected papers, namely NLP as enabler for
privacy preserving methods and also fixed privacy related issues within NLP concepts. The
two main streams ended up to different amount of papers. NLP as enabler for privacy counts
304 papers and the second stream fixed privacy issues within NLP concepts 127 papers.

Figure 1.4.: Keywording abstracts to build classification schemes taken from [11]
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2. Foundations

In this chapter we will define our area of research and the terms applied in this work
to have the same understanding. Also, we want to propose a novel definition regarding
Privacy-Preserving Natural Language Processing.

2.1. Definitions

This section contains the definitions of the key terms that are essential in the context of
this thesis. First, the key terms privacy, its preservation techniques and Natural Language
Processing are delineated. As part of our contribution, we also propose a definition for
Privacy-Preserving Natural Language Processing.

2.1.1. Privacy

The definition of privacy is always a complicated endeavor, especially in the legal domain
because it is a term that not just differs from country to country, but from individual to
individual [14]. According to Westin, there are three levels of privacy, namely the political,
socio-cultural and personal [15]. In this thesis, we will focus on the personal level. Every
individual has a set of information that is clearly attributable to it, however, this set is dynamic
and changes from context to context and from time to time [14]. In this thesis, we call this set
of information personal data. According to the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR),
personal data, or Personal Identifiable Information (PII), is defined as any information about
an identified or identifiable natural person, or data subject. Specifically, an identifiable natural
person, is a person that can be identified directly or indirectly by direct identifiers like a
name, an identification number or one or more factors referring to its physical, physiological,
mental, economic, cultural, or social identity [16]. The legal definitions of Personal Identifiable
Information (PII) differ from country to country. In this thesis we use the expansionism of
the European Union towards the term PII instead of the very restricted definition of PII in the
United States of America [17]. The European expanded definition of PII is, however, limited to
the realistic possibility of linkability of the information to a data subject [16]. It is also proven
that the concept of PII is not sufficient to protect the privacy of an individual, especially when
the sophistication of tools capable of inferring further information with little to no previous
knowledge is constantly improving [7]. Therefore, we need an improved categorization of
information related to an identifiable natural person. Any piece of information that might
lead to the revealing of the privacy of an individual based on its perception is also called
Privacy Sensitive Information (PSI). The combination of PSI and PII forms the super set

7



2. Foundations

Privacy Revealing Information (PRI). Most importantly, the avoidance of the mapping of PII
to PSI needs to be guaranteed at any time [7].

2.1.2. Privacy Enhancing Technologies (PETs)

Same as Y. Shen and Pearson, our understanding of privacy enhancing technologies are
applied in order to protect private information of a data subject [18]. This part will describe
our understanding of privacy preserving techniques that will frequently appear in this thesis.
Therefore, we need to define our understanding of a few terms in order to have the same
theoretical foundation.

De-identification of Personal Information

The process of De-Identification focuses on the removal of identifying information within a
data set. The data removed in this context is called Personal Information instead of Personal
Identifiable Information (PII). According to Garfinkel et al., Personal Identifiable Information
refers to information that is only attributable to one individual, however, information that
can attribute any individual are left out, although they are also important. This refers to
any kind of data type including structured and unstructured text or multimedia. After the
removal of that information, the risk is reduced for an individual to be linked to the data
set. The goal is to have an acceptable trade-off between privacy and usability, in other words,
sharing a data set without disclosing any information that might disclose the identity of an
individual. Furthermore, the terms ”de-identification” and ”anonymization” are commonly
used interchangeably, but in general, they aim for the same aforementioned process [19].

Differential Privacy

Differential Privacy guarantees a certain level of privacy to an input of an individual to a
(randomized) function or a series of functions. It was designed in order to protect the privacy
of an individual or a small group of individuals in a statistical analysis. A tremendous
benefit of Differential Privacy is that even if an adversary has a lot computational power and
knowledge over the differential private data set it is impossible to re-identify the individuals
[20].

Obfuscation

The paper by Pang, X. Xiao, and J. Shen, illustrates our understanding of obfuscation in a
sense where the actual data within a text corpus like a search query is masked by for example
injecting fake queries in order to blur the intentions of the searching user or in other words
not to fully disclose the data to a third party [21].

8



2. Foundations

Synthetic Data Generation

According to El Emam, the generation of synthetic data is based on statistical models that are
reapplied in order to generate a new data set fitting into the statistical traits from the original
model. This avoids the sharing of the actual data but still allows the recipient to conduct
analysis on the synthetic data set [22].

Federated Learning

The general idea of Federated Learning is that the training of a model is not executed on a
central server but is distributed among different parties, also called clients. Every client has a
data set containing sensitive information that is not uploaded to a central server. Instead, the
client trains the global model with his locally stored data set and updates the parameters of
the model. The orchestration of the training model among the different clients is managed by
one central server [23].

Secure Multiparty Computation

As the term implies, the calculation process of an agreed function f involves several parties .
All parties are in possession of a secret xi that they do not send to any other of the parties
participating in the computation process but is used as input for the function f . Two attributes
are essential for Secure Multiparty Computation, namely the correctness of the computation
of f and the privacy of the input xi [24].

Homomorphic Encryption

According to Fontaine and Galand, Homomorphic Encryption needs to satisfy the following
equation [25]:

∀m1, m2 ∈ M, E(m1 �M m2)←− E(m1)�C E(m2)

Let M and C represent all sets of plaintext and ciphertext respectively. �Mand�C denote
an operation that is validly executable on the respective plaintext or ciphertext. ←− means
that the same operation is computable like on the left side of the arrow. In other words,
Homomorphic Encryption is the process of performing operations on encrypted data with
decrypting it at any stage [25].

2.1.3. Natural Language Processing

Our understanding of NLP is equal to the definition by Liddy [26]. Through the application of
computational techniques, naturally occurring text is analyzed on multiple levels of linguistic
analysis in order to have a similar level of human-like language processing to preform a
specific set of task on it [26].

This definition is further explained in the source since a few terms a rather vaguely
formulated. By ”naturally occurring text” any text is meant that is spoken or written by a
human. This language is then ”analyzed on multiple levels of linguistic analysis” to translate

9



2. Foundations

the human language in a way that is also understandable for the computer to process it
[26]. This is an essential aspect for this work because we inspect not just written but also
spoken text. It is commonly known that written text is containing private information about
us like our email or our local address or our name. All of those information lead to a unique
mapping that points to an individual. But this also counts for uniqueness of our voice which
is also used for biometric authentication systems.

One level of the aforementioned level of linguistic analysis is called phonology or speech
processing. This area inspects the voice sounds by applying a set of rules in order to not just
distinguish words in a sentence but also take into account that pronunciation differs from one
to another. There are rules called phonetic rules concentrating on the sounds within a word.
Then, there are phonemic rules when words are spoken together and their pronunciation
differs. Prosodic rules aim for the fluctuation in stress and intonation in a sentence [26]. But
there are also novel approaches for the generation of voices that is based on vectors and
probabilistic models [27].

For the written text, there are multiple linguistic models that need to be considered. The
first and very fundamental level is morphology. The main subject of this topic are morphemes
the smallest particle or word chunks with meaning in linguistics [26]. Part of Speech Tagging
(POS) is the process of assigning words in a sentence their role within it for example noun,
verb, adverb etc. The tagging is based on the morphological analysis of words [28]. The word,
the composition of morphemes and lemmas, itself and its meaning is inspected on the lexical
level. If we take the verb ”deliver” as a lemma and combine it with some morphemes we
receive ”delivers” or ”delivered” etc. [29].

According to Liddy, another level of analysis within the NLP domain is the semantic one.
The main goal of it is to investigate the contribution of meaning of sentences in order to
detect and solve the problem of disambiguity and larger text corpora taking into account
the information delivered by context of a given corpus [26]. Frequently used in the domain
of NLP is a task from information extraction called Named Entity Recognition (NER). NER
is a way to introduce structure into an unstructured text document searching for a certain
meaning on the semantic level. It is not just used in order to identify people, organizations
and institutes, but to search for certain information within a text corpus [30].

2.1.4. Privacy-Preserving Natural Language Processing

This definition of privacy preserving natural language processing is inspired by the accepted
papers from the workshop series ”PrivateNLP” [31, 32, 33]. During the mapping study, we
discovered two major topics that are handled by PP NLP. The first area is the application of
NLP in order to establish privacy in a certain scenario. Commonly, the scenario focuses on
some forms of sharing or publishing unstructured data sets with third parties in different
contexts or supports the process of coping with privacy policies or requirements. But this
can not be done before a privacy preservation technique based on NLP is executed on the
data set in order to protect the privacy of the data subjects. The challenge with privacy
policies or requirements is that the language, in which they are written, is complex and not
comprehensible at first sight. In context of agreeing on web site cookies, privacy related
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documents frequently challenge the user with its length. Because of that, NLP is applied in
order to ease the process of handling those kinds of documents in different ways, namely
summarization or rephrasing of privacy policies or an automatic comparison of a privacy
policy and privacy requirements. The second topic we recognized, is the privacy protection
of the data involved within a NLP process. As already mentioned in the introduction, the
exploitation of fundamental NLP concepts was demonstrated. Therefore, it is important to
extend this definition by including also the statement of Q. Feng, D. He, Z. Liu, et al. claiming
that NLP should not enclosing any information regarding the data it is trained on [34].
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In the following, we list research that is closely related to our work to stress the value of our
contribution to the field. Since, to the best of our knowledge, there is no concrete definition
for Privacy-Preserving Natural Language Processing, there are several papers interfacing
the topic. In this chapter, we point out Systematic Mapping Studies and surveys that focus
on privacy preservation techniques related to machine learning or deep learning. However,
there are some papers about the combination of privacy preservation and specific natural
language techniques. In the first part, we will have a look at Systematic Mapping Studies that
are topicwise related to our research. Afterwards, we discuss the application of NLP in the
legal domain. Then, we inspect surveys based on privacy preservation techniques and deep
learning. At the end, we inspect a workshop series addressing the topics NLP and privacy.

3.1. Systematic Mapping Studies Addressing Privacy

To the best of our knowledge, there are no systematic mapping studies addressing privacy
preservation and Natural Language Processing, but only surveys on PP ML or PP AI not NLP.
We selected two Systematic Mapping Studies analysing privacy challenges and its solutions
within a context that includes natural language.

3.1.1. Security and Privacy Concerns in Connected Cars

We chose this Systematic Mapping Study inspecting privacy and security challenges within
the domain of connected cars [35]. All research questions of this work are comparable
to ours. The first attempts to identify what kind of privacy and security-related issues
were identified by the researchers in connected cars. Here, the problems identified towards
identity management refer to unallowed access to the network and, simultaneously, to the
personal data processed and stored within it. The vehicle provider does not provide any
additional privacy measures within the network to secure the personal data in a malicious
network intruder or an insecure central server. According to the paper, the solution to this
threat is the implementation of privacy-preserving schemes like k-anonymity, encryption,
bit-array encoding, or pseudonym-changing scheme [35]. Our work will focus on the privacy
preservation of data in natural language in written or spoken form. Moreover, we analyze the
role of NLP in providing privacy exclusively.
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3.1.2. Privacy-Related Challenges in mHealth and uHealth Systems

There was another Systematic Mapping Study that caught our attention that aimed for a
subtopic of our research. Therefore, we thought it is noteworthy in the context of this work.
The research of Iwaya, Ahmad, and Babar focuses on the security and privacy in systems
considering the NIST 800-53 control families that handle natural language. More particularly,
on the privacy and security of mobile Health (mHealt) and ubiquitous Health (uHealth)
systems. The mapping studies filter out 365 papers that match their field of research. The
main targets of the analysis phase were the identification of research themes, main challenges,
and their most prominent solutions. Then, those findings were categorized and synthesized.
An overview of the different solutions organized by themes stresses the illustration of the
limitations of the current research status. Also, an evaluation phase is conducted to check the
practicability of the existing solution approaches [36]. Our approach differs mainly on the
broader scope that we decided to have. Also, our interest is on NLP based approaches for
private data represented in natural language.

3.2. Applying Natural Language Processing in the Legal Domain

This section will disclose several research overview papers addressing the application of NLP
in the context of law and privacy. We realized that NLP offers support in handling complex
legal documents explaining the privacy rights or complying with it.

3.2.1. Natural Language Processing and Automated Handling of Privacy Rules
and Regulations

There is considerable research conducted on the combination of the legal domain and NLP.
Papanikolaou, Pearson, and Mont survey natural language understanding and the automated
enforcement of privacy rules and regulations in the cloud [37]. Automatic extraction of
information from legal, regulatory, or policy text in the form of privacy knowledge or
rules and combination with compliance and enforcement. The paper’s main objective is to
guarantee privacy level for customer data stored and processed in a cloud environment of an
enterprise. To achieve this goal, the application of semantic analysis on text with NLP concepts
and enabling automatic rule enforcement is imperative. Four categories were introduced
within the paper: parsing and fundamental analysis of source texts, knowledge extraction
from texts and learning, semantic models and representations, and policy enforcement and
compliance. The analysis and parsing of a source text embody similar and repetitive patterns
in frequencies of different word clusters. Therefore, several tools exploit this trait of legal
text. Knowledge extraction from text and learning applies several machine learning concepts
to analyze the semantic representation of legal text on a higher level and extract rules.
Semantic models and illustrations support the idea of setting up rules with a specific order
on the semantic level. Thus, this section refers to a sophisticated framework of rules for the
generation of legal items that are easier to comprehend. The last section within the paper,
policy enforcement, and compliance highlights that there is no research so far that focuses
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on the entire life cycle of natural language analysis in the context of privacy. In other words,
research that not just focus on the generation of clear and easily comprehendible rules, but
also its enforcement [37]. Our work is more abstract and does not focus on the legal domain
specifically. We will graphically represent the status quo of the research in the legal field with
the focus on privacy preservation with the involvement of NLP, not explicitly searching for a
complete privacy life cycle. Not just the creation of privacy life cycles was investigated. Also,
tools were developed to detect privacy violations in legal documents like online contracts. The
paper by Silva, Gonçalves, Godinho, et al. applies commonly known tools like NLTK, spaCy,
and Stanford CoreNLP to develop a new tool that supports companies to detect privacy
violations within legal contracts. The fundamental NLP task executed here is Named Entity
Recognition (NER). It automatically detects potential personal identifiable information (PII)
in legal documents. The tool is then tested in an experiment to evaluate its accuracy [38].
This is a very particular example for the application of NLP paradigm of semantics analysis
to preserve the privacy of data subjects within a legal document like a contract. A systematic
mapping study has been rendered on NLP for requirements engineering [39]. The objective
of the SMS is to inspect the status quo of the research of NLP for requirements engineering,
short NLP4RE, and to detect the open challenges with the domain. The result of the research
is the extraction of five significant findings. First, a lot of publications in the area indicated
that the research area is thriving. The research methods applied within the publications in
the area using either laboratory experiments or demonstrate an example application. Most
of the publications focus on the analysis phase requirement specification and detection as
central linguistic analysis tasks. Furthermore, an overview of the applied NLP tools and
concepts within the NLP4RE domain was presented. The paper concludes that there is a
gap between the state-of-the-art theory and practice. The developed view in papers and
the lack of application of the concepts in the industry [39]. Our work focuses more on the
privacy-related requirements and other application areas of NLP and also gives an overview
of fixed privacy issues within the NLP domain.

3.3. Surveys on Applying Privacy Preservation on Machine
Learning and Deep Learning

This thesis unites multiple research domains. Therefore, we considered a huge variety of
papers from different disciplines applying similar methodologies. Because of that, we also
took papers surveying on topics related to our research topic. For example, machine learning
and statistical methods are frequently applied in the domain of NLP (e.g., in context of
ambiguity of words) [40]. So, we also saw a relation between surveying privacy preservation
techniques in the area of machine learning and deep learning and our work which are
fundamental for the recent successes in the NLP research field.
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3.3.1. Privacy Preservation and Machine Learning

This part of the thesis delineates related surveys on privacy-preserving machine learning in
which way this research is similar to ours but also how our research contributes differently to
the field. There are two surveys on the combination of privacy preservation techniques and
differential privacy.

One paper by Z. Ji, Lipton, and Elkan surveys the impact of differential privacy on the
training process of machine learning algorithms [41]. The application of differential privacy
supports the idea of not disclosing private user data to the algorithm and still providing
valuable information by sharing or publishing differential private data sets. Moreover, the
paper analyzed what could be learned from a differential private data set and also which
limits in terms of the loss function differential private algorithms contain [41]. This paper
focuses on the possibilities of applying differential privacy in combination with data release
and training potentials. In contrast, we are eager to acquire an overview of which privacy
preservation challenges and solutions exist specifically in the NLP domain.

Gong, Xie, K. Pan, et al. survey different differential private approaches in combination with
machine learning [42]. The paper identified two different categories. First, the combination of
the non-private machine learning model with the calibrated noise and the second category
perturbs the objective function with random noise. Within the paper, the challenges regarding
the model privacy level, usability, and its applications are pointed out and evaluated [42].
Again, the privacy preservation techniques and their impact on the relying machine learning
model are inspected, our interest targets the application scenarios of the different techniques.

3.3.2. Privacy Preservation and Deep Learning

Here, we discuss how the research landscape of deep learning in combination with privacy
preservation is shaped in the form of surveys and also how our work differs from it. After
inspecting a survey about collaborative deep learning, we will elaborate on applying deep
learning techniques to preserve privacy.

Several surveys deliver an overview of a privacy preservation technique comparable to
our work. For example, the paper by D. Zhang, X. Chen, D. Wang, and Shi elaborates
potential problems that might come up in a collaborative privacy-preserving deep learning
environment that enables the participants of a model to contribute their data without actually
sharing it [43]. Thus, the data is not leaving the data owner. However, either the model
is updated by every participant, or the user is provided with an API that takes the user’s
input and generates an output sent to the central server. Although this process sounds
secure, it still covers some challenges that are also addressed by potential privacy preservation
techniques. Three major problem scenarios were presented in the paper. The problem
assumption is based on the idea that the participating unit is malicious, namely either the
server or the user or both. To mitigate the aforementioned problems, the paper presents
three common techniques for privacy preservation, namely secure multiparty computation
(SMC), Homomorphic Encryption, and Differential Privacy. The paper elaborated that the
privacy preservation techniques address two phases, namely training, and usage. In the
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training phase, it is essential that the user’s data is not visible to any of the participating
parties. A homomorphic encryption technique is applied to execute the training. Still, some
communication between the participating parties is needed, which is solved by SMC. Thus,
curious but honest participants are not able to spy on the sent data. To avoid statistical attacks
when a malicious server and user are collaborating, the idea of differential privacy on the
user level is applied to defend against it. Then there is also indirect collaboration in the
training phase, which changes the challenge for privacy preservation. The data needs to
remain at the user’s storage. Here, it is essential for the parameters that are sent around
the participating parties that there can not be any statistical attacks on them. There is one
solution that averages over multiple outputs from users. Another solution applies additionally
differential privacy that is incorporated in algorithms of the training stage, and there is also
an approach that distributes the processes across the participating parties. Changes were
made on the server and client-side to form a pipeline. In the usage phase, the paper by
D. Zhang, X. Chen, D. Wang, and Shi highlights the CryptoNet system that works with
homomorphic encryption [43]. The user encrypts its data and sends it to the server. The
server performs its algorithms and calculations on encrypted data and sends the results back
to the user that decrypts the received result. This requires a few adaptations in the training
stage of the neural network. The other solution avoids changes to the neural network training
stage and applies additive homomorphic encryption. This solution represents an oblivious
network that works with secrete sharing and garbled circuits in the usage phase. The final
solution approach for the usage phase incorporates Private Aggregation of Teacher Ensembles
(PATE) and introduces random noise into the strategy [43]. We figured that the applied
privacy-preserving technologies are similar to the ones we discovered in the mapping study
for fixing NLP issues within the tasks. Still, we will concentrate on the domain of NLP which
also incorporates deep learning techniques. In our work, we attempt to give an overview of
privacy preservation covered by NLP.

Another survey investigates deep learning techniques and compares their benefits and
drawbacks [44]. In Figure 3.1 the graphical representation of the deducted classifications is
represented. The methods are divided into two categories: classical privacy preservation
and hybrid privacy-preserving deep learning, meaning that privacy preservation does not
solemnly rely on one classical privacy preservation technique but at least two. As classical
privacy preservation techniques, the paper lists homomorphic encryption (HE), differential
privacy, Secrete sharing, oblivious transfer (OT), and secure multiparty computation (MPC).
All of those methods do not apply any deep learning. The Hybrid Privacy-Preserving Deep
Learning (PPDL) takes advantage of a mixture of classical privacy-preserving techniques and
deep learning. According to Tanuwidjaja, Choi, and K. Kim, every category is represented by
one or multiple papers to implemented a privacy preservation technique that will be evaluated
by the metrics listed in Figure 3.2. The largest sub-category listed here are papers based on HE,
namely HE + Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), HE + Deep Neural Network (DNN), HE
+ Discretized Neural Network (DiNN), HE + Neural Network (NN), and HE + Binary Neural
Network (BNN). Then there are a few more categories like three-party Computation (3PC)
+ Garbled Circuit (GC) + Neural Network (NN), Oblivious Transfer (OT) + Secrete Sharing
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+ Secure MPC + DNN and OT + Secure MPC + CNN. This followed by a paper mentioned
by Tanuwidjaja, Choi, and K. Kim applying Differential Privacy and Generative Adversarial
Network (GAN). The aforementioned metrics listed in Figure 3.2 measure the accuracy of the
underlying algorithm after the privacy preservation technique was installed. The run time
refers to the time the privacy preserved method needs to execute its particular task. Data
Transfer inspects the amount of data sent from the client to the server. Privacy of Client (PoC)
stands for the fact that no other party is able to see the data except the data owner. Privacy of
model (PoM) means that neither the client nor any participant is aware of the model classifier
in the server. The papers that are based on HE are evaluated and compared with each other
with those metrics. This also happens for the papers based on differential privacy and SMC.
The results of those comparisons are irrelevant for our work [44]. This work demonstrated
a possibility to categorize and test different privacy-preserving techniques. This thesis will
zoom out and give an overview of NLP and not compare different papers with each other
based on metrics since we want to shape a landscape of privacy-preserving Natural Language
Processing and point out the different challenges and solutions within the domain.

Figure 3.1.: Overview of privacy preservation methods in deep learning taken from [44]

The following paper discusses Privacy-Preserving Deep Learning (PPDL) in the research
sector Machine Learning as a Service (MLaaS) and provides an overview [45]. At first, the
paper points out the most classical approaches of PPDL and explains it. Then, fundamental
conflicts of deep learning and adversarial models in privacy preservation are delineated.
Finally, the paper offers a classification of the current PPDL techniques and a timeline of
publications in a survey to follow the development better. Additionally, challenges and
weaknesses of the state-of-the-art PPDL are displayed in Figure 3.3. The Figure displays two
approaches of PPDL, namely the model parameter transmission and the data transmission
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Figure 3.2.: Overview of privacy preservation metrics in deep learning taken from [44]

approach. Further, the approaches are then divided into the applied PPDL methods applied
in the respective approach. For the model parameter transmission, it is federated learning
and distributed machine learning having the weaknesses communication overhead, backdoor,
and GAN attacks. The data transmission approach is solved by using either anonymiza-
tion or homomorphic encryption or differential private-based PPDL. The main weaknesses
for anonymization are homogeneity and background knowledge attacks. Homomorphic
encryption-based PPDL is complex and comes with a slow training process. The problem of
differential privacy-based PPDL is the central character having a central coordinator. Thus, a
problem of a single point of failure [45]. Just as this thesis, privacy preservation techniques are
inspected to shape an overview of the current approaches in a particular field of research. The
difference to our work is not just the focus on NLP but also the more abstract interpretation
of privacy-preserving NLP and the aggregation of challenges and their solutions within our
definition of PP NLP. In contrast, this paper has a strong focus on the techniques themselves
and their evolution, their challenges, and weaknesses.

Figure 3.3.: Overview of privacy preservation challenges and weaknesses taken from [45]
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Virtual assistants like Siri are commonly used by humans worldwide and in different
languages, disclosing private information. One study focused its effort to analyze the
literature prevalent in the topic of voice assistants and their impact on privacy and security.
Those systems are frequently cloud-based [46].

3.4. Workshops on Privacy in Natural Language Processing

In 2020 the first workshop was hosted, called ”PrivateNLP 2020@WSDM 2020”. In this
workshop, several papers were presented addressing privacy-related challenges in NLP. The
previous papers will be briefly mentioned in this section [33]. Furthermore, the second
workshop of this series was held. The title of it was ”PrivateNLP@EMNLP 2020”. The papers
accepted to this workshop are also part of the section [31]. Additionally, there will be a third
workshop hosted named ”PrivateNLP 2021” [32].

3.4.1. Papers from the ”PrivateNLP 2020@WSDM 2020” Workshop

In this part of the thesis, we will elaborate on all the papers accepted by the ”PrivateNLP
2020” workshop. Since this workshop series is the first one discussing privacy and NLP, it is
a relevant aspect for this thesis.

One topic mentioned within the workshop refers to an approach that introduces gaps
instead of privacy-sensitive information within email texts inferred by an algorithm using a
vector space trained on the email incoming box of the respective receiver. This method shall
mitigate the disclosure of sensitive information caused by unintentionally send emails outside
of the corporate environment [47]. Another user-centric approach presents a framework that
works in the form of a plugin that warns the user about disclosing potentially sensitive data
in his written text on, e.g., social media by analyzing its sentiment, authorship, and other
linguistic tools [48]. The following paper introduces the combination of Recurrent Neural
Networks (RNN) and homomorphic encryption to enable a user to use Machine Learning
as a Service (MLaaS) without sending the plain text data. Still, an encrypted version [49].
At first sight, this approach seems to be susceptible to extended execution times. However,
Podschwadt and Takabi prove that this is not the case with the same model working on plain
text data. The comparison has been made with the IMDb movie review dataset [49]. The last
paper of this workshop surveys privacy preservation techniques based on machine learning
[50]. The result of the survey showed that there are two major streams represented in the
literature. One is privacy-preserving machine learning, and the other one is mechanisms to
control the data of users. The former category contains approaches that are related to artificial
intelligence (AI). The main ideas of this research sector are the models and the training data.
Both pillars are addressed by the literature, meaning that sensitive data sets are protected
through applying the concept of differential privacy, and a distributed approach reinvents the
concept of training a model without disclosing the sensitive data sets in the form of federated
learning or Private Aggregation of Teacher Ensemble (PATE). Further, the mechanism to
control users’ data incorporates the general idea of notifying or giving the user a choice.
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In literature, this is primarily done by serving the extracted information from documents
explaining the handling of the user’s data. However, it is imperative to understand the
general idea, is the applied language mostly either complex or ambiguous [50].

3.4.2. Papers from the ”PrivateNLP@EMNLP 2020” workshop

The second workshop of the ”PrivateNLP” series accepted six papers from different subjects
enumerated here. One challenge in distributed or federated learning is that the potential of
eavesdropping is high, but introducing a classic encryption scheme into the protocol might
cause a significant increase in task performance. A proposed solution to this challenge is to
introduce a small encryption step performed by the participants of the respective learning
concepts. The encryption step is based on a ”one-time secrete key”. This encryption is then
part of the training of pre-trained BERT. Both aspects are wrapped up in a framework called
TextHide [51]. Another challenge within the privacy research field is privacy policies that
every user should read before entering a website or downloading an app to identify third
parties that collect data from the user. Privacy Policies are known to be long and complex;
therefore, a team of researchers tackled this issue with a model that automatically extracts
mentioned third parties out of them [52].

Further, the workshop accepted two papers that focus on detecting sensitive data or
privacy-related settings with the assistance of semantic analysis [53, 54]. One example is
the application of semantic analysis for content generated by users to avoid informational
or emotional self-disclosure, which is frequently occurring in social media platforms [53].
Another approach is to utilize semantic analysis to locate settings relevant to the user’s
privacy setting. This supports the user to decide on its own privacy settings instead of
sticking with the default settings of the developer [54].

Differential privacy is another major topic at the workshop and was also discussed by two
papers [55, 56]. An advantage of differential privacy, especially in machine learning, is that
users’ privacy is ready to share sensitive information as training data can be protected. Still,
the performance of language models that are trained on differential private data diminishes
the model quality. Now, a few researchers discovered that differential private data is suitable
for fine-tuning public base models [55]. Furthermore, there is also the possibility to apply
differential privacy in privacy-preserving text analysis. Here, the concept of word embeddings
is utilized. Specific words of the customer data are mapped into a continuous word embedding
space which is then perturbed by applying a differential private algorithm. But Z. Xu,
Aggarwal, Feyisetan, and Teissier discovered that some words in a sparse area of the word
embedding space remained unchanged although a large scale of perturbation was selected.
Therefore, a few researchers did design a new variant based on the Mahalanobis metric to
solve the problem as mentioned earlier [56].

All in all, there are a lot of approaches addressing privacy and its preservation techniques.
On the one hand, we have several papers summarizing certain types of privacy preservation
techniques from different angles and discussing their challenges and solutions and also
a few papers addressing specific privacy-related situations solved by or with NLP, but a
summarization of privacy challenges and their solutions in the form of categories in the
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context of NLP still needs to be done. On the other hand, there are also a few papers that
apply NLP to ease the handling of privacy-related text documents like privacy policies, rules,
or privacy requirements. Until now, there are a plethora of privacy topics applying NLP that
needs to be summarized to receive an overview over the research field of Privacy-Preserving
Natural Language Processing.
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We decided to conduct a systematic mapping study instead of a systematic literature review
(SLR) in that we seek to acquire a broader scope of the research field of Privacy-Preserving
Natural Language Processing [57]. Therefore, the following chapter will be structured
according to the guidelines of Petersen to increase the comparability of the conducted
systematic mapping study. This chapter will consist of a research question definition section
in which we discuss the goals we are aiming for. Then, we will delineate the search process,
the strategy behind it, and which results we received. Afterward, we screen through the
papers to include or exclude them according to our criteria. Ultimately, we present our
analysis and mapping results [11].

4.1. Definition of Research Questions

The classical approach of a SMS is to provide an overview of a research area and also illustrate
current results and types of research [11]. We shifted our focus towards the challenges and
their solutions in the domain of Privacy-Preserving Natural Language Processing. More
specifically, we will illustrate how NLP supports us to protect our privacy and how NLP
tasks can be secured from malicious users to exploit sensitive information they were trained
on. These thoughts resulted in the research questions listed in table 1.1 which were explained
in section 1.2. Usually, research questions answered by a SMS are accompanied by a character
of high level and, therefore, they are amended during the process because a lot of findings
cannot be foreseen before executing the study itself [12].

4.2. Search Process

This section elaborates the search strategy we applied to collect all papers that address our
interests. Three significant decisions need to be made regarding the search process: the
impact of completeness, the validation of the search process, and the appropriate mix of
search methods. Since we conduct a mapping study on a relatively new topic, completeness
is rather challenging to achieve and also not always a significant hallmark of a SMS. We
decided to take the papers mentioned in a series of workshops addressing NLP and privacy
to validate the completeness of our search process [12]. First, we explain our thoughts on
why we chose our search queries and the electronic data sources. Then, we present the initial
results of the search queries applied to the respective electronic data source and validate the
search process.
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4.2.1. Search Queries

We planned the queries that we would insert into the search bar of every electronic data
source. All of our selected electronic data sources support the usage of boolean operator like
in our case ”AND”, and ”OR”. The usage of ”AND” postulates that the results include all
terms written on the right and left side of the operator. For the ”OR” operator this slightly
differs because just one side needs to appear in the result list [58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65].
The result of our thoughts are listed in table 4.1. We were aware of the fact that PP NLP
is a very specific research field. Because of that we investigated how many papers address
our topic directly in the very beginning of the mapping study. As shown in Figure 4.1, we
divided our main term ”Privacy Preserving Natural Language Processing” into two parts and
searched for synonyms or related terms that might be of our interest and are a foundation
for the generation of our search queries. Q1 represents the equivalent of the research field
we analyze consisting of two terms ”Privacy Preserving” the operator AND, and ”Natural
Language Processing”. Q2 also includes potential synonyms for ”Privacy Preserving”, namely
”Privacy Enhancing” and ”Privacy Guaranteeing”. Q3 aims for a very specific subtopic of our
research field that investigates the interface between privacy and word embeddings. Q4 and
Q5 address a wider scope of the research field. Q4 considers any kind of combinations of

”Privacy” or ”Private” and ”Natural Language Processing” or ”NLP”. The last search query is a
construct of Q2 and the sub-fields of NLP handling either speech or text inspired by the work
of Pandey [66].

Figure 4.1.: Search Term Segmentation

In the next section, we will elaborate on the selection of electronic data sources, we decided
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ID Query
Q1 ”Privacy Preserving” AND ”Natural Language Processing”
Q2 (”Privacy Enhancing” OR ”Privacy Guaranteeing”) AND ”Natural Lan-

guage Processing”
Q3 (”Privacy” OR ”Private” OR ”Privacy preserving”) AND ”word embed-

dings”
Q4 (Private OR Privacy) AND (NLP OR ”Natural Language Processing”)
Q5 (”Privacy Enhancing” OR ”Privacy Guaranteeing” OR ”Privacy preserv-

ing”) AND (”Speech Recognition” OR ”Speech Segmentation” OR ”Text-
to-Speech” OR ”Automatic Summarization” OR ”Machine Translation” OR
”Natural Language Generation” OR ”Natural Language Understanding”
OR ”Question Answering”)

Table 4.1.: Table of all search queries applied in the search process

to consider within this thesis.

4.2.2. Selection of Electronic Data Sources

We agreed to select required sources from a selection of electronic data sources that provide a
broad coverage, listed in Table 4.2 [67].

Electronic Data Source Selected
IEEE Xplore Yes
ACM Digital Library Yes
EI Compendex & Inspec No
ISI Web of Science Yes
CiteSeer No
Google Scholar Yes
ScienceDirect Yes
SpringerLink Yes
Wiley InterScience Yes
SCOPUS Yes
Kluwer Online No

Table 4.2.: Table of all electronic data sources elected by [67] and their selection status in this
mapping study

Out of the eleven electronic data sources, we selected eight. There were several reasons
why we did not proceed with some of the sources. EI Compendex & Inspec provides the only
access to its database if the sales team is contacted [68]. Since we also have other sources to
our disposition, we decided to exclude EI Compendex & Inspec. CiteSeer and Kluwer Online
delivered empty result lists for a basic query (privacy or private) AND (NLP OR ”Natural
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language processing”). Therefore, we implied that further consultation would be obsolete and
stop proceeding with it.

In Table 4.3, we listed the selected electronic data sources and the corresponding Uniform
Resource Locator (URL). The remaining eight electronic data sources were included in our
mapping study, and all search queries from Table 4.1 were executed. We will present the
results of each source in the next part according to the order of Table 4.3.

Electronic Data Source URL
IEEE Xplore https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/Xplore/home.jsp
ACM Digital Library https://dl.acm.org/
Google Scholar https://scholar.google.de/
SpringerLink https://link.springer.com/search
ISI Web of Science https://apps.webofknowledge.com/
Wiley InterScience https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/doSearch?AllField=
ScienceDirect https://www.sciencedirect.com/search
SCOPUS https://www.scopus.com/search/form.uri?display=basic#basic

Table 4.3.: Table of all electronic data sources selected for the mapping study

Exporting Query Results

To acquire a good overview of our findings, we utilized Google Sheets for our mapping study.
Since it supports a variety of analytical tools, it is similar to Excel and allows us to cooperate
[69]. Based on the selected tool, we needed to export the search query results in the form
of a comma-separated value (CSV) or any similar format to insert it into our Google Sheets
worksheet. As we experienced it, the only electronic data sources that did not support this
format of exporting were ACM Digital Library, ScienceDirect, and Wiley InterScience. Instead,
the exporting of search result lists in the form of BibTex files was possible. Because of that,
we used JabRef, a free reference manager that allows us to import the exported BibTex files
containing the search query results and export them in the form of a CSV file [70]. In the next
part, we will discuss the overview of results we achieved after executing the search queries
and inserting the acceptable format into our worksheet.

Query Results Overview

Here, we illustrate the results according to the consulted electronic data source. For this
purpose, we generated Figure 4.2. In total, we received 6024 instances from all of the
consulted electronic data sources. Most of the results were delivered by SCOPUS(1083),
followed by Google Scholar(998) and ScienceDirect(956). Also, SpringerLink(881) and ACM
Digital Library(822) contributed a significant amount of instances. The least amount of
instances were contributed by Wiley InterScience(499), IEEE Xplorer(398), and ISI Web
of Science(387). Technical issues occurred during the execution of Q4 for SpringerLink.
Therefore, it was not possible to export the resulting list based. We contacted the support
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team of the corresponding electronic data source. However, the issue was not resolved in
time to include it in our mapping study. Next, we will explain how we filtered the initial
results we acquired so far.

Figure 4.2.: Search Query Results

4.2.3. Result Filtering

As we had a look at the initial results, we realized that a lot of duplicates appear within it.
Therefore we decided to apply several functions from Google Sheets, namely query and sort.
COUNTUNIQUE allows us the count all those entries in a column that are unique [71]. Since
all electronic data sources, we included had their own sheet to avoid any form of format
issues or overwrite and keep an overview of which source delivered most of the results.
The query function helped us to merge all sheets together without the risk of overwriting
entries from other electronic data sources automatically. The function consists of two inputs,
the first input specifies which data sheets are meant, and the second one is a query that
works precisely like a database SQL request. In our case, the query was ”select * where Col1
is not Null, or Col2 is not Null”. ”Col1” and ”Col2” represented the paper title and the
authors, respectively. If one of those was empty for one instance, then it wasn’t included
in the validation process because both columns are essential and indicate the completeness
of a source [72]. The sortn function delivers n entries of a list after performing a specific
sort task. This function is particularly vital for us because it helps us to eliminate duplicates
that exist within the result list output by the query function with the Tie Mode 2 [73]. Since
we wanted to have all entries of the resulting list output by the sortn function, we needed
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to insert ”99̂” since we did not know how many entries to expect [74]. After the execution
of sortn, we received the following results that are observable in Figure 4.3. At first sight,
the number of delivered results dropped significantly. In total, we observed the removal of
1600 duplicates. Most of the duplicates were part of the result list of SCOPUS (529), Google
Scholar (390), and ScienceDirect(253), which is observable in the Delta column in Table 4.4
as the result of the difference of the Initial and the Filtered columns. Furthermore, we were
interested in which electronic data source has the best ratio (so far) regarding the delivery of
duplicates and all results of the respective electronic data source. According to our Table 4.4,
Springer(93.98), IEEE(89.95) and ACM(89.29) embody the best ratio. After completing the
search process, we face 4424 allegedly different papers in the paper screening phase of the
mapping study, which we will further discuss in the next section.

Figure 4.3.: Filtered Search Query Results

4.2.4. Validation of the Search Process

To validate the completeness of the search process, we apply a suggested method that requires
us to select papers addressing PP NLP that were known by us based on our preliminary search
[12]. We chose to utilize the papers mentioned in the workshop ”PrivateNLP 2020@WSDM
2020” [33] because those workshops are the foundation of the research field investigated by us.
In Table 4.5 we highlight that all papers covered by the workshop ”PrivateNLP 2020@WSDM
2020” also appeared in the results of our search process without actually including specific
terms within our search queries except for the term ”word embeddings”. Since we validated
the results of our search process, we can now execute the paper screening process in which
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Electronic Data Source Initial Filtered ∆ Ratio (%)
ACM 822 734 88 89.29
Google Scholar 998 608 390 60.92
IEEE 398 358 40 89.95
ScienceDirect 956 703 253 73.54
SCOPUS 1083 554 529 51.15
Springer 881 828 53 93.98
Web of Science 387 247 140 63.82
Wiley 499 392 107 78.56
Total 6024 4424 1600 73.44

Table 4.4.: Table displaying the proportions after the filtering of the results

we decide which paper will be included in the mapping study or excluded from it.

Paper Title Appearance
Privacy-Aware Personalized Entity Representations for Improved User Under-
standing [47]

Yes

Classification of Encrypted Word Embeddings using Recurrent Neural Net-
works [49]

Yes

A User-Centric and Sentiment Aware Privacy-Disclosure Detection Framework
based on Multi-input Neural Network [48]

Yes

Is It Possible to Preserve Privacy in the Age of AI? [50] Yes

Table 4.5.: Table of all papers selected for the search process validation

4.3. Paper Screening for Inclusion or Exclusion

This section will explain our self-defined criteria that determine whether a paper is included
or excluded from our study. Furthermore, we will delineate the idea behind them. As a lone
researcher with supervision, it is advised to go through the search query results multiple
times in different orders and ask the supervisor to randomly select some papers to assess
the quality and give some feedback. Since we have a tremendous amount of research papers
that we consider to be a part of the research field of our interest, we just examined the paper
title in the first round of validation and rarely the abstract if the title of the paper did not
indicate its content [12]. After that, the screening is executed according to self-defined criteria
that support the supervisor or other curious researchers to reproduce results of the validation
phase [11]. In Table 4.6, the aforementioned inclusion and exclusion criteria are listed. We
included papers that covered terms related to privacy preservation techniques in combination
with NLP for natural language in the form of text or speech in their title or abstract. Then, if
neither the title nor abstract delivered clear information about the content of the paper, we
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inspected the keyword section if terms related to privacy or NLP appear. In general, we were
interested in the synthetic generation of text or speech since this topic also contributes to our
research field of interest. Ultimately, we also considered any type of involvement of NLP and
the processing of privacy regulating documents like privacy policies or privacy policies and
complying with them. We excluded every paper that neither mentioned privacy nor NLP
in its title or abstract. Deliberately, we omitted papers handling steganography because we
question its privacy sustainability. Additionally, we left out all papers that just processed
privacy regulating aided with crowdsourcing. If an instance represented a conference or
workshop summary, a content list, chapter overview, a book, or a patent, we also excluded
it because we want to analyze papers reviewed by other researchers of the conference or
workshop program committee. If there was no possibility to access the paper securely or at
all or it was not written in English, we also excluded the paper from the mapping study. In
the next part, we will present the results of the screening process.

Inclusion Criteria Exclusion Criteria
The appearance of terms closely related to pri-
vacy preservation and NLP in the title or the
abstract

Lack of privacy in the title or abstract

Privacy and Natural Language Processing or
related terms appear in the keyword section

Lack of Natural Language Processing or its
sub-domains in the title or abstract

Generation of speech or text synthetically Conference or workshop summary, content list,
chapter overview, books or patents

Processing of any privacy regulating document Restricted access to the content
Any topics related to steganography
Insecure access to the paper
Processing of Privacy Policies with crowdsourc-
ing
Papers not written in English

Table 4.6.: Table of all criteria applied in the screening process

After the screening of the results of the search process according to our criteria and the
removal of additional duplicates, 666 papers (15.1 percent) remained within our mapping
study, as you can see in Figure 4.4. The next step is to validate the screened papers.

4.4. Validation

To remove the bias within the mapping study and also assess the quality of the search process
results, the advisor of this thesis validated the screened papers randomly because of the vast
amount of papers potentially relevant for our work [12]. In this chapter, we will explain how
we conducted the validation and which outcome we received.

Since we conducted the mapping study with the support of Google Sheets like [75], it was
possible to share a link containing the sheet with the screened paper with the advisor to
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Figure 4.4.: Proportion of remaining papers

validate them. The advisor filtered the list to inspect just the screened paper that we consider
valuable for the mapping study. We decided to communicate with three different categories
in the validation process. Generally, we used ”1” as an equivalent for the inclusion of the
paper in the mapping study or ”0” otherwise. Then, we applied the question mark (”?”) for
uncertainty. Additionally, we commented on our decision for the options ”0” and ”?” in
brackets after the corresponding sign. Table 4.7 displays an overview of the comments made
by the advisor during the validation.

As you can observe in Table 4.7, the advisor had discovered ten uncertainties out of its 179
comments. Two uncertainties were caused by the papers with the title ”A DNS Tunneling
Detection Method Based on Deep Learning Models to Prevent Data Exfiltration”[76] and ”A
Full-Text Retrieval Algorithm for Encrypted Data in Cloud Storage Applications”[77]. The
belonging of Zhang’s paper to our mapping study is indeed debatable. However, data traffic
carries private information, and the developed data exfiltration prevention is based on NLP
[76]. Song’s Team worked on an information retrieval algorithm on encrypted data avoiding
the disclosure of private information in a cloud-based environment applying NLP [77].

The following comment in the table refers to questions the relevance to NLP and text data
in Li’s review paper about applications applying federated learning [78]. After another review
of the paper, we decided to exclude the paper from the mapping study because the focus did
not highlight NLP related applications.

Meenakshi’s team published a paper reviewing security attacks and protection strategies
for machine learning which lacked Privacy and NLP focus. Therefore, we agreed to exclude
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Comment Types Amount
? (addresses security issue) 2
? (does it mention NLP? / text data) 1
? (security rather than privacy issues) 1
? (security) 1
? 1
? (not textual data as far as I understand) 1
? (what data type do they work with?) 1
? (do they address privacy issues?) 1
? (what data type?) 1
0 (duplicate) 36
0 (no privacy?) 2
0 (doesn’t address privacy issues?) 1
0 (doesn’t seem to address privacy issues) 1
0 (spatial data) 1
0 (location data?) 1
0 (location privacy) 1
0 (not text?) 1
0 (not about NLP) 1
0 (doesn’t seem to to talk about NLP/text data) 1
1 123
Total 179

Table 4.7.: Table of all comments made by the advisor during the validation

the paper from our work [79]. The same issue appeared for Liu’s survey paper focusing
on security threats and defensive techniques for machine learning having a data-driven
perspective [80]. The fifth entry of the table states a general uncertainty towards the paper
developing a flexible text corpus for specific linguistic research that did not address privacy
[81]. The following comment of uncertainty questions the data sets worked on in the paper of
Rashid’s team. The data sets MIDUS and ADULTS contain personal information also in text
form that is protected either by de-identification or differential privacy [82]. The comment
asking for the data type used within the work of Tsai’s team is not part of this thesis since it
works with transactional data that does not include text [83]. The work of Ji’s team does not
address a privacy issue directly. The privacy issue causes a scarcity of data that impedes the
development of the medical research area [84]. The last entry refers to the curiosity about the
used data type within the paper, which is answered within the abstract that the approach to
preserve privacy in linked data anonymization using queries is data-independent [85].

We continue with the comments that did not consider the selected papers to be a part of this
work. 36 comments pointed out that the selected papers are duplicates which is true, and they
were removed. This could easily happen caused by the number of papers being part of the
screening process and was not filtered out beforehand. The next comment group mentioned
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the lack of privacy issues relevant for the papers with the title ”A multi-task learning-based
approach to biomedical entity relation extraction”[86], ”Towards Combining Multitask and
Multilingual Learning”[87] and ”DUT-NLP at MEDIQA 2019:An Adversarial Multi-Task
Network to Jointly Model Recognizing Question Entailment and Question Answering” [88].
This paper was wrongly selected because of the applied shared-private model architecture,
which refers to the visibility of the parameters within the system and not to our understanding
of privacy in the sense of intentionally or unintentionally disclosing sensitive information to a
third party [86]. The same issue also occurred for the second paper [87] and the third one [88].
Roberts’ team paper is also motivated because there is a lack of data for the cancer research
field caused by privacy issues. Therefore is the aim of the paper to propose annotations and a
framework that works on the semantic level and, thus, introduce flexibility to the annotation
scheme and an approach to preserve the privacy of annotated data sets [89]. Location-oriented
privacy is describable in the form of numbers or words in the three comment types. Here
the three papers with the title ”SpatialPDP: A personalized differentially private mechanism
for range counting queries over spatial databases” [90], ”Towards privacy-driven design of
a dynamic carpooling system” [91] and ”Quantifying location privacy” [92]. The following
comment assumes that there is not text data involved in the work of Gong’s team, which
is not provable because there is no access to the entire content of the paper [93]. The last
two comment types question the focus of NLP in the papers, ”Perceived privacy” [94] and
”Distributed Latent Dirichlet allocation for objects-distributed cluster ensemble” [95]. Al-
Fedaghi presents in his paper a model that connects privacy and security based on information
exchange between two parties with measurable metrics for both domains. However, the
application of NLP misses [94]. The second paper works on privacy preservation applying
distributed Latent Dirichlet allocation, a topic modeling method, and was published at the
International Conference on Natural Language Processing and Knowledge Engineering in
2008 [95].

The last comment type remaining is the approving one. The advisor approved 123 papers.
However, 118 papers made it in the end into the mapping study. Here, we will explain all
those papers that we did not include in the mapping study. One out of the five papers was
excluded because it was based on evaluating the numerical input of employees to investigate
their stance on privacy by letting them choose from different levels of privacy in exchange for
a payment. Here, the connection to NLP is not present [96]. Hakkani-Tur’s team developed a
patent for a privacy-preserving database that cooperates with natural language. However,
we are interested in papers from conferences and workshops [97]. Another paper with the
title ”Identifying textual personal information using bidirectional LSTM networks” sounded
promising, but just the title and the abstract were written in English. The rest was in Turkish
[98]. The last two papers with the titles ”Reasoning about unstructured data de-identification”
[99] and ”Towards Efficient Privacy-Preserving Personal Information in User Daily Life,” [100]
did fit this thesis. Still, there was no access to the full content.

All in all, Table 4.8 illustrates the consensus between the paper screening phase and the
validation. Out of the 128 accepted papers, 118 were included in the mapping study resulting
in an inclusion rate of 95.6 percent. Also, just one out of the 46 excluded papers is a part
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of the mapping study, and three papers out of the ten uncertain ones take part in the next
stage of this thesis. During the validation process of the advisor, the author conducted further
analysis tasks on the screened data in which a few alterations occurred that led to a slight
diversion. Still, all the mentioned results in the table highlight that the advisor and the author
of the thesis have the same understanding of the research field of interest. In the next part of
the thesis, we enter the keywording phase.

Comment Category Amount Coverage
in SMS

Ratio (%)

1 (Inclusion) 123 118 95.9
0 (Exclusion) 46 1 21.7
? (Uncertainty) 10 3 30.0

Table 4.8.: Overview of all comment categories and their coverage within the mapping study

4.5. Keywording of Abstracts

In the process of keywording, the author inspects the abstracts of the validated and evaluates
suitable categories and schemes based on the findings. If the abstract of a paper does not
deliver sufficient information, the introduction or the conclusion part of the paper can be used
for the keywording process [11]. This part will focus on the results which were extracted out
of the keywording process. One key outcome of a mapping study is to give an overview of a
specific area by classifying the articles. There are two types of classification schemes, the topic
dependent one and the independent topic one. We decided to stick with a topic-dependent
one with a focus on issues and their solutions [13]. The complete analysis tables are located
in section A.1 the appendix of this thesis.

At the very beginning of this process, we realized that we need to distinguish two top
categories for privacy-preserving NLP, namely NLP as a privacy enabler and also a privacy
threat as privacy enabler NLP introduces privacy into a data set or an activity. As a privacy
threat NLP endangers the privacy of data engaging with it. Both top categories need to
deliver an appropriate answer to the research questions from Table 1.1. With RQ1, we desire
to know which challenges exist for NLP that are privacy-related. With RQ2, we attempt to
display the solutions for the corresponding problem within the domain of Privacy-Preserving
Natural Language Processing. After answering RQ1 and RQ2, we will have an overview of
the research field and can detect gaps within the landscape of Privacy-Preserving Natural
Language Processing.

Since we utilized Google Sheets for this thesis, we inserted columns that were mainly
provided by the export function of the corresponding electronic data source, namely title,
author, abstract, and year. In addition to the basic columns within our worksheet, we inserted
the following columns to the corresponding top category to answer the research as mentioned
earlier questions displayed in Table 4.9.
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NLP as Privacy Enabler NLP as Privacy Threat
Domain (RQ1) Domain(RQ1)
Classification of Use Cases (RQ1) Use Case Classification (RQ1)
Generalized Privacy Issue (RQ1) Data Type(RQ1)
Generalized Privacy Issue Solution (RQ2) Generalized Issue/Vulnerability solved

for NLP(RQ1)
Generalized Category of Applied NLP
Concept(RQ2)

PETs(RQ2)

NLP Method Type(RQ2)

Table 4.9.: Table of all sub-categories with the addressed research question

For both top categories, we will observe the domain they engage with to better classify
the different privacy challenges. We expect that the top category, which utilizes NLP as a
privacy enabler and as a privacy threat, to contain a wide variety of use cases that will help to
delineate also the potential of the inspected research field. Then, we highlight the prevalent
privacy issues that are solved by the application of NLP. Also, for the category in which NLP
is a threat, we will point out which data type is more affected by NLP, and we will also
provide an orientation for the different privacy challenges within this top category in the form
of an overview with aggregated issue schemes. To answer RQ2, we propose an aggregated
scheme to display which privacy issue solutions exist in both top categories. To solve the
privacy issues caused by NLP, privacy-enhancing techniques (PETs) are applied [101]. For
the other top category, we wanted to aggregate the different solutions in which NLP was
involved and also which NLP concept and method type were applied. The following two
subsections will specify which terms were applied within the categories according to the top
category it appears in.

4.5.1. Subcategories Natural Language Processing as Privacy Enabler

In this part, we will delineate all the terms appearing in each subcategory. The worksheet for
the corresponding top category is located in subsection A.1.1. We will start with the terms
from the domain and continue with the use case classification and the general privacy issues.
Afterward, we explain the terms included in generalized privacy issue solution part, the
category addressing the applied NLP concepts, and the NLP method type category.

Domain

The domain column in our work sheet supports our idea to classify the different validated
papers from our mapping study. This will give us the opportunity to structure the overview
better and also provide the option to the recipient of this study to pay attention to a specific
area of expertise. A domain is well defined on Merriam Webster describing it as a sphere of
knowledge [102]. Table 4.10 displays all the major domains appearing within the validated
papers. We observed a high frequency of papers that conducting research either on privacy
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policies [103, 104] or other privacy regulating documents [105, 106], or on data from the
medical area [107, 108, 109, 110]. Also, mobile applications [111, 112] and social networks
[113, 114] were addressed by multiple papers which is reasonable, since those topics are
omnipresent for the most of us in our daily routine. Then, we realized that there are several
papers either addressing a rather specific topic like privacy preserving mining of search
queries [115], big data [116] and finance [117] which we categorized as ”Other” or the papers
worked on a generic topic which we then classified as ”General” [118, 119]. Next, we will
specify the use case classification.

Domain
Law

Medicine
Mobile Application

Social Network
General
Other

Table 4.10.: Table of all terms occurring in the category Domain, a subcategory of NLP as a
privacy enabler

Classification of Use Cases

Same as the domain category, we attempt to dive deeper into the classification of the papers
and extract the different use cases applied within the papers we extracted from our search.
Other than the domain part, the use case classification will help us to grasp which scenario is
supported with NLP to guarantee privacy. As you can see in Table 4.11, we decided to apply
two layers of generalization to keep the extracted information, because of the tremendous
amount of papers within this top category. The more specific layer of abstraction is depicted
in the column ”Use Case Classes” and the more generalized version is the second column
”Generalized Category”. We tried to position a key word in front of the term in order to map
them better to aggregated schemes if it was possible.

The first more generalized category in the table is the category ”Annotations and Training
Data” aggregating all use cases aiming for the improvement of the annotation process or to
collect training data. The improvement is realized in form of the automatization or support
[118] or revision [120] of the annotation process. Also annotations or specific data sets like
privacy policies were collected to accelerate the research in a certain field [121] or a gold
standard was developed [122].

The next category in the second column is ”Automation”. Here, we extracted two directions,
namely the automation of flexible rule enforcement [123] and the automation of privacy
regulations [124]. The following two categories were specific enough and did not embody
any further specifications, namely ”Browsing in a private manner”[125, 126] and ”Definition
of privacy requirements”[127, 128].
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One major generalized category is the simplification of privacy related regulations. We
discovered several approaches in this area range from the simple comprehension of privacy
regulating documents [129, 130] to the comparison [131], compliance [132], writing [133] and
implementation process [134].

Another category is related to investigations mostly aiming for mobile applications or
related topics expose or check their privacy impact [135]. Especially, the rightfulness of access
privileges and their coverage with the app description is inspected [136].

The next two categories work on the measuring of the compliance of apps to a privacy
regulating document with a metric [117] and mining according to rules that guarantee privacy
[137].

Another category focuses on the increase of attention towards privacy policies [103] and
we observed that some papers also combine this use case with the comprehension of privacy
policies [138].

Then, there is a common category aiming for a privacy preserving way to share data with
third parties [139, 140, 141, 107]. We also did not specify this category more, because the
added value would be negligible.

Further, there is another major category within the table that specifies the protection of
sensitive information in unstructured textual data in general [142], in the clinical context
[143] or on social media platform [144]. Here, we distinguished between the protection of the
patient privacy and the privacy of medical unrelated privacy. The next generalized category
is searching in a privacy preserving manner.

An additional section, we introduced voice related services that either protect the voice in
public [145] or preserve the privacy of the user voice during a voice based assistance service
[146] predominated by the health sector [147, 148].

The last general category in the table is dedicated to the services that require cooperation
with the voice.

Since we gathered now enough categories describing the domain in which a specific
scenario takes place, we require the privacy issue appearing within a scenario in a certain
domain.

Generalized Privacy Issue

With this column we attempt to extract the privacy issue tackled within a paper in a gener-
alized manner. For this purpose, we re-applied parts from the privacy issues specified by
Boukharrou for cloud based home assistance and Internet of Things (IoT) devices, a topic
closely related to ours. Boukharrou divides privacy issues in context of speech based systems
processing user request in form of natural language in five categories. Three of them have
proven useful to this thesis, namely identification, profiling and data linkage. Identification
alludes to all information that are unique to an individual and might be sufficient to identify
a person. Profiling outlines the possibility of collecting information about a person to increase
the predictability of its actions and behavior. Data linkage refers to aspect that information
about an individual could be combined with other available data and lead to conclusions of
other facts. Those three terms are part of scheme listed in Table 4.12 [146].
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Moreover, we extracted several more privacy issues within our results. One of these privacy
issues handles the topic of disclosure of sensitive data for analysis [82, 149] or other reasons,
intentionally [150, 146] or unintentionally [151, 152]. Then, we explored a high density of the
issue of complexity of privacy policies [141, 153, 103, 129] and difficulties with the compliance
with requirements [154, 155, 156]. We are aware of the fact that the issues with requirements
compliance is caused by the complexity of privacy policies, but we observed a high frequency
of this topic, therefore, we want to highlight this fact in our work. Then, there is a group of
terms that represents privacy issues that are caused by the possession of sensitive data by a
third party and a potential secondary use [107, 157]. The term ”secondary use of unstructured
clinical data” was taken from [158]. Here, not just the handling of those data needs to be
regulated [142, 159], but also the misusage of sensitive data needs to be pointed out [160,
161]. Inflexibility of annonymization tools [162] is another term within Table 4.12 which is
the outcome of the keywording session that caught our attention. We observed also that
annotations and their quality were frequently mentioned by the literature we collected [122,
163, 121]. A more fundamental topic within the papers we found is the fact that sensitive
information are contained by unstructured data sets [164, 165, 166].

So far, we invented categories depicting privacy related challenges solved with NLP, now,
we attempt to devise a similar approach for the solution of the aforementioned privacy issues.
The next category we introduce aims for the generalization of privacy issue solutions.

Generalized Privacy Issue Solution

Same as for the privacy issue, we also require a generalized approach towards solving those
issues. We attempt to map privacy issues, and their solution approaches in an overview
to ease the extraction of patterns. Since we observed a wide variety of use cases within
Privacy-Preserving Natural Language Processing, we deepened our investigation of the
privacy solutions and introduced the category which stands for the applied NLP concepts
and method type, explained in the subsequent sections. Same as for the use case classification,
we discovered a variety of solutions. Thus, we will provide a two-level abstraction approach
again to structure the overview better. The mapping of this aggregated view and which
specific terms we found are located in subsection A.2.1. Table 4.13 displays the top level of
the extracted terms.

We observed that a plethora of papers tried to solve the privacy issues with automation.
Not just the enforcement of privacy policies [123, 37, 167] and access control is desirable to be
automatized, but also the analysis of privacy policies [168] and the compliance check [154,
169, 132]. Also, the anonymization of written text without any user interaction. Another
interesting category was the collection of annotated corpora for different purposes [104, 170].

We detected also another niche within the validated literature and it focuses on the privacy
analysis of mobile application code [155, 171, 172]. One of the largest section we found
focused on de-identification of text data, mainly in the medical area to protect the patient
privacy [107, 108, 109, 110], or the obfuscation of authorship [173, 174] . There is one paper
that demonstrates potential threats within a fitness application [175].

Another big block in the privacy issue solution category is dedicated to the design of search
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engines[176, 177], metrics [117], frameworks [178, 48] or algorithms to protect the privacy of
an acting user for example gender [179] or the data subject within a data set.

The next entry in Table 4.13 is ”Detection”. Specifically, the search for irregularities within
privacy regulating documents[180, 181] and the actual behavior or description. On top of that,
there is the aim of detecting sensitive data within unstructured data [182] or activities [183].

A smaller part is the interest of encryption based solutions within our findings [139, 184].
Another upcoming topic within this category is the generation of artifacts[185, 186] or

synthetic data [187, 188] based on data sets or a privacy regulating document. Then, we
observe the interest of the information extraction topic. The most frequent goal is to extract
information out of privacy policies [189, 190].

Another trend is to map the content of privacy policies to different metrics [191, 106] or
other privacy policies like General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [192, 193]. Additionally,
ontology based solutions focusing on privacy in general to shape a more universal approach
to cope with the topic [194, 195].

A huge variety is also present in the aggregated scheme of overviews that are present in
the literature we extracted from the search. The most frequent topics of the overviews is
about applied methods of handling medical data in a privacy preserving manner [196, 197]
or research field [198, 199].

The following aggregated term points out the solutions based on semantic level. In order
to extend the application domain of developed solutions and tools [200], the semantics of
language is utilized caused by its universal attitude [136].

Earlier, we mentioned the de-identification of textual data, however, there is also research
conducted in the area of speech de-identification in which the content of a speaker is needed
in order to execute a task , however, the voice is negligible [148, 201].

The last category within the Table 4.13 is the suggestion of security and privacy require-
ments in different ways and for diverse targets [202, 203, 204].

The next section will elaborate the different levels from NLP applied to solve the privacy
issues.

Generalized Category of Applied NLP Concept

In order to compare the extracted information precisely with each other, we are obligated
to map our findings to an equal level. Thus, we were curious about the applied NLP
concepts within our findings. We define an NLP concept same as Liddy in his work described
as ”Levels of Natural Language Processing” [26], he distinguishes between several levels
based on the investigated linguistic domain, also discussed in this thesis in subsection 2.1.3,
namely morphological, semantic, phonological (speech processing). We understand that the
morphological analysis focuses on the extraction of those morphems that carry the meaning
of a word or to remove all those parts of the word that blur its shape. The semantic analysis
is dedicated to the meaning of a word more than its shape. Speech processing is a topic for
itself, since voice is based on sound, however, it does communicate words in which we are
interested [26].
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In Table 4.14 we see all the applied concepts, we discovered within the selected literature.
Some papers did not apply any of those concepts because they just pointed out some
possible improvements for privacy requirements or possible threats like the work of Ye that
extracted different privacy and security challenges that occur when dealing with chatbots [205].
Morphological analysis is exemplified in the work of Fujita who developed a framework of
rules in which privacy policies are parsed in order to increase the readability [153]. Semantic
analysis is conducted in Hasan’s work who used neral network and word embeddings in
order to capture the semantic relationship between words to detect sensitive information
and annonymize it [206]. Di Martino’s paper shows a good example of the combination of
morphological analysis and semantic analysis by applying Part of Speech (PoS) tagging and
Named Entity Recognition (NER), respectively, to build an automated annotation tool to
annonymize sensitive information in documents in the Italian law domain [207]. The creation
of a corpus with annotations containing privacy policies like Wilsons’ work illustrates the
combination of the application of a morphological in form of Part of Speech (PoS) tagging,
semantic with Named Entity Recognition (NER) and syntactic analysis by the identification of
sentence boundaries [208]. We also distinguish between speech processing as a lone category
if just the voice is de-identified in order to keep the patient’s voice private as it is transmitted
via internet or a phone call, but there is still the possibility to detect symptoms of depression
[148]. A paper that just contributes to speech processing and the morphological analysis is the
work of Boukharrou’s paper that injects random noisy speech requests, also utilizing Part of
Speech (PoS) tagging in a smart home environment in order to avoid the profiling or possible
linkage [146]. Semantic analysis and speech processing are well represented in the work of Ye
who developed a system that covers and identifies sensitive information with Named Entity
Recognition (NER) so that people in public cannot read the text on the smart phone screen
through peeking, however, when the smart phone owner require the covered text the system
provides is able to read the actual information applying a text-to-speech approach [151]. The
combination of three different concepts within our validated paper was observable in the
work of Qian who conducts research on privacy preserving speech data publishing, because
it is not just sufficient to de-identify the voice, it is also important to protect the content of the
voice data [140].

Furthermore, we classified also the different approaches in which NLP was applied, further
discussed in the next section.

NLP Method Type

In Liddy’s work also the different approaches used to analyze text, were delineated. He
divided it in three different parts symbolic (rule-based), statistical and the connectionist
approach which corresponds with the today’s understanding of neural networks [26]. We
introduced this category in order to structure the overview better and track the applied
technologies within the privacy solution domain in context with NLP. In Table 4.15 eight
different combinations of NLP method types. The first one is ”None” because there is none
applied. ”NN” stands for neural network and refers to the papers that apply deep learning
like Hassan’s paper detecting sensitive data in unstructured text by the application of word
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embeddings [206]. Tesfy and his team investigated and presented the existing challenges in
detecting sensitive information in unstructured data sets without applying any NLP concepts
or methods [7]. Clearly, rule based approaches like Olsson’s paper designing a framework
for a more efficient way of annotating corpora [118]. A rule based and neural network based
approach is shown in Ravichander’s work by collecting a question and answering corpus with
1750 questions about privacy policies of mobile applications annotated by 3500 expert answers
[209]. The mix of a rule-based and a statistical based approach is exemplified Deleger’s work
to set up an annotation gold standard and evaluating it with a statistical model to prove
its value [163]. In general, we consider all papers applying the Natural Language Tool Kit
(NLTK) or similar auxiliaries as part of the ”Rule based & Statistical” category, since all of
them offer support based on rules or statistical concepts. There is a the The Stanford CoreNLP
natural language processing toolkit which embodies all three categories [210], therefore we
consider every paper that uses this tool or similar ones to be a part of the respective category
like Pan’s paper that investigates the information flow of android applications to detect
privacy violations [211]. A purely statistical approach is used within Neto’s paper which is
investigating the mining of personal query logs without taking into account work-unrelated
queries [115]. The combination of statistical and neural network based approaches is well
illustrated within the work of Lindner and his team that applies both categories in order to
analyse the coverage of privacy policies and the privacy policies presented on websites [129].
The next section will describe the other subcategories for the category addressing NLP as a
privacy threat.

4.5.2. Subcategories Natural Language Processing as Privacy Threat

Here, we will specify the terms appearing in the other subcategories from the second top
category. The work sheet for the corresponding top category is located in subsection A.1.2.
Again, we start with the terms within the domain subcategory, then, the data type and the
generalized privacy issue solved for NLP subcategory. The last terms delineated in this part
are within the PET subcategory.

Domain

This category is similar to the one mentioned in the other top category in section 4.5.1. We
orient ourselves according to the definition of the domain by the website of Merriam Webster
and see it as a sphere of knowledge [102]. We distinguished between five different domains
listed in Table 4.16. We discovered a plethora of papers that referred to the cloud computing
domain [212, 77, 213, 214]. Then, we noticed the presence of home automation [215, 216].
This top category also embody ”Medicine” as a domain [217, 218]. Same as in section 4.5.1
we introduce the domains ”General” and ”Other”. ”General” has a more generic approach
to solve a problem for which we could not find a adequate domain like [219, 220] and the
domain ”Other” contains domains that are very specific [221, 222]. The next subcategory we
will delineate is data type.
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Data Type

The data type is relevant to us, because we attempt to know, if there is a prevalent focus
on text (”Written”) or rather on ”Speech” data present within the research field of Privacy
Preserving Natural Language Processing. On top of that, we want to discover the different
use cases and how the issues were solved for NLP and cluster these solutions.

Use Case Classification

We choose to extract use case categories as well, to support the understanding of potential
scenarios in which NLP preserves privacy and improve the orientation of this mapping study.
Table 4.17 displays an aggregated overview from the more detailed use case list located in
subsection A.2.2.

A frequent use case appearing in the papers we found is the classification of documents
without the data disclosure [223] or it was based on encrypted data [49]. Another block
within our categorization in this section was dedicated to the investigation of the impact
of NLP concepts like word embeddings [9] or collaborative deep learning [224] on privacy.
Additionally, we introduced a term that specifies model training without the necessity to
contribute the actual data because the neural network is separated in two parts where on
part of the network containing sensitive information in its parameters is located on the client
side and the other part is then on the server side [225] or the concept of federated learning
is applied [226, 227]. Another topic which we discovered is the privacy utility trade-off that
applies a privacy preserving concept on neural text representations [228] or word embeddings
[229] in order to protect the privacy of the data subjects, but still enough information is left to
render an analysis on the respective data. Moreover, we noticed also the a group of papers
about secure communication without the necessity to disclose sensitive information [47] or
every feature of your voice [230]. Then, we noticed a niche referring to similarity detection
without exposing the data to the analysing party [231, 232]. One of the largest segments in
this section is dedicated to speech related services like emotion recognition [233], speech
transcription [234] or speech verification [235] avoiding the complete disclosure of all features
of the voice to a third party. Ultimately, we devised a category focusing on storing and
searching Data without its exposure, mostly rendered on encrypted data [236, 237] and the
summarizing without the document disclosure [238]. The next section is dedicated to the
generalization of issues or vulnerabilities for NLP.

Generalized Issue/Vulnerability solved for NLP

The generalized view on privacy issues caused by the involvement of NLP support our idea
to provide a better orientation for the recipients of this mapping study. As you can see
in Table 4.18 this category was inspired by the research about the vulnerabilities of word
embeddings, information leakage in language and the unintended memorization of neural
networks conducted by Pan [9], Koppel [239] and Carlini [8], respectively.

The paper by X. Pan, M. Zhang, S. Ji, and M. Yang describes the exploitability of the learning
parameters applied in word embeddings which allows the attacker to reverse-engineer those
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parameters and extract the data used for the training of those word embeddings [9]. An
example for this category is the work of Podschwadt and Takabi who applies homomorphic
encryption in order to protect the sensitive information of a user attempting to train a
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) by using encrypted word embeddings [49].

According to Koppel, Argamon, and Shimoni, it is feasible to apply simple lexical operations
in order to determine the gender of a the author who wrote a certain text [239]. The work
of Beigi, Shu, R. Guo, et al. exemplifies a case of this category by pointing out the fact that
simple tweets might lead to the disclosure of identity [221].

The paper by Carlini, C. Liu, Erlingsson, et al. describes the possibility to exploit neurons
within a neural network. Every neuron is trained on data and carries parameters that can be
exploited [8]. One example for this category is presented by Shao, S. Ji, and T. Yang which
elaborates on the mitigation of the leakage for neural rankings [231].

Furthermore, we include two additional terms that differ from the three aforementioned
ones. The first one is the disclosure of sensitive data to NLP model for training purposes
like the work of Feyisetan’s team developing an active learning approach to reduce the
required amount of annotated training data but still achieve acceptable model performance
[240]. The second term we would like to introduce is the general disclosure of sensitive data
to an NLP task to process it. An example for this classification is Reich’s paper about the
privacy-preserving classification of personal text messages meaning that the classification
model does not learn anything about the input of the author’s message that was classified
but also the author of the message doesn’t have any access to the classification model except
the resulting output [223]. Also, with this category, we try to point out current trends within
the research field and visualize their maturity. After the classification of the privacy issues,
we attempt to investigate if there is a particularly preferred solution to a specific privacy issue
within the NLP domain.

PETs(RQ2)

We realized that Dilmegani published a very thorough overview of applied privacy enhancing
technology examples which we will instrumentalize within this thesis for the classification
in category PET. He lists Differential Privacy (DP), Federated Learning, Homomorphic
Encryption (HE), Obfuscation, Secure Multiparty Computation and Synthetic Data Generation
as PETs. Table 4.19 displays all classifications we encountered during the keywording phase
[101]. Significantly, we noticed that there are also mixed PET that appear in our selected
literature. For instance, we realized that the Pathak’s work combines secure multi-party
computation (SMC) and differential privacy in order to publish classifiers trained on sensitive
data [241]. Furthermore, we detected a high frequency of papers that combine federated
learning (FL) and differential privacy (DP) for NLP based on text [226, 242] and speech [243].
The last combination, we extracted from the literature applied homomorphic encryption
(HE) and federated learning by analyzing the concept regarding its security and efficiency
[244]. In addition to that, we realized that there are some papers that rise the attention
towards vulnerabilities without solving the issue [245, 224] or suggesting concepts in order
to preserve the privacy of data [246, 247]. After the extraction and the mapping of the
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relevant information, we will be able to analyze which solutions were applied for which issue
answering RQ2 with it. In the following section, we will discuss the results of the mapping
phase.

All in all, we extracted information from the papers we collected in the previous phases as
described by Petersen [11]. We detected two different top categories and several subcategories.
In some, we needed a two-layer abstraction scheme to structure our resulting schemes better.
The two top categories interpret the role of NLP in two different ways, namely as a privacy
enabler or as a privacy threat. Therefore, the subcategories needed to be different because
we proceed with different purposes by setting up the subcategories. For NLP as a privacy
enabler, we wanted to know which use cases are affected by it, in which domain does it
appear, which solutions and its NLP method types or analysis levels were applied. For NLP
as a privacy threat, we also attempt to investigate which domain or use cases are affected
by this and which solutions were applied. Since we have our categories yet, we continue to
analyze the mapping results in the next chapter.
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Use Case Classes Generalized Category
Annotation automatization

Annotations and Training
Data

Annotation collection
Annotation process support
Annotation revision
Annotations for research acceleration
Annotations with gold standard
Collection of privacy policies
Automated and flexible rule enforcement

Automation
Automatic modeling of privacy regulations
Browsing in a private manner Browsing in a private man-

ner
Definition of privacy requirements Definition of privacy re-

quirements
Ease the automation process of privacy regulating documents

Simplification of privacy
related regulations

Ease the comparison of privacy policies
Ease the compliance process through automation
Ease the comprehension of privacy policies
Ease the comprehension of privacy related user reviews for developers
Ease the implementation of written privacy policies
Ease the writing process of privacy policies based on code
Investigating the access legitimacy of smart phone apps

Investigations
Investigating the impact of GDPR with privacy policy analysis
Investigating the permission usage coverage of app descriptions
Investigating the potential privacy impact of smart phone apps
Measuring the Compliance of apps Measuring the compliance

of apps
Mining according to privacy policies Mining according to pri-

vacy policies
Paying more attention to privacy policies Increase attention towards

privacy policiesPaying more attention to privacy policies & Ease the comprehension
of privacy policies
Privacy preserving information sharing Privacy preserving infor-

mation sharing
Protecting patient privacy in unstructured clinical text Protecting sensitive

information in
unstructured data

Protecting sensitive information in unstructured text
Protecting sensitive information on social media platforms
Searching in a private manner Searching in a private man-

ner
Voice protection in public

Voice related services
Voice-based assistance in a privacy preserving manner
Voice-Based healthcare in a private manner
Voice-based service in a private manner

Table 4.11.: All terms occurring in the Classification of Use Cases
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Generalized Privacy Issue
Data Linkage
Identification

Profiling
Disclosure of sensitive Data

Disclosure of sensitive data for analysis
Unintended data disclosure

Complexity of Privacy Policies
Compliance with Requirements

Handling of sensitive data by applications
Misusage of Sensitive Information by Data Collector or Adversary

Secondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)
Inflexibility of annonymization tools

Annotations and their Quality
Sensitive Information in unstructured Data

Table 4.12.: All terms occurring in the category of Generalized Privacy Issue, a subcategory of
NLP as a privacy enabler

Generalized Privacy Issue Solution Overview
Automation

Code-based Analysis
Collect annotated corpus

De-identification
Demonstration of Threats

Designing
Detection

Encryption based Solutions
Generation

Information Extraction
Mapping

Ontology based Solutions
Overviews

Semantic Solutions
Speech de-identification

Suggestions

Table 4.13.: All terms occurring in the category of Generalized Privacy Issue Solution, a
subcategory of NLP as a privacy enabler
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Generalized Category of Applied NLP Concept
None

Morphological Analysis
Semantic Analysis

Semantic Analysis & Morphological Analysis
Semantic Analysis & Morphological Analysis & Syntactic Analysis

Speech Processing
Speech Processing & Morphological Analysis

Speech Processing & Semantic Analysis
Speech Processing & Morphological Analysis & Semantic Analysis

Table 4.14.: All terms occurring in the category of Generalized Category of Applied NLP
Concept, a subcategory of NLP as a privacy enabler

NLP Method Types
None
NN

Rule based
Rule based & NN

Rule based & Statistical
Rule based & Statistical & NN

Statistical
Statistical & NN

Table 4.15.: All terms occurring in the category of NLP Method Types, a subcategory of NLP
as a privacy enabler

Domain
Cloud Computing
Home Automation

Medicine
General
Other

Table 4.16.: All terms occurring in the category of domain, a subcategory of NLP as a privacy
threat
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Use Case Category
Classification without Data Disclosure

Investigating the Impact of NLP related Concept on Privacy
Model Training without Sharing Data

Privacy-Utility-Trade-off for NLP related Concept
Private Communication

Similarity detection without Data Exposure
Speech related Service without complete Voice Feature Disclosure

Storing and Searching Data without Data Exposure
Summarization without Document Disclosure

Table 4.17.: All classes occurring in the category of use case classification, a subcategory of
NLP as a privacy threat

Generalized Issue/Vulnerability solved for NLP
Exploitability of Word Embeddings

Information Disclosure by Statistical Language Models
Memorizability of Neural Networks

Direct Disclosure of Sensitive Data for NLP Model Training
Direct Disclosure of Sensitive Data for NLP Tasks

Table 4.18.: All classes occurring in the category of use case classification, a subcategory of
NLP as a privacy threat

Privacy Enhancing Technology (PET)
Differential Privacy (DP)

Federated Learning
Homomorphic Encryption (HE)

Obfuscation
Secure Multiparty Computation

Synthetic Data Generation
Differential Privacy (DP) & Secure Multiparty Computation

Federated Learning & Differential Privacy (DP)
Federated Learning & Homomorphic Encryption (HE)

None

Table 4.19.: All classes occurring in the category of Privacy Enhancing Technology 1 and 2, a
subcategory of NLP as a privacy threat
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Since we have the categories and the schemes, we start to extract the information from the
validated papers and map it accordingly [11]. In the following sections, we will present
the outcome of the mapping phase and explain the results. We will start with the mapping
results showing us the distribution of publications regarding our topic in general and divided
them into the two top categories over the years. For each electronic data source, as it is
suggested by the paper by Kitchenham, Budgen, and Brereton[12]. Then, we present the
mapping results of the two top categories in which we see NLP as a privacy enabler and
iterate through the subcategories to answer the research questions RQ1 and RQ2. Afterward,
we repeat this procedure for the second top category in which NLP is determined as a privacy
threat. All plots are based on the findings listed in the worksheets located in subsection A.1.1
and subsection A.1.2.

5.1. Numbers of Publications per Year

Before answering the research questions, we first want to stress the interest of PP NLP in the
research community by pointing out the number of publications per year as it is suggested by
Kitchenham [12]. Since we discovered two major top categories in the research field of our
interest, we were curious about the publications each year for those two categories. Figure 5.1
stresses the fact that the topic we are interested in continuously gains more attention and also
its substreams. We assume that the increase is caused by multiple factors like the introduction
of GDPR on the European level in 2016 and the adjustment on the national level two years
later, which legally bind the private and public sectors.

Since the search process was completed at the beginning of March, the amount of publica-
tions in 2021 is limited. We could not manage to find a publication year for the publications
with the title ”Towards integrating the FLG framework with the NLP combinatory framework”
[248] and ”Privacy-Preserving Character Language Modelling” [249].

5.2. Numbers of Publications per Electronic Data Source

According to Kitchenham, it is an interesting piece of information to point out the electronic
data source that delivered the most publications [12]. The resulting Figure 5.2 depicts an
overview of the electronic data sources and their contribution with publications to this
mapping study. Most of the publications were delivered by Google Scholar. However, it
searches through the web for academic publications in other electronic data sources [250].
Therefore, we thought that we would distinguish this fact as well in the chart above by
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Figure 5.1.: Publications per year

representing the distribution of papers contributed with one category including Google
Scholar and the other one excluding Google Scholar and redistributing the papers to their
sources or assigning it to the category ”Other” if the original data source is not represented
within our selection of electronic data sources.

We observed that the 127 publications contributed by Google Scholar contained 53 pub-
lications that were part of an electronic data source from our selection, but 74, a majority,
were from other sources. As you can see, 14 publications were a part within ACM, which
Google Scholar also found, which represents the highest ratio with 240 percent of otherwise
assigned papers. 22, 6, 10, and 1 publications from IEEE, ScienceDirect, Springer, and Wiley,
respectively, were assigned to Google Scholar. Without those publications, Google Scholar
would still be in third place regarding the contribution behind SCOPUS and IEEE.

5.3. What privacy-related challenges exist in the area of Natural
Language Processing (NLP)?

In this section, we will attempt to answer the first research question. In the keywording
phase, we realized that there is the need to distinguish between two categories to answer this,
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Figure 5.2.: Publications per electronic data source

namely NLP as and privacy enabler and as a privacy threat. Hence, we have different views.
First, we will present our results for the privacy enabling part and then for the privacy threat
part.

5.3.1. Challenges for NLP as a Privacy Enabler

In this section, we will answer RQ1 for the top category with the mapping results we collected
in the following sections. First, we want to acquire an overview of the domains interested in
the application of NLP as a privacy enabler. Then, we will inspect the distribution of use case
classes discussed within the publications we selected. After having a better understanding
of the environment NLP is utilized as a privacy enabler, we will present the fundamental
privacy-related challenges this top category faces. Afterward, we map the use case categories
and the domains on the privacy issues. At the end of this section, we will have a look at the
timeline, including the privacy issues mapped on a timeline, to observe the development of
privacy issues solved with NLP.

Domain Mapping Results

The mapping results in Figure 5.3 regarding the domain part for NLP as a privacy enabler dis-
plays 58.2 percent of the papers we found either contribute to the topic ”Law” or ”Medicine”.
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28.6 percent of the papers in this part addressed either a particular topic or conducted research
on a generic or theoretical topic. 8.9 percent of the paper we extracted focused on social
networks, and the minor party in the chart is represented by mobile applications. In the next
part, we will present the mapping results for the use case categories we collected.

Figure 5.3.: Mapping Results for the Domain category in the top category NLP as a Privacy
Enabler

Classification of Use Cases Mapping Results

Figure 5.4 represents the distribution of papers among the classes of use cases we delineated
in section 4.5.1. We decided to depict the results with a bar chart to understand better the
popularity of use cases among the literature we extracted in the earlier parts of the thesis. The
top three consist of the topics ”Protecting sensitive information in unstructured data” with 81
papers, ”Privacy Preserving Information Sharing” with 73 papers, and the ”Simplification
of privacy-related regulations” with 50 papers. Followed by 20 from ”Investigations” and
17 papers from ”Annotations and Training Data”. ”Voice related services”, ”Searching in a
private manner” and ”Increase Attention towards Privacy Policies” received 15, 14, and 14
papers, respectively. Twelve papers were mapped to the ”Automation” category and 10 to
”Mining according to privacy policies”. Less attention was gained by the topics ”Definition
of Privacy Requirements”, ”Browsing in a private manner”, ”Measuring the Compliance of
apps” collecting with five, three and two papers, respectively. In the following section, we
will present the mapping results from the privacy issue section of the top category NLP as a
privacy enabler.
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Figure 5.4.: Mapping Results for the Use Case Classification category in the top category NLP
as a Privacy Enabler

Generalized Privacy Issue Mapping Results

In this section, we will discuss the mapping results for the privacy issues that are handled with
the support of NLP. In Figure 5.5, we can observe a clear dominance of the secondary usage
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of unstructured clinical data, primarily for research reasons and the complexity of privacy
policies. Considerable popularity was also dedicated towards the topics ”Unintended data
disclosure, ”Profiling’,’ and ”Compliance with Requirements”. Essential privacy issues in this
section are also ”Identification”, sensitive information in unstructured data, and the handling
of sensitive information by applications. Less frequently mentioned within the literature, we
identified were the topics ”Disclosure of sensitive data analysis”, ”Data Linkage”, ”Misuse of
Sensitive Information by Data Collector or Adversary”, ”Disclosure of sensitive Data” and
”Annotations and their Quality”. Next, we will display the results, which will show us the
mapping of use case classes on privacy issues.

Figure 5.5.: Mapping Results for the Generalized Privacy Issue category in the top category
NLP as a Privacy Enabler

Use Cases requiring NLP as a Privacy Enabler

Figure 5.6 delivers an aggregated overview over the constellation between the privacy issues
and the corresponding use cases appearing in or which they cause. On the left of the graph
are the privacy issues listed. The bar next to it displays the distribution of use cases, with the
corresponding color on the right of the graph, addressing the respective privacy issue. If a
privacy issue contains a use case category, the order is set by the order given on the right of
the graph. This means, if a privacy issue category contains one publication addressing it for
each use case category, the graph will depict a bar with 13 boxes, each filled with a ”1”. At
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the bottom of the graph, a percentage is given to illustrate the proportion of use cases within
publications. The numbers in the bar next to a privacy issue correspond to the number of
contributions addressing a specific use case category.

For instance, we investigate which use cases address the privacy issue ”Complexity of
Privacy Policies”. Six use cases are part of the category addressing ”Annotations and Training
Data”, two ”Automation”, one ”Browsing in a private manner”, 13 ”Increase Attention
towards Privacy Policies”, nine ”Investigations”, one ”Privacy-Preserving Information Sharing”
and one ”Protecting sensitive information in unstructured data”. 33 contributions or 50
percent of the use cases addressing the complexity of privacy policies are dedicated to the
simplification of privacy regulating documents.

This graph provides an overview of all the privacy issues and the use cases they occur
in or they cause. Because of the annotation quality, issues regarding the scarcity of data or
the training of sensitive data detection models occur in use cases related to the annotation
process. Annotated data are essential to train algorithms to detect sensitive information in a
data set. Now, we can observe that the complexity of privacy policies is a significant concern,
and many contributions were dedicated to this issue. Significantly, the simplification and the
attention increase towards privacy purposes received a fair amount of interest. Compliance
with requirements affects many use cases, especially in the area of automation and the
simplification of privacy regulating documents. Data Linkage affects all the use cases that aim
for a privacy-preserving way of sharing data or challenges protecting sensitive information in
unstructured data structures.

The disclosure of sensitive data might occur in use cases that attempt to protect sensitive
data, share them in a private manner, or during the interaction with a voice-related service.

In mining or protecting sensitive data, the disclosure of sensitive data is an issue because
the analysis bears the chance to infer sensitive information about the data subject.

The privacy issue resulting from the handling of sensitive information by applications
causes many publications to render investigations to evaluate the privacy impact and raise
awareness towards this issue. The issue of ”identification” accompanies use cases addressing
the sharing of information, protection of sensitive information, the application of search
engines, and the encounter of voice-related services.

The inflexibility of anonymization tools hinders the process in which privacy-preserving
information exchange is rendered. To prevent the misuse of sensitive data, use cases were
devised that address the issue with a privacy-preserving manner of data exchange, general
protection of sensitive information within unstructured data sets or the simplification of
privacy regulations are conducted. Profiling might originate in use cases that focus on
browsing, mining, or protecting sensitive information in unstructured data sets. Most
frequently, Profiling occurs in context with search engines and voice-based services.

One major privacy issue within this graph is the secondary use of unstructured clinical
data occurring in use cases that aim for sharing information or protecting it. The existence
of sensitive information within not medical data happens to occur in or be caused by the
collection of annotations, the definition of privacy requirements, mining of data, privacy-
preserving information sharing. The issue of unintended data disclosure originates in use
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cases that share sensitive information or protect it. It also is subject to use cases in which
search engines or voice-based use cases.

This graph illustrates the diversity of privacy-related issues, and in which category of use
cases they either occur or which use cases they case. There is not one category of use case that
is affected by just one. However, most of the privacy issues occur in use cases in which either
sensitive information is tried to be protected in unstructured data sets or when the use case
conducts the sharing of information. The following chart will elaborate on the development
of privacy issues during the last years.

Domains involving NLP as a Privacy Enabler

After extracting the information about the privacy issues that were dealt with NLP and the
corresponding use cases, we investigated in which domain the privacy issues are present.
The result of our work is Figure 5.7. On the left side of the graph are the privacy issues. Next
to each privacy issue is a bar that represents a 100 percent of use cases dedicated to it. each
colour in the bar represents one category of use cases. The number in the box stands for the
absolute number of the respective use cases of a given use case category.

On the first sight, the graph highlights the fact that NLP is frequently used within the
medical domain in order to solve privacy issues. Likewise, the presence of the law sector in
different privacy issues is revealed by this graph caused by the intense involvement of privacy
policies or other privacy regulating documents. We observe that the categories ”Other” and
”General” are scattered around all privacy issues in high proportions. The privacy issues
”Complexity of privacy Policies”, ”Compliance with Requirements” and ”Secondary use of
unstructured clinical data” are naturally predominated by the domain ”Law”,”Law” and
”Medicine”, respectively.

All in all, this graph shows us, that the occurrence of privacy issues solvable with NLP can
happen in any domain listed here. But this also implies that other domains could utilize NLP
more in order to preserve privacy.

Development of Privacy Issues solved with NLP as a Privacy Enabler

Figure 5.8 demonstrates the development of the variety of privacy-related issues that are
solved with the support of NLP. On the x-axis of this chart, the years of publications are
displayed. One instance in the graph has no assigned publication year because we were not
able to find it. The numbers in the bar represent the number of publications contributed to
one the privacy related issue with the corresponding color on the right side of the chart. If
the box is too small to fit the number of contributions, it is written in the next bigger box with
enough space, and it is highlighted by using a white font around the filling. For instance,
the column assigned to 2020 has the following numbers, starting from the bottom of the
column, ten and five, which belong to the categories ”Complexity of Privacy Policies” and the
”Compliance with Requirements”, respectively. Then, there are two empty fields. However,
after these, there are two ”1” in the same colors as the empty fields indicating their reference.
In this case, the privacy issues ”Data Linkage” and ”Disclosure of sensitive data for analysis”.
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The same concept applies to the following numbers highlighted by the white color around
the filling color. The y-axis of this graph represents the 100 percent of publications made in
the corresponding year. At the top of every column, the total amount of publications for each
year is written.

We observe that the variety and the amount of privacy-related issues solved with NLP
increases. Notably, not just the almost every year presence of the privacy issue of ”Unintended
data disclosure” and the ”Complexity of Privacy Policies”, also the increased amount of
attention contributed to the issue in the form of publications is well illustrated by the chart. A
constant present within almost every year is the secondary use of unstructured clinical data,
also assigned with growing numbers. In 2016, the variety and amount of publications received
a significant intake compared to the year before. This is the same year in which General
Data Protection Regulation was introduced by the European Union, and two years later, the
country members needed to adapt to the law [16]. In the years afterward, the dedication
towards the challenge of compliance also gained more attention. The development of the
research field evolves. The publications start to address privacy concerns more specifically
because privacy issues like identification, profiling, and data linkage are applied in more
publications and delineate the problem of privacy as more than just a violation and address
the problem’s potential consequences.

5.3.2. Challenges for NLP as a Privacy Threat

In this section we attempt to answer the challenges that are privacy related and caused by
NLP. First, we want to inspect the domains in which the privacy issues that are caused by
NLP occur and we will point out which data type was mostly involved. Then, we present the
issues and their distribution within this thesis. The last point will be a mapping of domains,
data types and use cases to the respective privacy issue.

Domain Mapping Results

The mapping results for the sub category Domain are depicted in Figure 5.9. With 55.9
percent a majority of our findings work on generic or theoretical aspects for which we did
not find an adequate domain. The ”Cloud Computing”, ”Medicine” and ”Home Automation”
domain received 15.7, 14.2 and 4.7 percent, respectively. The ”Other” domain achieved 9.4
percent of the papers. Now, we proceed with the results for the data type subcategory.

Data Type Mapping Results

Figure 5.10 illustrates the distribution of papers that conducted research on text or speech
data. Apparently, there is majority dedicated to work with written data. The next section will
discuss the results for the use case classification.
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Use Case Classification Mapping Results

The specific mapping results for the use case classification are depicted in a figure located
in A.3.1. Here, we will present the aggregated mapping results for the category use case
classification contained by Figure 5.11. The dominant use case class is the topic referring to
speech related services without disclosing the all the voice features with 42 papers matching it.
A comparatively mediocre amount of papers were mapped to topics ”Model Training without
Sharing Data”, ”Privacy-Utility-Trade-Off for NLP related Concept” counting 26, 20 and 15
papers, respectively. The topics ”Classification without Data Disclosure” and ”Similarity
detection without Data Disclosure” achieved seven papers each. A fewer amount of papers
were dedicated to the topics ”Investigating the Impact of NLP related Concept on Privacy”,
”Private Communication” and ”Summarization without Document Disclosure”. Next, we will
present the mapping results for the privacy issues subcategory.

Mapping Results for Generalized Issue/Vulnerability solved for NLP

In Figure 5.12 the mapping results for this subcategory are depicted. 31.5 and 29.9 percent of
the papers we found were mapped to the terms ”Direct Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP
Tasks” and ”Direct Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP model training”, respectively. The
last three topics within the chart are ”Exploitability of word embeddings”, ”Memorizability
of NN” and ”Information Disclosure by Statistical Language Models” receiving 17.3, 15.0
and 6.3 percent of the papers included in this mapping study. In the following part, we will
discuss the mapping results of final subcategory of this top category.

Domain Appearance of NLP as a Privacy Threat Domain

Figure 5.15 embodies the mapping of domains to the privacy issues caused by NLP. On the
left side the privacy issues caused by NLP are listed and on the right side of the chart the
domains are presented. Each color in the bar on the right of the listed privacy issue represent
on domain. The number within the box describes the amount of publications dedicated
towards the domain.

It is observable that the ”General” domain is predominant in all privacy issues. This
implies that the research field still is in its beginnings. Since the medical domain has already
conducted a lot of research towards privacy preservation in combination with NLP caused
by [251], it is present in most of the detected privacy issues. A small proportion of specific
domains are also present within the privacy issues. The next section will cover our analysis
for the data types involved in privacy issues caused by NLP.

Data Types addressed by NLP as a Privacy Threat

This section will show a distribution of data types addressed by the privacy issues caused
by NLP depicted in Figure 5.14. This table follows the same structure as Figure 5.15, but the
difference is that we inspect the data type if it is written or in spoken form. As you can see,
we have a clear focus on written data among the publication we included into this SMS. An
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interesting fact is that the direct disclosure of sensitive data for NLP task is the only privacy
issue that is predominated by speech data, mainly, because the voice itself is a bio-metric
treat that needs to be treated with caution before disclosing it to any third party. In the next
section, we will elaborate the use cases affected by NLP as a privacy threat.

Use Cases addressed by NLP as a Privacy Threat

Figure 5.13 shows the mapping of use cases on the privacy issues caused by NLP. It follows
the same structure as Figure 5.15, however on the left side is a legend listing the use case
categories and the corresponding color.

The direct disclosure of sensitive data to an NLP task are mainly addressed by use cases
that want to train a model based on sensitive data or speech related services without the
disclosure of the complete voice. A minority of use cases aim for the privacy-utility-trade-off
of training data. The next privacy issue in the chart refers to the issue of direct disclosure
of sensitive data for NLP tasks. The majority of use cases aim to protect the voice traits or
want to store and conduct a search on data in a privacy preserving way. The exploitability
of word embeddings occurs in the use case category of the privacy-utility-trade-off for NLP
concepts. The ”Information Disclosure by Statistical Language Models” also occurs in the use
case category of the privacy-utility-trade-off for NLP concepts among use cases of the type
”Speech related Service without complete Voice Feature Disclosure ” and the summarization
without the disclosure of documents. The ”Memorizability of NN” causes mostly the use case
of model training without sharing data and speech related services without fully disclosing
all voice traits.

Again, this graph shows us the different use case categories which are caused because of
the privacy issues we discovered or occur in the use case category. In the following part, we
will discuss the solutions applied in order to preserve the privacy with NLP or for NLP.

5.4. What approaches are used to preserve privacy in and with NLP
tasks and how can they be classified?

In this section, we will elaborate the solutions which were provided with the support of NLP
or the applied PET in order to preserve the privacy within the NLP task. For the section
dedicated to NLP as a privacy enabler, we will start with the mapping of privacy issue to the
corresponding solutions. Then, we will specify the solutions based on the NLP concepts and
method which were applied. For the part dedicated to solutions for NLP as a privacy threat,
we also start with the mapping of privacy issues on the solutions provided by the literature
we extracted.

5.4.1. Privacy Solutions Provided by NLP

In order to provide an answer for the question which privacy solutions are supported by
NLP and how can they be classified, we start with the scheme we elaborated in the previous
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chapter, then, we continue with the results for the applied NLP concept and the method type.

Generalized Privacy Issue Solution Mapping Results

Figure 5.16 shows an aggregated overview of the table located in subsection A.2.1. The most
frequent class in this category was ”De-identification” with 73 publications. On the second
place is the category ”Detection” with 38 publications. A comparable amount of papers were
dedicated to the topics ”Designing”(27), ”Information Extraction”(26), ”Automation”(23) and
”Generation”(22). On a similar level of received publications are the topics ”Semantic Solu-
tions”(19), ”Collected annotated corpus”(17), ”Speech de-identification” (16) and ”Overviews”
(14). Lower attention was addressed towards the topics ”Mapping”(8), ”Suggestions”(7),
”Code-based Analysis” (7), ”Ontology based Solutions”(4), ”Encryption based Solutions”(2)
and ”Demonstration of Threats”(1). The following part will discuss the mapping results for
the applied NLP concepts.

Generalized Category of Applied NLP Concept Mapping Results

Here, we will illustrate the mapping results for the applied NLP concepts with two different
levels of abstraction. First, we will discuss the results for various combinations we explained
in section 4.5.1, in Figure 5.17, then, we will aggregate those results and map it to the major
categories without any combinations. The result of it is displayed in Figure 5.18. Figure 5.17
depicts the fact that the papers we found have a strong focus on the semantic level and also
on the morphological level or the combination of both of those. Speech Processing seems to
be less popular. We attempted to find more appearances of combinations we delineated, but
this was not the case. Figure 5.18 just stresses the fact that most of the research is done on the
semantic level because of its more universal approach towards the natural language which
also improves the dynamics of potential solution approaches. Another significant part is
played by the morphological level supports to understand the task of words within a sentence
or even am entire text corpus. The next section will elaborate the distribution of applied NLP
method types within the extracted literature.

NLP Method Type Mapping Results

The last mapping results of the top category NLP as a privacy enabler is the method type
that was applied in the papers in this top category. Again, we instrumentalized a two
level abstraction process in Figure 5.19 the more specific one and Figure 5.20 displays the
aggregated overview. We chose a pie chart, since we have a more suitable distribution of
results. The top three are the pure methods ”Statistical”, ”NN” (Neural Networks) and the
”Rule based” approaches with 36.4, 21.4 and 12.9 percent, respectively. The most frequent
combination we found was the combination of all three method types with 9.2 percent. Now,
we will report about the mapping results for the sub categories of the other top category.
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Mapping of Privacy Issues on Solutions provided by NLP

In this part, we will focus on the privacy preservation solutions contributed by NLP. On the
left side of the Figure 5.21 the privacy solutions are listed. The bar next to each category
represents the privacy issue classes with the corresponding color on the right side of the
graph. The number within the box represents the number of contributions addressing the
privacy issue category.

”Automation” was mostly used in order to solve issues regarding the complexity of privacy
policies or the compliance with requirements. Also, ”Code-based Analysis” was used in
order to resolve the same privacy related issues and, additionally, issue of handling sensitive
information by applications. The collection of annotated corpora was applied in order
to resolve the issues of the complexity of privacy policies and annotation quality. ”De-
identification was applied mostly in order to make clinical unstructured data available fore
research purposes. The solution categories "Designing and "Detection" provided a immense
variety of solution towards multiple privacy issue categories. ”Encryption-based” solutions
were used to either mitigate the disclosure of sensitive data or profiling. ”Generation” was
mostly applied in order to solve the issues of the complexity of privacy policies or the
compliance with requirements or to avoid the complete disclosure of data for analyzing
purposes. The category of ”Information Extraction” was applied mostly for challenging the
complexity of privacy policies same as the ”Mapping” solution category. 50 percent of the
issues solved by an ontology-based approach aimed for profiling. The ”Overview” and the
”Suggestions” category offered a variety of solutions towards different privacy issues. Most of
the solutions offered by ”Semantic Solutions” addressed issues related to privacy regulating
documents or the compliance to them. ”Speech De-identification” was applied in order to
mitigate ”Identification” or ”Profiling.

Mapping of NLP Concepts on Solutions provided by NLP

Next, the Figure 5.22 will delineate the level on which the analysis of the NLP tasks were
applied. The chart follows the same rules as the charts discussed before, but in this case we
inspect the different NLP domains listed in the legend on the right side of the chart. We
are able to observe that most of the solution approaches apply the semantic analysis or a
combination of it with the morphological analysis. A triple combination appears seldom.

Mapping of NLP Method Types on Solutions provided by NLP

In Figure 5.23 we are able to observe the distribution of applied method types for the provision
of a solution towards a privacy issue. This chart follows the same logic as the previously
mentioned ones in this chapter. We can say that almost every solution approach with NLP
contains a variety of method types that are used in order to achieve there goal. Every
solution approach applies neural networks or a mixed version of it. Highly prominent is
also the application of statistical approaches or mixed version of it. Rather less frequent are
approaches that are mixed versions of rule based approaches. It is noticeable that almost
every solution approach applies the method type neural networks.
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5.4.2. Solutions Provided for NLP Privacy Issues

This section will elaborate on the mappings to the provided solutions in form of PETs. We
will map it on the threats they solve and in which use cases categories they were applied.
Also, we were curious about the development of contributions applying PETs over the last
few years.

In Figure 5.26 we observe the mapping of privacy issues caused by NLP on PETs. Also,
this chart follows the same representation logic as the previous charts. Here, however,
the left side of the chart are PETs listed and the bars next to it are filled with different
colors representing the privacy issue caused by NLP. The numbers delineate the amount of
publications addressing the corresponding privacy issue category.

PETs(RQ2) Mapping Results

In last subcategory in this section, we will inspect the mapping results from Figure 5.24 which
contain the specific mapping results and Figure 5.25 represents the aggregated overview of
the mapping results. Figure 5.24 displays the dominance of ”Homomorphic Encryption” and
”Obfuscation” having a mapping result of 36 and 30 papers, respectively. A significant amount
of papers were mapped to the topics ”Differential Privacy (DP)”, ”Federated Learning”,
”None” and ”Secure Multiparty Computation”. There were just a few papers that were
mapped to the topics that were combined PETs. Less popular was the topic ”Synthetic Data
Generation” with just four papers.

Figure 5.25 displays a different result to us, since we counted the combinations of PETs to
their respective topic. However, the results do not extremely differ from the specific view, it
shows us the share of the different PETs. Homomorphic Encryption still holds the biggest
share with 27.6 percent within the chart followed by Obfuscation with 22.4 percent and
Differential Privacy with 14.9 percent. 9.7 of the publications did not include any PETs. 8.2
percent were dedicated towards the topic of Secure Multiparty Computation and the smallest
amount of publications addressed the topic of synthetic data generation.

All in all, we started in this chapter with the definition of the research questions that we
attempt to answer with the results of this mapping study. Then, we defined the parameters
of the search process requiring search queries and an adequate selection of electronic data
sources. After executing the search queries in the respective electronic data sources, we
filtered the outcome of the search process, screened through the papers and included all
those which fulfilled our criteria and validated them with the support of the advisor of this
thesis. Ultimately, we executed the keywording of abstracts process in order to extract all
categories that we attempt to map on all the papers. In the end, we started the mapping
process and described the results of it at the end of this chapter. In the end, we executed the
methodology according to Petersen’s paper [11]. The next chapter will contain the results of
our interpretation of the mapping results and further analytical procedures.
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Mapping of NLP Privacy Issues on PETs

”Differential Privacy” was applied in order to solve the exploitability of word embeddings or
the disclosure of sensitive data for the training of a model or for a NLP task. Some use cases
involving the issue of ”NN memorizability” was also solved. In order to solve the issue of
sharing sensitive data for model training, the combination of differential privacy with secure
multiparty computation or federated learning and synthetic data generation were applied in
order to solve issues that were related to the exposure of sensitive data towards model training.
The direct disclosure of sensitive data for NLP tasks was mainly solved with the application
of homomorphic encryption, obfuscation and secure multiparty computation. The issue of
information disclosure by statistical language models was mostly solved with differential
privacy, homomorphic encryption and obfuscation. The exploitablity of word embeddings
is tackled by diverse PETs, namely differential privacy, federated learning, a combination
of federated learning and homomorphic encryption [244], homomorphic encryption and
obfuscation. The issue of memorizability of neural networks is also not just solved with
one PET but by multiple. The most publications were contributed in the solution category
of ”Obfuscation”, followed by the solution categories federated learning, secure multiparty
computation, homomorphic encryption, differential privacy and a combination of federated
learning and differential privacy [252]. The next chart will disclose the mapping of use case
categories to PET.

Mapping of Use Case Categories on PETs

Figure 5.27 provides on overview over the PETs and the use case category they occur in. This
illustration has a list of PETs and a few combinations on the left side and on the right are the
different use case categories with a given color.

In the case of classification without data disclosure the PETs differential privacy, homo-
morphic encryption and secure multiparty computation were applied. The use cases that
conducted an investigation to see the impact of NLP on privacy did not apply any PETs. The
use cases focusing on the model training without sharing data were mostly encountered by
the application of federated learning or a combination including it. Also, the application of dif-
ferential privacy, homomophic encryption or secure multiparty computation were an option.
The use cases referring to the Privacy-Utility-Trade-off were most frequently addressed by
differential privacy, also homomorphic encryption and obfuscation were part of the solution
domain. In order to make a private communication happen the application of obfuscation
was introduced. Use cases addressing similarity detection without the disclosure of data were
solved with different PETs. The most frequent publications addressing it were made with the
usage of obfuscation. Other less frequent approaches were made with differential privacy and
homomorphic encryption. Speech related services were mostly handled with the application
of homomorphic encryption of obfuscation. Storing and searching data was mostly solved
with homomorphic encryption. The next chart will focus on the development of publications
over time.
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Mapping of PETs on Years

Figure 5.28 shows use the amount of publications made during the last 14 years. On the left
side of the graph is the list of PETs with their color within the bars that are on the right of
the year number. Each bar represents a 100 percent of the number of publications made in
the respective year. On the left of the chart is the toal amount of publications made in the
respective year.

The popularity of PETs gained a lot of interest in the last three years. Especially, differential
privacy which started to appear in 2018 and since then it contributes over 10 percent of
the publications per year. A similar trend is also observable for federated learning and its
combinations after having a two year absence between 2015 and 2018. But since 2018 at least
one publication involving federated learning per year even in 2020 twelve publications were
made. Still, the biggest coverage is provided by homomorphic encryption and by obfuscation.
Secure multiparty computation has it first appearance in 2007 and had since then a few
publications per year. Synthetic data generation has a few publications in 2019 and 2020.

5.5. What are the current research gaps and possible future research
directions in the area of privacy-preserving NLP?

5.5.1. Research Gaps for NLP as a privacy Enabler

The complexity of privacy policies is one of the major pillar we detected as privacy issue
within the domain NLP as a privacy enabler. The focus of future research should be to
develop pipelines that support the idea of formulating privacy policies or privacy regu-
lating documents in cooperation with technical and law experts to create a standard easy
automatable.

Not just for the privacy related issues solved with NLP, but also for all privacy related
research fields the setup of a standard schema is imperative. The standard should require
every contribution addressing a standardized privacy issues to elaborate at least a few
consequences that might come up if a certain privacy mechanism is not applied or is not
sufficient enough. Avoiding the simple but still legit justification of a privacy violation. This
would support the common understanding of the importance regarding privacy and the
understanding of the consequences which a privacy violation might cause.

In the medical domain, we realized a high diversity of terms that needs to be standardized
by the medical research community in order to avoid repetitive research, especially for the
unstructured documents, because we observed a lot of synonyms.

Our results show that the solution approaches are frequently relying on statistical method
types which require a lot amount of data and an alternative is presented by Feyisetan, Drake,
Balle, and Diethe the application of active learning in order to reduce the required amount of
data for model training purposes [240]. Of course, this is not the solution to the problem but
an incentive in which direction the research might head. Another opportunity is the synthetic
generation of data in order to tackle the problem of the requirement of a lot of data.
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5.5.2. Research Gaps for NLP as a privacy Threat

Since this top category, we discovered, is upcoming, we noticed a lot of general approaches
within this category, a potential gap is to use the solutions for the issues and apply the general
approaches to specific scenarios. The combination of federated learning and differential
privacy could enable business models in which costumers could contribute their data in a
privacy preserving manner in exchange for some benefits to build a training data set. The
application of the privacy preserving concepts in a business model would introduce the
research field faster into society and increase its popularity.

We detected one paper applying quantum computing [253] that made us curious if the
concept is also applicable for other NLP related tasks to preserve the privacy in them. For
example, if this concept can also be applicable to text based tasks.

Based on our findings in section 5.3.2, speech data is still a topic that needs further research,
especially, because of its tremendous privacy value it is imperative to protect it.
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Figure 5.6.: Privacy Issues and Use Cases
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Figure 5.7.: Privacy Issues and Domains
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Figure 5.8.: Development of Privacy Issues
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Figure 5.9.: Mapping Results for the Domain category in the top category NLP as a Privacy
Threat
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Figure 5.10.: Mapping Results for the Data Type category in the top category NLP as a Privacy
Threat
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Figure 5.11.: Aggregated Mapping Results for the Use Case Classification category in the top
category NLP as a Privacy Threat

Figure 5.12.: Mapping Results for the Generalized Issue/Vulnerability solved for NLP cate-
gory in the top category NLP as a Privacy Threat
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Figure 5.13.: NLP Privacy Issues and Use Cases
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Figure 5.14.: NLP Privacy Issues and Data Type

Figure 5.15.: NLP Privacy Issues and Domains
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Figure 5.16.: Mapping Results for the Generalized Privacy Issue Solution category in the top
category NLP as a Privacy Enabler

Figure 5.17.: Mapping Results for the Generalized Applied NLP Concept category in the top
category NLP as a Privacy Enabler
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Figure 5.18.: Aggregated mapping results for the Generalized Applied NLP Concept category
in the top category NLP as a Privacy Enabler
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Figure 5.19.: Mapping Results for the Generalized Applied NLP Concept category in the top
category NLP as a Privacy Enabler

Figure 5.20.: Aggregated mapping results for the Generalized NLP Method category in the
top category NLP as a Privacy Enabler
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Figure 5.21.: Privacy solutions aiming to solve privacy issues
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Figure 5.22.: Privacy solutions and their analysis levels
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Figure 5.23.: Privacy solutions and their applied method category
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Figure 5.24.: Mapping Results for the Privacy Enhancing Technologies (PETs) category in the
top category NLP as a Privacy Threat

Figure 5.25.: Aggregated Mapping Results for the Privacy Enhancing Technologies (PETs)
category in the top category NLP as a Privacy Threat
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Figure 5.26.: NLP Privacy Threats and their Solutions
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Figure 5.27.: NLP Privacy Threat Solutions and their Use Cases
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Figure 5.28.: NLP Privacy Threat Solutions and their Development over time
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This chapter will list all essential findings from the previous chapter. The essential findings
are split into four parts. Two parts refer to the findings made towards the privacy-related
solutions in which one part is dedicated to the interpretation that NLP is a privacy enabler
and the other one that NLP as a privacy threat. The remaining two parts refer to the findings
made for the solution approaches. Finally, the last part of this chapter will delineate the
limitations.

6.1. Summary of Findings

This section will cover a summary of the results we discovered in the previous chapter. The
first two parts refer to follow the suggestion of Kitchenham to prove the relevance of the topic
by plotting the publication years and check the distribution of publications made by the single
electronic data source [12]. We observed that our topic and our subtopics are relevant and
gaining interest. Additionally, we realized that Google Scholar adds value as an electronic
data source selection to a SMS. Furthermore, we noticed the need to distinguish between two
top categories, namely NLP as a privacy enabler and as a privacy threat. The next part will
list the essential findings categorized by the research questions and the belonging to its top
category.

6.1.1. Main Privacy related Challenges for NLP as a Privacy Enabler

In this part of the thesis, we will point out the most important findings from based on the
results made within the SMS.

Domains Dealing with Privacy related Challenges and NLP

We discovered that the main domains applying NLP within their solutions are law and
medicine with 27.6 and 30.6 percent, respectively, meaning that over half of the publications
we found were related to the two topics. Still, 8.9 and 4.3 percent were located in the domains
of social networks and mobile applications, respectively.

Most frequent Use Case Categories affected by NLP solvable Privacy related Challenge

The three most frequent use case categories, we discovered, are protecting sensitive infor-
mation in unstructured data sets, the privacy-preserving sharing of information, and the
simplification of privacy-related regulations.
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Most frequent Privacy related Challenges Solved by the application of NLP

According to our mapping results, we observed that the most frequent privacy issues are the
secondary use of unstructured clinical data primarily for research purposes, the complexity
of privacy regulating documents, unintended data disclosure, profiling, and compliance with
requirements.

Domain Diversity of Privacy related Challenges solvable with NLP

Most of the privacy-related challenges we detected affected at least two or more domains. This
highlights the fact that one privacy-related challenge is also applicable to multiple domains.

Use Cases addressed by the highest variety of Privacy related Challenges

The use case categories which are affected the most by privacy-related challenges are the
privacy-preserving information sharing with 12 out of 14 and the protection of sensitive data
in unstructured data being addressed by 10 out of 14 privacy-related challenges.

Increased Attention of Privacy related Challenges solvable with NLP

Since 2018, we realized that the number of publications addressing privacy-related challenges
solvable with NLP and the diversity of categories of privacy-related challenges is increasing.

Increased Attention towards the Complexity of Privacy Policies

Since 2016, we observed that the amount of publications addressing the complexity of privacy
regulating documents solvable with NLP is increasing.

6.1.2. Main Privacy related Challenges for NLP as a Privacy Threat

This section will summarize the findings within the result chapter.

General Domain mostly affected by NLP as a Privacy Threat

The mapping results regarding the domain affected by NLP as a privacy threat highlight the
fact that most of the publications included in the SMS were mapped to the ”General” domain,
indicating that NLP as a privacy threat is a relatively new topic.

Popularity of Publications Towards the Written Data Type

Most of the papers in the top category which interprets NLP as a privacy threat deal with the
written data type more than with the speech data.
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Most frequent Use Case Classes

The three most frequent use case classes identified within the thesis are speech-based services
without the complete voice feature disclosure, model training without the disclosure of data,
and the privacy-utility-trade-off for NLP related concepts.

Most frequent NLP Threats

The four most frequent NLP privacy threats are The direct disclosure of sensitive data for NLP
model training or an NLP task, the exploitability of word embeddings, and the memorizability
of NN.

Direct Disclosure of Sensitive Data dominated by Speech Data

Most of the privacy issues were predominated by the written data type. However, the
disclosure of speech to a NLP task was the only one dominated by the speech data type.

Generality of Privacy Issues

As a result of our mapping of domains and the use case classes, we discovered that every
privacy issue was at least affecting three out of five domains. However, the most considerable
proportion was covered by the general domain, meaning that rather theoretical publications
addressed the privacy issues without a specific application.

Most affected Use Case Classes

As a result of this study, we identified that speech related services are affected by every
privacy issue we identified and that all privacy issues get addressed by the use case class
”Privacy-Utility-Trade-off for NLP related concepts” meaning that in every privacy issue
research is conducted to find a balance between utility and privacy.

6.1.3. Solutions supported by NLP as a Privacy Enabler

Here, we summarize the results we collected for the domain in which we discuss privacy
solutions supported by NLP.

Most frequent Solutions supported by NLP

This study received the most mapping results based on the publications that we included for
De-identification, Detection, and Designing.
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Most frequent Analysis Level supported by NLP

The two most often applied NLP concepts were semantic analysis and the combination with
the morphological analysis covering over 50 percent of the publications in the top domain in
which NLP is interpreted as privacy enabler.

Most frequently applied NLP Method

Our results show that almost 50 percent of the publications in which NLP is utilized as a
privacy enabler are based on statistical approaches. The neural networks and rule-based
approaches received 25.1 and 24.1 percent, respectively.

Diversity of Solution approaches towards Privacy Policy Complexity

We discovered that the widest variety of approaches towards solving the privacy-related
challenge are made to ease the complexity of privacy policies. 12 out of the 16 categories
for solving privacy-related challenges addressed the complexity of privacy policies. Most
publications were made within the information extraction category.

High Coverage of Semantic Analysis

Almost all privacy issue solutions supported by NLP are covered by either semantic analysis
or the combination with morphological analysis. No solution approach is purely based on
one level of analysis. Mixed-level approaches are less frequent than pure ones.

High Coverage of Solutions Approaches supported by NLP based on Neural Networks

All solution categories have approaches in which neural networks are applied. The highest
coverage is still dedicated to statistical approaches. Rule-based and mixed approaches are a
minority.

6.1.4. Main Solutions for NLP as a Privacy Threat

In this section, we will summarize the results we received for the category in which we solve
privacy issues caused by NLP.

Homomorphic Encryption as most applied PET

The three most frequent PETs according to our mapping results are homomorphic encryption,
obfuscation, and differential privacy, achieving 36, 30, and 14 publications, respectively.
Including the combinations into the count homomorphic encryption, obfuscation, and differ-
ential privacy achieve an overall coverage of 27.6, 22.4, and 14.9 percent, respectively.
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Most frequent PET combinations

The PETs, which are mainly used for combinations, are federated learning and homomorphic
encryption. The most prominent combination with the mapping results is federated learning
and differential privacy with a count of five.

PETs with Highest Solution Coverage

Three PETs contain all five privacy issues caused by NLP, which proves the fact of their
universal utilization possibilities, are differential privacy, homomorphic encryption, and
obfuscation.

Differential Privacy for Privacy-Utility-Trade-off

Differential privacy is the PET which is applied the most to introduce a trade-off between
privacy and utility into a data set to disclose data that still has value for a NLP task.

Federated Learning as main PET for Model Training

Federated learning is only applied for model training of data without sharing the raw data
and does not solve any further privacy issues caused by NLP.

Highest Diversity regarding application by use cases

Homomorphic encryption and obfuscation are the PET with the highest diversity regarding
being applied by six and seven out of nine use case categories.

Synthetic Data Generation as Solution for Speech related Services

We realized that mainly in the use case category referring to voice-based services, the PET
synthetic data generation is applied.

2018 as the beginning of the Diverse Application of PETs

In 2018, not just the amount of publications regarding the application of PETs to solve NLP
related privacy issues is increasing but also the diversity of approaches.

6.2. Limitations

Our systematic mapping study covers a lot of information that leads to a lot of thoughts.
However, this thesis was limited by time. Therefore not every thought could be followed.
Another major issue we faced during this thesis is the limited access to online papers that
are either not covered within the online service of the university or a third-party library
faces service problems that also lead to the fact that access to specific papers is not possible.
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Furthermore, the quality of abstracts and titles was crucial for us, mainly because of the
tremendous amount of papers and not always the title or abstracts provided a sufficient
amount of information. Privacy-Preserving NLP is not a mature and clearly defined term;
therefore, it might happen that some papers weren’t inspected because the required vital
words weren’t used. Thus, they were not detected by the search engines of the electronic data
sources. Another drawback was that not all electronic data sources did provide the optimal
search functionalities like filtering of keywords in a particular part of the document. This
lead to results that included the keywords but the topic covered in the document varied from
our topic significantly. Subsequently, the methodology left out some important papers that
are relevant to the topic. However, it would’ve been possible to find those papers with an
extended search query that would have led to an even more enormous amount of papers to
go through what would not be realistic in the given amount of time. Some examples for not
found papers from the PrivateNLP Workshop [254] have the following titles:

• On Log-Loss Scores and (No) Privacy [255]

• A Differentially Private Text Perturbation Method Using Regularized Mahalanobis
Metric [56]

• Identifying and Classifying Third-party Entities in Natural Language Privacy Policies
[52]

• Surfacing Privacy Settings Using Semantic Matching [54]

• Differentially Private Language Models Benefit from Public Pre-training [55]
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7. Conclusion and Future Work

In this chapter, we will conclude the thesis and delineate possible future work.

7.1. Conclusion

All in all, we asked ourselves which privacy-related challenges exist in Natural Language
Processing. To answer this question, we conducted a systematic mapping study to investigate
the literature addressing privacy preservation and natural language processing. We included
431 publications into our mapping study and realized that 304 and 127 publications have
a different interpretation of privacy and NLP. 304 of them saw NLP as a privacy enabler
that faces different challenges than NLP as a privacy threat. We were curious about the
use cases and privacy issues those two interpretations contain and which methods and
concepts were applied. In the end, we used five major NLP related privacy threats partially
inspired by Pan, Carlini and Koppel [8, 239, 9] and 14 privacy-related challenges partially
inspired by the paper by [146] Boukharrou, Chaouche, and Mahdjar within our selected
literature. Through mappings of the use case categories on the privacy-related challenges,
we gained a better understanding of the challenges and their environment. The second
question we attempted to answer was addressing the solutions which the literature proposes
to solve the privacy-related challenges and the possibility of categorizing them. We applied
the categories suggested by Dilmegani [101] for our solutions for NLP privacy issues and
applied Petersen’s keywording approach [11] to extract the categories that describe privacy
issue solution approaches supported by NLP. To see the potential of the different solution
approaches for NLP related privacy issues or NLP as a privacy enabler, we mapped the
privacy issues on the solutions to also gain a better understanding of their applicability and
in which scenario they are used. In the end, we reported our findings and observations to
provide an overview of the research field of Privacy-Preserving Natural Language Processing
and its challenges and solutions. With this overview, we proposed different research activities
and in which direction the research field might head.

7.2. Future Work

We realized that privacy preservation techniques were developed frequently during the
mapping study or that some were reapplied. It would be interesting to investigate if there is
a trend or if some tools are more used than others and why that is the case. Furthermore,
our systematic mapping study delivers an overview for researchers that are interested in the
topic of privacy preservation and NLP. This provides the opportunity to conduct systematic
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7. Conclusion and Future Work

literature reviews on one of the top categories identified during this thesis. This is a superficial
analysis of a significantly more critical research field that can be extended. One example is to
inspect further the applied NLP concepts in the context of privacy. Our research proves that
the intersection between privacy and NLP gains more and more interest every year.
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A. General Addenda

A.1. Work Sheets containing the analysis of the top categories

A.1.1. NLP as a Privacy Enabler Analysis Sheet
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Document Title Authors Abstract Year Source Generalized Domain 1Generalized Data Category (RQ1)Classification of Use Case Generalized Privacy Issue(RQ1)Generalized Privacy Issue Solution (RQ2)Generalized Category of Applied NLP Concept(RQ2)NLP Method

QTIP: multi-agent NLP and privacy architecture for information retrieval in usable Web privacy softwareV. Keselj; D. JutlaWe present a generic natural language processing (NLP) architecture, acronym QTIL, based on a system of cooperating multiple agents (Q/A, T, I, and L agents) which can be used in any information system incorporating Internet information retrieval. We then introduce a hybrid multi-agent system (MAS) architecture, acronym QTIP, for the privacy domain through integrating the PeCAN (personal context agent networking) and QTIL MAS architectures. There are two areas where NLP is used: in the user-MAS interaction and in the process of resource indexing and matching. These two areas map to the Q/A-agent and to the I-agents. We propose using a lightweight head-driven phrase structure grammar (HPSG) natural language method for the Q architectural layers and qualitatively justify its applicability. We provide an example of employing the HPSG formalism for information retrieval using natural language capability via privacy Web services in one instantiation of the QTIP architecture. Independent preliminary results for HPSG on the Q level show that our approaches for enhancing the usability of PET tools are promising.2005 IEEE General complex sensitive information / unstructured dataBrowsing in a private manner Profiling Designing a multi-agent architecture coupled with privacy preserving techniques Morphological Analysis Rule based
The Effects of OCR Error on the Extraction of Private InformationKazem TaghvaRussell BeckleyJeffrey CoombsOCR error has been shown not to affect the average accuracy of text retrieval or text categorization.Recent studies however have indicated that information extraction is significantly degraded by OCR error. We experimented with information extraction software on two collections, one with OCR-ed documents and another with manually-corrected versions of the former. We discovered a significant reduction in accuracy on the OCR text versus the corrected text. The majority of errors were attributable to zoning problems rather than OCR classification errors.2006 Springer Other complex sensitive information protecting sensitive Information in unstructured textSensitive Information in unstructured DataOverview of the current state of the legal regulations and analyse different data protection and privacy-preserving techniques in the context of big data analysisSemantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisRule based & Statistical
Theoretical considerations of ethics in text mining of nursing documentsSuominen, H; Lehtikunnas, T; Back, B; Karstena, H; Salakoski, T; Salantera, SThis paper discusses theoretical considerations of ethics in building and using a text mining application in nursing documentation. Nursing documentation is based on the process of gathering information from the patient, setting goals for care, documenting nursing interventions and evaluating delivered nursing care. Privacy-sensitive health care documentation brings specific ethical concerns and difficulties that one needs to be aware of and conform to when developing and using text mining tools in electronic patient records. We discuss how patient confidentiality can be ensured in this domain and how text mining might support nurses to give better and more efficient care for their patients. Our conclusion is that text mining of nursing documents holds the promise of great benefits when the potential risks are taken into consideration.2006 Web of Science Medicine patient health information (PHI) / nursing documentMining according to privacy policies Secondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)Suggestion of security and privacy requirements for text miningSemantic Analysis Rule based & Statistical & NN
Evaluating the state-of-the-art in automatic de-identificationUzuner, O; Luo, Y; Szolovits, PTo facilitate and survey studies in automatic de-identification, as a part of the i2b2 (Informatics for Integrating Biology to the Bedside) project, authors organized a Natural Language Processing (NLP) challenge on automatically removing private health information (PHI) from medical discharge records. This manuscript provides an overview of this de-identification challenge, describes the data and the annotation process, explains the evaluation metrics, discusses the nature of the systems that addressed the challenge, analyzes the results of received system runs, and identifies directions for future research. The de-indentification challenge data consisted of discharge summaries drawn from the Partners Healthcare system. Authors prepared this data for the challenge by replacing authentic PHI with synthesized surrogates. To focus the challenge on non-dictionary-based de-identification methods, the data was enriched with out-of-vocabulary PHI surrogates, i.e., made up names. The data also included some PHI surrogates that were ambiguous with medical non-PHI terms. A total of seven teams participated in the challenge. Each team submitted up to three system runs, for a total of sixteen submissions. The authors used precision, recall, and F-measure to evaluate the submitted system runs based on their token-level and instance-level performance on the ground truth. The systems with the best performance scored above 98% in F-measure for all categories of PHI. Most out-of-vocabulary PHI could be identified accurately. However, identifying ambiguous PHI proved challenging. The performance of systems on the test data set is encouraging. Future evaluations of these systems will involve larger data sets from more heterogeneous sources.2007 Web of Science Medicine patient health information (PHI) / medical discharge recordsprotecting patient privacy in unstructured clinical textDisclosure of sensitive Data De-identification Semantic Analysis Rule based & Statistical
Reconciling privacy policies and regulations: Ontological semantics perspectiveKrachina, O; Raskin, V; Triezenberg, KHow well the privacy policy follows a regulation is one of the current concerns of the user. Such a task can be accomplished by directly querying the policy statement with the regulation text. Automation of the process requires an expressive meaning-based framework for Natural Language Processing (NLP). This paper discusses the Ontological Semantics approach to the issue of verifying compliance and illustrates the potential of utilizing the framework in the domain of Privacy management for NLP-related tasks. As an example a section from BCBS and corresponding HIPAA regulations are used.2007 Web of Science Law Privacy Policies Ease the automation process of privacy regulating documentsCompliance with RequirementsOntological semantics perspective for checking Privacy PoliciesSemantic Analysis Statistical
Privacy and Artificial Agents, or, Is Google Reading My Email?Chopra, S; White, LWe investigate legal and philosophical notions of privacy in the context of artificial agents. Our analysis utilizes a normative account of privacy that defends its value and the extent to which it should be protected: privacy is treated as an interest with moral value, to supplement the legal claim that privacy is a legal right worthy of protection by society and the law. We argue that the fact that the only entity to access my personal data (such as email) is an artificial agent is irrelevant to whether a breach of privacy has occurred. What is relevant are the capacities of the agent: what the agent is both able and empowered to do with that information. We show how concepts of legal agency and attribution of knowledge gained by agents to their principals are crucial to understanding whether a violation of privacy has occurred when artificial agents access users' personal data. As natural language processing and semantic extraction used in artificial agents become increasingly sophisticated, so the corporations that deploy those agents will be more likely to be attributed with knowledge of their users' personal information, thus triggering significant potential legal liabilities.2007 Web of Science Law User Generated Content (UGC) / emailsprotecting sensitive Information in unstructured textProfiling Suggestion of security and privacy requirementsSemantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisRule based & Statistical & NN
Distributed Latent Dirichlet allocation for objects-distributed cluster ensembleH. Wang; Z. Li; Y. ChengThe paper introduces the model of distributed latent Dirichlet location (D-LDA) for objects-distributed cluster ensemble which can handle the problems of privacy preservation, distributed computing and knowledge reuse. First, the latent variables in D-LDA and some terminologies are defined for cluster ensemble. Second, Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) approximation inference for D-LDA is stated in detail. Third, some datasets from UCI are chosen for experiment, Compared with cluster-based similarity partitioning algorithm (CSPA), hyper-graph partitioning algorithm (HGPA) and meta-clustering algorithm (MCLA), the results show D-LDA does work better, furthermore the outputs of D-LDA, as a soft cluster model, can not only cluster the data points but also show the structure of data points.2008 IEEE General complex sensitive information / unstructured dataMining according to privacy policies Sensitive Information in unstructured DataSemantic similarity based on clustering and k-annonymitySemantic Analysis Statistical
Finding Defects in Natural Language Confidentiality RequirementsJ. H. Weber-Jahnke; A. OnabajoLarge-scale software systems must adhere to complex, multi-lateral security and privacy requirements from regulations. It is industrial practice to define such requirements in form of natural language (NL) documents. Currently existing approaches to analyzing NL confidentiality requirements rely on a manual linguistic transformation and normalization of the original text, prior to the analysis. This paper presents an alternative approach to analyzing requirements by using semantic annotations placed directly into the original NL documents. The benefits of this alternative approach are twofold: (1) it can effectively be supported by an interactive annotation tool and (2) there is a direct traceability between annotation structures and the original NL documents. We have evaluated our method and tool support using the same real-world case study that was used to evaluate the earlier linguistic approach. Our results show that our method generates the same results, i.e., it uncovers the same problems.2009 IEEE Law Privacy Policies Definition of Privacy Requirements Compliance with RequirementsGeneration of Artefacts based on Privacy Policy AnalysisSemantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisRule based
Accurate Synthetic Generation of Realistic Personal InformationPeter ChristenAgus PudjijonoA large proportion of the massive amounts of data that are being collected by many organisations today is about people, and often contains identifying information like names, addresses, dates of birth, or social security numbers. Privacy and confidentiality are of great concern when such data is being processed and analysed, and when there is a need to share such data between organisations or make it publicly available. The research area of data linkage is especially suffering from a lack of publicly available real-world data sets, as experimental evaluations and comparisons are difficult to conduct without real data. In order to overcome this problem, we have developed a data generator that allows flexible creation of synthetic data with realistic characteristics, such as frequency distributions and error probabilities. Our data generator significantly improves similar earlier approaches, and allows the creation of data containing records for individuals, households and families.2009 Springer General Synthetic Data Generation Privacy Preserving Information SharingData Linkage Generation of Synthetic Data Morphological Analysis Rule based
Voice convergin: Speaker de-identification by voice transformationQ. Jin; A. R. Toth; T. Schultz; A. W. BlackSpeaker identification might be a suitable answer to prevent unauthorized access to personal data. However we also need to provide solutions to secure transmission of spoken information. This challenge divides into two major aspects. First, the secure transmission of the content of the spoken input and second the secure transmission of the identity of the speaker. In this paper we concentrate on the latter, i.e. how to securely transmit information via voice without revealing the identity of the speaker to unauthorized listeners. In order to make the first steps toward solving this problem we study in this paper the potential of voice transformation for speaker de-identification. We use two speaker identification approaches to verify the success of de-identification with voice transformation, a GMM-based and a Phonetic approach, and study different voice transformation strategies to disguise speaker identity information while preserving understandability.2009 IEEE General Speech Data Privacy Preserving Information SharingIdentification Speech De-Identification Speech Processing Statistical
A System for De-identifying Medical Message Board TextA. Benton; S. Hill; L. Ungar; A. Chung; C. Leonard; C. Freeman; J. H. HolmesThere are millions of public posts to medical message boards by users seeking support and information on a wide range of medical conditions. It has been shown that these posts can be used to gain a greater understanding of patients' experiences and concerns. As investigators continue to explore large corpora of medical discussion board data for research purposes, protecting the privacy of the members of these online communities becomes an important challenge that needs to be met. Extant entity recognition methods used for more structured text are not sufficient because message posts present additional challenges: the posts contain many typographical errors, larger variety of possible names, terms and abbreviations specific to Internet posts or a particular message board, and mentions of the authors' personal lives. The main contribution of this paper is a system to de-identify the authors of discussion board posts automatically, taking into account the aforementioned challenges. We demonstrate our system on two different message board corpora, one on breast cancer and another on arthritis. We show that our approach significantly outperforms other publicly available de-identification systems, which have been tuned for more structured text like operative reports, pathology reports and discharge summaries. Our software will be available for download as open source code in the near future.2010 IEEE Medicine User Generated Content (UGC) / user postsProtecting Sensitive Information on Social Media PlatformsSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)De-identification Semantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisStatistical
Detecting Revelation of Private Information on Online Social NetworksN. Watanabe; H. YoshiuraOnline social networks are being used by more and more people. While they enable rich communication, they cause privacy problems. One problem that has not been previously researched is the revelation of private information on blogs and comment parts of online social networks. This paper describes a new disclosure control system for natural language information that automatically checks blogs and comments uploaded onto online social networks, detects words that might reveal private information, and modifies the text by replacing the problematic words with more abstract words so that it no longer reveals the private information. The granularity of the proposed disclosure control is not the text but each word in it. Consequently, it is not tiresome for the user and balances the protection of privacy with the enjoyment of communication.2010 IEEE Social Network User Generated Content (UGC)Protecting Sensitive Information on Social Media PlatformsUnintended data disclosure Detecting privacy-sensitive information / activitiesMorphological Analysis Statistical
Data Leak Prevention through Named Entity RecognitionJ. M. Gómez-Hidalgo; J. M. Martín-Abreu; J. Nieves; I. Santos; F. Brezo; P. G. BringasThe rise of the social web has brought a series of privacy concerns and threats. In particular, data leakage is a risk that affects the privacy of not only companies but individuals. Although there are tools that can prevent data losses, they require a prior step that involves the sensitive data to be properly identified. In this paper, we propose a new automatic approach that applies Named Entity Recognition (NER) to prevent data leaks. We conduct an empirical study with real-world data and show that this NER-based approach can enhance the prevention of data losses. In addition, we present and detail the implementation of a prototype built with these techniques and show how it can be used by both particulars and companies in order to handle data losses.2010 IEEE Social Network User Generated Content (UGC)Protecting Sensitive Information on Social Media PlatformsUnintended data disclosure Detecting privacy-sensitive information / activitiesSemantic Analysis Rule based & Statistical & NN

Privacy Domain-Specific Ontology Building and Consistency AnalysisL. Cai; C. Lu; C. ZhangWith the rapid development of the Internet, people increasingly pay attention to the users' online privacy issues. And so , building privacy domain-specific ontology is a necessary method for using and protecting privacy data among computer systems. Ontology is an explicit conceptualization for specific domain and is used in natural language processing, information retrieval, knowledge sharing and other fields widely. This paper introduces the principles and steps of building a privacy ontology, and studies a basic concept of privacy ontology and describes the ontology with OWL, and then gives the methods system of the privacy ontology establishment. At the same time, this paper makes a preliminary analysis of the consistency of privacy ontology. The privacy ontology building realizes knowledge sharing and the reuse of privacy domain and helps to protect and manage the online privacy of Internet users.2010 IEEE General complex sensitive information / Privacy OntologyPrivacy Preserving Information SharingProfiling Ontology build for privacy Semantic Analysis Statistical
A Notation for Policies Using Feature StructuresFujita, K; Tsukada, YNew security and privacy enhancing technologies are demanded in the new information and communication environments where a huge number of computers interact with each other in a distributed and ad hoc manner to access various resources. In this paper, we focus on access control because this is the underlying core technology to enforce security and privacy. Access control decides permit or deny according to access control policies. Since notations of policies are specialized in each system, it is difficult to ensure consistency of policies that are stated in different notations. In this paper, we propose a readable notation for policies by adopting the concept of feature structures, which has mainly been used for parsing in natural language processing. Our proposed notation is also logically well-founded, which guarantees strict access control decisions, and expressive in that it returns not only a binary value of permit or deny but also various result values through the application of partial order relations of the security risk level. We illustrate the effectiveness of our proposed method using examples from P3P.2011 Web of Science Law Privacy Policies Automated and Flexible Rule EnforcementComplexity of Privacy PoliciesAutomated Access Control based on notationMorphological Analysis Rule based
Privacy Measures for Free Text Documents: Bridging the Gap between Theory and PracticeLiqiang GengYonghua YouYunli WangHongyu LiuPrivacy compliance for free text documents is a challenge facing many organizations. Named entity recognition techniques and machine learning methods can be used to detect private information, such as personally identifiable information (PII) and personal health information (PHI) in free text documents. However, these methods cannot measure the level of privacy embodied in the documents. In this paper, we propose a framework to measure the privacy content in free text documents. The measure consists of two factors: the probability that the text can be used to uniquely identify a person and the degree of sensitivity of the private entities associated with the person. We then instantiate the framework in the scenario of detection and protection of PHI in medical records, which is a challenge for many hospitals, clinics, and other medical institutions. We did experiments on a real dataset to show the effectiveness of the proposed measure.2011 Springer Medicine patient health information (PHI) / Free TextMeasuring the Compliance of apps Secondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)Automated Compliance CheckerSemantic Analysis Rule based

Towards Natural-Language Understanding and Automated Enforcement of Privacy Rules and Regulations in the Cloud: Survey and BibliographyPapanikolaou, N; Pearson, S; Mont, MCIn this paper we survey existing work on automatically processing legal, regulatory and other policy texts for the extraction and representation of privacy knowledge and rules. Our objective is to link and apply some of these techniques to policy enforcement and compliance, to provide a core means of achieving and maintaining customer privacy in an enterprise context, particularly where data is stored and processed in cloud data centres. We sketch our thoughts on how this might be done given the many different, but so far strictly distinct from one another, approaches to natural-language analysis of legal and other prescriptive texts, approaches to knowledge extraction, semantic representation, and automated enforcement of privacy rules.2011 Web of Science Law Privacy Policies Automated and Flexible Rule EnforcementCompliance with RequirementsAutomatic policy enforcement Semantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisRule based
Unlocking data for clinical research–the German i2b2 experienceGanslandt, Thomas; Mate, Sebastian; Helbing, Krister; Sax, Ulrich; Prokosch, HU;Objective: Data from clinical care is increasingly being used for research purposes. The i2b2 platform has been introduced in some US research communities as a tool for data integration and querying by clinical users. The purpose of this project was to assess the applicability of i2b2 in Germany regarding use cases, functionality and integration with privacy enhancing tools. Methods: A set of four research usage scenarios was chosen, including the transformation and import of ontology and fact data from existing clinical data collections into i2b2 v1.4 instances. Query performance was measured in comparison to native SQL queries. A setup and administration tool for i2b2 was developed. An extraction tool for CDISC ODM data was programmed. Interfaces for the TMF privacy enhancing tools (PID Generator, Pseudonymization Service) were implemented. Results: Data could be imported in all tested scenarios from various source systems, including the generation of i2b2 ontology definitions. The integration of TMF privacy enhancing tools was possible without modification of the platform. Limitations were found regarding query performance in comparison to native SQL and certain temporal queries. Conclusions: i2b2 is a viable platform for data query tasks in use cases typical for networked medical research in Germany. The integration of privacy enhancing tools facilitates the use of i2b2 within established data protection concepts. Entry barriers should be lowered by providing tools for simplified setup and import of medical standard formats like CDISC ODM.2011 Google Scholar Medicine patient health information (PHI) / clinical notesPrivacy Preserving Information SharingSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)De-identification Semantic Analysis Rule based
On the Declassification of Confidential DocumentsAbril, D; Navarro-Arribas, G; Torra, VWe introduce the anonymization of unstructured documents to settle the base of automatic declassification of confidential documents. Departing from known ideas and methods of data privacy, we introduce the main issues of unstructured document anonymization and propose the use of named entity recognition techniques from natural language processing and information extraction to identify the entities of the document that need to be protected.2011 Web of Science General complex sensitive information / unstructured dataprotecting sensitive Information in unstructured textSensitive Information in unstructured DataDe-identification Semantic Analysis Statistical
Text Classification for Data Loss PreventionMichael HartPratyusa ManadhataRob JohnsonBusinesses, governments, and individuals leak confidential information, both accidentally and maliciously, at tremendous cost in money, privacy, national security, and reputation. Several security software vendors now offer “data loss prevention” (DLP) solutions that use simple algorithms, such as keyword lists and hashing, which are too coarse to capture the features what makes sensitive documents secret. In this paper, we present automatic text classification algorithms for classifying enterprise documents as either sensitive or non-sensitive. We also introduce a novel training strategy, supplement and adjust, to create a classifier that has a low false discovery rate, even when presented with documents unrelated to the enterprise. We evaluated our algorithm on several corpora that we assembled from confidential documents published on WikiLeaks and other archives. Our classifier had a false negative rate of less than 3.0% and a false discovery rate of less than 1.0% on all our tests (i.e, in a real deployment, the classifier can identify more than 97% of information leaks while raising at most 1 false alarm every 100 th time).2011 Springer General complex sensitive information / unstructured dataprotecting sensitive Information in unstructured textUnintended data disclosure Detecting privacy-sensitive information / activitiesSemantic Analysis Statistical
Automatic Anonymization of Natural Languages Texts Posted on Social Networking Services and Automatic Detection of DisclosureH. Nguyen-Son; Q. Nguyen; M. Tran; D. Nguyen; H. Yoshiura; I. EchizenOne approach to overcoming the problem of too much information about a user being disclosed on social networking services (by the user or by the user's friends) through natural language texts (blogs, comments, status updates, etc.) is to anonymize the texts. However, determining which information is sensitive and should thus be anonymized is a challenging problem. Sensitive information is any information about a user that could be used to identify the user. We have developed an algorithm that anonymizes sensitive information in text to be posted by generalization. Synonyms for the anonymized information are used as fingerprints for detecting a discloser of the information. The fingerprints are quantified using the modified discernability metric to enable an appropriate level of anonymity to be used for each group of the user's friends. The fingerprints cannot be converted into another one to incorrectly identify a person who has revealed sensitive information. Use of the algorithm to control the disclosure of information on Facebook demonstrated that it works well not only in social networking but also in other areas (health, religion, politics, military, etc.) that store sensitive information.2012 IEEE Social Network User Generated Content (UGC) / user postsProtecting Sensitive Information on Social Media PlatformsSensitive Information in unstructured DataAutomatic Annonymization of Text PostsMorphological Analysis Statistical
A machine learning solution to assess privacy policy completeness: (short paper)Costante, Elisa; Sun, Yuanhao; Petković, Milan; den Hartog, Jerry;A privacy policy is a legal document, used by websites to communicate how the personal data that they collect will be managed. By accepting it, the user agrees to release his data under the conditions stated by the policy. Privacy policies should provide enough information to enable users to make informed decisions. Privacy regulations support this by specifying what kind of information has to be provided. As privacy policies can be long and difficult to understand, users tend not to read them. Because of this, users generally agree with a policy without knowing what it states and whether aspects important to him are covered at all. In this paper we present a solution to assist the user by providing a structured way to browse the policy content and by automatically assessing the completeness of a policy, i.e. the degree of coverage of privacy categories important to the user. The privacy categories are extracted from privacy regulations, while text categorization and machine learning techniques are used to verify which categories are covered by a policy. The results show the feasibility of our approach; an automatic classifier, able to associate the right category to paragraphs of a policy with an accuracy approximating that obtainable by a human judge, can be effectively created.2012 Google Scholar Law Privacy Policies Paying more Attention to Privacy PoliciesComplexity of Privacy PoliciesAutomatic Assessment of Privacy Policiy CompletnessSemantic Analysis Statistical
Evaluating current automatic de-identification methods with Veteran's health administration clinical documentsFerrandez, O; South, BR; Shen, SY; Friedlin, FJ; Samore, MH; Meystre, SMBackground: The increased use and adoption of Electronic Health Records (EHR) causes a tremendous growth in digital information useful for clinicians, researchers and many other operational purposes. However, this information is rich in Protected Health Information (PHI), which severely restricts its access and possible uses. A number of investigators have developed methods for automatically de-identifying EHR documents by removing PHI, as specified in the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act Safe Harbor method. This study focuses on the evaluation of existing automated text de-identification methods and tools, as applied to Veterans Health Administration (VHA) clinical documents, to assess which methods perform better with each category of PHI found in our clinical notes; and when new methods are needed to improve performance. Methods: We installed and evaluated five text de-identification systems out-of-the-box using a corpus of VHA clinical documents. The systems based on machine learning methods were trained with the 2006 i2b2 de-identification corpora and evaluated with our VHA corpus, and also evaluated with a ten-fold cross-validation experiment using our VHA corpus. We counted exact, partial, and fully contained matches with reference annotations, considering each PHI type separately, or only one unique 'PHI' category. Performance of the systems was assessed using recall (equivalent to sensitivity) and precision (equivalent to positive predictive value) metrics, as well as the F-2-measure. Results: Overall, systems based on rules and pattern matching achieved better recall, and precision was always better with systems based on machine learning approaches. The highest out-of-the-box F-2-measure was 67% for partial matches; the best precision and recall were 95% and 78%, respectively. Finally, the ten-fold cross validation experiment allowed for an increase of the F-2-measure to 79% with partial matches. Conclusions: The out-of-the-box evaluation of text de-identification systems provided us with compelling insight about the best methods for de-identification of VHA clinical documents. The errors analysis demonstrated an important need for customization to PHI formats specific to VHA documents. This study informed the planning and development of a best-of-breed automatic de-identification application for VHA clinical text.2012 Web of Science Medicine patient health information (PHI) / Electronic Health Records (EHR) protecting patient privacy in unstructured clinical textSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)De-identification Semantic Analysis Statistical
Using Profiling Techniques to Protect the User’s Privacy in TwitterAlexandre ViejoDavid SánchezJordi Castellà-RocaThe emergence of microblogging-based social networks shows how important it is for common people to share information worldwide. In this environment, Twitter has set it apart from the rest of competitors. Users publish text messages containing opinions and information about a wide range of topics, including personal ones. Previous works have shown that these publications can be analyzed to extract useful information for the society but also to characterize the users who generate them and, hence, to build personal profiles. This latter situation poses a serious threat to users’ privacy. In this paper, we present a new privacy-preserving scheme that distorts the real user profile in front of automatic profiling systems applied to Twitter. This is done while keeping user publications intact in order to interfere the least with her followers. The method has been tested using Twitter publications gathered from renowned users, showing that it effectively obfuscates users’ profiles.2012 Springer Social Network User Generated Content (UGC)Privacy Preserving Information SharingProfiling Designing a scheme for a privacy preserving text analysisSemantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisStatistical
Detecting Sensitive Information from Textual Documents: An Information-Theoretic ApproachDavid SánchezMontserrat BatetAlexandre ViejoWhenever a document containing sensitive information needs to be made public, privacy-preserving measures should be implemented. Document sanitization aims at detecting sensitive pieces of information in text, which are removed or hidden prior publication. Even though methods detecting sensitive structured information like e-mails, dates or social security numbers, or domain specific data like disease names have been developed, the sanitization of raw textual data has been scarcely addressed. In this paper, we present a general-purpose method to automatically detect sensitive information from textual documents in a domain-independent way. Relying on the Information Theory and a corpus as large as the Web, it assess the degree of sensitiveness of terms according to the amount of information they provide. Preliminary results show that our method significantly improves the detection recall in comparison with approaches based on trained classifiers.2012 Springer General User Generated Content (UGC)Privacy Preserving Information SharingInflexibility of annonymization toolsDetecting privacy-sensitive information / activitiesSemantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisStatistical
P2P Watch: Personal Health Information Detection in Peer-to-Peer File-Sharing NetworksSokolova, M; El Emam, K; Arbuckle, L; Neri, E; Rose, S; Jonker, EBackground: Users of peer-to-peer (P2P) file-sharing networks risk the inadvertent disclosure of personal health information (PHI). In addition to potentially causing harm to the affected individuals, this can heighten the risk of data breaches for health information custodians. Automated PHI detection tools that crawl the P2P networks can identify PHI and alert custodians. While there has been previous work on the detection of personal information in electronic health records, there has been a dearth of research on the automated detection of PHI in heterogeneous user files. Objective: To build a system that accurately detects PHI in files sent through P2P file-sharing networks. The system, which we call P2P Watch, uses a pipeline of text processing techniques to automatically detect PHI in files exchanged through P2P networks. P2P Watch processes unstructured texts regardless of the file format, document type, and content. Methods: We developed P2P Watch to extract and analyze PHI in text files exchanged on P2P networks. We labeled texts as PHI if they contained identifiable information about a person (eg, name and date of birth) and specifics of the person's health (eg, diagnosis, prescriptions, and medical procedures). We evaluated the system's performance through its efficiency and effectiveness on 3924 files gathered from three P2P networks. Results: P2P Watch successfully processed 3924 P2P files of unknown content. A manual examination of 1578 randomly selected files marked by the system as non-PHI confirmed that these files indeed did not contain PHI, making the false-negative detection rate equal to zero. Of 57 files marked by the system as PHI, all contained both personally identifiable information and health information: 11 files were PHI disclosures, and 46 files contained organizational materials such as unfilled insurance forms, job applications by medical professionals, and essays. Conclusions: PHI can be successfully detected in free-form textual files exchanged through P2P networks. Once the files with PHI are detected, affected individuals or data custodians can be alerted to take remedial action.2012 Web of Science Medicine patient health information (PHI) / Electronic Health Records (EHR) Privacy Preserving Information SharingUnintended data disclosure Detection of Personal Health Information in Peer-to-Peer File-Sharing NetworksSemantic Analysis Rule based
iDASH: integrating data for analysis, anonymization, and sharingOhno-Machado, Lucila; Bafna, Vineet; Boxwala, Aziz A; Chapman, Brian E; Chapman, Wendy W; Chaudhuri, Kamalika; Day, Michele E; Farcas, Claudiu; Heintzman, Nathaniel D; Jiang, Xiaoqian;iDASH (integrating data for analysis, anonymization, and sharing) is the newest National Center for Biomedical Computing funded by the NIH. It focuses on algorithms and tools for sharing data in a privacy-preserving manner. Foundational privacy technology research performed within iDASH is coupled with innovative engineering for collaborative tool development and data-sharing capabilities in a private Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)-certified cloud. Driving Biological Projects, which span different biological levels (from molecules to individuals to populations) and focus on various health conditions, help guide research and development within this Center. Furthermore, training and dissemination efforts connect the Center with its stakeholders and educate data owners and data consumers on how to share and use clinical and biological data. Through these various mechanisms, iDASH implements its goal of providing biomedical and behavioral researchers with access to data, software, and a high-performance computing environment, thus enabling them to generate and test new hypotheses.2012 Google Scholar Medicine patient health information (PHI) / Electronic Health Records (EHR) Privacy Preserving Information SharingHandling of sensitive data by applicationsOverview of algorithms and tools for sharing data in a privacy-preserving mannerSemantic Analysis Rule based & Statistical
Improved de-identification of physician notes through integrative modeling of both public and private medical textMcMurry, AJ; Fitch, B; Savova, G; Kohane, IS; Reis, BYBackground: Physician notes routinely recorded during patient care represent a vast and underutilized resource for human disease studies on a population scale. Their use in research is primarily limited by the need to separate confidential patient information from clinical annotations, a process that is resource-intensive when performed manually. This study seeks to create an automated method for de-identifying physician notes that does not require large amounts of private information: in addition to training a model to recognize Protected Health Information (PHI) within private physician notes, we reverse the problem and train a model to recognize non-PHI words and phrases that appear in public medical texts. Methods: Public and private medical text sources were analyzed to distinguish common medical words and phrases from Protected Health Information. Patient identifiers are generally nouns and numbers that appear infrequently in medical literature. To quantify this relationship, term frequencies and part of speech tags were compared between journal publications and physician notes. Standard medical concepts and phrases were then examined across ten medical dictionaries. Lists and rules were included from the US census database and previously published studies. In total, 28 features were used to train decision tree classifiers. Results: The model successfully recalled 98% of PHI tokens from 220 discharge summaries. Cost sensitive classification was used to weight recall over precision (98% F10 score, 76% F1 score). More than half of the false negatives were the word of appearing in a hospital name. All patient names, phone numbers, and home addresses were at least partially redacted. Medical concepts such as elevated white blood cell count were informative for de-identification. The results exceed the previously approved criteria established by four Institutional Review Boards. Conclusions: The results indicate that distributional differences between private and public medical text can be used to accurately classify PHI. The data and algorithms reported here are made freely available for evaluation and improvement.2013 Web of Science Medicine patient health information (PHI) / Physician NotesPrivacy Preserving Information SharingSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)De-identification Morphological Analysis Statistical
A framework for privacy-preserving medical document sharingLi, Xiao-Bai; Qin, Jialun;Health information systems have greatly increased availability of medical documents and benefited healthcare management and research. However, there are growing concerns about privacy in sharing medical documents. Existing approaches for privacy preserving data sharing deal mostly with structured data. Current privacy techniques for unstructured medical text focus on detection and removal of patient identifiers from the text, which may be inadequate for preserving privacy and data utility. We propose a novel framework to extract, cluster, de-identify and anonymize patient medical documents. Our framework integrates the approaches developed in both data privacy and health informatics fields. The key novel elements of this framework include (i) a meta-learning approach to extract personal and health information from documents; (ii) a recursive partitioning method to cluster patient documents by medical concept; and (iii) a cluster-level value-enumeration method for anonymization. A prototype system has been implemented and evaluated to demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed framework. 2013 Google Scholar Medicine patient health information (PHI) / unstructured medical documentsPrivacy Preserving Information SharingSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)De-identification Semantic Analysis Statistical
Anonymouth revamped: Getting closer to stylometric anonymityMcDonald, AW; Ulman, Jeffrey; Barrowclift, Marc; Greenstadt, Rachel;2013 Google Scholar Other User Generated Content (UGC)protecting sensitive Information in unstructured textIdentification De-identification / Obfuscating AuthorshipSemantic Analysis Rule based & Statistical
A Versatile Tool for Privacy-Enhanced Web SearchAvi ArampatzisGeorge DrosatosPavlos S. EfraimidisWe consider the problem of privacy leaks suffered by Internet users when they perform web searches, and propose a framework to mitigate them. Our approach, which builds upon and improves recent work on search privacy, approximates the target search results by replacing the private user query with a set of blurred or scrambled queries. The results of the scrambled queries are then used to cover the original user interest. We model the problem theoretically, define a set of privacy objectives with respect to web search and investigate the effectiveness of the proposed solution with a set of real queries on a large web collection. Experiments show great improvements in retrieval effectiveness over a previously reported baseline in the literature. Furthermore, the methods are more versatile, predictably-behaved, applicable to a wider range of information needs, and the privacy they provide is more comprehensible to the end-user.2013 Springer Other User Generated Content (UGC) / Query DataSearching in a private manner Profiling Designing a privacy-preserving web search engine Semantic Analysis Statistical
Gateway to the Cloud - Case Study: A Privacy-Aware Environment for Electronic Health Records ResearchR. Smith; J. Xu; S. Hima; O. JohnsonWe describe a study in the domain of health informatics which includes some novel requirements for patient confidentiality in the context of medical health research. We present a prototype which takes health records from a commercial data provider, anonymises them in an innovative way and makes them available within a secure cloud-based Virtual Research Environment (VRE). Data anonymity is tailored as required for individual researchers' needs and ethics committee approval. VREs are dynamically configured to model each researcher's personal research environment while maintaining data integrity, provenance generation and patient confidentiality.2013 IEEE Medicine patient health information (PHI) / Electronic Health Records (EHR) Privacy Preserving Information SharingSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)Designing a tailor-made data annonymity approachSemantic Analysis Rule based & Statistical
Knowledge-based scheme to create privacy-preserving but semantically-related queries for web search enginesSáNchez, David; Castellà-Roca, Jordi; Viejo, Alexandre;Web search engines (WSEs) are basic tools for finding and accessing data in the Internet. However, they also put the privacy of their users at risk. This happens because users frequently reveal private information in their queries. WSEs gather this personal data and build user profiles which are used to provide personalized search (PS). PS improves the users’ search results and, hence, it is a key element for the successfulness of WSEs: the entity that offers the best searching experience should attract more users. Nevertheless, profiles can also be used in an improper way by WSEs or they can be stolen by attackers. This situation requires privacy-preserving schemes able to handle from simple queries (one single term) to complex queries (several words with or without relation). Generally, these systems generate and submit inaccurate queries in order to provide privacy, but these queries must be carefully built in order to keep the usefulness of the user profiles. Current literature does not address the generation of privacy-preserving and useful complex queries. Therefore, this paper presents a new scheme that generates distorted user queries from a semantic point of view in order to preserve the usefulness of user profiles. Besides, linguistic analysis techniques are used to properly interpret complex queries performed by users and generate new semantically-related ones accordingly. The performance of the new scheme is evaluated in terms of semantic preservation of new queries, privacy level and runtime. A set of query logs taken from real users and compiled by AOL is used as test data.2013 Google Scholar Other User Generated Content (UGC) / Query DataSearching in a private manner Profiling Generation of Synthetic Data Semantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisStatistical
A taxonomy of privacy-preserving record linkage techniquesVatsalan, Dinusha; Christen, Peter; Verykios, Vassilios S;The process of identifying which records in two or more databases correspond to the same entity is an important aspect of data quality activities such as data pre-processing and data integration. Known as record linkage, data matching or entity resolution, this process has attracted interest from researchers in fields such as databases and data warehousing, data mining, information systems, and machine learning. Record linkage has various challenges, including scalability to large databases, accurate matching and classification, and privacy and confidentiality. The latter challenge arises because commonly personal identifying data, such as names, addresses and dates of birth of individuals, are used in the linkage process. When databases are linked across organizations, the issue of how to protect the privacy and confidentiality of such sensitive information is crucial to successful application of record linkage. In this paper we present an overview of techniques that allow the linking of databases between organizations while at the same time preserving the privacy of these data. Known as ‘privacy-preserving record linkage’ (PPRL), various such techniques have been developed. We present a taxonomy of PPRL techniques to characterize these techniques along 15 dimensions, and conduct a survey of PPRL techniques. We then highlight shortcomings of current techniques and discuss avenues for future research.2013 Google Scholar Other complex sensitive information / unstructured dataPrivacy Preserving Information SharingData Linkage Overview of techniques for privacy preserving data linkage Semantic Analysis Rule based
Minimizing the disclosure risk of semantic correlations in document sanitizationSánchez, David; Batet, Montserrat; Viejo, AlexandreText sanitization is crucial to enable privacy-preserving declassification of confidential documents. Moreover, considering the advent of new information sharing technologies that enable the daily publication of thousands of textual documents, automatic and semi-automatic sanitization methods are needed. Even though several of these methods have been proposed, most of them detect and sanitize sensitive terms (e.g., people names, addresses, diseases, etc.) independently, neglecting the importance of semantic correlations. From the attacker’s perspective, semantic correlations can be exploited to disclose a sanitized term from the presence of one or several non-sanitized words. To tackle this problem, this paper presents a general-purpose method that, by taking the output of a standard sanitization mechanism, analyses, detects and proposes for sanitization those semantically correlated terms that represent a plausible disclosure risk for the already sanitized ones. Our method relies on an information-theoretic formulation of disclosure risk which is able to adapt its behavior to the criterion of the initial sanitizer. The evaluation, carried on over a collection of real documents, shows that semantic correlations represent a real privacy threat in prior sanitized documents, and that our method is able to detect them effectively. As a result, the disclosure risk of the sanitized output is significantly reduced with respect to standard sanitization mechanisms.2013 ScienceDirect General complex sensitive information / unstructured dataPrivacy Preserving Information SharingInflexibility of annonymization toolsSemantic correlations in document sanitization to Minimizing risk disclosure Semantic Analysis Rule based & Statistical & NN
Utility preserving query log anonymization via semantic microaggregationBatet, Montserrat; Erola, Arnau; Sánchez, David; Castellà-Roca, JordiQuery logs are of great interest for scientists and companies for research, statistical and commercial purposes. However, the availability of query logs for secondary uses raises privacy issues since they allow the identification and/or revelation of sensitive information about individual users. Hence, query anonymization is crucial to avoid identity disclosure. To enable the publication of privacy-preserved – but still useful – query logs, in this paper, we present an anonymization method based on semantic microaggregation. Our proposal aims at minimizing the disclosure risk of anonymized query logs while retaining their semantics as much as possible. First, a method to map queries to their formal semantics extracted from the structured categories of the Open Directory Project is presented. Then, a microaggregation method is adapted to perform a semantically-grounded anonymization of query logs. To do so, appropriate semantic similarity and semantic aggregation functions are proposed. Experiments performed using real AOL query logs show that our proposal better retains the utility of anonymized query logs than other related works, while also minimizing the disclosure risk.2013 ScienceDirect Other Query Data Searching in a private manner Profiling Semantic Microaggregation for annonymization of query logs to preserve utilitySemantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisStatistical
A discussion of privacy challenges in user profiling with big data techniques: The EEXCESS use caseHasan, Omar; Habegger, Benjamin; Brunie, Lionel; Bennani, Nadia; Damiani, Ernesto;User profiling is the process of collecting information about a user in order to construct their profile. The information in a user profile may include various attributes of a user such as geographical location, academic and professional background, membership in groups, interests, preferences, opinions, etc. Big data techniques enable collecting accurate and rich information for user profiles, in particular due to their ability to process unstructured as well as structured information in high volumes from multiple sources. Accurate and rich user profiles are important for applications such as recommender systems, which try to predict elements that a user has not yet considered but may find useful. The information contained in user profiles is personal and thus there are privacy issues related to user profiling. In this position paper, we discuss user profiling with big data techniques and the associated privacy challenges. We also discuss the ongoing EU-funded EEXCESS project as a concrete example of constructing user profiles with big data techniques and the approaches being considered for preserving user privacy.2013 Google Scholar Other complex sensitive information / unstructured dataMining according to privacy policies Profiling Suggestion of security and privacy requirements for text miningSemantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisRule based & Statistical
Privee: An architecture for automatically analyzing web privacy policiesZimmeck, Sebastian; Bellovin, Steven M;Privacy policies on websites are based on the notice-and-choice principle. They notify Web users of their privacy choices. However, many users do not read privacy policies or have difficulties understanding them. In order to increase privacy transparency we propose Privee—a software architecture for analyzing essential policy terms based on crowdsourcing and automatic classification techniques. We implement Privee in a proof of concept browser extension that retrieves policy analysis results from an online privacy policy repository or, if no such results are available, performs automatic classifications. While our classifiers achieve an overall F-1 score of 90%, our experimental results suggest that classifier performance is inherently limited as it correlates to the same variable to which human interpretations correlate—the ambiguity of natural language. This finding might be interpreted to call the notice-and-choice principle into question altogether. However, as our results further suggest that policy ambiguity decreases over time, we believe that the principle is workable. Consequently, we see Privee as a promising avenue for facilitating the notice-and-choice principle by accurately notifying Web users of privacy practices and increasing privacy transparency on the Web.2014 Google Scholar Law Privacy Policies Paying more Attention to Privacy Policies & Ease the comprehension of Privacy PoliciesComplexity of Privacy PoliciesAutomatic Analysis of Privacy PoliciesSemantic Analysis & Morphological Analysis & Syntactic AnalysisRule based
Preparing an annotated gold standard corpus to share with extramural investigators for de-identification researchDeleger, L; Lingren, T; Ni, YZ; Kaiser, M; Stoutenborough, L; Marsolo, K; Kouril, M; Molnar, K; Solti, IObjective: The current study aims to fill the gap in available healthcare de-identification resources by creating a new sharable dataset with realistic Protected Health Information (PHI) without reducing the value of the data for de-identification research. By releasing the annotated gold standard corpus with Data Use Agreement we would like to encourage other Computational Linguists to experiment with our data and develop new machine learning models for de-identification. This paper describes: (1) the modifications required by the Institutional Review Board before sharing the de-identification gold standard corpus; (2) our efforts to keep the PHI as realistic as possible; (3) and the tests to show the effectiveness of these efforts in preserving the value of the modified data set for machine learning model development. Materials and methods: In a previous study we built an original de-identification gold standard corpus annotated with true Protected Health Information (PHI) from 3503 randomly selected clinical notes for the 22 most frequent clinical note types of our institution. In the current study we modified the original gold standard corpus to make it suitable for external sharing by replacing HIPAA-specified PHI with newly generated realistic PHI. Finally, we evaluated the research value of this new dataset by comparing the performance of an existing published in-house de-identification system, when trained on the new de-identification gold standard corpus, with the performance of the same system, when trained on the original corpus. We assessed the potential benefits of using the new de-identification gold standard corpus to identify PHI in the i2b2 and PhysioNet datasets that were released by other groups for de-identification research. We also measured the effectiveness of the i2b2 and PhysioNet de-identification gold standard corpora in identifying PHI in our original clinical notes. Results: Performance of the de-identification system using the new gold standard corpus as a training set was very close to training on the original corpus (92.56 vs. 93.48 overall F-measures). Best i2b2/PhysioNet/CCHMC cross-training performances were obtained when training on the new shared CCHMC gold standard corpus, although performances were still lower than corpus-specific trainings. Discussion and conclusion: We successfully modified a de-identification dataset for external sharing while preserving the de-identification research value of the modified gold standard corpus with limited drop in machine learning de-identification performance. (C) 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license2014 Web of Science Medicine patient health information (PHI) / Electronic Health Records (EHR) Annotations with Gold Standard Annotations and their Quality Collect annotated corpus Morphological Analysis Rule based & Statistical
Evaluating the effects of machine pre-annotation and an interactive annotation interface on manual de-identification of clinical textSouth, BR; Mowery, D; Suo, Y; Leng, JW; Ferrandez, O; Meystre, SM; Chapman, WWThe Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) Safe Harbor method requires removal of 18 types of protected health information (PHI) from clinical documents to be considered de-identified prior to use for research purposes. Human review of PHI elements from a large corpus of clinical documents can be tedious and error-prone. Indeed, multiple annotators may be required to consistently redact information that represents each PHI class. Automated de-identification has the potential to improve annotation quality and reduce annotation time. For instance, using machine-assisted annotation by combining de-identification system outputs used as pre-annotations and an interactive annotation interface to provide annotators with PHI annotations for curation rather than manual annotation from scratch on raw clinical documents. In order to assess whether machine-assisted annotation improves the reliability and accuracy of the reference standard quality and reduces annotation effort, we conducted an annotation experiment. In this annotation study, we assessed the generalizability of the VA Consortium for Healthcare Informatics Research (CHIR) annotation schema and guidelines applied to a corpus of publicly available clinical documents called MTSamples. Specifically, our goals were to (1) characterize a heterogeneous corpus of clinical documents manually annotated for risk-ranked PHI and other annotation types (clinical eponyms and person relations), (2) evaluate how well annotators apply the CHIR schema to the heterogeneous corpus, (3) compare whether machine-assisted annotation (experiment) improves annotation quality and reduces annotation time compared to manual annotation (control), and (4) assess the change in quality of reference standard coverage with each added annotator's annotations. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license.2014 Web of Science Medicine patient health information (PHI) / clinical textPrivacy Preserving Information SharingSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)De-identification Semantic Analysis Rule based & Statistical
De-identification in natural language processingV. Vincze; R. FarkasNatural language processing (NLP) systems usually require a huge amount of textual data but the publication of such datasets is often hindered by privacy and data protection issues. Here, we discuss the questions of de-identification related to three NLP areas, namely, clinical NLP, NLP for social media and information extraction from resumes. We also illustrate how de-identification is related to named entity recognition and we argue that de-identification tools can be successfully built on named entity recognizers.2014 IEEE Medicine patient health information (PHI) / clinical notes Privacy Preserving Information SharingSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)De-identification Semantic Analysis Rule based & Statistical & NN
De-identification of unstructured paper-based health records for privacy-preserving secondary useFenz, Stefan; Heurix, Johannes; Neubauer, Thomas; Rella, Antonio;Whenever personal data is processed, privacy is a serious issue. Especially in the document-centric e-health area, the patients’ privacy must be preserved in order to prevent any negative repercussions for the patient. Clinical research, for example, demands structured health records to carry out efficient clinical trials, whereas legislation (e.g. HIPAA) regulates that only de-identified health records may be used for research. However, unstructured and often paper-based data dominates information technology, especially in the healthcare sector. Existing approaches are geared towards data in English-language documents only and have not been designed to handle the recognition of erroneous personal data which is the result of the OCR-based digitization of paper-based health records.2014 Google Scholar Medicine patient health information (PHI) / clinical notesPrivacy Preserving Information SharingSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)De-identification Semantic Analysis Statistical
Text de-identification for privacy protection: A study of its impact on clinical text information contentMeystre, SM; Ferrandez, O; Friedlin, FJ; South, BR; Shen, SY; Samore, MHAs more and more electronic clinical information is becoming easier to access for secondary uses such as clinical research, approaches that enable faster and more collaborative research while protecting patient privacy and confidentiality are becoming more important. Clinical text de-identification offers such advantages but is typically a tedious manual process. Automated Natural Language Processing (NLP) methods can alleviate this process, but their impact on subsequent uses of the automatically de-identified clinical narratives has only barely been investigated. In the context of a larger project to develop and investigate automated text de-identification for Veterans Health Administration (VHA) clinical notes, we studied the impact of automated text de-identification on clinical information in a stepwise manner. Our approach started with a high-level assessment of clinical notes informativeness and formatting, and ended with a detailed study of the overlap of select clinical information types and Protected Health Information (PHI). To investigate the informativeness (i.e., document type information, select clinical data types, and interpretation or conclusion) of VHA clinical notes, we used five different existing text de-identification systems. The informativeness was only minimally altered by these systems while formatting was only modified by one system. To examine the impact of de-identification on clinical information extraction, we compared counts of SNOMED-CT concepts found by an open source information extraction application in the original (i.e., not de-identified) version of a corpus of VHA clinical notes, and in the same corpus after de-identification. Only about 1.2-3% less SNOMED-CT concepts were found in de-identified versions of our corpus, and many of these concepts were PHI that was erroneously identified as clinical information. To study this impact in more details and assess how generalizable our findings were, we examined the overlap between select clinical information annotated in the 2010 i2b2 NLP challenge corpus and automatic PHI annotations from our best-of-breed VHA clinical text de-identification system (nicknamed 'BOB'). Overall, only 0.81% of the clinical information exactly overlapped with PHI, and 1.78% partly overlapped. We conclude that automated text de-identification's impact on clinical information is small, but not negligible, and that improved clinical acronyms and eponyms disambiguation could significantly reduce this impact. (C) 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.2014 Web of Science Medicine patient health information (PHI) / clinical notesPrivacy Preserving Information SharingSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)De-identification Semantic Analysis Statistical
De-identification of clinical narratives through writing complexity measuresLi, MQ; Carrell, D; Aberdeen, J; Hirschman, L; Malin, BAPurpose: Electronic health records contain a substantial quantity of clinical narrative, which is increasingly reused for research purposes. To share data on a large scale and respect privacy, it is critical to remove patient identifiers. De-identification tools based on machine learning have been proposed; however, model training is usually based on either a random group of documents or a pre-existing document type designation (e.g., discharge summary). This work investigates if inherent features, such as the writing complexity, can identify document subsets to enhance de-identification performance. Methods: We applied an unsupervised clustering method to group two corpora based on writing complexity measures: a collection of over 4500 documents of varying document types (e.g., discharge summaries, history and physical reports, and radiology reports) from Vanderbilt University Medical Center (VUMC) and the publicly available i2b2 corpus of 889 discharge summaries. We compare the performance (via recall, precision, and F-measure) of de-identification models trained on such clusters with models trained on documents grouped randomly or VUMC document type. Results: For the Vanderbilt dataset, it was observed that training and testing de-identification models on the same stylometric cluster (with the average F-measure of 0.917) tended to outperform models based on clusters of random documents (with an average F-measure of 0.881). It was further observed that increasing the size of a training subset sampled from a specific cluster could yield improved results (e.g., for subsets from a certain stylometric cluster, the F-measure raised from 0.743 to 0.841 when training size increased from 10 to 50 documents, and the F-measure reached 0.901 when the size of the training subset reached 200 documents). For the i2b2 dataset, training and testing on the same clusters based on complexity measures (average F-score 0.966) did not significantly surpass randomly selected clusters (average F-score 0.965). Conclusions: Our findings illustrate that, in environments consisting of a variety of clinical documentation, de-identification models trained on writing complexity measures are better than models trained on random groups and, in many instances, document types. (C) 2014 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.2014 Web of Science Medicine patient health information (PHI) / clinical narrativesPrivacy Preserving Information SharingSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)De-identification Semantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisStatistical
Can Physicians Recognize Their Own Patients in De-identified Notes?Meystre, S; Shen, SY; Hofmann, D; Gundlapalli, AThe adoption of Electronic Health Records is growing at a fast pace, and this growth results in very large quantities of patient clinical information becoming available in electronic format, with tremendous potentials, but also equally growing concern for patient confidentiality breaches. De-identification of patient information has been proposed as a solution to both facilitate secondary uses of clinical information, and protect patient information confidentiality. Automated approaches based on Natural Language Processing have been implemented and evaluated, allowing for much faster text de-identification than manual approaches. A U.S. Veterans Affairs clinical text de-identification project focused on investigating the current state of the art of automatic clinical text de-identification, on developing a best-of-breed de-identification application for clinical documents, and on evaluating its impact on subsequent text uses and the risk for re-identification. To evaluate this risk, we de-identified discharge summaries from 86 patients using our 'best-of-breed' text de-identification application with resynthesis of the identifiers detected. We then asked physicians working in the ward the patients were hospitalized in if they could recognize these patients when reading the de-identified documents. Each document was examined by at least one resident and one attending physician, and with 4.65% of the documents, physicians thought they recognized the patient because of specific clinical information, but after verification, none was correctly re-identified.2014 Web of Science Medicine patient health information (PHI) / clinical notesPrivacy Preserving Information SharingUnintended data disclosure De-identification Semantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisRule based & Statistical
Profiling social networks to provide useful and privacy-preserving web searchViejo, Alexandre; Sánchez, David;Web search engines (WSEs) use search queries to profile users and to provide personalized services like query disambiguation or refinement. These services are valuable because users get an enhanced search experience. However, the compiled user profiles may contain sensitive information that might represent a privacy threat. This issue should be addressed in a way that it also preserves the utility of the profile with regard to search services. State-of-the-art approaches tackle these issues by generating and submitting fake queries that are related to the interests of the user. This technique allows the WSE to only know general (and useful) data while the detailed (and potentially private) data are obfuscated. To build fake queries, these proposals rely on past queries to obtain user interests. However, we argue that this is not always the best strategy and, in this article, we study the use of social networks to gather more accurate user profiles that enable better personalized service while offering a similar, or even better, level of practical privacy. These hypotheses are empirically supported by evaluations using real profiles gathered from Twitter and a set of AOL search queries.2014 Google Scholar Social Network User Generated Content (UGC) / Query DataSearching in a private manner Profiling Designing a privacy-preserving web search engine Semantic Analysis Statistical
Privacy detective: Detecting private information and collective privacy behavior in a large social networkCaliskan Islam, Aylin; Walsh, Jonathan; Greenstadt, Rachel;Detecting the presence and amount of private information being shared in online media is the first step towards analyzing information revealing habits of users in social networks and a useful method for researchers to study aggregate privacy behavior. In this work, we aim to find out if text contains private content by using our novel learning based approach `privacy detective' that combines topic modeling, named entity recognition, privacy ontology, sentiment analysis, and text normalization to represent privacy features. Privacy detective investigates a broader range of privacy concerns compared to previous approaches that focus on keyword searching or profile related properties. We collected 500,000 tweets from 100,000 Twitter users along with other information such as tweet linkages and follower relationships. We reach 95.45% accuracy in a two-class task classifying Twitter users who do not reveal much private information and Twitter users who share sensitive information. We score timelines according to three privacy levels after having Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) workers annotate collected tweets according to privacy categories. Supervised machine learning classification results on these annotations reach 69.63% accuracy on a three-class task. Inter-annotator agreement on timeline privacy scores between various AMT workers and our classifiers fall under the same positive agreement level. Additionally, we show that a user's privacy level is correlated with her friends' privacy scores and also with the privacy scores of people mentioned in her text but not with the number of her followers. As such, privacy in social networks appear to be socially constructed, which can have great implications for privacy enhancing technologies and educational interventions.2014 Google Scholar Social Network User Generated Content (UGC)Protecting Sensitive Information on Social Media PlatformsProfiling Detecting privacy-sensitive information / activitiesSemantic Analysis Statistical & NN
A platform for developing privacy preserving diagnosis mobile applicationsS. Ucan; H. Gu Healthcare Information Technology has been in great vogue in the world today due to the dominant need of computational intelligence for processing, retrieval, and the use of health care information. This paper presents a platform system for developing self-diagnosis mobile applications. The mobile application developers can use this platform to develop applications that give the possible diagnosis according to users' symptoms without revealing any sensitive information about the users. The system consists of stop word removal, natural language processing, privacy preserving information retrieval, and decision support.2014 IEEE Medicine patient health information (PHI) / free textprotecting patient privacy in unstructured clinical textDisclosure of sensitive data for analysisInformation Extraction from Health RecordsSemantic Analysis Statistical
Filtering Personal Queries from Mixed-Use Query LogsAry Fagundes Bressane NetoPhilippe DesaulniersPablo Ariel DuboueAlexis SmirnovQueries performed against the open Web during working hours reveal missing content in the internal documentation within an organization. Mining such queries is thus advantageous but it must strictly adhere to privacy policy and meet privacy expectations of the employees. Particularly, we need to filter queries related to non-work activities. We show that, in the case of technical support agents, 78.7% of personal queries can be filtered using a words-as-features Maximum Entropy approach, while losing only 9.3% of the business related queries. Further improvements can be expected when running a data mining algorithm on the queries and when filtering private information from its output.2014 Springer Other Query Data Mining according to privacy policies Compliance with RequirementsInformation Extraction from privacy policiesMorphological Analysis Statistical
AutoCog: Measuring the Description-to-permission Fidelity in Android ApplicationsQu, ZY; Rastogi, V; Zhang, XY; Chen, Y; Zhu, TT; Chen, ZThe booming popularity of smartphones is partly a result of application markets where users can easily download wide range of third-party applications. However, due to the open nature of markets, especially on Android, there have been several privacy and security concerns with these applications. On Google Play, as with most other markets, users have direct access to natural-language descriptions of those applications, which give an intuitive idea of the functionality including the security-related information of those applications. Google Play also provides the permissions requested by applications to access security and privacy-sensitive APIs on the devices. Users may use such a list to evaluate the risks of using these applications. To best assist the end users, the descriptions should reflect the need for permissions, which we term description-to-permission fidelity. In this paper, we present a system AUTOCOG to automatically assess description-to-permission fidelity of applications. AUTOCOG employs state-of-the-art techniques in natural language processing and our own learning-based algorithm to relate description with permissions. In our evaluation, AUTOCOG outperforms other related work on both performance of detection and ability of generalization over various permissions by a large extent. On an evaluation of eleven permissions, we achieve an average precision of 92.6% and an average recall of 92.0%. Our large-scale measurements over 45,811 applications demonstrate the severity of the problem of low description-to-permission fidelity. AUTOCOG helps bridge the long-lasting usability gap between security techniques and average users.2014 Web of Science Law complex sensitive information / unstructured dataEase the comprehension of Privacy PoliciesComplexity of Privacy PoliciesMapping of Description-to-permission Fidelity on a scaleSemantic Analysis & Morphological Analysis & Syntactic AnalysisRule based & Statistical & NN
Latent semantic analysis for privacy preserving peer feedbackSelmi, Mouna; Hage, Hicham; Aïmeur, Esma;Today’s e-learning systems enable students to communicate with peers (or co-learners) to ask or provide feedback, leading to more efficient learning. Unfortunately, this new option comes with significantly increased risks to the privacy of the feedback requester as well as the peers involved in the feedback process. In fact, peers may unintentionally disclose personal information which may cause great threats to them like cyber-bullying, which in turn may create an unfavorable learning environment leading individuals to abandon learning. In this paper, we propose an approach to minimize data self-disclosure and privacy risks in e-learning contexts. It consists first of mining peers’ feedback to remove negative comments (reducing bullying and harassment) based on machine learning classifier and natural language processing techniques. Second, it consists of striping sentences that potentially reveal personal information in order to protect learners from self-disclosure risks, based on Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA).2014 Google Scholar Other User Generated Content (UGC)protecting sensitive Information in unstructured textUnintended data disclosure Semantic analysis for privacy preserving peer feedbackSemantic Analysis Statistical
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The Impact of Anonymization for Automated Essay ScoringShermis, Mark D.; Lottridge, Sue; Mayfield, ElijahThis study investigated the impact of anonymizing text on predicted scores made by two kinds of automated scoring engines: one that incorporates elements of natural language processing (NLP) and one that does not. Eight data sets (N = 22,029) were used to form both training and test sets in which the scoring engines had access to both text and human rater scores for training, but only the text for the test set. Machine ratings were applied under three conditions: (a) both the training and test were conducted with the original data, (b) the training was modeled on the anonymized data, but the predictions were made on the original data, and (c) both the training and test were conducted on the anonymized text. The first condition served as the baseline for subsequent comparisons on the mean, standard deviation, and quadratic weighted kappa. With one exception, results on scoring scales in the range of 1–6 were not significantly different. The results on scales that were much wider did show significant differences. The conclusion was that anonymizing text for operational use may have a differential impact on machine score predictions for both NLP and non-NLP applications.2015 Wiley General User Generated Content (UGC)protecting sensitive Information in unstructured textHandling of sensitive data by applicationsAutomated Essay Scoring Semantic Analysis Rule based & Statistical & NN
Annotating longitudinal clinical narratives for de-identification: The 2014 i2b2/UTHealth corpusStubbs, A; Uzuner, OThe 2014 i2b2/UTHealth natural language processing shared task featured a track focused on the de-identification of longitudinal medical records. For this track, we de-identified a set of 1304 longitudinal medical records describing 296 patients. This corpus was de-identified under a broad interpretation of the HIPAA guidelines using double-annotation followed by arbitration, rounds of sanity checking, and proof reading. The average token-based F1 measure for the annotators compared to the gold standard was 0.927. The resulting annotations were used both to de-identify the data and to set the gold standard for the de-identification track of the 2014 i2b2/UTHealth shared task. All annotated private health information were replaced with realistic surrogates automatically and then read over and corrected manually. The resulting corpus is the first of its kind made available for de-identification research. This corpus was first used for the 2014 i2b2/UTHealth shared task, during which the systems achieved a mean F-measure of 0.872 and a maximum F-measure of 0.964 using entity-based micro-averaged evaluations. (C) 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.2015 Web of Science Medicine patient health information (PHI) / clinical narrativesAnnotations with Gold Standard Complexity of Privacy PoliciesCollect annotated corpus Morphological Analysis Rule based
Iterative Classification for Sanitizing Large-Scale DatasetsB. Li; Y. Vorobeychik; M. Li; B. MalinCheap ubiquitous computing enables the collection of massive amounts of personal data in a wide variety of domains. Many organizations aim to share such data while obscuring features that could disclose identities or other sensitive information. Much of the data now collected exhibits weak structure (e.g., natural language text) and machine learning approaches have been developed to identify and remove sensitive entities in such data. Learning-based approaches are never perfect and relying upon them to sanitize data can leak sensitive information as a consequence. However, a small amount of risk is permissible in practice, and, thus, our goal is to balance the value of data published and the risk of an adversary discovering leaked sensitive information. We model data sanitization as a game between 1) a publisher who chooses a set of classifiers to apply to data and publishes only instances predicted to be non-sensitive and 2) an attacker who combines machine learning and manual inspection to uncover leaked sensitive entities (e.g., personal names). We introduce an iterative greedy algorithm for the publisher that provably executes no more than a linear number of iterations, and ensures a low utility for a resource-limited adversary. Moreover, using several real world natural language corpora, we illustrate that our greedy algorithm leaves virtually no automatically identifiable sensitive instances for a state-of-the-art learning algorithm, while sharing over 93% of the original data, and completes after at most 5 iterations.2015 IEEE General complex sensitive information / unstructured dataPrivacy Preserving Information SharingUnintended data disclosure De-identification Semantic Analysis Rule based & Statistical
Secure Obfuscation of Authoring Style Hoi LeReihaneh Safavi-NainiAsadullah GalibAnonymous authoring includes writing reviews, comments and blogs, using pseudonyms with the general assumption that using these pseudonyms will protect the real identity of authors and allows them to freely express their views. It has been shown, however, that writing style may be used to trace authors across multiple Websites. This is a serious threat to privacy and may even result in revealing the authors’s identities. In obfuscating authors’ writing style, an authored document is modified to hide the writing characteristics of the author. In this paper we first show that existing obfuscation systems are insecure and propose a general approach for constructing obfuscation algorithms, and then instantiate the framework to give an algorithm that semi-automatically modifies an author’s document. We provide a secure obfuscation scheme that is able to hide an author’s document securely among other authors’ documents in a corpus. As part of our obfuscation algorithm we present a new algorithm for identifying an author’s unique words that would be of independent interest. We present a security model and use it to analyze our scheme and also the previous schemes. We implement our scheme and give its performances through experiments. We show that our algorithm can be used to obfuscate documents securely and effectively.2015 Springer Social Network User Generated Content (UGC)protecting sensitive Information in unstructured textProfiling De-identification / Obfuscating AuthorshipSemantic Analysis Statistical
MonkeyDroid: Detecting Unreasonable Privacy Leakages of Android ApplicationsMa, K; Liu, MY; Guo, SQ; Ban, TStatic and dynamic taint-analysis approaches have been developed to detect the processing of sensitive information. Unfortunately, faced with the result of analysis about operations of sensitive information, people have no idea of which operation is legitimate operation and which is stealthy malicious behavior. In this paper, we present Monkeydroid to pinpoint automatically whether the android application would leak sensitive information of users by distinguishing the reasonable and unreasonable operation of sensitive information on the basis of information provided by developer and market provider. We evaluated Monkeydroid over the top 500 apps on the Google play and experiments show that our tool can effectively distinguish malicious operations of sensitive information from legitimate ones.2015 Web of Science Mobile Application complex sensitive information / unstructured dataInvestigating the potential Privacy Impact of smart phone appsHandling of sensitive data by applicationsDetecting privacy-sensitive information / activitiesSemantic Analysis Statistical
A Novel Approach to Prevent Personal Data on a Social Network Using Graph TheoryN. A. Patil; A. S. ManekarOnline social network such as Twitter, LinkedIn are widely used now a days. In these people lists their personal information and favorite activities which meant to be secure. Private information leakage becomes key issues with social network users. Apart from this user are hampered with various types of malicious data attacks which feel users very embarrassing in a real life. Also manual filtering for such a large data is not feasible at all. So various users stay away from social network sites to avoid such activities the social network architecture should be improved so that normal user can take a relief. Proposed work is an automatic prevention mechanism for such a heavy data using NLP and data mining approach. Objective of work is creation of real time rule sets to filter data using graph theory.2015 IEEE Social Network User Generated Content (UGC)Protecting Sensitive Information on Social Media PlatformsUnintended data disclosure Detecting privacy-sensitive information / activitiesMorphological Analysis Rule based & Statistical
Oblivion: Mitigating Privacy Leaks by Controlling the Discoverability of Online InformationMilivoj SimeonovskiFabian BendunMuhammad Rizwan AsgharMichael BackesNinja MarnauPeter DruschelSearch engines are the prevalently used tools to collect information about individuals on the Internet. Search results typically comprise a variety of sources that contain personal information — either intentionally released by the person herself, or unintentionally leaked or published by third parties without being noticed, often with detrimental effects on the individual’s privacy. To grant individuals the ability to regain control over their disseminated personal information, the European Court of Justice recently ruled that EU citizens have a right to be forgotten in the sense that indexing systems, such as Google, must offer them technical means to request removal of links from search results that point to sources violating their data protection rights. As of now, these technical means consist of a web form that requires a user to manually identify all relevant links herself upfront and to insert them into the web form, followed by a manual evaluation by employees of the indexing system to assess if the request to remove those links is eligible and lawful. In this work, we propose a universal framework Oblivion to support the automation of the right to be forgotten in a scalable, provable and privacy-preserving manner. First, Oblivion enables a user to automatically find and tag her disseminated personal information using natural language processing (NLP) and image recognition techniques and file a request in a privacy-preserving manner. Second, Oblivion provides indexing systems with an automated and provable eligibility mechanism, asserting that the author of a request is indeed affected by an online resource. The automated eligibility proof ensures censorship-resistance so that only legitimately affected individuals can request the removal of corresponding links from search results. We have conducted comprehensive evaluations of Oblivion, showing that the framework is capable of handling 278 removal requests per second on a standard notebook (2.5 GHz dual core), and is hence suitable for large-scale deployment.2015 Springer Other Query Data Searching in a private manner Unintended data disclosure Detecting privacy-sensitive information / activitiesSemantic Analysis Rule based & Statistical & NN
Autoppg: Towards automatic generation of privacy policy for android applicationsYu, Le; Zhang, Tao; Luo, Xiapu; Xue, Lei;A privacy policy is a statement informing users how their information will be collected, used, and disclosed. Failing to provide a correct privacy policy may result in a fine. However, writing privacy policy is tedious and error-prone, because the author may not well understand the source code, which could be written by others (e.g., outsourcing), or does not know the internals of third-party libraries without source codes. In this paper, we propose and develop a novel system named AutoPPG to automatically construct correct and readable descriptions to facilitate the generation of privacy policy for Android applications (i.e., apps). Given an app, AutoPPG first conducts various static code analyses to characterize its behaviors related to users’ private information and then applies natural language processing techniques to generating correct and accessible sentences for describing these behaviors. The experimental results using real apps and crowdsourcing indicate that: (1) AutoPPG creates correct and easy-to-understand descriptions for privacy policies; and (2) the privacy policies constructed by AutoPPG usually reveal more operations related to users’ private information than existing privacy policies.2015 Google Scholar Law Privacy Policies Ease the writing process of privacy policies based on codeComplexity of Privacy PoliciesGeneration of Artefacts based on Privacy Policy AnalysisSemantic Analysis Statistical
Towards an information type lexicon for privacy policiesJ. Bhatia; T. D. BreauxPrivacy policies serve to inform consumers about a company's data practices, and to protect the company from legal risk due to undisclosed uses of consumer data. In addition, US and EU regulators require companies to accurately describe their practices in these policies, and some laws prescribe how companies should write these policies. Despite these aims, privacy policies are frequently criticized for being vague and uninformative. To support and improve the analysis of privacy policies, we report results from constructing an information type lexicon from manual, human annotations and an entity extractor based on part-of-speech tagging. The lexicon was constructed from 3,850 annotations obtained from crowd workers analyzing 15 privacy policies. An entity extractor was designed to extract entities from these annotations. The extractor succeeds at finding entities in 92% of annotations and the lexicon consists of 725 unique entities. Finally, we measured the terminological reuse across all 15 policies and observed the lexicon has a 31-78% chance of containing a word from any previously seen policy.2015 IEEE Law Privacy Policies Ease the comprehension of Privacy PoliciesComplexity of Privacy PoliciesMapping Privacy Policy Content to selected Dictionary Morphological Analysis Rule based
Ontology-Enabled Access Control and Privacy RecommendationsMarcel HeupelLars FischerMohamed BourimiSimon ScerriRecent trends in ubiquitous computing target to provide user-controlled servers, providing a single point of access for managing different personal data in different Online Social Networks (OSNs), i.e. profile data and resources from various social interaction services (e.g., LinkedIn, Facebook, etc.). Ideally, personal data should remain independent of the environment, e.g., in order to support flexible migration to new landscapes. Such information interoperability can be achieved by ontology-based information representation and management. In this paper we present achievements and experiences of the di.me project, with respect to access control and privacy preservation in such systems. Special focus is put on privacy issues related to linkability and unwanted information disclosure. These issues could arise for instance when collecting and integrating information of different social contacts and their live streams (e.g., activity status, live posts, etc.). Our approach provides privacy recommendations by leveraging (1) the detection of semantic equivalence between contacts as portrayed in online profiles and (2) NLP techniques for analysing shared live streams. The final results after 3 years are presented and the portability to other environments is shortly discussed.2015 Springer Social Network User Generated Content (UGC)Protecting Sensitive Information on Social Media PlatformsProfiling Ontology-Enabled Access Control and Privacy RecommendationsSemantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisRule based
Privacy-driven access control in social networks by means of automatic semantic annotationImran-Daud, Malik; Sánchez, David; Viejo, AlexandreIn online social networks (OSN), users quite usually disclose sensitive information about themselves by publishing messages. At the same time, they are (in many cases) unable to properly manage the access to this sensitive information due to the following issues: (i) the rigidness of the access control mechanism implemented by the OSN, and (ii) many users lack of technical knowledge about data privacy and access control. To tackle these limitations, in this paper, we propose a dynamic, transparent and privacy-driven access control mechanism for textual messages published in OSNs. The notion of privacy-driven is achieved by analyzing the semantics of the messages to be published and, according to that, assessing the degree of sensitiveness of their contents. For this purpose, the proposed system relies on an automatic semantic annotation mechanism that, by using knowledge bases and linguistic tools, is able to associate a meaning to the information to be published. By means of this annotation, our mechanism automatically detects the information that is sensitive according to the privacy requirements of the publisher of data, with regard to the type of reader that may access such data. Finally, our access control mechanism automatically creates sanitized versions of the users’ publications according to the type of reader that accesses them. As a result, our proposal, which can be integrated in already existing social networks, provides an automatic, seamless and content-driven protection of user publications, which are coherent with her privacy requirements and the type of readers that access them. Complementary to the system design, we also discuss the feasibility of the system by illustrating it through a real example and evaluate its accuracy and effectiveness over standard approaches.2016 ScienceDirect Social Network User Generated Content (UGC)Protecting Sensitive Information on Social Media PlatformsUnintended data disclosure Automatic semantic annotation mechanismSemantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisStatistical
Automatic Extraction of Metrics from SLAs for Cloud Service ManagementS. Mittal; K. P. Joshi; C. Pearce; A. JoshiTo effectively manage cloud based services, organizations need to continuously monitor the performance metrics listed in the Cloud service contracts. However, these legal documents, like Service Level Agreements (SLA) or privacy policy documents, are currently managed as plain text files meant principally for human consumption. Additionally, providers often define their own performance metrics for their services. These factors hinder the automation of SLA management and require manual effort to monitor the cloud service performance. We have significantly automated the process of extracting, managing and monitoring cloud SLA using natural language processing techniques and Semantic Web technologies. In this paper, we describe our technical approach and the ontology that we have developed to describe, manage, and reason about cloud SLAs. We also describe the prototype system that we have developed to automatically extract information from legal Terms of Service that are available on cloud provider websites.2016 IEEE Law Privacy Policies Ease the automation process of privacy regulating documentsComplexity of Privacy PoliciesAutomation process of SLAs Semantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisRule based
Is the Juice Worth the Squeeze? Costs and Benefits of Multiple Human Annotators for Clinical Text De-identificationCarrell, DS; Cronkite, DJ; Malin, BA; Aberdeen, JS; Hirschman, LBackground: Clinical text contains valuable information but must be de-identified before it can be used for secondary purposes. Accurate annotation of personally identifiable information (PII) is essential to the development of automated de-identification systems and to manual redaction of PII. Yet the accuracy of annotations may vary considerably across individual annotators and annotation is costly. As such, the marginal benefit of incorporating additional annotators has not been well characterized. Objectives: This study models the costs and benefits of incorporating increasing numbers of independent human annotators to identify the instances of PII in a corpus. We used a corpus with gold standard annotations to evaluate the performance of teams of annotators of increasing size. Methods: Four annotators independently identified PII in a 100-document corpus consisting of randomly selected clinical notes from Family Practice clinics in a large integrated health care system. These annotations were pooled and validated to generate a gold standard corpus for evaluation. Results: Recall rates for all PII types ranged from 0.90 to 0.98 for individual annotators to 0.998 to 1.0 for teams of three, when measured against the gold standard. Median cost per PII instance discovered during corpus annotation ranged from $0.71 for an individual annotator to $377 for annotations discovered only by a fourth annotator. Conclusions: Incorporating a second annotator into a PII annotation process reduces unredacted PII and improves the quality of annotations to 0.99 recall, yielding clear benefit at reasonable cost; the cost advantages of annotation teams larger than two diminish rapidly.2016 Web of Science Medicine patient health information (PHI) / clinical notesAnnotations with Gold Standard Annotations and their Quality Collect annotated corpus Morphological Analysis Rule based
The Creation and Analysis of a Website Privacy Policy CorpusWilson, S; Schaub, F; Dara, AA; Liu, F; Cherivirala, S; Leon, PG; Andersen, MS; Zimmeck, S; Sathyendra, KM; Russell, NC; Norton, TB; Hovy, E; Reidenberg, J; Sadeh, NWebsite privacy policies are often ignored by Internet users, because these documents tend to be long and difficult to understand. However, the significance of privacy policies greatly exceeds the attention paid to them: these documents are binding legal agreements between website operators and their users, and their opaqueness is a challenge not only to Internet users but also to policy regulators. One proposed alternative to the status quo is to automate or semi-automate the extraction of salient details from privacy policy text, using a combination of crowdsourcing, natural language processing, and machine learning. However, there has been a relative dearth of datasets appropriate for identifying data practices in privacy policies. To remedy this problem, we introduce a corpus of 115 privacy policies (267K words) with manual annotations for 23K fine-grained data practices. We describe the process of using skilled annotators and a purpose-built annotation tool to produce the data. We provide findings based on a census of the annotations and show results toward automating the annotation procedure. Finally, we describe challenges and opportunities for the research community to use this corpus to advance research in both privacy and language technologies.2016 Web of Science Law Privacy Policies Paying more Attention to Privacy PoliciesComplexity of Privacy PoliciesCollect annotated corpus Morphological Analysis Rule based
Optimizing annotation resources for natural language de-identification via a game theoretic frameworkLi, MQ; Carrell, D; Aberdeen, J; Hirschman, L; Kirby, J; Li, B; Vorobeychik, Y; Malin, BAObjective: Electronic medical records (EMRs) are increasingly repurposed for activities beyond clinical care, such as to support translational research and public policy analysis. To mitigate privacy risks, healthcare organizations (HCOs) aim to remove potentially identifying patient information. A substantial quantity of EMR data is in natural language form and there are concerns that automated tools for detecting identifiers are imperfect and leak information that can be exploited by ill-intentioned data recipients. Thus, HCOs have been encouraged to invest as much effort as possible to find and detect potential identifiers, but such a strategy assumes the recipients are sufficiently incentivized and capable of exploiting leaked identifiers. In practice, such an assumption may not hold true and HCOs may overinvest in de identification technology. The goal of this study is to design a natural language de-identification framework, rooted in game theory, which enables an HCO to optimize their investments given the expected capabilities of an adversarial recipient. Methods: We introduce a Stackelberg game to balance risk and utility in natural language de identification. This game represents a cost-benefit model that enables an HCO with a fixed budget to minimize their investment in the de-identification process. We evaluate this model by assessing the overall payoff to the HCO and the adversary using 2100 clinical notes from Vanderbilt University Medical Center. We simulate several policy alternatives using a range of parameters, including the cost of training a de identification model and the loss in data utility due to the removal of terms that are not identifiers. In addition, we compare policy options where, when an attacker is fined for misuse, a monetary penalty is paid to the publishing HCO as opposed to a third party (e.g., a federal regulator). Results: Our results show that when an HCO is forced to exhaust a limited budget (set to $2000 in the study), the precision and recall of the de-identification of the HCO are 0.86 and 0.8, respectively. A game-based approach enables a more refined cost-benefit tradeoff, improving both privacy and utility for the HCO. For example, our investigation shows that it is possible for an HCO to release the data without spending all their budget on de-identification and still deter the attacker, with a precision of 0.77 and a recall of 0.61 for the de-identification. There also exist scenarios in which the model indicates an HCO should not release any data because the risk is too great. In addition, we find that the practice of paying fines back to a HCO (an artifact of suing for breach of contract), as opposed to a third party such as a federal regulator, can induce an elevated level of data sharing risk, where the HCO is incentivized to bait the attacker to elicit compensation. Conclusions: A game theoretic framework can be applied in leading HCO's to optimized decision making in natural language de-identification investments before sharing EMR data. (C) 2016 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.2016 Web of Science Medicine patient health information (PHI) / Electronic Health Records (EHR) Annotations with Gold Standard Annotations and their Quality De-identification Morphological Analysis Statistical
Data sanitization for privacy preservation on Social NetworkP. Tambe; D. VoraOnline Social Networks (OSNs) are becoming increasingly important in our day to day lives. Statistics show that 74% of the Internet users are involved in social networking. Unfortunately many of us are unaware of the threats and vulnerabilities that come with OSNs. These issues can be resolved by using Data Sanitization; the process of disguising sensitive information by overwriting it with realistic looking but false data of a similar type. The system uses the method of gibberish word substitution to sanitize the keywords. Since nouns and verbs provide the most information in a sentence, they will be treated as keywords and the rest of the words will be treated as function words. The keywords will be sanitized using Stanford Natural language processing (NLP) Group's POStagger (Parts-Of-Speech) Application programming Interface (API).2016 IEEE Social Network User Generated Content (UGC)Protecting Sensitive Information on Social Media PlatformsUnintended data disclosure De-identification Semantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisRule based & Statistical & NN
New Challenge of Protecting Privacy due to Stained RecognitionL. Xu; Y. Wu k-Anonymity is a good way to protect people's privacy. It is efficient to find which part should be covered up by using mosaic. Traditional OCR could lose efficiency when the part covered by mosaic. Considering that words in text can be connected by logical relationship, with the help of the idea that reducing the size of word stock which references from license plate recognition, this paper established N-GRAM model and get a wonderful result to recognize fuzzy parts. This may be a big challenge of k-Anonymity.2016 IEEE Other User Generated Content (UGC) / car platesprotecting sensitive Information in unstructured textUnintended data disclosure De-identification / Obfuscating AuthorshipMorphological Analysis Rule based & Statistical
Obfuscating gender in social media writingReddy, Sravana; Knight, Kevin;The vast availability of textual data on social media has led to an interest in algorithms to predict user attributes such as gender based on the user’s writing. These methods are valuable for social science research as well as targeted advertising and profiling, but also compromise the privacy of users who may not realize that their personal idiolects can give away their demographic identities. Can we automatically modify a text so that the author is classified as a certain target gender, under limited knowledge of the classifier, while preserving the text’s fluency and meaning? We present a basic model to modify a text using lexical substitution, show empirical results with Twitter and Yelp data, and outline ideas for extensions.2016 Google Scholar Social Network User Generated Content (UGC) / tweetsProtecting Sensitive Information on Social Media PlatformsProfiling Designing a gender obfuscation toolSemantic Analysis Rule based & Statistical & NN
Working at the web search engine side to generate privacy-preserving user profilesPàmies-Estrems, David; Castellà-Roca, Jordi; Viejo, Alexandre;The popularity of Web Search Engines (WSEs) enables them to generate a lot of data in form of query logs. These files contain all search queries submitted by users. Economical benefits could be earned by means of selling or releasing those logs to third parties. Nevertheless, this data potentially expose sensitive user information. Removing direct identifiers is not sufficient to preserve the privacy of the users. Some existing privacy-preserving approaches use log batch processing but, as logs are generated and consumed in a real-time environment, a continuous anonymization process would be more convenient. In this way, in this paper we propose: (i) a new method to anonymize query logs, based on k-anonymity; and (ii) some de-anonymization tools to determine possible privacy problems, in case that an attacker gains access to the anonymized query logs. This approach preserves the original user interests, but spreads possible semi-identifier information over many users, preventing linkage attacks. To assess its performance, all the proposed algorithms are implemented and an extensive set of experiments are conducted using real data.2016 Google Scholar Other User Generated Content (UGC) / user profilesPrivacy Preserving Information SharingUnintended data disclosure Designing a web search engine side to generate privacy-preserving user profilesSemantic Analysis Statistical
Enforcing transparent access to private content in social networks by means of automatic sanitizationViejo, Alexandre; Sánchez, DavidSocial networks have become an essential meeting point for millions of individuals willing to publish and consume huge quantities of heterogeneous information. Some studies have shown that the data published in these platforms may contain sensitive personal information and that external entities can gather and exploit this knowledge for their own benefit. Even though some methods to preserve the privacy of social networks users have been proposed, they generally apply rigid access control measures to the protected content and, even worse, they do not enable the users to understand which contents are sensitive. Last but not least, most of them require the collaboration of social network operators or they fail to provide a practical solution capable of working with well-known and already deployed social platforms. In this paper, we propose a new scheme that addresses all these issues. The new system is envisaged as an independent piece of software that does not depend on the social network in use and that can be transparently applied to most existing ones. According to a set of privacy requirements intuitively defined by the users of a social network, the proposed scheme is able to: (i) automatically detect sensitive data in users’ publications; (ii) construct sanitized versions of such data; and (iii) provide privacy-preserving transparent access to sensitive contents by disclosing more or less information to readers according to their credentials toward the owner of the publications. We also study the applicability of the proposed system in general and illustrate its behavior in two case studies.2016 ScienceDirect Social Network User Generated Content (UGC)Protecting Sensitive Information on Social Media PlatformsProfiling Detecting privacy-sensitive information / activitiesSemantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisStatistical
PPMark: An Architecture to Generate Privacy Labels Using TF-IDF Techniques and the Rabin Karp Algorithmde Pontes, DRG; Zorzo, SDLayman and non-layman users often have difficulties to understand privacy policy texts. The amount of time spent on reading and comprehending a policy poses a challenge to the user, who rarely pays attention to what he or she is agreeing to. Given this scenario, this paper aims to facilitate privacy policy terms presentation regarding data collection and sharing by introducing a new format called Privacy Label. Using natural language processing techniques, a model able to extract information about data collection in privacy policies and present them in an automated and easy-to-understand way to the user was built. To validate this model we used a precision assessment method where the accuracy of the extracted information was measured. The precision of our modelwas 0.685 (69%) when recovering information regarding data handling, making it possible for the final user to understand which data is being collected without reading the whole policy. The PPMark architecture can facilitate the notice-and-choice by presenting privacy policy information in an alternative way for online users.2016 Web of Science Law Privacy Policies Ease the comprehension of Privacy PoliciesComplexity of Privacy PoliciesGeneration of Artefacts based on Privacy Policy AnalysisMorphological Analysis Statistical
If You Can't Measure It, You Can't Manage It: Towards Quantification of Privacy PoliciesM. Alohaly; H. TakabiDespite the best efforts of usable privacy community to ease the burden of understanding privacy policies, there is still a lack in having a notice display that helps users to compare different application alternatives based on their data gathering practices. In this work, we propose an approach to quantify the amount of data collection of an application by analyzing its privacy policy text using natural language processing (NLP) techniques. There are in fact numerous use cases for such a quantitative measure, one of which is designing a visceral notice that relies on an experiential approach to communicate privacy information to users. The results show that our quantification approach holds promise. Using our quantification measure, we propose a new display for nano-sized visceral notice in which we leverage user's familiarity with pie chart as a data measuring tool to communicate information about an app's data collection practice.2016 IEEE Law Privacy Policies Investigating the potential Privacy Impact of smart phone appsHandling of sensitive data by applicationsGeneration of Artefacts based on Privacy Policy AnalysisSemantic Analysis Rule based & Statistical
Extracting keyword and keyphrase from online privacy policiesAudich, Dhiren A; Dara, Rozita; Nonnecke, Blair;One of the key components of constructing an ontology is a taxonomy. Creating a comprehensive taxonomy involves extracting keywords and keyphrases from the domain corpus. It is a time consuming endeavour that involves domain expertise and syntactic and structural knowledge of the corpus in question. In this paper we explore different keyword and keyphrase extraction algorithms for the domain of online privacy policies. To do this we used a variety of well-known techniques such as TF-IDF, RAKE, TextRank, and AlchemyAPI, benchmarked against manual annotation. We then further evaluated the performances of various algorithms over a large corpus of 631 privacy policies. Due to the inconsistent language of privacy policies algorithms evaluating single documents (RAKE, TextRank, AlchemyAPI) outperformed the one evaluating the entire corpus (TF-IDF).2016 Google Scholar Law Privacy Policies Ease the comprehension of Privacy PoliciesComplexity of Privacy PoliciesInformation Extraction from privacy policiesSemantic Analysis Statistical
Automatic Summarization of Privacy Policies using Ensemble LearningTomuro, N; Lytinen, S; Hornsburg, KWhen customers purchase a product or sign up for service from a company, they often are required to agree to a Privacy Policy or Terms of Service agreement. Many of these policies are lengthy, and a typical customer agrees to them without reading them carefully if at all. To address this problem, we have developed a prototype automatic text summarization system which is specifically designed for privacy policies. Our system generates a summary of a policy statement by identifying important sentences from the statement, categorizing these sentences by which of 5 statement categories the sentence addresses, and displaying to a user a list of the sentences which match each category. Our system incorporates keywords identified by a human domain expert and rules that were obtained by machine learning, and they are combined in an ensemble architecture. We have tested our system on a sample corpus of privacy statements, and preliminary results are promising.2016 Web of Science Law Privacy Policies Paying more Attention to Privacy Policies & Ease the comprehension of Privacy PoliciesComplexity of Privacy PoliciesInformation Extraction from privacy policiesSemantic Analysis NN
Ambiguity in Privacy Policies and the Impact of RegulationReidenberg, JR; Bhatia, J; Breaux, TD; Norton, TBWebsite privacy policies often contain ambiguous language that undermines the purpose and value of privacy notices for site users. This paper compares the impact of different regulatory models on the ambiguity of privacy policies in multiple online sectors. First, the paper develops a theory of vague and ambiguous terms. Next, the paper develops a scoring method to compare the relative vagueness of different privacy policies. Then the theory and scoring are applied using natural language processing to rate a set of policies. The ratings are compared against two benchmarks to show whether government-mandated privacy disclosures result in notices that are less ambiguous than those emerging from the market. The methodology and technical tools can provide companies with mechanisms to improve drafting, enable regulators to easily identify poor privacy policies, and empower regulators to more effectively target enforcement actions.2016 Web of Science Law Privacy Policies Ease the comprehension of Privacy PoliciesComplexity of Privacy PoliciesMapping of Ambiguity on a score boardSemantic Analysis Rule based & Statistical
Personal privacy protection in time of big dataSokolova, Marina; Matwin, Stan;Personal privacy protection increasingly becomes a story of privacy protection in electronic data format. Personal privacy protection also becomes a showcase of advantages and challenges of Big Data phenomenon. Accumulation of massive data volumes combined with development of intelligent Data Mining algorithms allows more data being analysed and linked. Unintended consequences of Big Data analytics include increasing risks of discovery new information about individuals. There are several approaches to protect privacy of individuals in the large data sets, privacy-preserving Data Mining being an example. In this paper, we discuss content-aware prevention of data leaks. We concentrate on protection of personal health information (PHI), arguably the most vulnerable type of personal information. This paper discusses the applied methods and challenges which arise when we want to hold health information private. PHI leak prevention on the Web and on online social networks is our case study.2016 Google Scholar Other patient health information (PHI)protecting sensitive Information in unstructured textData Linkage Overview of Challenges and applied methods for protection of personal health information (PHI)Semantic Analysis Statistical
Privacy-preserving sound to degrade automatic speaker verification performanceHashimoto, Kei; Yamagishi, Junichi; Echizen, Isao;In this paper, a privacy protection method to prevent speaker identification from recorded speech is proposed and evaluated. Although many techniques for preserving various private information included in speech have been proposed, their impacts on human speech communication in physical space are not taken into account. To overcome this problem, this paper proposes privacy-preserving sound as a privacy protection method. The privacy-preserving sound can degrade speaker verification performance without interfering with human speech communication in physical space. To make a first step toward solving this problem, suitable sound characteristics for preserving privacy are evaluated in terms of the speaker verification performance and speech intelligibility. The experimental results show that appropriate sound can efficiently degrade the speaker verification performance without degrading speech intelligibility.2016 Google Scholar General Speech Data Voice protection in public Identification Speech De-Identification Speech Processing Statistical
A Privacy Guard Service X. Ye; F. Wang Mobile devices are changing the way that people conduct their daily businesses and carry out their works. More and more people are using mobile devices to view personal or work-related information in public places, e.g. café, train, etc. This type of information might contain sensitive data, e.g. personal information, trade secrets, etc. As high-resolution cameras are widely used and public places are always crowded, viewing information in public carries the risk of having the screen filmed by cameras or being peeked by the near-by people. This paper proposes a privacy guard service to help people to safe-guard their sensitive data while viewing information in public. The service uses machine learning and natural language processing techniques to identify sensitive information in documents. The service automatically converts the sensitive information to meaningless strings. Text-to-speech code is embedded behind the symbols. The code enable the users to listen to the content of the original sensitive information by using an earphone when the users tap on the symbols. As a result, users are able to view their sensitive data in public without worrying about privacy leaks due to visual observation attacks.2017 IEEE Other complex sensitive information / unstructured dataprotecting sensitive Information in unstructured textUnintended data disclosure Automatic Conversion of sensitive information in textSpeech Processing & Semantic AnalysisStatistical
A cascaded approach for Chinese clinical text de-identification with less annotation effortJian, Z; Guo, XS; Liu, SJ; Ma, HD; Zhang, SD; Zhang, R; Lei, JBWith rapid adoption of Electronic Health Records (EHR) in China, an increasing amount of clinical data has been available to support clinical research. Clinical data secondary use usually requires de identification of personal information to protect patient privacy. Since manually de-identification of free clinical text requires significant amount of human work, developing an automated de-identification system is necessary. While there are many de-identification systems available for English clinical text, designing a de-identification system for Chinese clinical text faces many challenges such as unavailability of necessary lexical resources and sparsity of patient health information (PHI) in Chinese clinical text. In this paper, we designed a de-identification pipeline taking advantage of both rule-based and machine learning techniques. Our method, in particular, can effectively construct a data set with dense PHI information, which saves annotation time significantly for subsequent supervised learning. We experiment on a dataset of 3000 heterogeneous clinical documents to evaluate the annotation cost and the de identification performance. Our approach can increase the efficiency of the annotation effort by over 60% while reaching performance as high as over 90% measured by F score. We demonstrate that combing rule-based and machine learning is an effective way to reduce the annotation cost and achieve high performance in Chinese clinical text de-identification task. (C) 2017 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.2017 Web of Science Medicine patient health information (PHI) / free clinical textPrivacy Preserving Information SharingSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)De-identification Semantic Analysis Rule based & Statistical
Semi-Automatic De-identification of Hospital Discharge Summaries with Natural Language Processing: A Case-Study of Performance and Real-World UsabilityI. Calapodescu; D. Rozier; S. Artemova; J. BossonPatient medical records represent a very rich and important source of information for clinical research. Still, this data cannot be used directly for research purposes, as these documents contain highly-sensitive personal information protected by the law. In this paper, we evaluate on real data the qualitative and quantitative impact of a semi-automated system (combining NLP processing, ML models and a dedicated UI) when used by human annotators for de-identifying French hospital discharge summaries.2017 IEEE Medicine patient health information (PHI) / discharge summariesPrivacy Preserving Information SharingSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)De-identification Semantic Analysis Statistical
De-Identification of Medical Narrative DataFoufi, V; Gaudet-Blavignac, C; Chevrier, R; Lovis, CMaintaining data security and privacy in an era of cybersecurity is a challenge. The enormous and rapidly growing amount of health-related data available today raises numerous questions about data collection, storage, analysis, comparability and interoperability but also about data protection. The US Health Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) of 1996 provides a legal framework and a guidance for using and disclosing health data. Practically, the approach proposed by HIPAA is the de-identification of medical documents by removing certain Protected Health Information (PHI). In this work, a rule-based method for the de-identification of French free-text medical data using Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools will be presented.2017 Web of Science Medicine patient health information (PHI) / clinical narrativesPrivacy Preserving Information SharingSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)De-identification Morphological Analysis Rule based
The UAB Informatics Institute and 2016 CEGS N-GRID de-identification shared task challengeBui, DDA; Wyatt, M; Cimino, JJClinical narratives (the text notes found in patients' medical records) are important information sources for secondary use in research. However, in order to protect patient privacy, they must be de-identified prior to use. Manual de-identification is considered to be the gold standard approach but is tedious, expensive, slow, and impractical for use with large-scale clinical data. Automated or semi-automated de-identification using computer algorithms is a potentially promising alternative. The Informatics Institute of the University of Alabama at Birmingham is applying de-identification to clinical data drawn from the UAB hospital's electronic medical records system before releasing them for research. We participated in a shared task challenge by the Centers of Excellence in Genomic Science (CEGS) Neuropsychiatric Genome-Scale and RDoC Individualized Domains (N-GRID) at the de-identification regular track to gain experience developing our own automatic de-identification tool. We focused on the popular and successful methods from previous challenges: rule-based, dictionary-matching, and machine-learning approaches. We also explored new techniques such as disambiguation rules, term ambiguity measurement, and used multi-pass sieve framework at a micro level. For the challenge's primary measure (strict entity), our submissions achieved competitive results (f-measures: 87.3%, 87.1%, and 86.7%). For our preferred measure (binary token HIPAA), our submissions achieved superior results (f-measures: 93.7%, 93.6%, and 93%). With those encouraging results, we gain the confidence to improve and use the tool for the real de-identification task at the UAB Informatics Institute. (C) 2017 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.2017 Web of Science Medicine patient health information (PHI) / clinical narrativesPrivacy Preserving Information SharingSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)De-identification Morphological Analysis Rule based
De-identification of medical records using conditional random fields and long short-term memory networksJiang, Zhipeng; Zhao, Chao; He, Bin; Guan, Yi; Jiang, JingchiThe CEGS N-GRID 2016 Shared Task 1 in Clinical Natural Language Processing focuses on the de-identification of psychiatric evaluation records. This paper describes two participating systems of our team, based on conditional random fields (CRFs) and long short-term memory networks (LSTMs). A pre-processing module was introduced for sentence detection and tokenization before de-identification. For CRFs, manually extracted rich features were utilized to train the model. For LSTMs, a character-level bi-directional LSTM network was applied to represent tokens and classify tags for each token, following which a decoding layer was stacked to decode the most probable protected health information (PHI) terms. The LSTM-based system attained an i2b2 strict micro-F1 measure of 0.8986, which was higher than that of the CRF-based system.2017 ScienceDirect Medicine patient health information (PHI) / Psychiatry Notesprotecting patient privacy in unstructured clinical textSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)De-identification Semantic Analysis Statistical & NN
A natural language processing challenge for clinical records: Research Domains Criteria (RDoC) for psychiatryUzuner, Ozlem; Stubbs, Amber; Filannino, Michele; 2017 Google Scholar Medicine patient health information (PHI)protecting patient privacy in unstructured clinical textSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)De-identification Morphological Analysis Rule based
PHIs (Protected Health Information) identification from free text clinical records based on machine learningK. Rajput; G. Chetty; R. DaveyTo preserve patient confidentiality, there is a need to identify PHIs (Protected Health Information) from free text text clinical records, and such sensitive information must either be removed or replaced. Identification of the PHI's are normally performed manually on large sets of structured EHR databases, which is time-consuming, prohibitively expensive and error-prone. Hence, methods for automatic or semi-automatic identification of personal health information are of significant scientific and commercial interest. In this paper, we propose an innovative computational framework based on novel text mining and machine learning algorithms for automatic identification of PHIs from massive, unstructured free text clinical records, discharge summaries and other care documents. The experimental evaluation of the proposed algorithmic framework development, for several publicly available i2b2 challenge datasets from Informatics for Integrating Biology & the Bedside (i2b2) shared tasks, has shown promising outcomes.2017 IEEE Medicine patient health information (PHI) / Electronic Health Records (EHR) protecting patient privacy in unstructured clinical textSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)De-identification Semantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisRule based & Statistical & NN
Privacy-Aware Data Analysis Middleware for Data-Driven EHR SystemsThien-An NguyenNhien-An Le-KhacM-Tahar KechadiPrivacy preservation is an essential requirement for information systems and also it is regulated by law. However, existing solutions for privacy protection during data analysis have some limitations when applied to data-driven electronic health record (EHR) systems such as data distortion and flexibility. This paper presents a novel approach to deal with this issue that is a privacy-aware protocol for healthcare data analysis. This approach uses special secured views. For the compatibility with data-driven EHR systems, the protocol is proposed together with a high-level middleware architecture. The suggested solution is discussed based on system requirements and specification to demonstrate its advantages.2017 Springer Medicine patient health information (PHI) / Electronic Health Records (EHR) Mining according to privacy policies Disclosure of sensitive data for analysisDesigning Secure Views for privacy preserving data analysisMorphological Analysis Rule based
Detecting Protected Health Information in Heterogeneous Clinical NotesHenriksson, A; Kvist, M; Dalianis, HTo enable secondary use of healthcare data in a privacy-preserving manner, there is a need for methods capable of automatically identifying protected health information (PHI) in clinical text. To that end, learning predictive models from labeled examples has emerged as a promising alternative to rule-based systems. However, little is known about differences with respect to PHI prevalence in different types of clinical notes and how potential domain differences may affect the performance of predictive models trained on one particular type of note and applied to another. In this study, we analyze the performance of a predictive model trained on an existing PHI corpus of Swedish clinical notes and applied to a variety of clinical notes: written (i) in different clinical specialties, (ii) under different headings, and (iii) by persons in different professions. The results indicate that domain adaption is needed for effective detection of PHI in heterogeneous clinical notes.2017 Web of Science Medicine patient health information (PHI) / clinical notesPrivacy Preserving Information SharingSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)Detecting privacy-sensitive information / activitiesSemantic Analysis Statistical
Protecting privacy in the archives: Preliminary explorations of topic modeling for born-digital collectionsT. Hutchinson Natural language processing (NLP) is an area of increased interest for digital archivists, although most research to date has focused on digitized rather than born-digital collections. This study in progress explores whether NLP techniques can be used effectively to surface documents requiring restrictions due to their personal information content. This phase of the research focuses on using topic modeling to find records relating to human resources. Early results show some promise, but suggest that topic modeling on its own will not be sufficient; other techniques to be explored include sentiment analysis and named entity extraction.2017 IEEE General complex sensitive information / unstructured dataProtecting Sensitive Information on Social Media PlatformsSensitive Information in unstructured DataDetecting privacy-sensitive information / activitiesSemantic Analysis Statistical
Social media data sensitivity and privacy scanning an experimental analysis with hadoopA. Lokhande; S. BansalNow in these days the social network has becomes a daily habit for all. Most of the young and teenager are consuming their time on social media. Due to frequent reachability of users the different marketing companies are also usages this platform for publishing advertises. But not only legitimate users are available in this platform, sometimes this platform is also used for abusing someone or harshen someone. Therefore, it is need to identify the sensitive contents on the social media platforms before publishing the contents. A number of different kinds of approaches are available for scanning the contents, but all these techniques are much time-consuming. Therefore, these techniques are not directly used with the social networks. In order to find an efficient technique an effort is presented in this work. The proposed technique is an enhancement over the traditional finger print scan method for sensitive content evaluation. The proposed technique incorporates the NLP (natural language processing) parsers for identifying the sensitive features. The sensitive features are considered here as the noun words in any twit, because in most of the cases the identity of person or places are used for misguiding the social network users. Additionally, in place of linear search technique, a random index scan method is introduced for improving the time consumption of the traditional approaches. Because this technique produces the results equal as the linear search in worst case. The proposed technique is evaluated over the twitter data using the Hadoop, Strom and twitter API implementation. After the successfully implementation the technique is compared with the traditional available technique over the time and space complexity. The experimental results show the performance in terms of time requirement is three times efficient than the traditional approach of sensitivity scan.2017 IEEE Social Network User Generated Content (UGC) / tweetsProtecting Sensitive Information on Social Media PlatformsUnintended data disclosure Detecting privacy-sensitive information / activitiesSemantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisStatistical
An Evaluation of Constituency-Based Hyponymy Extraction from Privacy PoliciesM. C. Evans; J. Bhatia; S. Wadkar; T. D. BreauxRequirements analysts can model regulated data practices to identify and reason about risks of non-compliance. If terminology is inconsistent or ambiguous, however, these models and their conclusions will be unreliable. To study this problem, we investigated an approach to automatically construct an information type ontology by identifying information type hyponymy in privacy policies using Tregex patterns. Tregex is a utility to match regular expressions against constituency parse trees, which are hierarchical expressions of natural language clauses, including noun and verb phrases. We discovered the Tregex patterns by applying content analysis to 30 privacy policies from six domains (shopping, telecommunication, social networks, employment, health, and news.) From this dataset, three semantic and four lexical categories of hyponymy emerged based on category completeness and word-order. Among these, we identified and empirically evaluated 72 Tregex patterns to automate the extraction of hyponyms from privacy policies. The patterns match information type hyponyms with an average precision of 0.72 and recall of 0.74.2017 IEEE Law Privacy Policies Ease the comprehension of Privacy PoliciesComplexity of Privacy PoliciesDetection of vagueness Morphological Analysis Rule based
Learning Data Privacy and Terms of Service from Different Cloud Service ProvidersM. Bahrami; M. Singhal; W. ChenPeople are using on daily basis websites, mobile applications, and online software nowadays. Major mobile and desktop software applications have been moved to cloud computing environment that allows users to interact with a variety of applications on the move and pay only for additional usage of services on-demand. Each online application has its own terms of service, data privacy agreement that needs to be signed by users even if users are not able to read all documents. In addition, the online service providers collect a variety of information from online users depending on their agreement. This variety of agreements, terms and policies might be challenging for users who use several online applications every day. Data privacy plays a key role in the age of online information centric. It might be more challenging for the users who subscribed to several accounts from different online service providers. In this study, we proposed a machine learning-based method that generates a vector representation of the terms of service. Then, it generates a matrix of the terms of service for different cloud service providers. Finally, it employs a clustering algorithm to analyze the collected data and it monitors data privacy of users in real-time according to written terms of service from cloud service providers.2017 IEEE Law Privacy Policies Ease the comprehension of Privacy PoliciesComplexity of Privacy PoliciesInformation Extraction from privacy policiesSemantic Analysis Rule based
Large-scale readability analysis of privacy policiesFabian, Benjamin; Ermakova, Tatiana; Lentz, Tino;Online privacy policies notify users of a Website how their personal information is collected, processed and stored. Against the background of rising privacy concerns, privacy policies seem to represent an influential instrument for increasing customer trust and loyalty. However, in practice, consumers seem to actually read privacy policies only in rare cases, possibly reflecting the common assumption stating that policies are hard to comprehend. By designing and implementing an automated extraction and readability analysis toolset that embodies a diversity of established readability measures, we present the first large-scale study that provides current empirical evidence on the readability of nearly 50,000 privacy policies of popular English-speaking Websites. The results empirically confirm that on average, current privacy policies are still hard to read. Furthermore, this study presents new theoretical insights for readability research, in particular, to what extent practical readability measures are correlated. Specifically, it shows the redundancy of several well-established readability metrics such as SMOG, RIX, LIX, GFI, FKG, ARI, and FRES, thus easing future choice making processes and comparisons between readability studies, as well as calling for research towards a readability measures framework. Moreover, a more sophisticated privacy policy extractor and analyzer as well as a solid policy text corpus for further research are provided.2017 Google Scholar Law Privacy Policies Paying more Attention to Privacy Policies & Ease the comprehension of Privacy PoliciesComplexity of Privacy PoliciesInformation Extraction from privacy policiesSemantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisStatistical
Enhancing sensitivity classification with semantic features using word embeddingsMcDonald, Graham; Macdonald, Craig; Ounis, Iadh;Government documents must be reviewed to identify any sensitive information they may contain, before they can be released to the public. However, traditional paper-based sensitivity review processes are not practical for reviewing born-digital documents. Therefore, there is a timely need for automatic sensitivity classification techniques, to assist the digital sensitivity review process. However, sensitivity is typically a product of the relations between combinations of terms, such as who said what about whom, therefore, automatic sensitivity classification is a difficult task. Vector representations of terms, such as word embeddings, have been shown to be effective at encoding latent term features that preserve semantic relations between terms, which can also be beneficial to sensitivity classification. In this work, we present a thorough evaluation of the effectiveness of semantic word embedding features, along with term and grammatical features, for sensitivity classification. On a test collection of government documents containing real sensitivities, we show that extending text classification with semantic features and additional term n-grams results in significant improvements in classification effectiveness, correctly classifying 9.99% more sensitive documents compared to the text classification baseline.2017 Google Scholar Other Government Data Privacy Preserving Information SharingSensitive Information in unstructured DataSemantic features using word embeddings for classificationSemantic Analysis NN
How Well Can WordNet Measure Privacy: A Comparative Study?N. Zhu; M. Zhang; D. Feng; J. HePrivacy is a fundamental issue in big data. Meanwhile, determining semantic relationships between words and phrases in privacy is required for effective privacy protection to the data that originates from a variety of sources, a main characteristic of big data. WordNet has been used as one of the most popular ways of measuring semantic similarity between words. In this paper, through comparison analysis, we show that WordNet is not very adequate for measuring semantic similarity or relatedness between words when concerning privacy. The analysis consists of an experiment to get human rating scores as the benchmark dataset and the comparison between results from WordNet based measures and the benchmark dataset to reach the conclusion.2017 IEEE General User Generated Content (UGC)Ease the automation process of privacy regulating documentsCompliance with RequirementsSemantic Similarities Tool ComparisonSemantic Analysis Statistical
Semantic Information Retrieval from Patient SummariesSicuranza, M; Esposito, A; Ciampi, MThis paper presents a novel architectural model approach for the extraction of strictly necessary information from Patient Summary documents. These clinical documents, synthesizing the medical history of a patient, contain heterogeneous information, characterized by different confidentiality levels. For this reason, patients should be able to define privacy rules acting on the specific information they intend to share. However, the main system approaches currently used permit a patient to specify privacy policies only at document level. Thus, a patient is obliged to deny the access to the whole document to protect his/her privacy if only one kind of information is assumed particularly sensitive. To face this problem, the proposed architectural model is provided with semantic-enhanced features with the aim of allowing patients to define access rights based on document sections or information nuggets, trying moreover to fill the semantic gap between the queries and the information present in the documents.2017 Web of Science Medicine patient health information (PHI) / free clinical textprotecting patient privacy in unstructured clinical textDisclosure of sensitive data for analysisSemantic-centered Rules Semantic Analysis Statistical
Influence of speaker de-identification in depression detectionLopez-Otero, Paula; Magariños, Carmen; Docio-Fernandez, Laura; Rodriguez-Banga, Eduardo; Erro, Daniel; Garcia-Mateo, CarmenDepression is a common mental disorder that is usually addressed by outpatient treatments that favour patients’ inclusion in the society. This raises the need for tools to remotely monitor the emotional state of the patients, which can be carried out via telephone or the Internet using speech processing approaches. However, these strategies lead to privacy concerns caused by the transmission of the patients’ speech and its subsequent storage in servers. The use of speech de-identification to protect the privacy of these patients seems straightforward, but the influence of this procedure in the manifestation of the disease in the patients’ speech has not been addressed yet. Hence, this study evaluates the performance of an automatic depression level estimation system when dealing with original and de-identified speech, in order to analyse the influence of the de-identification procedure in the detection of depression. Two de-identification approaches based on voice transformation via frequency warping and amplitude scaling are assessed, which can be applied to any speaker without additional training. Experiments carried out in the framework of the audio/visual emotion challenge 2014 show that the proposed de-identification approaches achieve promising de-identification results at the expense of a slight degradation of depression detection.2017 Wiley Medicine Speech Data Voice-Based Healthcare in a private mannerIdentification Speech De-Identification Speech Processing & Morphological AnalysisStatistical
Voicemask: Anonymize and sanitize voice input on mobile devicesQian, Jianwei; Du, Haohua; Hou, Jiahui; Chen, Linlin; Jung, Taeho; Li, Xiang-Yang; Wang, Yu; Deng, Yanbo;Voice input has been tremendously improving the user experience of mobile devices by freeing our hands from typing on the small screen. Speech recognition is the key technology that powers voice input, and it is usually outsourced to the cloud for the best performance. However, the cloud might compromise users' privacy by identifying their identities by voice, learning their sensitive input content via speech recognition, and then profiling the mobile users based on the content. In this paper, we design an intermediate between users and the cloud, named VoiceMask, to sanitize users' voice data before sending it to the cloud for speech recognition. We analyze the potential privacy risks and aim to protect users' identities and sensitive input content from being disclosed to the cloud. VoiceMask adopts a carefully designed voice conversion mechanism that is resistant to several attacks. Meanwhile, it utilizes an evolution-based keyword substitution technique to sanitize the voice input content. The two sanitization phases are all performed in the resource-limited mobile device while still maintaining the usability and accuracy of the cloud-supported speech recognition service. We implement the voice sanitizer on Android systems and present extensive experimental results that validate the effectiveness and efficiency of our app. It is demonstrated that we are able to reduce the chance of a user's voice being identified from 50 people by 84% while keeping the drop of speech recognition accuracy within 14.2%.2017 Google Scholar Other Speech Data Voice-based Service in a private mannerIdentification Speech de-identification Speech Processing NN
A Data Purpose Case Study of Privacy PoliciesJ. Bhatia; T. D. BreauxPrivacy laws and international privacy standards require that companies collect only the data they have a stated purpose for, called collection limitation. Furthermore, these regimes prescribe that companies will not use data for purposes other than the purposes for which they were collected, called use limitation, except for legal purposes and when the user provides consent. To help companies write better privacy requirements that embody the use limitations and collection limitation principles, we conducted a case study to identify how purpose is expressed among five privacy policies from the shopping domain. Using content analysis, we discovered six exclusive data purpose categories. In addition, we observed natural language patterns to express purpose. Finally, we found that data purpose specificity varies with the specificity of information type descriptions. We believe this taxonomy and the patterns can help policy analysts discover missing or underspecified purposes to better comply with the collection and use limitation principles.2017 IEEE Law Privacy Policies Ease the comprehension of Privacy PoliciesMisusage of Sensitive Information by Data Collector or AdversarySuggestion of security and privacy requirementsSemantic Analysis Statistical
Privacy Matters: Detecting Nocuous Patient Data Exposure in Online Physician ReviewsBaumer, FS; Grote, N; Kersting, J; Geierhos, MConsulting a physician was long regarded as an intimate and private matter. The physician-patient relationship was perceived as sensitive and trustful. Nowadays, there is a change, as medical procedures and physicians consultations are reviewed like other services on the Internet. To allay user's privacy doubts, physician review websites assure anonymity and the protection of private data. However, there are hundreds of reviews that reveal private information and hence enable physicians or the public to identify patients. Thus, we draw attention to the cases when de-anonymization is possible. We therefore introduce an approach that highlights private information in physician reviews for users to avoid an accidental disclosure. For this reason, we combine established natural-language-processing techniques such as named entity recognition as well as handcrafted patterns to achieve a high detection accuracy. That way, we can help websites to increase privacy protection by recognizing and uncovering apparently uncritical information in user-generated texts.2017 Web of Science Medicine patient health information (PHI) / Physician Notesprotecting patient privacy in unstructured clinical textIdentification Unintended data disclosure Semantic Analysis Rule based
Privacy Preserving Information Sharing in Modern and Emerging PlatformsTian, Yuan; Users share a large amount of information with modern platforms such as web platforms and social platforms for various services. However, they face the risk of information leakage because modern platforms still lack proper security policies. Existing security policies, such as permission systems and isolation, can help regulate information sharing. However, these policies have problems, such as coarse granularity, bad usability, and incompleteness, especially when new features are introduced. I investigate the security impacts of new features in web and mobile platforms and find design problems that lead to user information leakage. Based on these analyses, I propose design principles for permission systems that mediate how information should be shared in modern and emerging platforms, such as web and social platforms, to provide functionality with privacy preserved. I aim to design permission systems that only allow least-privilege information access. Specifically, I utilize program analysis and natural language processing to understand how applications use sensitive data and correlate these data with their functionality. With this understanding, I design schemes that ask for user consent about unexpected information access and automatically reduce overprivileged access. I provide guidelines for platform designers to build their permission systems according to respective adversary models and resources. In particular, I implement the new permission system for social platforms and Internet of Things (IoT) platforms that enable least-privilege information sharing. For the social platforms, I incorporate the primitives of Opaque handle, Opaque display, and User-driven access control (OOU) to design a least-privilege, user-friendly, developer-friendly, and feature rich permission system. According to my study on Facebook, OOU can be applied to remove or replace 81.2% of sensitive permission instances without affecting functionality. For IoT platforms, I present a new authorization framework, SmartAuth, that supports user-centric, semantic-based authorization. SmartAuth automatically collects security relevant information from an IoT application’s description, code, and annotations, and generates an authorization user interface to bridge the gap between the functionalities explained to the user and the operations the application actually performs.2018 Google Scholar Law Privacy Policies Privacy Preserving Information SharingComplexity of Privacy PoliciesAutomated Access Control Semantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisRule based & Statistical & NN
Privacy and Security Issues Due to Permissions Glut in Android SystemN. Chiluka; A. K. Singh; R. EswarawakaThe security and privacy issues are very paramount of any kind these days. Android operating system supported with the broad range of applications which deals with data which holds personal data to useless data within the devices, where privacy and security issues raise for leakage or misuse of personal or sensitive data. As individual permissions of the Android application gives access to a resource on the device, But the permission gap, i.e., the abundance permissions which are certainly not necessary for the “apps”, makes way for this privacy, security, and data leakage issues. This paper presents the privacy and security issues due to permission gaps of Android applications, and We employ Natural Language Processing (NLP) to analyze permissions from manifest.xml of the application package. Then the analyzed permissions are regulated into a matrix for further reduction into dangerous applications and normal applications. The recital generated by the “Permissions Ranking Module” is confined into Permission Division Algorithm, further based on the output, the apps are executed on an Isolated area with limited or restricted resources and OS with resources.2018 IEEE Mobile Application User Generated Content (UGC) / CodeInvestigating the potential Privacy Impact of smart phone appsHandling of sensitive data by applicationsCode-based privacy analysis of Smart phone apps Semantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisRule based & Statistical & NN
FlowCog: Context-aware Semantics Extraction and Analysis of Information Flow Leaks in Android AppsPan, X; Cao, YZ; Du, XC; He, BY; Fang, G; Chen, YAndroid apps having access to private information may be legitimate, depending on whether the app provides users enough semantics to justify the access. Existing works analyzing app semantics are coarse-grained, staying on the app-level. That is, they can only identify whether an app, as a whole, should request a certain permission, but cannot answer whether a specific app behavior under certain runtime context, such as an information flow, is correctly justified. To address this issue, we propose FlowCog, an automated, flow-level system to extract flow-specific semantics and correlate such semantics with given information flows. Particularly, FlowCog statically finds all the Android views that are related to the given flow via control or data dependencies, and then extracts semantics, such as texts and images, from these views and associated layouts. Next, FlowCog adopts a natural language processing (NLP) approach to infer whether the extracted semantics are correlated with the given flow. FlowCog is open-source and available at https: //github.com/SocietyMaster/FlowCog. Our evaluation shows that FlowCog can achieve a precision of 90.1% and a recall of 93.1%.2018 Web of Science Mobile Application complex sensitive information / unstructured dataInvestigating the potential Privacy Impact of smart phone appsHandling of sensitive data by applicationsCode-based privacy analysis of Smart phone apps Semantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisRule based & Statistical & NN
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Finding Clues for Your Secrets: Semantics-Driven, Learning-Based Privacy Discovery in Mobile Apps.Nan, Yuhong; Yang, Zhemin; Wang, Xiaofeng; Zhang, Yuan; Zhu, Donglai; Yang, Min;A long-standing challenge in analyzing information leaks within mobile apps is to automatically identify the code operating on sensitive data. With all existing solutions relying on System APIs (e.g., IMEI, GPS location) or features of user interfaces (UI), the content from app servers, like user’s Facebook profile, payment history, fall through the crack. Finding such content is important given the fact that most apps today are web applications, whose critical data are often on the server side. In the meantime, operations on the data within mobile apps are often hard to capture, since all server-side information is delivered to the app in the same way, sensitive or not. A unique observation of our research is that in modern apps, a program is essentially a semantics-rich documentation carrying meaningful program elements such as method names, variables and constants that reveal the sensitive data involved, even when the program is under moderate obfuscation. Leveraging this observation, we develop a novel semantics-driven solution for automatic discovery of sensitive user data, including those from the server side. Our approach utilizes natural language processing (NLP) to automatically locate the program elements (variables, methods, etc.) of interest, and then performs a learning-based program structure analysis to accurately identify those indeed carrying sensitive content. Using this new technique, we analyzed 445,668 popular apps, an unprecedented scale for this type of research. Our work brings to light the pervasiveness of information leaks, and the channels through which the leaks happen, including unintentional over-sharing across libraries and aggressive data acquisition behaviors. Further we found that many high-profile apps and libraries are involved in such leaks. Our findings contribute to a better understanding of the privacy risk in mobile apps and also highlight the importance of data protection in today’s software composition.2018 Google Scholar Mobile Application User Generated Content (UGC) / user profilesInvestigating the potential Privacy Impact of smart phone appsHandling of sensitive data by applicationsCode-based privacy analysis of web applications Semantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisStatistical
Protecting Privacy in the Archives: Supervised Machine Learning and Born-Digital RecordsT. Hutchinson This paper documents the iterations attempted in developing training sets for supervised machine learning relating to identification of documents relating to human resources and containing personal information. Overall, these results show promise, although we have so far been unable to propose a more systematic approach to developing training sets. This suggests that supervised machine learning could be a viable approach for a "triage" method of reviewing collection for restrictions.2018 IEEE General complex sensitive information / unstructured dataAnnotations with Gold Standard Sensitive Information in unstructured DataCollect annotated corpus Semantic Analysis Statistical
Query-Based Linked Data AnonymizationRemy DelanauxAngela BonifatiMarie-Christine RoussetRomuald ThionWe introduce and develop a declarative framework for privacy-preserving Linked Data publishing in which privacy and utility policies are specified as SPARQL queries. Our approach is data-independent and leads to inspect only the privacy and utility policies in order to determine the sequence of anonymization operations applicable to any graph instance for satisfying the policies. We prove the soundness of our algorithms and gauge their performance through experiments.2018 Springer Law Privacy Policies Privacy Preserving Information SharingData Linkage De-identification Semantic Analysis Rule based
Redaction of Protected Health Information in EHRs using CRFs and Bi-directional LSTMsA. Madan; A. M. George; A. Singh; M. P. S. BhatiaThis paper describes the de-identification of personally identifiable information (PIIs) in electronic health records (EHRs) using two models of conditional random fields (CRFs) and bidirectional long short term memory networks (LSTMs). Most medical records store private information such as PATIENT NAME, HOSPITAL NAME, LOCATION, etc. that needs to be de-identified or redacted before being passed on for further medical research. The process of removing such information using machine learning techniques is started with pre-processing of raw data by tokenization and detection of sentences. On comparing the techniques, it is noted that CRFs require manual feature engineering to train the model whereas LSTM is capable of handling long term dependencies without much insight about the dataset. Bi-directional LSTM network was used to generate context information from suitable word representations. Finally, a predictive layer was applied to predict the protected health information (PHI) terms having maximum probability. Evaluated with the i2b2 gold data set of clinical narratives of patients of 2014 De-identification challenge, we propose an efficient solution for redaction using two models, both of which achieve good F-scores for PHIs of all types. The LSTM-based model achieved a micro-F1 measure of 0.9592, which performs better than the CRF-based model.2018 IEEE Medicine patient health information (PHI) / Electronic Health Records (EHR) Privacy Preserving Information SharingSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)De-identification Semantic Analysis Statistical & NN
Numerical Age Variations within Clinical Notes: The Potential Impact on De-Identification and Information ExtractionD. Hanauer; Q. Mei; V. G. V. Vydiswaran; K. Singh; Z. Landis-Lewis; C. WengMany kinds of numbers and numerical concepts appear frequently in free text clinical notes from electronic health records, including patient ages. The variability in how ages are described may impact the success of information extraction strategies as well as the accuracy of de-identification systems. This brief paper describes an analysis of the variation in how numbers and numerical concepts are represented in clinical notes with respect to ages. We used an inverted index of approximately 100 million notes to obtain the frequency of various permutations of ages, including biologically implausible ages as well as age descriptions that might not be detected by many de-identification systems. Missing such rare, but nevertheless present, variations could result in missed information or even privacy violations.2018 IEEE Medicine patient health information (PHI) / Electronic Health Records (EHR) protecting patient privacy in unstructured clinical textSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)De-identification Semantic Analysis Statistical
Processing Text for Privacy: An Information Flow PerspectiveNatasha FernandesMark DrasAnnabelle McIverThe problem of text document obfuscation is to provide an automated mechanism which is able to make accessible the content of a text document without revealing the identity of its writer. This is more challenging than it seems, because an adversary equipped with powerful machine learning mechanisms is able to identify authorship (with good accuracy) where, for example, the name of the author has been redacted. Current obfuscation methods are ad hoc and have been shown to provide weak protection against such adversaries. Differential privacy, which is able to provide strong guarantees of privacy in some domains, has been thought not to be applicable to text processing. In this paper we will review obfuscation as a quantitative information flow problem and explain how generalised differential privacy can be applied to this problem to provide strong anonymisation guarantees in a standard model for text processing.2018 Springer Other User Generated Content (UGC)protecting sensitive Information in unstructured textIdentification De-identification / Obfuscating AuthorshipSpeech Processing Statistical & NN
Privacy preserving, crowd sourced crime Hawkes processesMohler, George; Brantingham, P Jeffrey;Social sensing plays an important role in crime analytics and predictive policing. When humans play the role of sensor, several issues around privacy and trust emerge that must be carefully handled. We provide a framework for deploying predictive crime models based upon crowd-sourced information (crime reports, tips, Nextdoor posts, etc.) while protecting individual privacy and striving for a high level of algorithmic transparency. For this purpose we introduce a novel online Hawkes process estimation algorithm requiring no event history coupled with an online k-means type algorithm based upon the word movers distance. We illustrate the methodology using synthetic data, crime report data from Los Angeles, and public safety posts from Nextdoor in Indianapolis. In particular, we show that privacy and transparency can be maintained without sacrificing accuracy in space-time models of criminal incidents. Furthermore, our methodology provides a framework for sharing of information between private companies collecting crime tips or public safety information, law enforcement agencies, and the general public.2018 Google Scholar Social Network User Generated Content (UGC)Privacy Preserving Information SharingIdentification Designing a framework for sharing of sensitive informationSemantic Analysis Rule based & Statistical
Privacy preserving network security data analytics: Architectures and system designDeYoung, Mark E; Kobezak, Philip; Raymond, David Richard; Marchany, Randolph C; Tront, Joseph G;An incessant rhythm of data breaches, data leaks, and privacy exposure highlights the need to improve control over potentially sensitive data. History has shown that neither public nor private sector organizations are immune. Lax data handling, incidental leakage, and adversarial breaches are all contributing factors. Prudent organizations should consider the sensitive nature of network security data. Logged events often contain data elements that are directly correlated with sensitive information about people and their activities -- often at the same level of detail as sensor data. Our intent is to produce a database which holds network security data representative of people's interaction with the network mid-points and end-points without the problems of identifiability. In this paper we discuss architectures and propose a system design that supports a risk based approach to privacy preserving data publication of network security data that enables network security data analytics research.2018 Google Scholar General complex sensitive information / network dataPrivacy Preserving Information SharingDisclosure of sensitive Data Desinging a system that supports privacy preserving data publication of network security data Semantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisRule based & Statistical
Detecting Complex Sensitive Information via Phrase Structure in Recursive Neural NetworksJan NeerbekIra AssentPeter DologState-of-the-art sensitive information detection in unstructured data relies on the frequency of co-occurrence of keywords with sensitive seed words. In practice, however, this may fail to detect more complex patterns of sensitive information. In this work, we propose learning phrase structures that separate sensitive from non-sensitive documents in recursive neural networks. Our evaluation on real data with human labeled sensitive content shows that our new approach outperforms existing keyword based strategies.2018 Springer General complex sensitive information / unstructured dataProtecting sensitive Information in unstructured textSensitive Information in unstructured DataDetecting privacy-sensitive information / activitiesSemantic Analysis NN
Anonymization of Unstructured Data via Named-Entity RecognitionFadi HassanJosep Domingo-FerrerJordi Soria-ComasThe anonymization of structured data has been widely studied in recent years. However, anonymizing unstructured data (typically text documents) remains a highly manual task and needs more attention from researchers. The main difficulty when dealing with unstructured data is that no database schema is available that can be used to measure privacy risks. In fact, confidential data and quasi-identifier values may be spread throughout the documents to be anonymized. In this work we propose to use a named-entity recognition tagger based on machine learning. The ultimate aim is to build a system capable of detecting all attributes that have privacy implications (identifiers, quasi-identifiers and sensitive attributes). In particular, we present a proof of concept focused on the detection of confidential attributes. We consider a case study in which confidential values to be detected are disease names in medical diagnoses. Once these confidential attribute values are located, one can use standard statistical disclosure control techniques for structured data to control disclosure risk.2018 Springer General complex sensitive information / unstructured dataprotecting sensitive Information in unstructured textUnintended data disclosure Detecting privacy-sensitive information / activitiesSemantic Analysis Statistical
P-GENT: Privacy-preserving geocoding of non-geotagged tweetsWang, Shuo; Sinnott, Richard; Nepal, Surya;With the widespread proliferation of location-aware devices and social media applications, more and more people share information on location-based social networks such as Twitter. Such data can be beneficial to better plan and manage individual's activities and other social applications, e.g., location-based advertisement or recommendation. However, only a very small proportion of tweets are geotagged due to privacy concerns or lack of underlying positioning infrastructures. Hence it is meaningful to estimate the geographic information for non-geotagged tweets, i.e., geocoding, which can help to improve the applicability and utility of social media data. Contrary to existing geocoding approaches, this paper aims at the privacy risk and providing a fine-grained estimation. In this paper, we propose Privacy-preserving GEocoding of Non-geotagged Tweets (P-GENT) for geocoding non-geotagged tweets with fine-grained estimation whilst protecting privacy. Our approach estimates the geographic location of a non-geotagged tweet based on the similarities between the content of the tweet and the keyword lists of detected local events form the archived geo-tagged tweets during the same time period. This approach implements a spatio-temporal clustering algorithm to discover local events with a fine-grained granularity and an important keyword extraction mechanism to describe the detected local event. In addition, a density-seed discovery approach is used to reduce the sparseness of geo-tagged tweets and the time complexity of clustering approach. The experimental evaluation with real-world data demonstrates that our approach has at most 92% precision for one timeslot and 33-43% precision remained for all time slots after using privacy-preserving mechanisms.2018 Google Scholar General User-generated content (UGC) / TweetsProtecting Sensitive Information on Social Media PlatformsDisclosure of sensitive data for analysisDetection of Locations without user involvementSemantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisStatistical
Towards an Application-Based Notion of Anomalous Privacy Behavior in Android ApplicationsM. M. Al Sobeihy Detecting privacy leakage in Android applications has gained much focus in recent years. Many solutions have been introduced to address this problem. Though solutions differ, they generally identify privacy leaks on merely the existence of sensitive data transmissions out of user's device. However, it is not the transmission of sensitive data that indicates a privacy leakage, but rather whether the transmission is within the application functionality and privacy policy limits. The discrepancy between what the application is claiming to do, and what it is actually doing is a more precise indicator of anomalous privacy exposure. We present AndroMalyZer, a framework that considers the expected privacy behavior of the application to identify anomalous privacy behavior. The framework extracts semantics of expected privacy behavior from the application's description and privacy policy to characterize potential privacy-related anomalies. This knowledge is then incorporated with reliable static analysis techniques to capture witnesses of anomalous privacy behavior. Our experiments proved AndroMalyZer feasibility and accuracy in inferring the expected privacy behaviors of an application and characterizing possible anomalous privacy behaviors accordingly.2018 IEEE Mobile Application Privacy Policies & Code Investigating the potential Privacy Impact of smart phone appsComplexity of Privacy PoliciesDetection of potential pitfalls in the privacy policies of companies on the WeSemantic Analysis Statistical & NN
An Investigation Into Android Run-Time Permissions from the End Users' PerspectiveG. L. Scoccia; S. Ruberto; I. Malavolta; M. Autili; P. InverardiTo protect the privacy of end users from intended or unintended malicious behaviour, the Android operating system provides a permissions-based security model that restricts access to privacy relevant parts of the platform. Starting with Android 6, the permission system has been revamped, moving to a run-time model. Users are now prompted for confirmation when an app attempts to access a restricted part of the platform. We conducted a large-scale empirical study to investigate how end users perceive the new run-time permission system of Android, collecting and inspecting over 4.3 million user reviews about 5,572 apps published in the Google Play Store. Among them, we identified, classified, and analyzed 3,574 permission-related reviews, employing machine learning and Natural Language Processing techniques. Out of the permission-related reviews, we determined recurring points made by users about the new permission system and classified them into a taxonomy. Results of our analysis suggest that, even with the new system, permission-related issues are widespread, with 8% of collected apps having user reviews with negative comments about permissions. We identify a number of points for improvement in the Android run-time permission system, and provide recommendations for future research.2018 IEEE Mobile Application User Generated Content (UGC) / user reviewsInvestigating the potential Privacy Impact of smart phone appsHandling of sensitive data by applicationsDetection of the Correlation between User Reviews and Privacy IssuesMorphological Analysis Statistical
Modeling Security and Privacy Requirements: a Use Case-Driven ApproachMai, PX; Goknil, A; Shar, LK; Pastore, F; Briand, LC; Shaame, SContext Modem internet-based services, ranging from food-delivery to home-caring, leverage the availability of multiple programmable devices to provide handy services tailored to end-user needs. These services are delivered through an ecosystem of device-specific software components and interfaces (e.g., mobile and wearable device applications). Since they often handle private information (e.g., location and health status), their security and privacy requirements are of crucial importance. Defining and analyzing those requirements is a significant challenge due to the multiple types of software components and devices integrated into software ecosystems. Each software component presents peculiarities that often depend on the context and the devices the component interact with, and that must be considered when dealing with security and privacy requirements. Objective: In this paper, we propose, apply, and assess a modeling method that supports the specification of security and privacy requirements in a structured and analyzable form. Our motivation is that, in many contexts, use cases are common practice for the elicitation of functional requirements and should also be adapted for describing security requirements. Method: We integrate an existing approach for modeling security and privacy requirements in terms of security threats, their mitigations, and their relations to use cases in a misuse case diagram. We introduce new security-related templates, i.e., a mitigation template and a misuse case template for specifying mitigation schemes and misuse case specifications in a structured and analyzable manner. Natural language processing can then be used to automatically report inconsistencies among artifacts and between the templates and specifications. Results: We successfully applied our approach to an industrial healthcare project and report lessons learned and results from structured interviews with engineers. Conclusion: Since our approach supports the precise specification and analysis of security threats, threat scenarios and their mitigations, it also supports decision making and the analysis of compliance to standards.2018 Web of Science Law Privacy Policies Definition of Privacy Requirements Compliance with RequirementsGeneration of Artefacts based on Privacy Policy AnalysisSemantic Analysis Statistical
SynthNotes: A Generator Framework for High-volume, High-fidelity Synthetic Mental Health NotesE. Begoli; K. Brown; S. Srinivas; S. TamangOne of the key, emerging challenges that connects the "Big Data" and the AI domain is the availability of sufficient volumes of training data for AI/Machine Learning tasks. SynthNotes is a framework for generating standards-compliant, realistic mental health progress report notes at the very large, population-level scale, and in a strict privacy-preserving manner. Our framework, inspired by the needs to explore, evaluate, and train computational methods for the emerging mental health crisis in the US, is useful for benchmarking, optimization, and training of biomedical natural language processing, information extraction, and machine learning systems intended to operate at "Big Data" scale (billions of notes). The free text notes generated by SynthNotes are based on the literature and public statistical models allowing for realistic, natural language representation of a patient, and his or her mental health characteristics. Additionally, SynthNotes can partially simulate stylistic, grammatical, and expressive characteristics of a licensed mental health professional. SynthNotes is modular and flexible, allowing for representation of variety of conditions, incorporation of alternative foundational models, and parametrization of the variability of the structure, content, and size of the synthetically generated corpus. In this paper, we report on the initial use and performance characteristics of our SynthNotes framework and on the ongoing work for inclusion of content planning and deep learning-based generative methods trained on real data.2018 IEEE Medicine Synthetic Data Generation Privacy Preserving Information SharingSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)Generation of Synthetic Data Morphological Analysis Statistical
Email security level classification of imbalanced data using artificial neural network: The real case in a world-leading enterpriseHuang, Jen-Wei; Chiang, Chia-Wen; Chang, Jia-WeiEmail is far more convenient than traditional mail in the delivery of messages. However, it is susceptible to information leakage in business. This problem can be alleviated by classifying emails into different security levels using text mining and machine learning technology. In this research, we developed a scheme in which a neural network is used to extract information from emails to enable its transformation into a multidimensional vector. Email text data is processed using bi-gram to train the document vector, which then undergoes under-sampling to deal with the problem of data imbalance. Finally, the security label of emails is classified using an artificial neural network. The proposed system was evaluated in an actual corporate setting. The results show that the proposed feature extraction approach is more effective than existing methods for the representations of email data in true positive rates and F1-scores.2018 ScienceDirect Other User Generated Content (UGC) / emailsprotecting sensitive Information in unstructured textUnintended data disclosure Information Extraction from EmailsMorphological Analysis Statistical & NN
PrivacyGuide: Towards an Implementation of the EU GDPR on Internet Privacy Policy EvaluationTesfay, WB; Hofmann, P; Nakamura, T; Kiyomoto, S; Serna, JNowadays Internet services have dramatically changed the way people interact with each other and many of our daily activities are supported by those services. Statistical indicators show that more than half of the world's population uses the Internet generating about 2.5 quintillion bytes of data on daily basis. While such a huge amount of data is useful in a number of fields, such as in medical and transportation systems, it also poses unprecedented threats for user's privacy. This is aggravated by the excessive data collection and user profiling activities of service providers. Yet, regulation require service providers to inform users about their data collection and processing practices. The de facto way of informing users about these practices is through the use of privacy policies. Unfortunately, privacy policies suffer from bad readability and other complexities which make them unusable for the intended purpose. To address this issue, we introduce PrivacyGuide, a privacy policy summarization tool inspired by the European Union (EU) General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and based on machine learning and natural language processing techniques. Our results show that PrivacyGuide is able to classify privacy policy content into eleven privacy aspects with a weighted average accuracy of 74% and further shed light on the associated risk level with an accuracy of 90%.2018 Web of Science Law Privacy Policies Ease the comprehension of Privacy PoliciesComplexity of Privacy PoliciesInformation Extraction from privacy policiesSemantic Analysis Statistical
How Dangerous Permissions are Described in Android Apps' Privacy Policies?Baalous, R; Poet, RGoogle requires Android apps which handle users' personal data such as photos and contacts information to post a privacy policy which describes comprehensively how the app collects, uses and shares users' information. Unfortunately, while knowing why the app wants to access specific users' information is considered very useful, permissions screen in Android does not provide such pieces of information. Accordingly, users reported their concerns about apps requiring permissions that seem to be not related to the apps' functions. To advance toward practical solutions that can assist users in protecting their privacy, a technique to automatically discover the rationales of dangerous permissions requested by Android apps, by extracting them from apps' privacy policies, could be a great advantage. However, before being able to do so, it is important to bridge the gap between technical terms used in Android permissions and natural language terminology in privacy policies. In this paper, we recorded the terminology used in Android apps' privacy policies which describe usage of dangerous permissions. The semi-automated approach employs NLP and IE techniques to map privacy policies' terminologies to Android dangerous permissions. The mapping links 128 information types to Android dangerous permissions. This mapping produces semantic information which can then be used to extract the rationales of dangerous permissions from apps' privacy policies.2018 Web of Science Law Privacy Policies Investigating the potential Privacy Impact of smart phone appsComplexity of Privacy PoliciesInformation Extraction from privacy policiesMorphological Analysis Statistical
RECIPE: Applying Open Domain Question Answering to Privacy PoliciesShvartzshanider, Y; Balashankar, A; Wies, T; Subramanian, LWe describe our experiences in using an open domain question answering model (Chen et al., 2017) to evaluate an out-of-domain QA task of assisting in analyzing privacy policies of companies. Specifically, Relevant CI Parameters Extractor (RECIPE) seeks to answer questions posed by the theory of contextual integrity (CI) regarding the information flows described in the privacy statements. These questions have a simple syntactic structure and the answers are factoids or descriptive in nature. The model achieved an F1 score of 72.33, but we noticed that combining the results of this model with a neural dependency parser based approach yields a significantly higher F1 score of 92.35 compared to manual annotations. This indicates that future work which incorporates signals from parsing like NLP tasks more explicitly can generalize better on out-of-domain tasks.2018 Web of Science Law Privacy Policies Paying more Attention to Privacy Policies & Ease the comprehension of Privacy PoliciesCompliance with RequirementsMapping Privacy Policies to Contextual Integrity (CI) with Q&ASemantic Analysis NN
KnIGHT: Mapping Privacy Policies to GDPRNajmeh Mousavi NejadSimon ScerriJens LehmannAlthough the use of apps and online services comes with accompanying privacy policies, a majority of end-users ignore them due to their length, complexity and unappealing presentation.pite the potential risks. In light of the, now enforced EU-wide, General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) we present an automatic technique for mapping privacy policies excerpts to relevant GDPR articles so as to support average users in understanding their usage risks and rights as a data subject. KnIGHT (Know your rIGHTs), is a tool that finds candidate sentences in a privacy policy that are potentially related to specific articles in the GDPR. The approach employs semantic text matching in order to find the most appropriate GDPR paragraph, and to the best of our knowledge is one of the first automatic attempts of its kind applied to a company’s policy. Our evaluation shows that on average between 70–90% of the tool’s automatic mappings are at least partially correct, meaning that the tool can be used to significantly guide human comprehension. Following this result, in the future we will utilize domain-specific vocabularies to perform a deeper semantic analysis and improve the results further.2018 Springer Law Privacy Policies Paying more Attention to Privacy Policies & Ease the comprehension of Privacy PoliciesComplexity of Privacy PoliciesMapping Privacy Policies to GDPRSemantic Analysis NN
Stories unfold: Issues and challenges on data privacy using latent dirichlet allocation algorithmCinco, Jeffrey C; An emerging trend in the cyberspace is called data privacy that is often unattended and ignored by Netizens. This paper looks into available documents found in journals, news articles and published reports to understand and uncover hidden issues and challenges about data privacy. These documents were extracted and processed using web mining technique and methods using topic modeling of Natural Language Processing (NLP). This study utilized Latent Dirichlet Allocation Algorithm (LDA) using R-programming. LDA is an unsupervised machine learning that has the capability to generate latent themes from the collected text documents or corpus. As a result, five latent themes were identified based on the result and a profound understanding of how data privacy affects the internet society nowadays. 2018 Google Scholar Other complex sensitive information protecting sensitive Information in unstructured textUnintended data disclosure Overview over the research fieldSemantic Analysis Statistical
PrivOnto: A semantic framework for the analysis of privacy policiesOltramari, A; Piraviperumal, D; Schaub, F; Wilson, S; Cherivirala, S; Norton, TB; Russell, NC; Story, P; Reidenberg, J; Sadeh, NPrivacy policies are intended to inform users about the collection and use of their data by websites, mobile apps and other services or appliances they interact with. This also includes informing users about any choices they might have regarding such data practices. However, few users read these often long privacy policies; and those who do have difficulty understanding them, because they are written in convoluted and ambiguous language. A promising approach to help overcome this situation revolves around semi-automatically annotating policies, using combinations of crowdsourcing, machine learning and natural language processing. In this article, we introduce PrivOnto, a semantic framework to represent annotated privacy policies. PrivOnto relies on an ontology developed to represent issues identified as critical to users and/or legal experts. PrivOnto has been used to analyze a corpus of over 23,000 annotated data practices, extracted from 115 privacy policies of US-based companies. We introduce a collection of 57 SPARQL queries to extract information from the PrivOnto knowledge base, with the dual objective of (1) answering privacy questions of interest to users and (2) supporting researchers and regulators in the analysis of privacy policies at scale. We present an interactive online tool using PrivOnto to help users explore our corpus of 23,000 annotated data practices. Finally, we outline future research and open challenges in using semantic technologies for privacy policy analysis.2018 Web of Science Law Privacy Policies Paying more Attention to Privacy Policies & Ease the comprehension of Privacy PoliciesComplexity of Privacy PoliciesSemantic Framework for the Analysis of Privacy PoliciesSemantic Analysis Statistical
Semantic Incompleteness in Privacy Policy GoalsJ. Bhatia; T. D. BreauxCompanies that collect personal information online often maintain privacy policies that are required to accurately reflect their data practices and privacy goals. To be comprehensive and flexible for future practices, policies contain ambiguity that summarize practices over multiple types of products and business contexts. Ambiguity in data practice descriptions undermines policies as an effective way to communicate system design choices to users, and as a reliable regulatory mechanism. In this paper, we report an investigation to identify incompleteness by representing data practice descriptions as semantic frames. The approach is a grounded analysis to discover which data actions and semantic roles correspond are needed to construct complete data practice descriptions. Our results include 281 data action instances obtained from 202 manually annotated statements across five privacy policies. Therein, we identified 878 instances of 17 types of semantic roles. Incomplete data practice descriptions undermine user comprehension, and can affect the user's perceived privacy risk, which we measure using factorial vignette surveys. We observed that user perception of risk decreases when two roles are present in a statement: the condition under which a data action is performed, and the purpose for which the user's information is used.2018 IEEE Law Privacy Policies Ease the comprehension of Privacy PoliciesComplexity of Privacy PoliciesSemantic Incompleteness Detection in Privacy Policy GoalsSemantic Analysis Statistical
Semantic Inference from Natural Language Privacy Policies and Android CodeHosseini, MB Mobile apps collect different categories of personal information to provide users with various services. Companies use privacy policies containing critical requirements to inform users about their data practices. With the growing access to personal information and the scale of mobile app deployment, traceability of links between privacy policy requirements and app code is increasingly important. Automated traceability can be achieved using natural language processing and code analysis techniques. However, such techniques must address two main challenges: ambiguity in privacy policy terminology and unbounded information types provided by users through input fields in GUI. In this work, we propose approaches to interpret abstract terms in privacy policies, identify information types in Android layout code, and create a mapping between them using natural language processing techniques.2018 Web of Science Law Privacy Policies Ease the comprehension of Privacy PoliciesComplexity of Privacy PoliciesSemantic Inference from Privacy PoliciesSemantic Analysis NN
Towards privacy-preserving speech data publishingQian, Jianwei; Han, Feng; Hou, Jiahui; Zhang, Chunhong; Wang, Yu; Li, Xiang-Yang;Privacy-preserving data publishing has been a heated research topic in the last decade. Numerous ingenious attacks on users' privacy and defensive measures have been proposed for the sharing of various data, varying from relational data, social network data, spatiotemporal data, to images and videos. Speech data publishing, however, is still untouched in the literature. To fill this gap, we study the privacy risk in speech data publishing and explore the possibilities of performing data sanitization to achieve privacy protection while preserving data utility simultaneously. We formulate this optimization problem in a general fashion and present thorough quantifications of privacy and utility. We analyze the sophisticated impacts of possible sanitization methods on privacy and utility, and also design a novel method - key term perturbation for speech content sanitization. A heuristic algorithm is proposed to personalize the sanitization for speakers to restrict their privacy leak (p-leak limit) while minimizing the utility loss. The simulations of linkage attacks and sanitization on real datasets validate the necessity and feasibility of this work.2018 Google Scholar General Speech Data Privacy Preserving Information SharingIdentification Speech de-identification Speech Processing & Morphological Analysis & Semantic AnalysisRule based & Statistical & NN
Towards Smart Citizen Security Based on Speech RecognitionJ. Roa; G. Jacob; L. Gallino; P. C. K. HungCitizen security is a fundamental determinant of the well-being of households and communities. Robberies, rapes, domestic violence, gender violence, kidnapping, among others, are examples of situations of insecurity having a negative effect on citizens and governments worldwide. This paper deals with providing a surveillance technology based on speech recognition for citizen security without affecting the privacy of citizens. To this aim, a prototype software component for the automatic detection of situations of insecurity based on speech recognition, natural language processing, and pattern recognition is proposed. This component provides an automatic surveillance service that allows detecting in real time the occurrence of situations of insecurity, generate security alerts to help mitigating such situations, and report/record the occurred events. The software component minimizes the invasion of privacy of citizens, since speech recognition is performed entirely local, with no access to the Cloud. It also avoids the registration of any dialogue or conversation in which no situation of insecurity has been detected. The implemented prototype is evaluated with simulated situations of insecurity taken from Argentinian's movies and with real cases taken from videos recording criminal acts in different cities of Argentina. Our preliminary results show the feasibility of the approach.2018 IEEE General Speech Data protecting sensitive Information in unstructured textIdentification Speech de-identification Speech Processing Statistical & NN
Extraction of Natural Language Requirements from Breach Reports Using Event InferenceH. Guo; Ö. Kafali; M. SinghWe address the problem of extracting useful information contained in security and privacy breach reports. A breach report tells a short story describing how a breach happened and the follow-up remedial actions taken by the responsible parties. By predicting sentences that may follow a breach description using natural language processing, our goal is to suggest security and privacy requirements for practitioners and end users that can be used to prevent and recover from such breaches. We prepare a curated dataset of structured short breach stories using unstructured breach reports published by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. We propose a prediction model for inferring held-out sentences based on Paragraph Vector, a document embedding method, and Long Short-Term Memory networks. The predicted sentences can suggest natural language requirements. We evaluate our model on the curated dataset as well as the ROCStories corpus, a collection of five-sentence commonsense stories, and find that the presented model performs significantly better than the baseline of using average word vectors.2018 IEEE Other complex sensitive information / unstructured dataDefinition of Privacy Requirements Sensitive Information in unstructured DataSuggestion of security and privacy requirementsSemantic Analysis NN
VACCINE: Using Contextual Integrity For Data Leakage DetectionShvartzshnaider, Y; Pavlinovic, Z; Balashankar, A; Wies, T; Subramanian, L; Nissenbaum, H; Mittal, PModern enterprises rely on Data Leakage Prevention (DLP) systems to enforce privacy policies that prevent unintentional flow of sensitive information to unauthorized entities. However, these systems operate based on rule sets that are limited to syntactic analysis and therefore completely ignore the semantic relationships between participants involved in the information exchanges. For similar reasons, these systems cannot enforce complex privacy policies that require temporal reasoning about events that have previously occurred. To address these limitations, we advocate a new design methodology for DLP systems centered on the notion of Contextual Integrity (CI). We use the CI framework to abstract real-world communication exchanges into formally defined information flows where privacy policies describe sequences of admissible flows. CI allows us to decouple (1) the syntactic extraction of flows from information exchanges, and (2) the enforcement of privacy policies on these flows. We applied this approach to built VACCINE, a DLP auditing system for emails. VACCINE uses state-of-the-art techniques in natural language processing to extract flows from email text. It also provides a declarative language for describing privacy policies. These policies are automatically compiled to operational rules that the system uses for detecting data leakages. We evaluated VACCINE on the Enron email corpus and show that it improves over the state of the art both in terms of the expressivity of the policies that DLP systems can enforce as well as its precision in detecting data leakages.2019 Web of Science Law Privacy Policies Automated and Flexible Rule EnforcementCompliance with RequirementsAutomated Compliance CheckerSemantic Analysis NN
Automatic Anonymization of Textual Documents: Detecting Sensitive Information via Word EmbeddingsF. Hassan; D. Sánchez; J. Soria-Comas; J. Domingo-FerrerData sharing is key in a wide range of activities but raises serious privacy concerns when the data contain personal information. Anonymization mechanisms provide ways to transform the data so that identities and/or sensitive data are not disclosed (i.e., data are no longer personal). Even though a variety of methods have been proposed for structured data, automatic anonymization of unstructured text it still far from being solved. Textual data anonymization consists of detecting sensitive pieces of text, which are later removed and/or generalized. The detection process is especially challenging and it is usually based on classifiers pre-trained on large quantities of manually tagged data, which are able to detect a fixed set of (sensitive) entities such as names or locations. However, this approach is severely limited because sensitive information may appear in text in many forms and not all the appearances of a certain entity type may disclose information on the individual to be protected. In this work we propose a more general solution to text anonymization based on the notion of word embedding. The idea is to represent all the entities appearing in the document as word vectors that capture their semantic relationships. Then a particular entity (e.g. an individual or an organization) can automatically be protected by removing the other entities co-occurring in the document whose vectors are similar to the particular entity's vector. Furthermore, our method does not require manually tagged training data and is language-agnostic. We empirically evaluated our proposal on a collection of biographies. Our results show a significant improvement of the detection recall in comparison with classical approaches to text anonymization based on named entity recognition.2019 IEEE General complex sensitive information / unstructured dataPrivacy Preserving Information SharingSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)Automatic Anonymization of Textual DocumentsSemantic Analysis NN
Revealing the unrevealed: Mining smartphone users privacy perception on app marketsHatamian, M; Serna, J; Rannenberg, KPopular smartphone apps may receive several thousands of user reviews containing statements about apps' functionality, interface, user-friendliness, etc. They sometimes also comprise privacy relevant information that can be extremely helpful for app developers to better understand why users complain about certain privacy aspects of their apps. However, due to the complicated and sometimes vague nature of reviews, it is quite though and time consuming for developers to go through all these reviews to get information about privacy aspects of apps. Furthermore, previous studies confirmed that sometimes bad privacy practices happen due to the app developers' lack of knowledge in API definition and usage. In addition, such information can be useful for mobile users as the lack of privacy indicators in smartphone ecosystems prevents them from being able to compare apps in terms of privacy and to perform informed privacy decision making when selecting apps. Therefore, in this paper we propose Mobile App Reviews Summarization (MARS) to overcome the aforementioned difficulties. We exploit user reviews on the Google Play Store as a relevant source in order to extract and quantify privacy relevant claims associated with apps. Based on Machine Learning (ML), Natural Language Processing (NLP) and sentiment analysis techniques, MARS detects privacy relevant reviews and categorizes them into a pre-identified list of privacy threats in the context of mobile apps. The combination of these concepts provides developers with specific knowledge about the privacy threats and behavior of apps based on user generated reports that are otherwise difficult to detect. Not only developers, but also users can benefit from such mechanism to compare apps in terms of privacy aspects. To this end, we complement MARS by a novel app behavior monitoring tool that further enhances the whole reliability of the results generated by MARS. Our results demonstrate the applicability of our approach which provides precision, recall and F-score as high as 94.84%, 91.30% and 92.79%, respectively. Also, we obtained interesting findings concerning the quantity and quality of privacy relevant information published in the user reviews and their relation to the apps' behavior in reality indicating that user reviews are important and valuable source of information regarding the privacy behavior of mobile apps. (C) 2019 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.2019 Web of Science Mobile Application User Generated Content (UGC) / app reviewsEase the comprehension of privacy related user reviews for developersComplexity of Privacy PoliciesAutomatic Summarization of User ReviewsSemantic Analysis Statistical
A Multilateral Privacy Impact Analysis Method for Android AppsMajid HatamianNurul MomenLothar FritschKai RannenbergSmartphone apps have the power to monitor most of people’s private lives. Apps can permeate private spaces, access and map social relationships, monitor whereabouts and chart people’s activities in digital and/or real world. We are therefore interested in how much information a particular app can and intends to retrieve in a smartphone. Privacy-friendliness of smartphone apps is typically measured based on single-source analyses, which in turn, does not provide a comprehensive measurement regarding the actual privacy risks of apps. This paper presents a multi-source method for privacy analysis and data extraction transparency of Android apps. We describe how we generate several data sets derived from privacy policies, app manifestos, user reviews and actual app profiling at run time. To evaluate our method, we present results from a case study carried out on ten popular fitness and exercise apps. Our results revealed interesting differences concerning the potential privacy impact of apps, with some of the apps in the test set violating critical privacy principles. The result of the case study shows large differences that can help make relevant app choices.2019 Springer Law Privacy Policies Investigating the potential Privacy Impact of smart phone appsComplexity of Privacy PoliciesCode-based privacy analysis of Smart phone apps Semantic Analysis Statistical
ESARA: A Framework for Enterprise Smartphone Apps Risk AssessmentHatamian, M; Pape, S; Rannenberg, KProtecting enterprise's confidential data and infrastructure against adversaries and unauthorized accesses has been always challenging. This gets even more critical when it comes to smartphones due to their mobile nature which enables them to have access to a wide range of sensitive information that can be misused. The crucial questions here are: How the employees can make sure the smartphone apps that they use are trustworthy? How can the enterprises check and validate the trustworthiness of apps being used within the enterprise network? What about the security and privacy aspects? Are the confidential information such as passwords, important documents, etc. are treated safely? Are the employees' installed apps monitoring/spying the enterprise environment? To answer these questions, we propose Enterprise Smartphone Apps Risk Assessment (ESARA) as a novel framework to support and enable enterprises to analyze and quantify the potential privacy and security risks associated with their employees' installed apps. Given an app, ESARA first conducts various analyses to characterize its vulnerabilities. Afterwards, it examines the app's behavior and overall privacy and security perceptions associated with it by applying natural language processing and machine learning techniques. The experimental results using app behavior and perception analyses indicate that: (1) ESARA is able to examine apps' behavior for potential invasive activities; and (2) the analyzed privacy and security perceptions by ESARA usually reveal interesting information corresponding to apps' behavior achieved with high accuracy.2019 Web of Science Mobile Application complex sensitive information / unstructured dataInvestigating the potential Privacy Impact of smart phone appsHandling of sensitive data by applicationsCode-based privacy analysis of Smart phone apps Semantic Analysis Statistical
The case for a gdpr-specific annotated dataset of privacy policiesGallé, Matthias; Christofi, Athena; Elsahar, Hady;In this position paper we analyse the pros and contras for the need of a dataset of privacy policies, annotated with GDPR-specific elements. We revise existing related data-sets and provide an analysis of how they could be augmented in order to facilitate machinelearning techniques to assess privacy policies with respect to their compliance or not to GDPR.2019 Google Scholar Law Privacy Policies Annotation Revision Complexity of Privacy PoliciesCollect annotated corpus Semantic Analysis & Morphological Analysis & Syntactic AnalysisRule based
On GDPR Compliance of Companies’ Privacy PoliciesNicolas M. MüllerDaniel KowatschPascal DebusDonika MirditaKonstantin BöttingerWe introduce a data set of privacy policies containing more than 18,300 sentence snippets, labeled in accordance to five General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) privacy policy core requirements. We hope that this data set will enable practitioners to analyze and detect policy compliance with the GDPR legislation in various documents. In order to evaluate our data set, we apply a number of NLP and other classification algorithms and achieve an F-1 score between 0.52 and 0.71 across the five requirements. We apply our trained models to over 1200 real privacy policies which we crawled from companies' websites, and find that over 76% do not contain all of the requirements, thus potentially not fully complying with GDPR.2019 Springer Law Privacy Policies Collection of Privacy Policies Complexity of Privacy PoliciesCollect annotated corpus Semantic Analysis Statistical & NN
Towards privacy preserving unstructured big data publishingMehta, B; Rao, UP; Gupta, R; Conti, MVarious sources and sophisticated tools are used to gather and process the comparatively large volume of data or big data that sometimes leads to privacy disclosure (at broader or finer level) for the data owner. Privacy preserving data publishing approaches such as k-anonymity, l-diversity, and t-closeness are very well used to de-identify data, however, chances of re-identification of attributes always exist as data is collected from multiple sources such as public web, social media, Internet whereabouts, and sensors that are highly prone to data linkages. In literature, k-anonymity stands out amongst the most popular mainstream data anonymization approaches that can also be used for large sized data. However, applying k-anonymization for variety of data (especially unstructured data) is difficult in the traditional way, due to the fact that it requires the given data to be classified into the personal data, the quasi identifiers, and the sensitive data. We identify existing approaches from the literature of Natural Language Processing(NLP) to convert the unstructured data to structured form in order to apply k-anonymization over the generated structured records. We adopt a two phase Conditional Random Field (CRF) based Named Entity Recognition (NER) approach to represent unstructured data into the structured form. Further, we propose an Improved Scalable k-Anonymization (ImSKA) to anonymize the well represented unstructured data that achieves privacy preserving unstructured big data publishing. We compare both of the propose approaches namely NER and ImSKA with existing approaches and the results show that our proposed solutions outperform the existing approaches in terms of F1 score and Normalized Cardinality Penalty (NCP), respectively. Since, NER approaches are widely used for bio-medical datasets, we have also used a well-known Bio-NER dataset called GENIA corpus for measuring the performance.2019 Web of Science General complex sensitive information / unstructured dataPrivacy Preserving Information SharingData Linkage De-identification Semantic Analysis Statistical
Named Entity Recognition in Clinical Text Based on Capsule-LSTM for Privacy ProtectionChangjian LiuJiaming LiYuhan LiuJiachen DuBuzhou TangRuifeng XuClinical Named Entity Recognition for identifying sensitive information in clinical text, also known as Clinical De-identification, has long been critical task in medical intelligence. It aims at identifying various types of protected health information (PHI) from clinical text and then replace them with special tokens. Along with the development of deep learning technology, lots of neural-network-based methods have been proposed to deal with Named Entity Recognition. As one of the state-of-the-art methods to address this problem, Bi-LSTM-CRF has become the mainstream due to its simplicity and efficiency. In order to better represent the entity-related information expressed in the context of clinical text, we design a novel Capsule-LSTM network that is able to combine the great expressivity of capsule network with the sequential modeling capability of LSTM network. Experiments on 2014 i2b2 dataset show that the proposed method outperforms the baseline and thus reveal the effectiveness of the newly proposed Capsule-LSTM network.2019 Springer Medicine patient health information (PHI) / free clinical textPrivacy Preserving Information SharingSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)De-identification Semantic Analysis NN
Impact of De-Identification on Clinical Text Classification Using Traditional and Deep Learning ClassifiersObeid, JS; Heider, PM; Weeda, ER; Matuskowitz, AJ; Carr, CM; Gagnon, K; Crawford, T; Meystre, SMClinical text de-identification enables collaborative research while protecting patient privacy and confidentiality; however, concerns persist about the reduction in the utility of the de-identified text for information extraction and machine learning tasks. In the context of a deep learning experiment to detect altered mental status in emergency department provider notes, we tested several classifiers on clinical notes in their original form and on their automatically de-identified counterpart. We tested both traditional bag-of-words based machine learning models as well as word-embedding based deep learning models. We evaluated the models on 1,113 history of present illness notes. A total of 1,795 protected health information tokens were replaced in the de-identification process across all notes. The deep learning models had the best performance with accuracies of 95% on both original and de-identified notes. However, there was no significant difference in the performance of any of the models on the original vs. the de-identified notes.2019 Web of Science Medicine patient health information (PHI) / Electronic Health Records (EHR) Privacy Preserving Information SharingSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)De-identification Semantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisStatistical & NN
An Extensible De-Identification Framework for Privacy Protection of Unstructured Health Information: Creating Sustainable Privacy InfrastructuresBraghin, S; Bettencourt-Silva, JH; Levacher, K; Antonatos, SThe volume of unstructured health records has increased exponentially across healthcare settings. Similarly, the number of healthcare providers that wish to exchange records has also increased and, as a result, de-identification and the preservation of privacy features have become increasingly important and necessary. Governance guidelines now require sensitive information to be masked or removed yet this remains a difficult and often ad-hoc task, particularly when dealing with unstructured text. Annotators are typically used to identify such sensitive information but they may only be effective in certain text fragments. There is at present no hybrid, sustainable framework that aggregates different annotators together. This paper proposes a novel framework that leverages a combination of state-of-the-art annotators in order to maximize the effectiveness of the de-identification of health information.2019 Web of Science Medicine patient health information (PHI) / free clinical textPrivacy Preserving Information SharingSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)De-identification Semantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisStatistical & NN
A study of deep learning methods for de-identification of clinical notes in cross-institute settingsYang, X; Lyu, TC; Li, Q; Lee, CY; Bian, J; Hogan, WR; Wu, YHBackground: De-identification is a critical technology to facilitate the use of unstructured clinical text while protecting patient privacy and confidentiality. The clinical natural language processing (NLP) community has invested great efforts in developing methods and corpora for de-identification of clinical notes. These annotated corpora are valuable resources for developing automated systems to de-identify clinical text at local hospitals. However, existing studies often utilized training and test data collected from the same institution. There are few studies to explore automated de-identification under cross-institute settings. The goal of this study is to examine deep learning-based de-identification methods at a cross-institute setting, identify the bottlenecks, and provide potential solutions. Methods: We created a de-identification corpus using a total 500 clinical notes from the University of Florida (UF) Health, developed deep learning-based de-identification models using 2014 i2b2/UTHealth corpus, and evaluated the performance using UF corpus. We compared five different word embeddings trained from the general English text, clinical text, and biomedical literature, explored lexical and linguistic features, and compared two strategies to customize the deep learning models using UF notes and resources. Results: Pre-trained word embeddings using a general English corpus achieved better performance than embeddings from de-identified clinical text and biomedical literature. The performance of deep learning models trained using only i2b2 corpus significantly dropped (strict and relax F1 scores dropped from 0.9547 and 0.9646 to 0.8568 and 0.8958) when applied to another corpus annotated at UF Health. Linguistic features could further improve the performance of de-identification in cross-institute settings. After customizing the models using UF notes and resource, the best model achieved the strict and relaxed F1 scores of 0.9288 and 0.9584, respectively. Conclusions: It is necessary to customize de-identification models using local clinical text and other resources when applied in cross-institute settings. Fine-tuning is a potential solution to re-use pre-trained parameters and reduce the training time to customize deep learning-based de-identification models trained using clinical corpus from a different institution.2019 Web of Science Medicine patient health information (PHI) / free clinical textprotecting patient privacy in unstructured clinical textSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)De-identification Semantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisNN
Privacy- And utility-preserving textual analysis via calibrated multivariate perturbationsFeyisetan O., Balle B., Drake T., Diethe T.Accurately learning from user data while providing quantifiable privacy guarantees provides an opportunity to build better ML models while maintaining user trust. This paper presents a formal approach to carrying out privacy preserving text perturbation using the notion of dχ -privacy designed to achieve geo-indistinguishability in location data. Our approach applies carefully calibrated noise to vector representation of words in a high dimension space as defined by word embedding models. We present a privacy proof that satisfies dχ -privacy where the privacy parameter ε provides guarantees with respect to a distance metric defined by the word embedding space. We demonstrate how ε can be selected by analyzing plausible deniability statistics backed up by large scale analysis on GloVe and fastText embeddings. We conduct privacy audit experiments against 2 baseline models and utility experiments on 3 datasets to demonstrate the tradeoff between privacy and utility for varying values of ε on different task types. Our results demonstrate practical utility (&lt; 2% utility loss for training binary classifiers) while providing better privacy guarantees than baseline models. © 2020 Copyright held by the owner/author(s).2019 SCOPUS General text location data Mining according to privacy policies Profiling Designing a geo-indistinguishability text pertubation algorithmSemantic Analysis NN
Privacy Disclosures Detection in Natural-Language Text Through Linguistically-Motivated Artificial Neural NetworksMehdy, Nuhil; Kennington, Casey; Mehrpouyan, Hoda;An increasing number of people are sharing information through text messages, emails, and social media without proper privacy checks. In many situations, this could lead to serious privacy threats. This paper presents a methodology for providing extra safety precautions without being intrusive to users. We have developed and evaluated a model to help users take control of their shared information by automatically identifying text (i.e., a sentence or a transcribed utterance) that might contain personal or private disclosures. We apply off-the-shelf natural language processing tools to derive linguistic features such as part-of-speech, syntactic dependencies, and entity relations. From these features, we model and train a multichannel convolutional neural network as a classifier to identify short texts that have personal, private disclosures. We show how our model can notify users if a piece of text discloses personal or private information, and evaluate our approach in a binary classification task with 93% accuracy on our own labeled dataset, and 86% on a dataset of ground truth. Unlike document classification tasks in the area of natural language processing, our framework is developed keeping the sentence level context into consideration.2019 Google Scholar Social Network User Generated Content (UGC) / emailsPrivacy Preserving Information SharingUnintended data disclosure Designing a methodology for providing extra safety precautions without being intrusive to usersSemantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisNN
iCAT: An Interactive Customizable Anonymization ToolOqaily, M; Jarraya, Y; Zhang, MY; Wang, LY; Pourzandi, M; Debbabi, MToday's data owners usually resort to data anonymization tools to ease their privacy and confidentiality concerns. However, those tools are typically ready-made and inflexible, leaving a gap both between the data owner and data users' requirements, and between those requirements and a tool's anonymization capabilities. In this paper, we propose an interactive customizable anonymization tool, namely iCAT, to bridge the aforementioned gaps. To this end, we first define the novel concept of anonymization space to model all combinations of per-attribute anonymization primitives based on their levels of privacy and utility. Second, we leverage NLP and ontology modeling to provide an automated way to translate data owners and data users' textual requirements into appropriate anonymization primitives. Finally, we implement iCAT and evaluate its efficiency and effectiveness with both real and synthetic network data, and we assess the usability through a user-based study involving participants from industry and research laboratories. Our experiments show an effectiveness of about 96.5% for data owners and 92.6% for data users.2019 Web of Science General complex sensitive information / unstructured dataEase the automation process of privacy regulating documentsCompliance with RequirementsDesigning a tailor-made data annonymity approachMorphological Analysis Rule based & Statistical & NN
Privacy in Text Documents Dias, M; Ferreira, JC; Maia, R; Santos, P; Ribeiro, RThe process of sensitive data preservation is a manual and a semi-automatic procedure. Sensitive data preservation suffers various problems, in particular, affect the handling of confidential, sensitive and personal information, such as the identification of sensitive data in documents requiring human intervention that is costly and propense to generate error, and the identification of sensitive data in large-scale documents does not allow an approach that depends on human expertise for their identification and relationship. DataSense will be highly exportable software that will enable organizations to identify and understand the sensitive data in their possession in unstructured textual information (digital documents) in order to comply with legal, compliance and security purposes. The goal is to identify and classify sensitive data (Personal Data) present in large-scale structured and non-structured information in a way that allows entities and/or organizations to understand it without calling into question security or confidentiality issues. The DataSense project will be based on European-Portuguese text documents with different approaches of NLP (Natural Language Processing) technologies and the advances in machine learning, such as Named Entity Recognition, Disambiguation, Co-referencing (ARE) and Automatic Learning and Human Feedback. It will also be characterized by the ability to assist organizations in complying with standards such as the GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation), which regulate data protection in the European Union.2019 Web of Science General complex sensitive information / unstructured dataprotecting sensitive Information in unstructured textSensitive Information in unstructured DataDetecting privacy-sensitive information / activitiesSemantic Analysis Statistical
A DNS Tunneling Detection Method Based on Deep Learning Models to Prevent Data ExfiltrationJiacheng ZhangLi YangShui YuJianfeng MaDNS tunneling is a typical DNS attack that has been used for stealing information for many years. The stolen data is encoded and encapsulated into the DNS request to evade intrusion detection. The popular detection methods of machine learning use features, such as network traffic and DNS behavior. However, most features can only be extracted when data exfiltration occurs, like time-frequency related features. The key to prevent data exfiltration based on DNS tunneling is to detect the malicious query from single DNS request. Since we don’t use the network traffic features and DNS behavior features, our method can detect DNS tunneling before data exfiltration. In this paper, we propose a detection method based on deep learning models, which uses the DNS query payloads as predictive variables in the models. As the DNS tunneling data is a kind of text, our approach use word embedding as a part of fitting the neural networks, which is a feature extraction method in natural language processing (NLP). In order to achieve high performance, the detection decision is made by these common deep learning models, including dense neural network (DNN), one-dimensional convolutional neural network (1D-CNN) and recurrent neural network (RNN). We implement the DNS tunneling detection system in the real network environment. The results show that our approach achieves 99.90% accuracy and is more secure than existing methods.2019 Springer Other complex sensitive information / network dataProtecting sensitive Information in unstructured textProfiling Detecting privacy-sensitive information / activitiesSemantic Analysis NN
A Nlp-based Solution to Prevent from Privacy Leaks in Social Network PostsCanfora, G; Di Sorbo, A; Emanuele, E; Forootani, S; Visaggio, CAPrivate and sensitive information is often revealed in posts appearing in Social Networks (SN). This is due to the users' willingness to increase their interactions within specific social groups, but also to a poor knowledge about the risks for privacy. We argue that technologies able to evaluate the sensitiveness of information while it is being published could enhance privacy protection by warning the user about the risks deriving from the disclosure of a certain information. To this aim, we propose a method, and an accompanying tool, to automatically intercept the sensitive information which is delivered in a social network post, through the exploitation of recurrent natural language patterns that are often used by users to disclose private data. A comparison with several machine learning techniques reveals that our method outperforms them, since it is more precise, accurate and not dependent on (i) a specific training set, or (ii) the selection of particular features.2019 Web of Science Social Network User Generated Content (UGC)Protecting Sensitive Information on Social Media PlatformsUnintended data disclosure Detecting privacy-sensitive information / activitiesMorphological Analysis Rule based & Statistical & NN
Detecting Private Information in Large Social Network using mixed Machine Learning TechniquesDe Luca, Pasquale;The violation of privacy, others people or personal, is a very current problem, which concerns not only on the web but also in private life. In the years 1990 it was expected that nowadays, that any routine operation was carried out "manually", and it would be performed through mobile phones or personal computers. The problem pertains the distribution network that allows to share and bring together information and as result the network becomes unsafe, if subjected to attacks. Nowaday we put personal information on web because otherwise we are seen as “weak”. This work aims to measure and analyze how much information are shared by users of a pre-established social network and it is carried out through a set of algorithms techniques of machine learning.2019 Google Scholar Social Network User Generated Content (UGC)Protecting Sensitive Information on Social Media PlatformsUnintended data disclosure Detecting privacy-sensitive information / activitiesSemantic Analysis Statistical
Short Text, Large Effect: Measuring the Impact of User Reviews on Android App Security & PrivacyD. C. Nguyen; E. Derr; M. Backes; S. BugielApplication markets streamline the end-users' task of finding and installing applications. They also form an immediate communication channel between app developers and their end-users in form of app reviews, which allow users to provide developers feedback on their apps. However, it is unclear to which extent users employ this channel to point out their security and privacy concerns about apps, about which aspects of apps users express concerns, and how developers react to such security- and privacy-related reviews. In this paper, we present the first study of the relationship between end-user reviews and security- & privacy-related changes in apps. Using natural language processing on 4.5M user reviews for the top 2,583 apps in Google Play, we identified 5,527 security and privacy relevant reviews (SPR). For each app version mentioned in the SPR, we use static code analysis to extract permission-protected features mentioned in the reviews. We successfully mapped SPRs to privacy-related changes in app updates in 60.77% of all cases. Using exploratory data analysis and regression analysis we are able to show that preceding SPR are a significant factor for predicting privacy-related app updates, indicating that user reviews in fact lead to privacy improvements of apps. Our results further show that apps that adopt runtime permissions receive a significantly higher number of SPR, showing that runtime permissions put privacy-jeopardizing actions better into users' minds. Further, we can attribute about half of all privacy-relevant app changes exclusively to third-party library code. This hints at larger problems for app developers to adhere to users' privacy expectations and markets' privacy regulations. Our results make a call for action to make app behavior more transparent to users in order to leverage their reviews in creating incentives for developers to adhere to security and privacy best practices, while our results call at the same time for better tools to support app developers in this endeavor.2019 IEEE Mobile Application User Generated Content (UGC) / app reviewsInvestigating the potential Privacy Impact of smart phone appsHandling of sensitive data by applicationsDetection of the Correlation between User Reviews and Privacy IssuesMorphological Analysis Statistical
PolicyLint: Investigating Internal Privacy Policy Contradictions on Google PlayAndow, B; Mahmud, SY; Wang, WY; Whitaker, J; Enck, W; Reaves, B; Singh, K; Xie, TPrivacy policies are the primary mechanism by which companies inform users about data collection and sharing practices. To help users better understand these long and complex legal documents, recent research has proposed tools that summarize collection and sharing. However, these tools have a significant oversight: they do not account for contradictions that may occur within an individual policy. In this paper, we present PolicyLint, a privacy policy analysis tool that identifies such contradictions by simultaneously considering negation and varying semantic levels of data objects and entities. To do so, PolicyLint automatically generates ontologies from a large corpus of privacy policies and uses sentence-level natural language processing to capture both positive and negative statements of data collection and sharing. We use PolicyLint to analyze the policies of 11,430 apps and find that 14.2% of these policies contain contradictions that may be indicative of misleading statements. We manually verify 510 contradictions, identifying concerning trends that include the use of misleading presentation, attempted redefinition of common understandings of terms, conflicts in regulatory definitions (e.g., US and EU), and laundering of tracking information facilitated by sharing or collecting data that can be used to derive sensitive information. In doing so, PolicyLint significantly advances automated analysis of privacy policies.2019 Web of Science Law Privacy Policies Ease the comprehension of Privacy PoliciesComplexity of Privacy PoliciesGeneration of Artefacts based on Privacy Policy AnalysisSemantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisStatistical & NN
Automatic Detection and Analysis of DPP Entities in Legal Contract DocumentsS. P. Nayak; S. PasumarthiDue to introduction of General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) in EU; all the cloud hosted applications (span across multi geo location) wherein captures the personal data need to first identify data privacy protection (DPP) entities and handle it as per EU norms and regulations. The company's legal contracts or transactions in tie up with other parties (customers, partners, suppliers, etc.) are usually stored in to repository; on termination of the contracts either by agreement or mutual consent then the other parties' information are usually archived for historical reasons. The other parties are usually interested in knowing what all documents or transactions they were participated earlier and expects the data to be pruned on need basis. As these documents are unstructured in nature, this paper proposes a solution in identifying all DPP entities with in legal contract documents, index the corpus level accumulated knowledgebase, apply customized ranking algorithm for the retrieved legal contract documents based on DPP search query, derive DPP entities specific legal contract document dependency relation graph for which the parties are participating by using techniques from Information Retrieval, Information Extraction, Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Ontology.2019 IEEE Law Privacy Policies Automated and Flexible Rule EnforcementCompliance with RequirementsInformation Extraction from privacy policiesSemantic Analysis Rule based
Natural language processing for mobile app privacy complianceStory, Peter; Zimmeck, Sebastian; Ravichander, Abhilasha; Smullen, Daniel; Wang, Ziqi; Reidenberg, Joel; Russell, N Cameron; Sadeh, Norman;Many Internet services collect a flurry of data from their users. Privacy policies are intended to describe the services’ privacy practices. However, due to their length and complexity, reading privacy policies is a challenge for end users, government regulators, and companies. Natural language processing holds the promise of helping address this challenge. Specifically, we focus on comparing the practices described in privacy policies to the practices performed by smartphone apps covered by those policies. Government regulators are interested in comparing apps to their privacy policies in order to detect non-compliance with laws, and companies are interested for the same reason. We frame the identification of privacy practice statements in privacy policies as a classification problem, which we address with a three-tiered approach: a privacy practice statement is classified based on a data type (e.g., location), party (i.e., first or third party), and modality (i.e., whether a practice is explicitly described as being performed or not performed). Privacy policies omit discussion of many practices. With negative F1 scores ranging from 78% to 100%, the performance results of this three-tiered classification methodology suggests an improvement over the state-of-the-art. Our NLP analysis of privacy policies is an integral part of our Mobile App Privacy System (MAPS), which we used to analyze 1,035,853 free apps on the Google Play Store. Potential compliance issues appeared to be widespread, and those involving third parties were particularly common.2019 Google Scholar Law Privacy Policies Ease the comparison of Privacy PoliciesCompliance with RequirementsInformation Extraction from privacy policiesSemantic Analysis Statistical
Automated and Personalized Privacy Policy Extraction Under GDPR ConsiderationCheng ChangHuaxin LiYichi ZhangSuguo DuHui CaoHaojin ZhuAlong with the popularity of mobile devices, people share a growing amount of personal data to a variety of mobile applications for personalized services. In most cases, users can learn their data usage from the privacy policy along with the application. However, current privacy policies are always too long and obscure to provide readability and comprehensibility to users. To address this issue, we propose an automated privacy policy extraction system considering users’ personal privacy concerns under different contexts. The system is implemented on Android smartphones and evaluated feedbacks from a group of users (n = 96) as a field study. Experiments are conducted on both our dataset, which is the first user privacy concern profile dataset to the best of our knowledge, and a public dataset containing 115 privacy policies with 23K data practices. We achieve 0.94 precision for privacy category classification and 0.81 accuracy for policy segment extraction, which attests to the significance of our work as a direction towards meeting the transparency requirement of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).2019 Springer Law Privacy Policies Ease the comprehension of Privacy PoliciesComplexity of Privacy PoliciesInformation Extraction from privacy policiesSemantic Analysis NN
Quantifying the effect of in-domain distributed word representations: A study of privacy policiesKumar, Vinayshekhar Bannihatti; Ravichander, Abhilasha; Story, Peter; Sadeh, Norman;Privacy policies are documents that describe what data is collected by a website or an app and how that data is handled. Privacy policies are often long and difficult to understand. Recently people have started to turn to Natural Language Processing (NLP) to automatically extract statements from the text of these policies. This article reports on a study to evaluate the benefits of using word embeddings in this endeavor. Specifically, we use 150,000 privacy policies to build word vectors in an unsupervised manner. This includes evaluating the benefits of privacy specific word embeddings. Evaluation is conducted on the OPP-115 corpus of privacy policy annotations. By building privacy-specific embeddings we hope to accelerate research at the intersection of privacy policies and language technologies.2019 Google Scholar Law Privacy Policies Ease the comprehension of Privacy PoliciesComplexity of Privacy PoliciesInformation Extraction out of Privacy Policies with Word EmbeddingsSemantic Analysis Statistical & NN
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Adapting State-of-the-Art Deep Language Models to Clinical Information Extraction Systems: Potentials, Challenges, and SolutionsZhou, LY; Suominen, H; Gedeon, TBackground: Deep learning (DL) has been widely used to solve problems with success in speech recognition, visual object recognition, and object detection for drug discovery and genomics. Natural language processing has achieved noticeable progress in artificial intelligence. This gives an opportunity to improve on the accuracy and human-computer interaction of clinical informatics. However, due to difference of vocabularies and context between a clinical environment and generic English, transplanting language models directly from up-to-date methods to real-world health care settings is not always satisfactory. Moreover, the legal restriction on using privacy-sensitive patient records hinders the progress in applying machine learning (ML) to clinical language processing. Objective: The aim of this study was to investigate 2 ways to adapt state-of-the-art language models to extracting patient information from free-form clinical narratives to populate a handover form at a nursing shift change automatically for proofing and revising by hand: first, by using domain-specific word representations and second, by using transfer learning models to adapt knowledge from general to clinical English. We have described the practical problem, composed it as an ML task known as information extraction, proposed methods for solving the task, and evaluated their performance. Methods: First, word representations trained from different domains served as the input of a DL system for information extraction. Second, the transfer learning model was applied as a way to adapt the knowledge learned from general text sources to the task domain. The goal was to gain improvements in the extraction performance, especially for the classes that were topically related but did not have a sufficient amount of model solutions available for ML directly from the target domain. A total of 3 independent datasets were generated for this task, and they were used as the training (101 patient reports), validation (100 patient reports), and test (100 patient reports) sets in our experiments. Results: Our system is now the state-of-the-art in this task. Domain-specific word representations improved the macroaveraged F1 by 3.4%. Transferring the knowledge from general English corpora to the task-specific domain contributed a further 7.1% improvement. The best performance in populating the handover form with 37 headings was the macroaveraged F1 of 41.6% and F1 of 81.1% for filtering out irrelevant information. Performance differences between this system and its baseline were statistically significant (P<.001; Wilcoxon test). Conclusions: To our knowledge, our study is the first attempt to transfer models from general deep models to specific tasks in health care and gain a significant improvement. As transfer learning shows its advantage over other methods, especially on classes with a limited amount of training data, less experts' time is needed to annotate data for ML, which may enable good results even in resource-poor domains.2019 Web of Science Medicine patient health information (PHI)protecting patient privacy in unstructured clinical textSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)Overview of Challenges and applied methods for protection of personal health information (PHI)Semantic Analysis NN
Towards a Privacy Compliant Cloud Architecture for Natural Language Processing PlatformsBlohm, M; Dukino, C; Kintz, M; Kochanowski, M; Koetter, F; Renner, TNatural language processing in combination with advances in artificial intelligence is on the rise. However, compliance constraints while handling personal data in many types of documents hinder various application scenarios. We describe the challenges of working with personal and particularly sensitive data in practice with three different use cases. We present the anonymization bootstrap challenge in creating a prototype in a cloud environment. Finally, we outline an architecture for privacy compliant AI cloud applications and an anonymization tool. With these preliminary results, we describe future work in bridging privacy and AI.2019 Web of Science General complex sensitive information / unstructured dataAutomated and Flexible Rule EnforcementCompliance with RequirementsOverview of challenges of working with personal and particularly sensitive data in practiceSemantic Analysis NN
Privacy-preserving social media forensic analysis for preventive policing of online activitiesNaqvi, Syed; Enderby, Sean; Williams, Ian; Asif, Waqar; Rajarajan, Muttukrishnan; Potlog, Cristi; Florea, Monica;Social media is extensively used nowadays and is gaining popularity among the users with the increasing growth in the network capacity, connectivity, and speed. Moreover, affordable prices of data plans, especially mobile data packages, have considerably increased the use of multimedia by different users. This includes terrorists who use social media platforms to promote their ideology and intimidate their adversaries. It is therefore very important to develop automated solutions to semantically analyse given multimedia contents to assist law enforcement agencies in the preventive policing of online activities. A major challenge for the social media forensic analysis is to preserve the privacy of citizens who use online social networking platforms. This paper presents results of European H2020 project RED-Alert that aims to enable secure and privacy preserving data processing; hence the malicious content and the corresponding personality can be tracked while the privacy of innocent citizens can be preserved. We have mined seven social media channels for content and providing support for ten languages for analysis. Our proposed solution is designed to ensure security and policing of online contents by detecting terrorist material. We have used speech recognition, face and object detection besides audio event detection to extract information from multimedia files. We have applied anonymization techniques to ensure the privacy of citizens using social media. We have discussed the challenges and prospects of this work especially the need of using digital forensic techniques while respecting European and national data protection laws notably GDPR.2019 Google Scholar Social Network User Generated Content (UGC)Protecting Sensitive Information on Social Media PlatformsDisclosure of sensitive data for analysisSemantic Analysis of social media forensic analysis for preventive policing of online activitiesSpeech Processing & Semantic AnalysisStatistical
Identifying incompleteness in privacy policy goals using semantic framesBhatia, J; Evans, MC; Breaux, TDCompanies that collect personal information online often maintain privacy policies that are required to accurately reflect their data practices and privacy goals. To be comprehensive and flexible for future practices, policies contain ambiguity that summarizes practices over multiple types of products and business contexts. Ambiguity in data practice descriptions undermines policies as an effective way to communicate system design choices to users and as a reliable regulatory mechanism. In this paper, we report an investigation to identify incompleteness by representing data practice descriptions as semantic frames. The approach is a grounded analysis to discover which semantic roles corresponding to a data action are needed to construct complete data practice descriptions. Our results include 698 data action instances obtained from 949 manually annotated statements across 15 privacy policies and three domains: health, news and shopping. Therein, we identified 2316 instances of 17 types of semantic roles and found that the distribution of semantic roles across the three domains was similar. Incomplete data practice descriptions undermine user comprehension and can affect the user's perceived privacy risk, which we measure using factorial vignette surveys. We observed that user risk perception decreases when two roles are present in a statement: the condition under which a data action is performed, and the purpose for which the user's information is used.2019 Web of Science Law Privacy Policies Ease the comprehension of Privacy PoliciesComplexity of Privacy PoliciesSemantic Incompleteness Detection in Privacy Policy GoalsSemantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisStatistical
Deep Reinforcement Learning-based Text Anonymization against Private-Attribute InferenceMosallanezhad, Ahmadreza; Beigi, Ghazaleh; Liu, Huan;User-generated textual data is rich in content and has been used in many user behavioral modeling tasks. However, it could also leak user private-attribute information that they may not want to disclose such as age and location. User’s privacy concerns mandate data publishers to protect privacy. One effective way is to anonymize the textual data. In this paper, we study the problem of textual data anonymization and propose a novel Reinforcement Learning-based Text Anonymizor, RLTA, which addresses the problem of private-attribute leakage while preserving the utility of textual data. Our approach first extracts a latent representation of the original text w.r.t. a given task, then leverages deep reinforcement learning to automatically learn an optimal strategy for manipulating text representations w.r.t. the received privacy and utility feedback. Experiments show the effectiveness of this approach in terms of preserving both privacy and utility.2019 Google Scholar General Use of third party / sharing sensitive informationPrivacy Preserving Information SharingUnintended data disclosure Semantic-based text pertubation approachSemantic Analysis NN
Speech sanitizer: Speech content desensitization and voice anonymizationQian, Jianwei; Du, Haohua; Hou, Jiahui; Chen, Linlin; Jung, Taeho; Li, Xiangyang;Voice input users' speech recordings are being collected by service providers and shared with third parties, who may abuse users' voiceprints, identify them by voice, and learn their sensitive speech content. In this work, we design Speech Sanitizer to perturb users' speech recordings so that the sanitized speech can be safely shared with third parties. First, we desensitize speech content by identifying sensitive words, localizing them in the audio using DTW-based keyword spotting, and substituting them with safe words. Both common and personalized sensitive words are identified and replaced. Then, we anonymize users' voiceprints with a carefully designed voice conversion mechanism that is resistant to de-anonymization attacks. Meanwhile, we try to preserve the utility of the sanitized speech, measured by the accuracy of speech recognition performed on it. We implement Speech Sanitizer and present extensive experimental results that validate the effectiveness and efficiency of our algorithms. It is demonstrated that we are able to reduce the chance of a user's voice being identified from 50 people by 83.7% while keeping the drop of speech recognition accuracy within 19.1%. We can also easily relax the privacy level to improve speech recognition accuracy.2019 Google Scholar General Speech Data Voice-based Service in a private mannerProfiling Speech De-Identification Speech Processing & Morphological Analysis Rule based & Statistical
An AI-assisted Approach for Checking the Completeness of Privacy Policies Against GDPRD. Torre; S. Abualhaija; M. Sabetzadeh; L. Briand; K. Baetens; P. Goes; S. ForastierPrivacy policies are critical for helping individuals make informed decisions about their personal data. In Europe, privacy policies are subject to compliance with the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). If done entirely manually, checking whether a given privacy policy complies with GDPR is both time-consuming and error-prone. Automated support for this task is thus advantageous. At the moment, there is an evident lack of such support on the market. In this paper, we tackle an important dimension of GDPR compliance checking for privacy policies. Specifically, we provide automated support for checking whether the content of a given privacy policy is complete according to the provisions stipulated by GDPR. To do so, we present: (1) a conceptual model to characterize the information content envisaged by GDPR for privacy policies, (2) an AI-assisted approach for classifying the information content in GDPR privacy policies and subsequently checking how well the classified content meets the completeness criteria of interest; and (3) an evaluation of our approach through a case study over 24 unseen privacy policies. For classification, we leverage a combination of Natural Language Processing and supervised Machine Learning. Our experimental material is comprised of 234 real privacy policies from the fund industry. Our empirical results indicate that our approach detected 45 of the total of 47 incompleteness issues in the 24 privacy policies it was applied to. Over these policies, the approach had eight false positives. The approach thus has a precision of 85% and recall of 96% over our case study.2020 IEEE Law Privacy Policies Ease the compliance process through automationCompliance with RequirementsAutomated Compliance CheckerSemantic Analysis Statistical & NN
Establishing a Strong Baseline for Privacy Policy ClassificationNajmeh Mousavi NejadPablo JabatRostislav NedelchevSimon ScerriDamien GrauxDigital service users are routinely exposed to Privacy Policy consent forms, through which they enter contractual agreements consenting to the specifics of how their personal data is managed and used. Nevertheless, despite renewed importance following legislation such as the European GDPR, a majority of people still ignore policies due to their length and complexity. To counteract this potentially dangerous reality, in this paper we present three different models that are able to assign pre-defined categories to privacy policy paragraphs, using supervised machine learning. In order to train our neural networks, we exploit a dataset containing 115 privacy policies defined by US companies. An evaluation shows that our approach outperforms state-of-the-art by 5% over comparable and previously-reported F1 values. In addition, our method is completely reproducible since we provide open access to all resources. Given these two contributions, our approach can be considered as a strong baseline for privacy policy classification.2020 Springer Law Privacy Policies Paying more Attention to Privacy PoliciesComplexity of Privacy PoliciesAutomated Privacy Policy ClassificationSemantic Analysis Statistical
A Comparative Study of Sequence Classification Models for Privacy Policy Coverage AnalysisLindner, Zachary;Privacy policies are legal documents that describe how a website will collect, use, and distribute a user’s data. Unfortunately, such documents are often overly complicated and filled with legal jargon; making it difficult for users to fully grasp what exactly is being collected and why. Our solution to this problem is to provide users with a coverage analysis of a given website’s privacy policy using a wide range of classical machine learning and deep learning techniques. Given a website’s privacy policy, the classifier identifies the associated data practice for each logical segment. These data practices/labels are taken directly from the OPP-115 corpus. For example, the data practice “Data Retention” refers to how long a website stores a user’s information. The coverage analysis allows users to determine how many of the ten possible data practices are covered, along with identifying the sections that correspond to the data practices of particular interest.2020 Google Scholar Law Privacy Policies Ease the comprehension of Privacy PoliciesComplexity of Privacy PoliciesAutomated Privacy Policy Coverage Check with Sequence Classification ModelsSemantic Analysis Statistical & NN
Code Element Vector Representations Through the Application of Natural Language Processing Techniques for Automation of Software Privacy AnalysisHeaps, John; The increasing popularity of mobile and web apps has prompted an increase in the collection and storage of personally identifiable information of app users, causing users to be at continually greater privacy risk if that information is misused or mishandled. In order to reduce such risk, software must be in compliance with privacy policies, which detail how privacy information is collected, stored, and maintained. The current state-of-the-art in determining privacy compliance is through static analysis techniques such as model checking or pattern-based detection, but these techniques lack both automation and generalizability, suffering from limitations such as: the state explosion problem, conservatism, and the manual definition of models, specifications, or patterns. Deep learning models and approaches have been shown to help solve similar limitations in other problem domains, and may be adaptable to privacy policy and software analysis. Being written in  natural language, privacy policies can be immediately applied to deep learning natural language processing. Further, it has been asserted that code can be treated and processed like a natural language as it exhibits behaviours and properties analogous to natural language. However there are many obstacles in the application of deep learning to code, such as: the complex syntactic structures of code, the constant definition of new code elements, and increased severity of the data sparsity problem. This work proposes a novel semantic learning approach that can help overcome such obstacles by taking advantage of the equivalence relationship between code elements and their declarations and definitions. The approach is implemented by creating a plugin to perform textual pre-processing and preparation unique to code and constructing deep learning models for producing code element vector representations for processing code elements in deep learning tasks. The models are shown to produce quality vector representations for code elements and are applied to a deep learning task to predict access of privacy information by software.2020 Google Scholar Law User Generated Content (UGC) / CodeAutomated and Flexible Rule EnforcementCompliance with RequirementsCode-based privacy analysis of Smart phone apps Semantic Analysis NN
Correlating UI Contexts with Sensitive API Calls: Dynamic Semantic Extraction and AnalysisJ. Liu; D. He; D. Wu; J. XueThe Android framework provides sensitive APIs for Android apps to access the user's private information, e.g., SMS, call logs and locations. Whether a sensitive API call in an app is legitimate or not depends on whether the app has provided enough natural-language semantics to reflect the need for the permission. The prior efforts on analyzing description-to-permission fidelity in an app are all static. Some check whether the permissions requested (or sensitive APIs used) by the app are consistent with the functionalities described by the app. These app-level techniques are too coarse-grained, as they cannot tell if a sensitive API call under a certain runtime context, such as a UI state, is legitimate or not. Others attempt to establish this connection by performing a data-flow analysis, but such fine-grained API-level static analyses are too imprecise to handle a variety of dynamic language features used in Android apps, including dynamic class loading, reflection and code obfuscation. We introduce APICOG, an automated fine-grained API-level approach, representing the first dynamic description-to-permission fidelity analysis for an Android app that can check if a sensitive API call is legitimate or not under a given runtime context. APICOG relates each sensitive API call with a UI state, called its UI context, under which the call is made via dynamic analysis and then extracts the text-based semantics for each UI context from its associated text- and image-typed attributes by applying a natural language processing (NLP) technique. Finally, APICOG relies on machine-learning to deduce if a sensitive API call under a UI context is legitimate or not. We have evaluated APICOG with thousands of Android apps drawn from a third-party market and a malware dataset, achieving an accuracy of 97.7%, a precision of 94.1% and a recall of 92.8% overall, outperforming the prior art in all the three metrics.2020 IEEE Mobile Application complex sensitive information / unstructured dataInvestigating the access legitimacy of smart phone apps Complexity of Privacy PoliciesCode-based privacy analysis of Smart phone apps Semantic Analysis Statistical
Enhanced Privacy and Data Protection using Natural Language Processing and Artificial IntelligenceF. Martinelli; F. Marulli; F. Mercaldo; S. Marrone; A. SantoneArtificial Intelligence systems have enabled significant benefits for users and society, but whilst the data for their feeding are always increasing, a side to privacy and security leaks is offered. The severe vulnerabilities to the right to privacy obliged governments to enact specific regulations to ensure privacy preservation in any kind of transaction involving sensitive information. In the case of digital and/or physical documents comprising sensitive information, the right to privacy can be preserved by data obfuscation procedures. The capability of recognizing sensitive information for obfuscation is typically entrusted to the experience of human experts, who are over-whelmed by the ever increasing amount of documents to process. Artificial intelligence could proficiently mitigate the effort of the human officers and speed up processes. Anyway, until enough knowledge won't be available in a machine readable format, automatic and effectively working systems can't be developed. In this work we propose a methodology for transferring and leveraging general knowledge across specific-domain tasks. We built, from scratch, specific-domain knowledge data sets, for training artificial intelligence models supporting human experts in privacy preserving tasks. We exploited a mixture of natural language processing techniques applied to unlabeled domain-specific documents corpora for automatically obtain labeled documents, where sensitive information are recognized and tagged. We performed preliminary tests just over 10.000 documents from the healthcare and justice domains. Human experts supported us during the validation. Results we obtained, estimated in terms of precision, recall and F1-score metrics across these two domains, were promising and encouraged us to further investigations.2020 IEEE Law complex sensitive information / unstructured dataAnnotation Collection Sensitive Information in unstructured DataCollect annotated corpus Semantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisNN
From Prescription to Description: Mapping the GDPR to a Privacy Policy Corpus Annotation SchemePOPLAVSKA, Ellen; NORTON, Thomas B; WILSON, Shomir; SADEH, Norman;The European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) has compelled businesses and other organizations to update their privacy policies to state specific information about their data practices. Simultaneously, researchers in natural language processing (NLP) have developed corpora and annotation schemes for extracting salient information from privacy policies, often independently of specific laws. To connect existing NLP research on privacy policies with the GDPR, we introduce a mapping from GDPR provisions to the OPP-115 annotation scheme, which serves as the basis for a growing number of projects to automatically classify privacy policy text. We show that assumptions made in the annotation scheme about the essential topics for a privacy policy reflect many of the same topics that the GDPR requires in these documents. This suggests that OPP-115 continues to be representative of the anatomy of a legally compliant privacy policy, and that the legal assumptions behind it represent the elements of data processing that ought to be disclosed within a policy for transparency. The correspondences we show between OPP-115 and the GDPR suggest the feasibility of bridging existing computational and legal research on privacy policies, benefiting both areas.2020 Google Scholar Law Privacy Policies Annotations for research accelerationComplexity of Privacy PoliciesCollect annotated corpus Morphological Analysis Rule based
Privacy Policies over Time: Curation and Analysis of a Million-Document DatasetAmos, Ryan; Acar, Gunes; Lucherini, Elena; Kshirsagar, Mihir; Narayanan, Arvind; Mayer, Jonathan;Automated analysis of privacy policies has proved a fruitful research direction, with developments such as automated policy summarization, question answering systems, and compliance detection. So far, prior research has been limited to analysis of privacy policies from a single point in time or from short spans of time, as researchers did not have access to a large-scale, longitudinal, curated dataset. To address this gap, we developed a crawler that discovers, downloads, and extracts archived privacy policies from the Internet Archive's Wayback Machine. Using the crawler and natural language processing, we curated a dataset of 1,071,488 English language privacy policies, spanning over two decades and over 130,000 distinct websites. Our analyses of the data show how the privacy policy landscape has changed over time and how websites have reacted to the evolving legal landscape, such as the adoption of privacy seals and the impact of new regulations such as the GDPR. Our results suggest that privacy policies underreport the presence of tracking technologies and third parties. We find that, over the last twenty years, privacy policies have more than doubled in length and the median reading level, while already challenging, has increased modestly.2020 Google Scholar Law Privacy Policies Collection of Privacy Policies Complexity of Privacy PoliciesCollect annotated corpus Morphological Analysis Rule based
Crosslingual named entity recognition for clinical de-identification applied to a COVID-19 Italian data setCatelli, Rosario; Gargiulo, Francesco; Casola, Valentina; De Pietro, Giuseppe; Fujita, Hamido; Esposito, MassimoThe COrona VIrus Disease 19 (COVID-19) pandemic required the work of all global experts to tackle it. Despite the abundance of new studies, privacy laws prevent their dissemination for medical investigations: through clinical de-identification, the Protected Health Information (PHI) contained therein can be anonymized so that medical records can be shared and published. The automation of clinical de-identification through deep learning techniques has proven to be less effective for languages other than English due to the scarcity of data sets. Hence a new Italian de-identification data set has been created from the COVID-19 clinical records made available by the Italian Society of Radiology (SIRM). Therefore, two multi-lingual deep learning systems have been developed for this low-resource language scenario: the objective is to investigate their ability to transfer knowledge between different languages while maintaining the necessary features to correctly perform the Named Entity Recognition task for de-identification. The systems were trained using four different strategies, using both the English Informatics for Integrating Biology & the Bedside (i2b2) 2014 and the new Italian SIRM COVID-19 data sets, then evaluated on the latter. These approaches have demonstrated the effectiveness of cross-lingual transfer learning to de-identify medical records written in a low resource language such as Italian, using one with high resources such as English.2020 ScienceDirect Medicine patient health information (PHI) / clinical notesPrivacy Preserving Information SharingSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)De-identification Semantic Analysis NN
Detecting Protected Health Information with an Incremental Learning Ensemble: A Case Study on New Zealand Clinical TextB. Singh; Q. Sun; Y. S. Koh; J. Lee; E. ZhangClinical narratives host vast accumulations of patient data pivotal for research and development of health related products. In order for this data to be utilized, the underlying protected health information needs to be de-identified to ensure medical confidentiality. Given the voluminous size of clinical texts, manual de-identification of such large datasets is both expensive and impractical. Therefore, the concept of automated de-identification is a highly appealing prospect. Machine learning or model based sequential labeling algorithms, such as the named entity recognition algorithms and rule-based algorithms are among the most effective approaches to automated de-identification. A natural question to ask is how we can combine them to have the best of both worlds. In this paper, we present an analytical and easy to interpret framework to dynamically combine a sequential labeling model and a soft-rule-based model in an incremental learning setup. This framework is applied to a case study, which is part of a project prototyping automated de-identification system for New Zealand clinical free text data. Evaluations show that our approach can accommodate changes in the incoming data through dynamic updating. The simplicity of the framework also allowed us to gain insights on behaviour e.g. change of importance between the machine learning and rule models.2020 IEEE Medicine patient health information (PHI) / clinical narrativesPrivacy Preserving Information SharingSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)De-identification Semantic Analysis NN
N-Sanitization: A semantic privacy-preserving framework for unstructured medical datasetsIwendi, Celestine; Moqurrab, Syed Atif; Anjum, Adeel; Khan, Sangeen; Mohan, Senthilkumar; Srivastava, Gautam;The introduction and rapid growth of the Internet of Medical Things (IoMT), a subset of the Internet of Things (IoT) in the medical and healthcare systems, has brought numerous changes and challenges to current medical and healthcare systems. Healthcare organizations share data about patients with research organizations for various medical discoveries. Releasing such information is a tedious task since it puts the privacy of patients at risk with the understanding that textual health documents about an individual contains specific sensitive terms that need to be sanitized before such document can be released. Recent approaches improved the utility of protected output by substituting sensitive terms with appropriate “generalizations” that are retrieved from several medical and general-purpose knowledge bases (KBs). However, these approaches perform unnecessary sanitization by anonymizing the negated assertions, e.g., AIDS-negative. This paper proposes a semantic privacy framework that effectively sanitizes the sensitive and semantically related terms in healthcare documents. The proposed model effectively identifies the negated assertions (e.g., AIDS-negative) before the sanitization process in IoMT which further improves the utility of sanitized documents. Moreover, besides considering the sensitive medical findings, we also incorporated state-of-the-art metrics, i.e., Protected Health Information (PHI), as defined in the privacy rules such as Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), Informatics for Integrating Biology & the Bedside (i2b2), and Materialize Interactive Medical Image Control System (MIMICS). The proposed approach is evaluated on real clinical data provided by i2b2. On average the detection (for both PHI’s and medical findings) accuracy is improved with Precision, Recall and F-measure score at 21%, 51%, and 54% respectively. The overall improved data utility of our proposed model is 8% as compared to C-sanitized and 25% when comparing it with a simple reduction approach. Experimental results show that our approach effectively manages the privacy and utility trade-off as compared to its counterparts.2020 Google Scholar Medicine patient health information (PHI) / free clinical textPrivacy Preserving Information SharingSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)De-identification Semantic Analysis Rule based & Statistical & NN
Using word embeddings to improve the privacy of clinical notesAbdalla, M; Abdalla, M; Rudzicz, F; Hirst, GObjective: In this work, we introduce a privacy technique for anonymizing clinical notes that guarantees all private health information is secured (including sensitive data, such as family history, that are not adequately covered by current techniques). Materials and Methods: We employ a new random replacement paradigm (replacing each token in clinical notes with neighboring word vectors from the embedding space) to achieve 100% recall on the removal of sensitive information, unachievable with current search-and-secure paradigms. We demonstrate the utility of this paradigm on multiple corpora in a diverse set of classification tasks. Results: We empirically evaluate the effect of our anonymization technique both on upstream and downstream natural language processing tasks to show that our perturbations, while increasing security (ie, achieving 100% recall on any dataset), do not greatly impact the results of end-to-end machine learning approaches. Discussion: As long as current approaches utilize precision and recall to evaluate deidentification algorithms, there will remain a risk of overlooking sensitive information. Inspired by differential privacy, we sought to make it statistically infeasible to recreate the original data, although at the cost of readability. We hope that the work will serve as a catalyst to further research into alternative deidentification methods that can address current weaknesses. Conclusion: Our proposed technique can secure clinical texts at a low cost and extremely high recall with a readability trade-off while remaining useful for natural language processing classification tasks. We hope that our work can be used by risk-averse data holders to release clinical texts to researchers.2020 Web of Science Medicine patient health information (PHI) / clinical notesprotecting patient privacy in unstructured clinical textSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)De-identification Morphological Analysis Rule based & NN
An Embedding-based Medical Note De-identification Approach with Minimal AnnotationH. Zhou; D. RuanMedical note de-identification is critical for protecting private information. The task demands the complete removal of all patient names and other sensitive information such as addresses and phone numbers from medical records. Accomplishing this goal is challenging, with many variations in the medical note formats and string representations. Existing deidentification approaches include pattern matching where extensive dictionary lists are constructed a prior; and entity tagging, which trains on a large word-wise annotated corpus. This motivates us to study an alternative to the existing approaches with a reduced annotation burden. In this work, we propose a novel approach that implicitly accounts for the language territory of sensitive information. Specifically, our approach incorporates a contextualized word embedding module and a multilayer perceptron to simultaneously infer the similarity of sensitive and non-sensitive vocabularies to a constructed landmark set, providing an overall sparsely supervised classification. To demonstrate the rationale, we present the principle and work pipeline with the task of name removal, but the proposed method applies to other strings as well. On a large cohort of hybrid clinical reports, including various forms of consulting, on-treatment-visit, and follow-up notes, we achieved >0.99 accuracies in our constructed training, validation, and testing sets. The sensitivity and specificity were 1.0 and 0.9973 respectively for two randomly selected reports, comparing favorably to the benchmark Stanford NER tagger, which achieved 0.8529 and 0.9969.2020 IEEE Medicine patient health information (PHI) / free clinical textprotecting patient privacy in unstructured clinical textSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)De-identification Semantic Analysis NN
Privacy guarantees for de-identifying text transformationsAdelani, David Ifeoluwa; Davody, Ali; Kleinbauer, Thomas; Klakow, Dietrich;Machine Learning approaches to Natural Language Processing tasks benefit from a comprehensive collection of real-life user data. At the same time, there is a clear need for protecting the privacy of the users whose data is collected and processed. For text collections, such as, e.g., transcripts of voice interactions or patient records, replacing sensitive parts with benign alternatives can provide de-identification. However, how much privacy is actually guaranteed by such text transformations, and are the resulting texts still useful for machine learning? In this paper, we derive formal privacy guarantees for general text transformation-based de identification methods on the basis of Differential Privacy. We also measure the effect that different ways of masking private information in dialog transcripts have on a subsequent machine learning task. To this end, we formulate different masking strategies and compare their privacy-utility trade-offs. In particular, we compare a simple redact approach with more sophisticated word-by-word replacement using deep learning models on multiple natural language understanding tasks like named entity recognition, intent detection, and dialog act classification. We find that only word-by word replacement is robust against performance drops in various tasks. Index Terms: Differential privacy, Spoken language understanding, Named entity recognition, Intent detection.2020 Google Scholar Medicine complex sensitive information / unstructured dataprotecting sensitive Information in unstructured textMisusage of Sensitive Information by Data Collector or AdversaryDe-identification Semantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisNN
On divergence-based author obfuscation: An attack on the state of the art in statistical authorship verificationBevendorff, Janek; Wenzel, Tobias; Potthast, Martin; Hagen, Matthias; Stein, Benno;Authorship verification is the task of determining whether two texts were written by the same author based on a writing style analysis. Author obfuscation is the adversarial task of preventing a successful verification by altering a text’s style so that it does not resemble that of its original author anymore. This paper introduces new algorithms for both tasks and reports on a comprehensive evaluation to ascertain the merits of the state of the art in authorship verification to withstand obfuscation. After introducing a new generalization of the well-known unmasking algorithm for short texts, thus completing our collection of state-of-the-art algorithms for verification, we introduce an approach that (1) models writing style difference as the Jensen-Shannon distance between the character n-gram distributions of texts, and (2) manipulates an author’s writing style in a sophisticated manner using heuristic search. For obfuscation, we explore the huge space of textual variants in order to find a paraphrased version of the to-be-obfuscated text that has a sufficiently high Jensen-Shannon distance at minimal costs in terms of text quality loss. We analyze, quantify, and illustrate the rationale of this approach, define paraphrasing operators, derive text length-invariant thresholds for termination, and develop an effective obfuscation framework. Our authorship obfuscation approach defeats the presented state-of-the-art verification approaches, while keeping text changes at a minimum. As a final contribution, we discuss and experimentally evaluate a reverse obfuscation attack against our obfuscation approach as well as possible remedies.2020 Google Scholar Other User Generated Content (UGC)protecting sensitive Information in unstructured textProfiling De-identification / Obfuscating AuthorshipSemantic Analysis Statistical
Understanding the Potential Risks of Sharing Elevation Information on Fitness ApplicationsÜ. Meteriz; N. Fazιl Yιldιran; J. Kim; D. MohaisenThe extensive use of smartphones and wearable devices has facilitated many useful applications. For example, with Global Positioning System (GPS)-equipped smart and wearable devices, many applications can gather, process, and share rich metadata, such as geolocation, trajectories, elevation, and time. For example, fitness applications, such as Runkeeper and Strava, utilize information for activity tracking, and have recently witnessed a boom in popularity. Those fitness tracker applications have their own web platforms, and allow users to share activities on such platforms, or even with other social network platforms. To preserve privacy of users while allowing sharing, several of those platforms may allow users to disclose partial information, such as the elevation profile for an activity, which supposedly would not leak the location of the users. In this work, and as a cautionary tale, we create a proof of concept where we examine the extent to which elevation profiles can be used to predict the location of users. To tackle this problem, we devise three plausible threat settings under which the city or borough of the targets can be predicted. Those threat settings define the amount of information available to the adversary to launch the prediction attacks. Establishing that simple features of elevation profiles, e.g., spectral features, are insufficient, we devise both natural language processing (NLP)-inspired text-like representation and computer vision-inspired image-like representation of elevation profiles, and we convert the problem at hand into text and image classification problem. We use both traditional machine learning-and deep learning-based techniques, and achieve a prediction success rate ranging from 59.59% to 95.83%. The findings are alarming, and highlight that sharing elevation information may have significant location privacy risks.2020 IEEE Law complex sensitive information Investigating the potential Privacy Impact of smart phone appsComplexity of Privacy PoliciesDemonstration of Threats Semantic Analysis Statistical & NN
DatashareNetwork: A Decentralized Privacy-Preserving Search Engine for Investigative JournalistsEdalatnejad, Kasra; Lueks, Wouter; Martin, Julien Pierre; Ledésert, Soline; L'Hôte, Anne; Thomas, Bruno; Girod, Laurent; Troncoso, Carmela;Investigative journalists collect large numbers of digital documents during their investigations. These documents can greatly benefit other journalists’ work. However, many of these documents contain sensitive information. Hence, possessing such documents can endanger reporters, their stories, and their sources. Consequently, many documents are used only for single, local, investigations. We present DATASHARENETWORK, a decentralized and privacypreserving search system that enables journalists worldwide to find documents via a dedicated network of peers. DATASHARENETWORK combines well-known anonymous authentication mechanisms and anonymous communication primitives, a novel asynchronous messaging system, and a novel multi-set private set intersection protocol (MS-PSI) into a decentralized peer-to-peer private document search engine. We prove that DATASHARENETWORK is secure; and show using a prototype implementation that it scales to thousands of users and millions of documents.2020 Google Scholar Other User-Centric Privacy GuidanceSearching in a private manner Identification Designing a decentralized peer-to-peer private document search engineMorphological Analysis Statistical & NN
Assuring privacy-preservation in mining medical text materials for covid-19 cases-a natural language processing perspectiveMa, Bo; Wu, Jinsong; Song, Shuang; Liu, William;Currently, there is a very large volume of Covid-19 related medical data that have been stored in cloud based systems and made available for studing the disease dynamics. without any privacy-preservation. In order to reduce possible privacy leakage and also accommodate massive medical reports with high efficiencies, we proposed a privacypreserving word embody-based text classification method for mining COVID-19 medical documents. It uses the recurrent neural network deep learning algorithm according to the identified internal hiding centralization pattern. In addition, a new model-fusion method is proposed for the continuous improvement of the system performance.The extensive numerical studies have demonstrated that the classifier of the proposed system has superior performance via integrating with the keywords extraction approach. Moreover, the advanced new model does not only accurately capture the keyword patterns but also effectively capture the analogical hierarchy structure of the pathology related datasets with lower computational complexity.2020 Google Scholar Medicine patient health information (PHI) / free clinical textprotecting patient privacy in unstructured clinical textSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)Designing a privacy preserved medical text data analysisSemantic Analysis NN
TIPRDC: task-independent privacy-respecting data crowdsourcing framework for deep learning with anonymized intermediate representationsLi, Ang; Duan, Yixiao; Yang, Huanrui; Chen, Yiran; Yang, Jianlei;The success of deep learning partially benefits from the availability of various large-scale datasets. These datasets are often crowdsourced from individual users and contain private information like gender, age, etc. The emerging privacy concerns from users on data sharing hinder the generation or use of crowdsourcing datasets and lead to hunger of training data for new deep learning applications. One naive solution is to pre-process the raw data to extract features at the user-side, and then only the extracted features will be sent to the data collector. Unfortunately, attackers can still exploit these extracted features to train an adversary classifier to infer private attributes. Some prior arts leveraged game theory to protect private attributes. However, these defenses are designed for known primary learning tasks, the extracted features work poorly for unknown learning tasks. To tackle the case where the learning task may be unknown or changing, we present TIPRDC, a task-independent privacy-respecting data crowdsourcing framework with anonymized intermediate representation. The goal of this framework is to learn a feature extractor that can hide the privacy information from the intermediate representations; while maximally retaining the original information embedded in the raw data for the data collector to accomplish unknown learning tasks. We design a hybrid training method to learn the anonymized intermediate representation: (1) an adversarial training process for hiding private information from features; (2) maximally retain original information using a neural-network-based mutual information estimator. We extensively evaluate TIPRDC and compare it with existing methods using two image datasets and one text dataset. Our results show that TIPRDC substantially outperforms other existing methods. Our work is the first task-independent privacy-respecting data crowdsourcing framework.2020 Google Scholar Social Network User Generated Content (UGC)Privacy Preserving Information SharingMisusage of Sensitive Information by Data Collector or AdversaryDesigning a task-independent privacy-respecting data crowdsourcing frameworkSemantic Analysis NN
Preserving Privacy in Analyses of Textual DataDiethe, Tom; Feyisetan, Oluwaseyi; Balle, Borja; Drake, Thomas;Amazon prides itself on being the most customer-centric company on earth. That means maintaining the highest possible standards of both security and privacy when dealing with customer data. This month, at the ACM Web Search and Data Mining (WSDM) Conference, my colleagues and I will describe a way to protect privacy during large-scale analyses of textual data supplied by customers. Our method works by, essentially, re-phrasing the customer supplied text and basing analysis on the new phrasing, rather than on the customers’ own language.2020 Google Scholar General Use of third party / storing/sending/encoded sensitive informationMining according to privacy policies Disclosure of sensitive data for analysisDesigning a text perturbation mechanism for a privacy preserving text analysisSemantic Analysis NN
Privacy and Utility Trade-Off for Textual Analysis via Calibrated Multivariate PerturbationsJingye TangTianqing ZhuPing XiongYu WangWei RenIn recent years, the problem of data leakage often appears in our lives. As of today, a number of enterprises have been fined heavily for the leakage of user data, including Facebook, Uber and Equifax. This paper makes deep research on the privacy protection of the text. We proposed a three-layer privacy protection mechanism for carrying out privacy-preserving text perturbation. This approach allows different levels of privacy protection for different parts of the text, thereby increasing the level of privacy protection without reducing utility. Extensive experiments prove that the proposed method not only provides fine-grained control over the level of privacy in that data but also improves performance.2020 Springer Other User Generated Content (UGC)protecting sensitive Information in unstructured textDisclosure of sensitive data for analysisDesigning a text perturbation mechanism for a privacy preserving text analysisSemantic Analysis NN
A User-Centric and Sentiment Aware Privacy-Disclosure Detection Framework Based on Multi-Input Neural NetworkNuhil Mehdy, AKM; Mehrpouyan, Hoda;Data and information privacy is a major concern of today’s world. More specifically, users’ digital privacy has become one of the most important issues to deal with, as advancements are being made in information sharing technology. An increasing number of users are sharing information through text messages, emails, and social media without proper awareness of privacy threats and their consequences. One approach to prevent the disclosure of private information is to identify them in a conversation and warn the dispatcher before the conveyance happens between the sender and the receiver. Another way of preventing information (sensitive) loss might be to analyze and sanitize a batch of offline documents when the data is already accumulated somewhere. However, automating the process of identifying user-centric privacy disclosure in textual data is challenging. This is because the natural language has an extremely rich form and structure with different levels of ambiguities. Therefore, we inquire after a potential framework that could bring this challenge within reach by precisely recognizing users’ privacy disclosures in a piece of text by taking into account - the authorship and sentiment (tone) of the content alongside the linguistic features and techniques. The proposed framework is considered as the supporting plugin to help text classification systems morec accurately identify text that might disclose the author’s personal or private information2020 Google Scholar Social Network User Generated Content (UGC) / user postsPrivacy Preserving Information SharingUnintended data disclosure Designing A User-Centric Privacy-Disclosure Detection FrameworkSemantic Analysis NN
Research on Intelligent Security Protection of Privacy Data in Government CyberspaceH. Yang; L. Huang; C. Luo; Q. YuBased on the analysis of the difficulties and pain points of privacy protection in the opening and sharing of government data, this paper proposes a new method for intelligent discovery and protection of structured and unstructured privacy data. Based on the improvement of the existing government data masking process, this method introduces the technologies of NLP and machine learning, studies the intelligent discovery of sensitive data, the automatic recommendation of masking algorithm and the full automatic execution following the improved masking process. In addition, the dynamic masking and static masking prototype with text and database as data source are designed and implemented with agent-based intelligent masking middleware. The results show that the recognition range and protection efficiency of government privacy data, especially government unstructured text have been significantly improved.2020 IEEE Other Government Data Privacy Preserving Information SharingUnintended data disclosure Detecting privacy-sensitive information / activitiesSemantic Analysis Rule based & Statistical & NN
Using Natural Language Processing to Detect Privacy Violations in Online ContractsSilva, P; Goncalves, C; Godinho, C; Antunes, N; Curado, MAs information systems deal with contracts and documents in essential services, there is a lack of mechanisms to help organizations in protecting the involved data subjects. In this paper, we evaluate the use of named entity recognition as a way to identify, monitor and validate personally identifiable information. In our experiments, we use three of the most well-known Natural Language Processing tools (NLTK, Stanford CoreNLP, and spaCy). First, the effectiveness of the tools is evaluated in a generic dataset. Then, the tools are applied in datasets built based on contracts that contain personally identifiable information. The results show that models’ performance was highly positive in accurately classifying both the generic and the contracts’ data. Furthermore, we discuss how our proposal can effectively act as a Privacy Enhancing Technology.2020 Web of Science Law Privacy Policies Protecting sensitive Information in unstructured textComplexity of Privacy PoliciesDetecting privacy-sensitive information / activitiesSemantic Analysis Rule based & Statistical & NN
Tweet Classification Using Deep Learning Approach to Predict Sensitive Personal DataR. GeethaS. KarthikaS. MohanavalliTwitter is one of the most successful online social networks that present user’s opinions, personal experience, daily activities and ideas to the world. The analysis of user tweets gives various interesting perspectives of vulnerable cyber-crimes and information losses in the microblogging platforms. This research work analyzes 280 k tweets that were queried using 23 personal cyber-keywords to predict personally sensitive tweets. The personal tweets were annotated based on the proposed rules developed from the privacy standards defined by well-established organizations like NIST. The most influential textual features are extracted using auto-encoders optimized with word embedding techniques. The manually annotated tweets were trained and modeled using recurrent neural network to classify tweets as sensitive and insensitive personal tweets. The sensitivity model was evaluated with activation functions like ReLU, sigmoid, and softmax under varied hyper-parametric conditions. The model with three hidden layers with ReLU and softmax resulted in the accuracy of 75% in identifying personally sensitive tweets.2020 Springer Social Network User Generated Content (UGC)Protecting Sensitive Information on Social Media PlatformsUnintended data disclosure Detecting privacy-sensitive information / activitiesSemantic Analysis Statistical & NN
Using NLP and Machine Learning to Detect Data Privacy ViolationsSilva, Paulo; Gonçalves, Carolina; Godinho, Carolina; Antunes, Nuno; Curado, Marilia;Privacy concerns are constantly increasing in different sectors. Regulations such as the EU's General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) are pressuring organizations to handle the individual's data with reinforced caution. As information systems deal with increasingly large amounts of personal data in essential services, there is a lack of mechanisms to help organizations in protecting the involved data subjects. In this paper, we propose and evaluate the use of Named Entity Recognition as a way to identify, monitor and validate Personally Identifiable Information. In our experiments, we used three of the most well-known Natural Language Processing tools (NLTK, Stanford CoreNLP, and spaCy). First, we assess the effectiveness of the tools with a generic dataset. Then, machine learning models are trained and evaluated with datasets built on data that contain personally identifiable information. The results show that models' performance was highly positive in accurately classifying both generic and more context-specific data. We observe the relationship between the datasets' training size and respective performance and estimate the appropriate size for model training within this context. Furthermore, we discuss how our proposal can effectively act as a Privacy Enhancing Technology as well as the potential risks and associated impacts.2020 Google Scholar Law complex sensitive information / Data SetsProtecting Sensitive Information on Social Media PlatformsSensitive Information in unstructured DataDetection of Data Privacy ViolationsSemantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisRule based & Statistical & NN
On the Blockchain-Based Decentralized Data Sharing for Event Based Encryption to Combat Adversarial AttacksR. Doku; D. B. Rawat; C. LiuIt is human nature to anticipate events in the future and plan accordingly. As such, the possibility of letting future events trigger the decryption of a message is a form of an encryption mechanism we deem to be significant in today's information age. In this paper, we propose a variant of Attribute-Based Encryption (ABE), called Event-Based Encryption (EBE), that will help avoid adversarial attacks. In EBE, we attempt to decrypt the messages in the future after an event is confirmed. We illustrate how EBE can be employed by presenting a scenario where a will is decrypted when an individual has been confirmed dead. To achieve this, we introduce a decentralized data sharing network powered by the blockchain technology that ensures data undergoes a thorough vetting process before it is accepted to the network. Our approach utilizes multi-authority ABE schemes, Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques, and a decentralized data-sharing platform to achieve our goal. This event confirmation should trigger the decryption of a message. We highlight the various applications of our approach and illustrate the practical and secure nature of EBE using numerical results.2020 IEEE General Data set containing sensitive informationPrivacy Preserving Information SharingDisclosure of sensitive Data Encryption based on Events Semantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisNN
Privacy Policy Classification with XLNet (Short Paper)Mustapha, Majd; Krasnashchok, Katsiaryna; Al Bassit, Anas; Skhiri, Sabri;Popularization of privacy policies has become an attractive subject of research in recent years, notably after General Data Protection Regulation came into force in the European Union. While GDPR gives Data Subjects more rights and control over the use of their personal data, length and complexity of privacy policies can still prevent them from exercising those rights. An accepted way to improve the interpretability of privacy policies is through assigning understandable categories to every paragraph or segment in said documents. Current state of the art in privacy policy analysis has established a baseline in multi-label classification on the dataset containing 115 privacy policies, using BERT Transformers. In this paper, we propose a new classification model based on the XLNet. Trained on the same dataset, our model improves the baseline F1 macro and micro averages by 1–3% for both majority vote and union-based gold standards. Moreover, the results reported by our XLNet-based model have been achieved without fine-tuning on domain-specific data, which reduces the training time and complexity, compared to the BERT-based model. To make our method reproducible, we report our hyper-parameters and provide access to all used resources, including code. This work may therefore be considered as a first step to establishing a new baseline for privacy policy classification.2020 Google Scholar Law Privacy Policies Ease the comprehension of Privacy PoliciesComplexity of Privacy PoliciesGeneration of Artefacts based on Privacy Policy AnalysisSemantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisNN
Privacy-Preserving Data Generation and Sharing Using Identification SanitizerShuo WangLingjuan LyuTianle ChenShangyu ChenSurya NepalCarsten RudolphMarthie GroblerIn this paper, we propose a practical privacy-preserving generative model for data sanitization and sharing, called Sanitizer-Variational Autoencoder (SVAE). We assume that the data consists of identification-relevant and irrelevant components. A variational autoencoder (VAE) based sanitization model is proposed to strip the identification-relevant features and only retain identification-irrelevant components in a privacy-preserving manner. The sanitization allows for task-relevant discrimination (utility) but minimizes the personal identification information leakage (privacy). We conduct extensive empirical evaluations on the real-world face, biometric signal and speech datasets, and validate the effectiveness of our proposed SVAE, as well as the robustness against the membership inference attack.2020 Springer General User Generated Content (UGC)Privacy Preserving Information SharingIdentification Generation of Synthetic Data Semantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisNN
Generation and evaluation of artificial mental health records for Natural Language ProcessingIve, Julia; Viani, Natalia; Kam, Joyce; Yin, Lucia; Verma, Somain; Puntis, Stephen; Cardinal, Rudolf N; Roberts, Angus; Stewart, Robert; Velupillai, Sumithra;A serious obstacle to the development of Natural Language Processing (NLP) methods in the clinical domain is the accessibility of textual data. The mental health domain is particularly challenging, partly because clinical documentation relies heavily on free text that is difficult to de-identify completely. This problem could be tackled by using artificial medical data. In this work, we present an approach to generate artificial clinical documents. We apply this approach to discharge summaries from a large mental healthcare provider and discharge summaries from an intensive care unit. We perform an extensive intrinsic evaluation where we (1) apply several measures of text preservation; (2) measure how much the model memorises training data; and (3) estimate clinical validity of the generated text based on a human evaluation task. Furthermore, we perform an extrinsic evaluation by studying the impact of using artificial text in a downstream NLP text classification task. We found that using this artificial data as training data can lead to classification results that are comparable to the original results. Additionally, using only a small amount of information from the original data to condition the generation of the artificial data is successful, which holds promise for reducing the risk of these artificial data retaining rare information from the original data. This is an important finding for our long-term goal of being able to generate artificial clinical data that can be released to the wider research community and accelerate advances in developing computational methods that use healthcare data.2020 Google Scholar Medicine patient health information (PHI) / Psychiatry NotesPrivacy Preserving Information SharingSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)Generation of Synthetic Data Semantic Analysis NN
Differential Privacy and Natural Language Processing to Generate Contextually Similar Decoy Messages in Honey Encryption SchemePanchal, Kunjal; Honey Encryption is an approach to encrypt the messages using low min-entropy keys, such as weak passwords, OTPs, PINs, credit card numbers. The ciphertext is produces, when decrypted with any number of incorrect keys, produces plausible-looking but bogus plaintext called "honey messages". But the current techniques used in producing the decoy plaintexts do not model human language entirely. A gibberish, random assortment of words is not enough to fool an attacker; that will not be acceptable and convincing, whether or not the attacker knows some information of the genuine source. In this paper, I focus on the plaintexts which are some non-numeric informative messages. In order to fool the attacker into believing that the decoy message can actually be from a certain source, we need to capture the empirical and contextual properties of the language. That is, there should be no linguistic difference between real and fake message, without revealing the structure of the real message. I employ natural language processing and generalized differential privacy to solve this problem. Mainly I focus on machine learning methods like keyword extraction, context classification, bags-of-words, word embeddings, transformers for text processing to model privacy for text documents. Then I prove the security of this approach with e-differential privacy.2020 Google Scholar Other User Generated Content (UGC) / messegesSearching in a private manner Profiling Generation of Synthetic Data Semantic Analysis NN
PolicyQA: A Reading Comprehension Dataset for Privacy PoliciesAhmad, Wasi Uddin; Chi, Jianfeng; Tian, Yuan; Chang, Kai-Wei;Privacy policy documents are long and verbose. A question answering (QA) system can assist users in finding the information that is relevant and important to them. Prior studies in this domain frame the QA task as retrieving the most relevant text segment or a list of sentences from the policy document given a question. On the contrary, we argue that providing users with a short text span from policy documents reduces the burden of searching the target information from a lengthy text segment. In this paper, we present PolicyQA, a dataset that contains 25,017 reading comprehension style examples curated from an existing corpus of 115 website privacy policies. PolicyQA provides 714 human-annotated questions written for a wide range of privacy practices. We evaluate two existing neural QA models and perform rigorous analysis to reveal the advantages and challenges offered by PolicyQA.2020 Google Scholar Law Privacy Policies Ease the comprehension of Privacy PoliciesComplexity of Privacy PoliciesInformation Extraction from privacy policiesSemantic Analysis NN
Surfacing Privacy Settings Using Semantic MatchingKhandelwal, Rishabh; Nayak, Asmit; Yao, Yao; Fawaz, Kassem;Online services utilize privacy settings to provide users with control over their data. However, these privacy settings are often hard to locate, causing the user to rely on provider-chosen default values. In this work, we train privacy-settings-centric encoders and leverage them to create an interface that allows users to search for privacy settings using free-form queries. In order to achieve this goal, we create a custom Semantic Similarity dataset, which consists of real user queries covering various privacy settings. We then use this dataset to fine-tune a state of the art encoder. Using this fine-tuned encoder, we perform semantic matching between the user queries and the privacy settings to retrieve the most relevant setting. Finally, we also use the encoder to generate embeddings of privacy settings from the top 100 websites and perform unsupervised clustering to learn about the online privacy settings types. We find that the most common type of privacy settings are ‘Personalization’ and ‘Notifications’, with coverage of 35.8% and 34.4%, respectively, in our dataset.2020 Google Scholar Other complex sensitive information Paying more Attention to Privacy PoliciesComplexity of Privacy PoliciesInformation Extraction from privacy policiesSemantic Analysis Statistical

Lucene-P2: A Distributed Platform for Privacy-Preserving Text-based SearchUplavikar, Nitish; Malin, Bradley A; Jiang, Wei;Information retrieval (IR) plays an essential role in daily life. However, currently deployed IR technologies, e.g., Apache Lucene - open-source search software, are insufficient when the information is protected or deemed to be private. For example, submitting a query to a publicly available search engine (e.g., Bing or Google) requires disclosing potentially delicate facts (e.g., thoughts about abortion), as well as the websites the user considers interesting. Similarly, when a private database contains sensitive information needed by the user, it cannot be searched freely. Over the past decade, various approaches, generally referred to as private information retrieval, have been proposed to obfuscate queries and responses, but they are limited in that the retrieved information is inadequate to compute relevancy. To address such limitations, this paper introduces the necessary techniques to build Lucene-P2 that allows one party to discover whether a second party harbors any relevant textual information without either party disclosing any information.2020 Google Scholar Other Query Data Searching in a private manner Profiling Information Extraction if information is harboured by a second partySemantic Analysis Rule based
Chatbot Security and Privacy in the Age of Personal AssistantsW. Ye; Q. Li The rise of personal assistants serves as a testament to the growing popularity of chatbots. However, as the field advances, it is important for the conversational AI community to keep in mind any potential vulnerabilities in existing architectures and how attackers could take advantantage of them. Towards this end, we present a survey of existing dialogue system vulnerabilities in security and privacy. We define chatbot security and give some background regarding the state of the art in the field. This analysis features a comprehensive description of potential attacks of each module in a typical chatbot architecture: the client module, communication module, response generation module, and database module.2020 IEEE Other Speech Data Voice-based Assistance in a privacy preserving mannerUnintended data disclosure Overview of existing dialogue system vulnerabilities in security and privacy.None None
A Survey on Privacy-Preserving Data Mining MethodsYang, Yunlu; Zhou, Yajian;In recent years, the increase in massive data in various fields has promoted the development of data mining. Still, the storage and mining of user data bring about the threat of privacy leakage. Researches on privacy-preserving data mining have become an increasingly significant research area. Focusing on the hidden dangers of privacy leakage in data mining methods, three leading privacy-preserving technologies came into being, which are data distortion technology, data encryption technology, and restricted publication technology. In this paper, we introduce and summarize the latest researches based on these privacy-preserving technologies. Besides, we describe the state-of-art research trends on privacy-preserving data mining methods in image processing and natural language processing.2020 Google Scholar Other complex sensitive information / unstructured dataMining according to privacy policies Profiling Overview over the research fieldNone None
Data Leakage Detection and Prevention: Review and Research DirectionsSuvendu Kumar NayakAnanta Charan OjhaDisclosure of confidential data to an unauthorized person, internal or external to the organization is termed as data leakage. It may happen inadvertently or deliberately by a person. Data leakage inflicts huge financial and nonfinancial losses to the organization. Whereas data is a critical asset for an organization, recurrent data leakage incidents create growing concern. This paper defines data leakage detection and prevention system and characterizes it based on different states of data, deployment points and leakage detection approaches. Further, this paper follows a systematic literature review considering a decade of the existing research efforts and makes a critical analysis thereof to highlight the issues and research gaps therein. The paper then proposes important research directions in the field of data leakage detection and prevention. This review helps fellow researchers and interested readers understand the research problem, appreciate the state-of-the-art techniques addressing the research problem, draw attention toward the research challenges and derive motivation for further research in this promising field.2020 Springer Other complex sensitive information / unstructured dataprotecting sensitive Information in unstructured textData Linkage Overview over the research fieldNone None
Enhancing Privacy Preservation in Speech Data PublishingZhang, Guanglin; Ni, Sifan; Zhao, Ping;In speech data publishing, users' data privacy is disclosed and thereby more privacy of users is breached since speech data contains a large amount of information about speakers. Existing work focused on sanitization in speech content, speakers' voice, and data descriptions, without considering the correlation of speech content and speaker's voice. Therefore, these existing work cannot protect speakers' data privacy when attackers utilize such correlation to identify speakers' speech data. To tackle this problem, in this article, we propose a protocol to decrease such potential risks in speech data publishing while keeping the balance of privacy preservation and data utility. Specifically, we define both the risks of privacy disclosure and the data utility loss in speech content, speaker's voice, and data set description. Moreover, we do the first attempt to formalize the correlation between speech content and speaker's voice and regard it as a new kind of privacy leakage risk. Thereafter, we utilize the classifier in machine learning and optimize speech data sanitization considering the defined risks of privacy disclosure and data utility loss. Finally, simulation results validate the effectiveness of the proposed protocol.2020 Google Scholar General Speech Data Privacy Preserving Information SharingProfiling Speech de-identification Speech Processing Statistical & NN
Privacy-Enhanced Emotion Recognition Approach for Remote Health Advisory SystemM. ThenmozhiK. NarmadhaSpeech recognition also known as voice recognition involves in identifying the words in the speech and translates it into machine-readable form. Speech recognition applications are currently being used for health care and special needs’ assistance such as transcription of medical reports, conversational systems, command and control. The main benefit of this technology is that it can be accessed from anywhere at any time. Hence, it is now being popularly adopted for remote health advisory system especially for elderly patients. This system involves in sending a patient’s voice from a remote location for whom medical advice is required. The caregiver or the therapists provide medical advice based on the recognized voice. In the literature, many techniques exist for automatic speech recognition. However, the existing works do not much concentrate on providing technique for speech analysis and classification useful for remote health advisory system. And moreover, the existing works have not focussed on the privacy issue that arises while sending patient’s voice to a remote server. Thus, in this paper a privacy-enhanced voice recognition approach for health advisory system has been proposed to solve the limitations in the existing works.2020 Springer Medicine Speech Data Voice-Based Healthcare in a private mannerIdentification Speech De-Identification Speech Processing NN
Exploiting Privacy-preserving Voice Query in Healthcare-based Voice Assistant SystemT. Altuwaiyan; M. Hadian; S. Rubel; X. LiangVoice Assistant Systems (VAS) such as Amazon Echo and Google Home are becoming a popular technology for medical health systems among patients and caregivers. The VAS devices allow patients and caregivers to interact with them via voice commands. In most cases, the users' private voice data is fully disclosed to the VAS server, which may raise severe privacy concerns, especially in case of medical information which are clearly sensitive. In this paper, we propose a privacy-preserving voice query scheme in the healthcare-based voice assistant system, which enables the users to use voice commands for uploading medical data and later retrieving them. The VAS server in this case has no access to the original voice command or the data stored but it can accurately respond to user's query. Our scheme consists of two voice matching techniques with weak and strong privacy levels, where the former discloses only the voice feature, and not the original voice to the server. The latter further uses an obfuscation function to hide the voice features, thus the data is fully protected. We evaluate the performance of our proposed scheme by conducting experiments on self-generated voice data set, from three different languages, English, Chinese, and Arabic. We prove that our proposed scheme can achieve the privacy preservation of the voice data, and up to 98% accuracy in responding to voice queries.2020 IEEE Medicine Speech Data Voice-Based Healthcare in a private mannerProfiling Speech De-Identification Speech Processing & Morphological Analysis Statistical
Speaker Anonymization for Personal Information Protection Using Voice Conversion TechniquesYoo, IC; Lee, K; Leem, S; Oh, H; Ko, B; Yook, DAs speech-based user interfaces integrated in the devices such as AI speakers become ubiquitous, a large amount of user voice data is being collected to enhance the accuracy of speech recognition systems. Since such voice data contain personal information that can endanger the privacy of users, the issue of privacy protection in the speech data has garnered increasing attention after the introduction of the General Data Protection Regulation in the EU, which implies that restrictions and safety measures for the use of speech data become essential. This study aims to filter the speaker-related voice biometrics present in speech data such as voice fingerprint without altering the linguistic content to preserve the usefulness of the data while protecting the privacy of users. To achieve this, we propose an algorithm that produces anonymized speeches by adopting many-to-many voice conversion techniques based on variational autoencoders (VAEs) and modifying the speaker identity vectors of the VAE input to anonymize the speech data. We validated the effectiveness of the proposed method by measuring the speaker-related information and the original linguistic information retained in the resultant speech, using an open source speaker recognizer and a deep neural network-based automatic speech recognizer, respectively. Using the proposed method, the speaker identification accuracy of the speech data was reduced to 0.1-9.2%, indicating successful anonymization, while the speech recognition accuracy was maintained as 78.2-81.3%.2020 Web of Science General Speech Data Voice-based Service in a private mannerIdentification Speech De-Identification Speech Processing NN
Voice-indistinguishability: Protecting voiceprint in privacy-preserving speech data releaseHan, Yaowei; Li, Sheng; Cao, Yang; Ma, Qiang; Yoshikawa, Masatoshi;With the development of smart devices, such as the Amazon Echo and Apple's HomePod, speech data have become a new dimension of big data. However, privacy and security concerns may hinder the collection and sharing of real-world speech data, which contain the speaker's identifiable information, i.e., voiceprint, which is considered a type of biometric identifier. Current studies on voiceprint privacy protection do not provide either a meaningful privacy-utility trade-off or a formal and rigorous definition of privacy. In this study, we design a novel and rigorous privacy metric for voiceprint privacy, which is referred to as voice-indistinguishability, by extending differential privacy. We also propose mechanisms and frameworks for privacy-preserving speech data release satisfying voice-indistinguishability. Experiments on public datasets verify the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed methods.2020 Google Scholar Other Speech Data Voice-based Service in a private mannerIdentification Speech De-Identification Speech Processing Statistical & NN
Privacy-Enabled Smart Home Framework with Voice AssistantSingh, Deepika; Psychoula, Ismini; Merdivan, Erinc; Kropf, Johannes; Hanke, Sten; Sandner, Emanuel; Chen, Liming; Holzinger, Andreas;Smart home environment plays a prominent role in improving the quality of life of the residents by enabling home automation, health care and safety through various Internet of Things (IoT) devices. However, a large amount of data generated by sensors in a smart home environment heighten security and privacy concerns among potential users. Some of the data can be sensitive as it contains information about users’ private activities, location, behavioural patterns and health status. Other concerns of the users are towards the distribution and sharing of data to third parties. In this chapter, we propose privacy-enabled smart home framework consisting of three major components: activity recognition and occupancy detection, privacy-preserving data management and voice assistant. The proposed platform includes unobtrusive sensors for multiple occupancy detection and activity recognition. The privacy-enabled voice assistant performs interaction with smart home. We also present a detailed description of system architecture with service middleware.2020 Google Scholar Other Speech Data Voice-based Service in a private mannerProfiling Speech De-Identification Speech Processing NN
Anonymization for the GDPR in the Context of Citizen and Customer Relationship Management and NLPFrancopoulo, Gil; Schaub, Léon-Paul;The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is the regulation in the European Economic Area (EEA) law on data protection and privacy for all citizens. There is a dilemma between sharing data and their subjects’ confidentiality to respect GDPR in the commercial, legal and administrative sectors of activity. Moreover, the case of text data poses an additional difficulty: suppressing the personal information without deteriorating the semantic argumentation expressed in the text in order to apply a subsequent process like a thematic detection, an opinion mining or a chatbot. We listed five functional requirements for an anonymization process but we faced some difficulties to implement a solution that fully meets these requirements. Finally, and following an engineering approach, we propose a practical compromise which currently satisfies our users and could also be applied to other sectors like the medical or financial ones.2020 Google Scholar Law Privacy Policies Ease the automation process of privacy regulating documentsCompliance with RequirementsSuggestion of security and privacy requirements for text miningNone None
A Machine Learning Based Methodology for Automatic Annotation and Anonymisation of Privacy-Related Items in Textual Documents for Justice DomainBeniamino Di MartinoFiammetta MarulliPietro LupiAlessandra CataldiTextual resources annotation is currently performed both manually by human experts selecting hand-crafted features and automatically by any trained systems. Human experts annotations are very accurate but require heavy effort in compilation and most often are not publicly accessible. Automatic approaches save efforts but don’t perform yet with the required accuracy, mostly because of the great difficulty and labor required to represent domain experts’ knowledge in a machine readable format. This work tackles the issue of automatically annotate plain text resources; it was motivated by the need of supporting Italian justice officers in detecting sensible information included in large amounts of judgements documents, for privacy preservation aims. We suggest a novel methodology, based on unsupervised machine learning techniques, to facilitate human experts in detecting sensible information. We performed experiments over about 20.000 plain text documents and we obtained an accuracy rate of about 75%, in the preliminary validation stage.2021 Springer Law complex sensitive information / unstructured dataAnnotation Automatization Sensitive Information in unstructured DataCollect annotated corpus Semantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisNN
A Novel COVID-19 Data Set and an Effective Deep Learning Approach for the De-Identification of Italian Medical RecordsR. Catelli; F. Gargiulo; V. Casola; G. De Pietro; H. Fujita; M. EspositoIn the last years, the need to de-identify privacy-sensitive information within Electronic Health Records (EHRs) has become increasingly felt and extremely relevant to encourage the sharing and publication of their content in accordance with the restrictions imposed by both national and supranational privacy authorities. In the field of Natural Language Processing (NLP), several deep learning techniques for Named Entity Recognition (NER) have been applied to face this issue, significantly improving the effectiveness in identifying sensitive information in EHRs written in English. However, the lack of data sets in other languages has strongly limited their applicability and performance evaluation. To this aim, a new de-identification data set in Italian has been developed in this work, starting from the 115 COVID-19 EHRs provided by the Italian Society of Radiology (SIRM): 65 were used for training and development, the remaining 50 were used for testing. The data set was labelled following the guidelines of the i2b2 2014 de-identification track. As additional contribution, combined with the best performing Bi-LSTM + CRF sequence labeling architecture, a stacked word representation form, not yet experimented for the Italian clinical de-identification scenario, has been tested, based both on a contextualized linguistic model to manage word polysemy and its morpho-syntactic variations and on sub-word embeddings to better capture latent syntactic and semantic similarities. Finally, other cutting-edge approaches were compared with the proposed model, which achieved the best performance highlighting the goodness of the promoted approach.2021 IEEE Medicine patient health information (PHI) / electronic health records (EHRs)Annotation Collection Annotations and their Quality Collect annotated corpus Semantic Analysis NN
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Combining contextualized word representation and sub-document level analysis through Bi-LSTM+CRF architecture for clinical de-identificationCatelli, Rosario; Casola, Valentina; De Pietro, Giuseppe; Fujita, Hamido; Esposito, MassimoClinical de-identification aims to identify Protected Health Information in clinical data, enabling data sharing and publication. First automatic de-identification systems were based on rules or on machine learning methods, limited by language changes, lack of context awareness and time consuming feature engineering. Newer deep learning techniques for sequence labeling have shown better results with a reduction in feature engineering efforts and the use of word representation techniques in vector space. However, they are not able to jointly represent the polysemic and context-dependent nature of words, as well as their morpho-syntactic mutations characteristic of handwriting. To address these limitations, a new de-identification approach based on deep learning techniques for Named Entity Recognition has been proposed, whose key factors are: (i) a Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory + Conditional Random Field architecture for sequence labeling that takes advantage of the widest possible representation context; (ii) a contextualized language model, working at character level, to capture the polysemy of words and manage the morpho-syntactic variations typical of handwritten notes; (iii) more word representations stacked to better capture latent syntactic and semantic similarities. This approach has been tested on the official Informatics for Integrating Biology & the Bedside 2014 de-identification dataset, showing similar or higher performance than state of the art with respect to category and binary recognition, but without any feature engineering or handcrafted rules. The experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, in particular with regard to category level recognition which is essential to correctly replace entities with surrogates for anonymization purposes.2021 ScienceDirect Medicine patient health information (PHI) / clinical notesPrivacy Preserving Information SharingSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)De-identification Semantic Analysis NN
A deep reinforcement learning model for data sanitization in IoT networksAhmed, Usman; Srivastava, Gautam; Lin, Jerry Chun-Wei;User-generated textual data is rich in content and has been used in many user behavioral modeling tasks. However, it could also leak user private-attribute information that they may not want to disclose such as age and location. User’s privacy concerns mandate data publishers to protect privacy. One effective way is to anonymize the textual data. In this paper, we study the problem of textual data anonymization and propose a novel Reinforcement Learning-based Text Anonymizor, RLTA, which addresses the problem of private-attribute leakage while preserving the utility of textual data. Our approach first extracts a latent representation of the original text w.r.t. a given task, then leverages deep reinforcement learning to automatically learn an optimal strategy for manipulating text representations w.r.t. the received privacy and utility feedback. Experiments show the effectiveness of this approach in terms of preserving both privacy and utility.2021 Google Scholar Other User Generated Content (UGC)protecting sensitive Information in unstructured textMisusage of Sensitive Information by Data Collector or AdversaryDe-identification / Obfuscating AuthorshipSemantic Analysis NN
A Conceptual Framework for Sensitive Big Data PublishingNancy VictorDaphne LopezBig data can be referred to as the massive quantity of data which is collected from numerous sources at high velocities in different data formats. Social network data, medical data and sensor data comprise the major sources of big data. One of the major concerns with data includes the privacy of the data owner while publishing the data. Various anonymization mechanisms have been proposed for handling the privacy concerns associated with relational databases. This paper proposes a conceptual big data framework for anonymizing social network data before publishing it. Natural language processing techniques have been combined with Lambda architecture for efficiently processing social network data and publishing.2021 Springer Social Network User Generated Content (UGC)Privacy Preserving Information SharingUnintended data disclosure Designing a Big Data Framework for Publishing Social Media DataSemantic Analysis Statistical
Artificial Empathy for Clinical Companion Robots with Privacy-By-DesignMiguel Vargas MartinEduardo Pérez ValleSheri HorsburghWe present a prototype whereby we enabled a humanoid robot to be used to assist mental health patients and their families. Our approach removes the need for Cloud-based automatic speech recognition systems to address healthcare privacy expectations. Furthermore, we describe how the robot could be used in a mental health facility by giving directions from patient selection to metrics for evaluation. Our overarching goal is to make the robot interaction as natural as possible to the point where the robot can develop artificial empathy for the human companion through the interpretation of vocals and facial expressions to infer emotions.2021 Springer Medicine Speech Data Voice-Based Healthcare in a private mannerUnintended data disclosure Designing a locally deployed systemSpeech Processing NN
Toward a Privacy Guard for Cloud-Based Home Assistants and IoT DevicesRadja BoukharrouAhmed-Chawki ChaoucheKhaoula MahdjarThe Internet of Things is a technology which is dominating our lives, making it more comfortable, safer and smarter. Using smart speakers as voice assistants for smart homes provides valuable service and an easy control of IoT devices, despite allowing the emergence of privacy threats and disclosing sensitive data about users. In this paper, we propose to associate with any smart personal assistant a privacy guard gateway (PGG for short) in order to mitigate privacy issues related to cloud-based devices, like profiling and linkage. In an original way, the PGG system is based on a noise addition mechanism that injects dummy requests according to some selected strategy, without the user’s activities being stored during the operation. A case study of our approach is experimented with a Google Home Assistant, in order to show its effectiveness.2021 Springer Other Speech Data Voice-based Assistance in a privacy preserving mannerDisclosure of sensitive Data Designing a Privacy Guard for Cloud-Based Home Assistants and IoT DevicesSpeech Processing & Morphological AnalysisNN
Context-Rich Privacy Leakage Analysis Through Inferring Apps in Smart Home IoTY. Luo; L. Cheng; H. Hu; G. Peng; D. YaoEmerging Internet of Things (IoT) systems leverage connected devices to enable intelligent and automated functionalities. Despite the benefits, there exist privacy risks of network traffic, which have been studied by the previous research. However, with the current privacy inference remaining at the event-level, potential privacy risks are underestimated, which, as our study shows, can be much higher than previously reported through app-level traffic analysis. A key observation of our research is that IoT event-triggered traffic is generated by apps, which often adopt an if-trigger-then-action (trigger–action) programming paradigm. We utilize this feature to develop fingerprints to differentiate running apps and learn context-rich privacy-sensitive information from apps. In this article, we present a privacy leakage analysis called ALTA to infer running apps in smart home IoT environments. First, ALTA identifies app fingerprints through static analysis and extracts sensitive information from app descriptions and input prompts. Then, through dynamic traffic profiling, it learns traffic fingerprints of apps. Finally, ALTA matches the fingerprints of app and traffic, and thus is able to pinpoint which app is running from IoT traffic at runtime. To demonstrate the feasibility of our approach, we analyze 254 SmartThings applications via program and natural language processing (NLP) analysis. We also perform the app inference evaluation on 31 apps executed in a simulated smart home. The results suggest that ALTA can effectively infer running apps from IoT traffic and learn context-rich information (e.g., health conditions, daily routines, and user activities) from apps with high accuracy.2021 IEEE Other complex sensitive information / unstructured dataInvestigating the potential Privacy Impact of smart phone appsHandling of sensitive data by applicationsDetecting privacy-sensitive information / activitiesSemantic Analysis Statistical & NN
An OOV Recognition Based Approach to Detecting Sensitive Information in Dialogue Texts of Electric Power Customer ServicesXiao LiangNingyu AnNing WuYunfeng ZouLijiao ZhaoSensitive word recognition technology is of great significance to the protection of enterprise privacy data. In electric power custom services systems, the dialogue texts recording the conversational information between electric power customers and the customer services staffs contain some sensitive information of electric power customers. However, the colloquialism and synonyms in dialogue texts often make sensitive information recognition more difficult. In this paper, we proposed an out-of-vocabulary (OOV) approach for recognizing sensitive words in the dialogue texts of electric power customer services. We combine the semantic similarity based on word embeddings and structural semantic similarity based on HowNet for recognizing sensitive OOV words in the dialogue texts. The related experiments were made, and the experimental results show that our method has higher recognition accuracy in comparison with the popular approaches.2021 Springer Other complex sensitive information / unstructured dataProtecting sensitive Information in unstructured textUnintended data disclosure Detecting privacy-sensitive information / activitiesSemantic Analysis NN
A Method for Generating Synthetic Electronic Medical Record TextJ. Guan; R. Li; S. Yu; X. ZhangMachine learning (ML) and Natural Language Processing (NLP) have achieved remarkable success in many fields and have brought new opportunities and high expectation in the analyses of medical data, of which the most common type is the massive free-text electronic medical records (EMR). However, the free EMR texts are lacking consistent standards, rich of private information, and limited in availability. Also, it is often hard to have a balanced number of samples for the types of diseases under study. These problems hinder the development of ML and NLP methods for EMR data analysis. To tackle these problems, we developed a model called Medical Text Generative Adversarial Network or mtGAN, to generate synthetic EMR text. It is based on the GAN framework and is trained by the REINFORCE algorithm. It takes disease tags as inputs and generates synthetic texts as EMRs for the corresponding diseases. We evaluate the model from micro-level, macro-level and application-level on a Chinese EMR text dataset. The results show that the method has a good capacity to fit real data and can generate realistic and diverse EMR samples. This provides a novel way to avoid potential leakage of patient privacy while still supply sufficient well-controlled cohort data for developing downstream ML and NLP methods.2021 IEEE Medicine Synthetic Data Generation Privacy Preserving Information SharingSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)Generation of Synthetic Data Semantic Analysis NN
Exsense: Extract sensitive information from unstructured dataGuo, Yongyan; Liu, Jiayong; Tang, Wenwu; Huang, ChengLarge-scale sensitive information leakage incidents are frequently reported in recent years. Once sensitive information is leaked, it may lead to serious effects. In this context, sensitive information leakage has long been a question of great interest in the field of cybersecurity. However, most sensitive information resides in unstructured data. Therefore, how to extract sensitive information from voluminous unstructured data has become one of the greatest challenges. To address the above challenges, we propose a method named ExSense for extracting sensitive information from unstructured data, which utilizes the content-based and context-based extract mechanism. On the one hand, the method uses regular matching to extract sensitive information with predictable patterns. On the other hand, we build a model named BERT-BiLSTM-Attention for extracting sensitive information with natural language processing. This model uses the latest BERT algorithm to accomplish word embedding and extracts sensitive information by using BiLSTM and attention mechanism, with an F1 score of 99.15%. Experimental results on real-world datasets show that ExSense has a higher detection rate than using individual methods (i.e., content analysis and context analysis). In addition, we analyze about a million texts on Pastebin, and the results prove that ExSense can extract sensitive information from unstructured data effectively.2021 ScienceDirect General complex sensitive information / unstructured dataprotecting sensitive Information in unstructured textSensitive Information in unstructured DataInformation Extraction from large-scale unstructured textual dataSemantic Analysis NN
Analysis of gender and identity issues in depression detection on de-identified speechLopez-Otero, Paula; Docio-Fernandez, LauraResearch in the area of automatic monitoring of emotional state from speech permits envisaging future novel applications for the remote monitoring of some common mental disorders, such as depression. However, these tools raise some privacy concerns since speech is sent via telephone or the Internet, and it is further stored or processed in remote servers. Speaker de-identification can be used to protect the privacy of these patients, but this procedure might affect the ability to perceive the disease when using automatic depression detection approaches. It is also important that the resulting de-identified speech has enough quality since practitioners may need to listen to the recordings to assess the patients’ state. This paper performs an extensive analysis of depression detection from de-identified speech using different de-identification approaches based on voice conversion. In previous work, a de-identification technique based on pretrained transformation functions was assessed in the context of depression detection. That strategy is speaker-independent (i.e. not speaker-specific) and gender-independent (i.e. the gender of the speaker is not necessarily preserved), which makes it possible to implement it in a real-world scenario where no parallel training data is required between input and source speakers. This paper aims at analyzing different aspects of the aforementioned speaker de-identification approach in a depression detection scenario: 1) compare the performance of the proposed speaker-independent technique with a speaker-dependent setting where parallel data between input and source speaker are available; 2) analyze how this system behaves when the gender of the speaker is preserved, since this might be a desirable feature and has not been addressed in previous work; 3) assess the performance of two different voice conversion methods in a setting where a limited amount of training data is available; specifically de-identification based on frequency warping and amplitude scaling (FW+AS) was compared with a strategy based on generative adversarial networks (GAN). Experimental validation was carried out in the framework of the Audio/Visual Emotion Challenge 2014, and the results suggest that speaker-independent and gender-dependent de-identification is the most suitable option for depression level estimation since the trade-off between de-identification and depression estimation performances was superior to the other alternatives. In addition, the results suggest that the de-identification approach based on GAN achieves better de-identification performance than FW+AS while achieving comparable results for depression detection.2021 ScienceDirect Medicine Speech Data Voice-Based Healthcare in a private mannerIdentification Speech De-Identification Speech Processing NN
Semantic knowledge and privacy in the physical webDas P.K., Kashyap A., Singh G., Matuszek C., Finin T., Joshi A.In the past few years, the Internet of Things has started to become a reality; however, its growth has been hampered by privacy and security concerns. One promising approach is to use Semantic Web technologies to mitigate privacy concerns in an informed, flexible way. We present CARLTON, a framework for managing data privacy for entities in a Physical Web deployment using Semantic Web technologies. CARLTON uses context-sensitive privacy policies to protect privacy of organizational and personnel data. We provide use case scenarios where natural language queries for data are handled by the system, and show how privacy policies may be used to manage data privacy in such scenarios, based on an ontology of concepts that can be used as rule antecedents in customizable privacy policies. © 2016, CEUR-WS. All rights reserved.2016 SCOPUS Law Privacy Policies Automated and Flexible Rule EnforcementCompliance with RequirementsAutomated Compliance CheckerMorphological Analysis Rule based & Statistical & NN
VerHealth: Vetting Medical Voice Applications through Policy EnforcementShezan, Faysal Hossain; Hu, Hang; Wang, Gang; Tian, YuanHealthcare applications on Voice Personal Assistant System (e.g., Amazon Alexa), have shown a great promise to deliver personalized health services via a conversational interface. However, concerns are also raised about privacy, safety, and service quality. In this paper, we propose VerHealth, to systematically assess health-related applications on Alexa for how well they comply with existing privacy and safety policies. VerHealth contains a static module and a dynamic module based on machine learning that can trigger and detect violation behaviors hidden deep in the interaction threads. We use VerHealth to analyze 813 health-related applications on Alexa by sending over 855,000 probing questions and analyzing 863,000 responses. We also consult with three medical school students (domain experts) to confirm and assess the potential violations. We show that violations are quite common, e.g., 86.36% of them miss disclaimers when providing medical information; 30.23% of them store user physical or mental health data without approval. Domain experts believe that the applications' medical suggestions are often factually-correct but are of poor relevance, and applications should have asked more questions before providing suggestions for over half of the cases. Finally, we use our results to discuss possible directions for improvements.2020 ACM Medicine Speech Data Voice-Based Healthcare in a private mannerCompliance with RequirementsAutomated Privacy Assessment of health Related Alexa Application Semantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisRule based & NN
Privacy-aware text rewriting Xu Q., Qu L., Xu C., Cui R.Biased decisions made by automatic systems have led to growing concerns in research communities. Recent work from the NLP community focuses on building systems that make fair decisions based on text. Instead of relying on unknown decision systems or human decision-makers, we argue that a better way to protect data providers is to remove the trails of sensitive information before publishing the data. In light of this, we propose a new privacy-aware text rewriting task and explore two privacy-aware back-translation methods for the task, based on adversarial training and approximate fairness risk. Our extensive experiments on three real-world datasets with varying demo-graphical attributes show that our methods are effective in obfuscating sensitive attributes. We have also observed that the fairness risk method retains better semantics and fluency, while the adversarial training method tends to leak less sensitive information. © 2019 Association for Computational Linguistics2019 SCOPUS Other User Generated Content (UGC)protecting sensitive Information in unstructured textHandling of sensitive data by applicationsAutomated Rewriting Semantic Analysis Statistical & NN
Towards integrating the FLG framework with the NLP combinatory frameworkRabinia A., Dragoni M., Ghanavati S.Automatic modeling of privacy regulations is a highly demanded goal in requirements engineering. The FOL-based Legal-GRL (FLG) is a semi-automated goal-oriented modeling framework for extracting and representing the legal requirements of IT systems. One limitation of the FLG framework, however, is its manual requirements extraction process. Manual extraction of legal requirements is cumbersome, error-prone, and time-consuming. To overcome this shortcoming, we integrate this requirements modeling framework with another framework that combines several natural language processing (NLP) approaches. This Combinatory framework specifically exploits NLP techniques, such as Part-Of-Speech tagging and syntactic parsing, along with NLP tools, such as C&C and Boxer, to propose an automated approach for extraction of rules from legal texts. This approach enables us to fully automate the FLG framework in order to propose a comprehensive framework for modeling privacy regulations and other legal requirements. This paper outlines the two frameworks and their integration process. Copyright © 2019, Association for the Advancement of Artificial Intelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved.SCOPUS Law Privacy Policies Automatic modeling of privacy regulationsComplexity of Privacy PoliciesAutomatic modeling of privacy regulationsSemantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisRule based & Statistical & NN
Usable privacy and security for personal information managementKarat C.-M., Brodie C., Karat J.IBM T.J. Watson Research Center in Hawthorne, NY, focuses on the design and development of policy SPARCLE, authoring and transformation tools that enable organizations to create machine-readable policies for real-time enforcement decisions. Usable privacy and security technology is a critical need in the management of personal information, and should be a part of the initial design considerations for technology applications, systems, and devices that involves personal information collection, access, and communications. SPARCLE will enable individuals to be able to know that the policies are enforced within the organizations by their own processes. The prototype workbench transforms natural language rules through the use of natural language parsing technology into machine-readable XML code. The tools promise to give organizations a verifiable path from the written form of privacy rule to real-time enforcement decisions regarding access to personal information.2006 SCOPUS Law Privacy Policies Automated and Flexible Rule EnforcementCompliance with RequirementsAutomatic policy enforcement Semantic Analysis Rule based
Automatic policy enforcement on semantic social dataNguyen T.-V.T., Fornara N., Marfia F.Web-based data collection of non-reactive data is becoming increasingly important for many social science fields. Being able to introduce and automatically enforce policies that regulate the collection and the use of those data is crucial for taking into account the privacy and confidentiality wishes of data providers. Those policies are currently expressed in natural language or in a language lacking a formal semantics, therefore, in order to comply with them researchers need to apply them manually. It is therefore clear that realizing new technologies for automatically supporting the enforcement and monitoring of various type of policies in Web-based data collection is an important open issue. In this paper, we propose an application independent formal model of policies that can be automatically enforced and whose specification allows to take into account the meaning of the managed data. Given that for enforcing the policies on the collected data, their semantics is crucial, in this paper we propose an OWL 2 Social Network Ontology to capture the nature of social network data collected from the Web. We also propose techniques for semantic enrichment of the data, which are then exploited in the specification and enforcement of the formalized policies. © 2015 - IOS Press and the authors. All rights reserved.2015 SCOPUS Law Privacy Policies Automated and Flexible Rule EnforcementCompliance with RequirementsAutomatic policy enforcement on semantic social dataSemantic Analysis NN
On privacy preservation in text and document-based active learning for named entity recognitionOlsson F. The preservation of the privacy of persons mentioned in text requires the ability to automatically recognize and identify names. Named entity recognition is a mature field and most current approaches are based on supervised machine learning techniques. Such learning requires the presence of labeled examples on which to train; training examples are usually provided to the learner on the form of annotated corpora. Creating and annotating corpora is a tedious, meticulous and error prone process; obtaining good training examples is a hard task in itself. This paper describes the development and in-depth empirical investigation of a method, called BootMark, for bootstrapping the marking up of named entities in textual documents. Experimental results show that BootMark requires a human annotator to manually annotate fewer documents in order to produce a named entity recognizer with a given performance, than would be needed if the documents forming the basis for the recognizer were randomly drawn from the same corpus. The investigation further indicates that the primary gain obtained by BootMark compared to passive learning is in terms of higher recall. Thus, it is argued, the recognizers are suitable for use in privacy preservation applications. Copyright 2009 ACM.2009 SCOPUS General complex sensitive information / unstructured dataAnnotation Process Support Complexity of Privacy PoliciesCollect annotated corpus Semantic Analysis Rule based
A framenet for cancer information in clinical narratives: Schema and annotationRoberts K., Si Y., Gandhi A., Bernstam E.V.This paper presents a pilot project named Cancer FrameNet. The project's goal is a general-purpose natural language processing (NLP) resource for cancer-related information in clinical notes (i.e., patient records in an electronic health record system). While previous cancer NLP annotation projects have largely been ad hoc resources to address a specific and immediate information need, the frame semantic method employed here emphasizes the information presented in the notes themselves and its linguistic structure. To this end, three semantic frames (targeting the high-level tasks of cancer diagnoses, cancer therapeutic procedures, and tumor descriptions) are created and annotated on a clinical text corpus. Prior to annotation, candidate sentences are extracted from a clinical data warehouse and de-identified to remove any private information. The frames are then annotated with the three frames totaling over thirty frame elements. This paper describes these steps in the pilot project and discusses issues encountered to evaluate the feasibility of general-purpose linguistic resources for extracting cancer-related information. © LREC 2018 - 11th International Conference on Language Resources and Evaluation. All rights reserved.2018 SCOPUS Medicine patient health information (PHI) / free clinical textAnnotations for research accelerationSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)Collect annotated corpus Semantic Analysis Statistical & NN
Analyzing Privacy Policies at Scale: From Crowdsourcing to Automated AnnotationsWilson, Shomir; Schaub, Florian; Liu, Frederick; Sathyendra, Kanthashree Mysore; Smullen, Daniel; Zimmeck, Sebastian; Ramanath, Rohan; Story, Peter; Liu, Fei; Sadeh, Norman; Smith, Noah A.Website privacy policies are often long and difficult to understand. While research shows that Internet users care about their privacy, they do not have the time to understand the policies of every website they visit, and most users hardly ever read privacy policies. Some recent efforts have aimed to use a combination of crowdsourcing, machine learning, and natural language processing to interpret privacy policies at scale, thus producing annotations for use in interfaces that inform Internet users of salient policy details. However, little attention has been devoted to studying the accuracy of crowdsourced privacy policy annotations, how crowdworker productivity can be enhanced for such a task, and the levels of granularity that are feasible for automatic analysis of privacy policies. In this article, we present a trajectory of work addressing each of these topics. We include analyses of crowdworker performance, evaluation of a method to make a privacy-policy oriented task easier for crowdworkers, a coarse-grained approach to labeling segments of policy text with descriptive themes, and a fine-grained approach to identifying user choices described in policy text. Together, the results from these efforts show the effectiveness of using automated and semi-automated methods for extracting from privacy policies the data practice details that are salient to Internet users’ interests.2018 ACM Law Privacy Policies Ease the comprehension of Privacy PoliciesComplexity of Privacy PoliciesCollect annotated corpus Morphological Analysis Statistical
A Large Publicly Available Corpus of Website Privacy Policies Based on DMOZZaeem, Razieh Nokhbeh; Barber, K Suzanne;Studies have shown website privacy policies are too long and hard to comprehend for their target audience. These studies and a more recent body of research that utilizes machine learning and natural language processing to automatically summarize privacy policies greatly benefit, if not rely on, corpora of privacy policies collected from the web. While there have been smaller annotated corpora of web privacy policies made public, we are not aware of any large publicly available corpus. We use DMOZ, a massive open-content directory of the web, and its manually categorized 1.5 million websites, to collect hundreds of thousands of privacy policies associated with their categories, enabling research on privacy policies across different categories/market sectors. We review statistics of this corpus and make it available for research. We also obtain valuable insights about privacy policies, e.g., which websites post them less often. Our corpus of web privacy policies is a valuable tool at the researchers’ disposal to investigate privacy policies. For example, it facilitates comparison among different methods of privacy policy summarization by providing a benchmark, and can be used in unsupervised machine learning to automatically digest privacy policies.2021 Google Scholar Law Privacy Policies Ease the comprehension of Privacy PoliciesComplexity of Privacy PoliciesCollect annotated corpus Semantic Analysis Statistical
Question answering for privacy policies: Combining computational and legal perspectivesRavichander A., Black A., Wilson S., Norton T., Sadeh N.Privacy policies are long and complex documents that are difficult for users to read and understand, and yet, they have legal effects on how user data is collected, managed and used. Ideally, we would like to empower users to inform themselves about issues that matter to them, and enable them to selective explore those issues. We present PRIVACYQA, a corpus consisting of 1750 questions about the privacy policies of mobile applications, and over 3500 expert annotations of relevant answers. We observe that a strong neural baseline underperforms human performance by almost 0.3 F1 on PRIVACYQA, suggesting considerable room for improvement for future systems. Further, we use this dataset to shed light on challenges to question answerability, with domain-general implications for any question answering system. The PRIVACYQA corpus offers a challenging corpus for question answering, with genuine real-world utility. © 2019 Association for Computational Linguistics2019 SCOPUS Law Privacy Policies Paying more Attention to Privacy Policies & Ease the comprehension of Privacy PoliciesComplexity of Privacy PoliciesCollect annotated corpus Morphological Analysis Rule based & NN
An emerging strategy for privacy preserving databases: Differential privacyRashid F., Miri A. Data De-identification and Differential Privacy are two possible approaches for providing data security and user privacy. Data de-identification is the process where the personal identifiable information of individuals is extracted to create anonymized databases. Data de-identification has been used for quite some time in industry to sanitize data before it is outsourced for data-mining purposes. Differential privacy attempts to protect sensitive data by adding an appropriate level of noise to the output of a query or to the primary database so that the presence or the absence of a single piece of information will not significantly alter the query output. Recent work in the literature has highlighted the risk of re-identification of information in a de-identified data set. In this paper, we provide a comprehensive comparison of these two privacy-preserving strategies. Our results show that the differentially private trained models produce highly accurate data, while preserving data privacy, making them a reliable alternative to the data de-identification models. © Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020.2020 SCOPUS Medicine complex sensitive information / unstructured dataMining according to privacy policies Disclosure of sensitive data for analysisDe-identification Morphological Analysis Statistical
Anonimytext: Anonimization of unstructured documentsPerez-Lainez R., Iglesias A., De Pablo-Sanchez C.The anonymization of unstructured texts is nowadays a task of great importance in several text mining applications. Medical records anonymization is needed both to preserve personal health information privacy and enable further data mining efforts. The described ANONYMITEXT system is designed to de-identify sensible data from unstructured documents. It has been applied to Spanish clinical notes to recognize sensible concepts that would need to be removed if notes are used beyond their original scope. The system combines several medical knowledge resources with semantic clinical notes induced dictionaries. An evaluation of the semi-automatic process has been carried on a subset of the clinical notes on the most frequent attributes.2009 SCOPUS Medicine patient health information (PHI) / clinical notesMining according to privacy policies Sensitive Information in unstructured DataDe-identification Morphological Analysis Rule based
Secure secondary use of clinical data with cloud-based NLP services: Towards a highly scalable research infrastructureChristoph J., Griebel L., Leb I., Engel I., Köpcke F., Toddenroth D., Prokosch H.-U., Laufer J., Marquardt K., Sedlmayr M.Objectives: The secondary use of clinical data provides large opportunities for clinical and translational research as well as quality assurance projects. For such purposes, it is necessary to provide a flexible and scalable infrastructure that is compliant with privacy requirements. The major goals of the cloud4health project are to define such an architecture, to implement a technical prototype that fulfills these requirements and to evaluate it with three use cases. Methods: The architecture provides components for multiple data provider sites such as hospitals to extract free text as well as structured data from local sources and de-identify such data for further anonymous or pseu -donymous processing. Free text documentation is analyzed and transformed into structured information by text-mining services, which are provided within a cloud-computing environment. Thus, newly gained annotations can be integrated along with the already available structured data items and the resulting data sets can be uploaded to a central study portal for further analysis. Results: Based on the architecture design, a prototype has been implemented and is under evaluation in three clinical use cases. Data from several hundred patients provided by a University Hospital and a private hospital chain have already been processed. Conclusions: Cloud4health has shown how existing components for secondary use of structured data can be complemented with text-mining in a privacy compliant manner. The cloud-computing paradigm allows a flexible and dynamically adaptable service pro -vision that facilitates the adoption of services by data providers without own investments in respective hardware resources and software tools. ©  Schattauer 20152015 SCOPUS Medicine patient health information (PHI)Privacy Preserving Information SharingSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)De-identification Morphological Analysis Statistical & NN
Anonymization of sensitive information in medical health recordsSaluja B., Kumar G., Sedoc J., Callison-Burch C.Due to privacy constraints, clinical records with protected health information (PHI) cannot be directly shared. De-identification, i.e., the exhaustive removal, or replacement, of all mentioned PHI phrases has to be performed before making the clinical records available outside of hospitals. We have tried to identify PHI on medical records written in Spanish language. We applied two approaches for the anonymization of medical records in this paper. In the first approach, we gathered various token-level features and built a LinearSVC model which gave us F1 score of 0.861 on test data. In the other approach, we built a neural network involving an LSTM-CRF model which gave us a higher F1 score of 0.935 which is an improvement over the first approach. © 2019 CEUR-WS. All rights reserved.2019 SCOPUS Medicine patient health information (PHI) / clinical notesPrivacy Preserving Information SharingSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)De-identification Semantic Analysis NN
De-identification of free-text medical records using pre-trained bidirectional transformersJohnson A.E.W., Bulgarelli L., Pollard T.J.The ability of caregivers and investigators to share patient data is fundamental to many areas of clinical practice and biomedical research. Prior to sharing, it is often necessary to remove identifiers such as names, contact details, and dates in order to protect patient privacy. Deidentification, the process of removing identifiers, is challenging, however. High-quality annotated data for developing models is scarce; many target identifiers are highly heterogenous (for example, there are uncountable variations of patient names); and in practice anything less than perfect sensitivity may be considered a failure. Consequently, software for adequately deidentifying clinical data is not widely available. As a result patient data is often withheld when sharing would be beneficial, and identifiable patient data is often divulged when a deidentified version would suffice. In recent years, advances in machine learning methods have led to rapid performance improvements in natural language processing tasks, in particular with the advent of large-scale pretrained language models. In this paper we develop and evaluate an approach for deidentification of clinical notes based on a bidirectional transformer model. We propose human interpretable evaluation measures and demonstrate state of the art performance against modern baseline models. Finally, we highlight current challenges in deidentification, including the absence of clear annotation guidelines, lack of portability of models, and paucity of training data. Code to develop our model is open source and simple to install, allowing for broad reuse. © 2020 Owner/Author.2020 SCOPUS Medicine patient health information (PHI) / clinical notesPrivacy Preserving Information SharingSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)De-identification Semantic Analysis NN
NLNDE: The neither-language-nor-domain-experts’ way of Spanish medical document de-identificationLange L., Adel H., Strötgen J.Natural language processing has huge potential in the medical domain which recently led to a lot of research in this field. However, a prerequisite of secure processing of medical documents, e.g., patient notes and clinical trials, is the proper de-identification of privacy-sensitive information. In this paper, we describe our NLNDE system, with which we participated in the MEDDOCAN competition, the medical document anonymization task of IberLEF 2019. We address the task of detecting and classifying protected health information from Spanish data as a sequence-labeling problem and investigate different embedding methods for our neural network. Despite dealing in a non-standard language and domain setting, the NLNDE system achieves promising results in the competition. © 2019 CEUR-WS. All rights reserved.2020 SCOPUS Medicine patient health information (PHI)  / patient notesPrivacy Preserving Information SharingSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)De-identification Semantic Analysis NN
Sensitive data detection and classification in Spanish clinical text: Experiments with BERTGarcía-Pablos A., Perez N., Cuadros M.Massive digital data processing provides a wide range of opportunities and benefits, but at the cost of endangering personal data privacy. Anonymisation consists in removing or replacing sensitive information from data, enabling its exploitation for different purposes while preserving the privacy of individuals. Over the years, a lot of automatic anonymisation systems have been proposed; however, depending on the type of data, the target language or the availability of training documents, the task remains challenging still. The emergence of novel deep-learning models during the last two years has brought large improvements to the state of the art in the field of Natural Language Processing. These advancements have been most noticeably led by BERT, a model proposed by Google in 2018, and the shared language models pre-trained on millions of documents. In this paper, we use a BERT-based sequence labelling model to conduct a series of anonymisation experiments on several clinical datasets in Spanish. We also compare BERT to other algorithms. The experiments show that a simple BERT-based model with general-domain pre-training obtains highly competitive results without any domain specific feature engineering. © European Language Resources Association (ELRA), licensed under CC-BY-NC2020 SCOPUS Medicine patient health information (PHI) / free clinical textPrivacy Preserving Information SharingSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)De-identification Semantic Analysis NN
Developing a standard for de-identifying electronic patient records written in Swedish: Precision, recall and F-measure in a manual and computerized annotation trialVelupillai S., Dalianis H., Hassel M., Nilsson G.H.Background: Electronic patient records (EPRs) contain a large amount of information written in free text. This information is considered very valuable for research but is also very sensitive since the free text parts may contain information that could reveal the identity of a patient. Therefore, methods for de-identifying EPRs are needed. The work presented here aims to perform a manual and automatic Protected Health Information (PHI)-annotation trial for EPRs written in Swedish. Methods: This study consists of two main parts: the initial creation of a manually PHI-annotated gold standard, and the porting and evaluation of an existing de-identification software written for American English to Swedish in a preliminary automatic de-identification trial. Results are measured with precision, recall and F-measure. Results: This study reports fairly high Inter-Annotator Agreement (IAA) results on the manually created gold standard, especially for specific tags such as names. The average IAA over all tags was 0.65 F-measure (0.84 F-measure highest pairwise agreement). For name tags the average IAA was 0.80 F-measure (0.91 F-measure highest pairwise agreement). Porting a de-identification software written for American English to Swedish directly was unfortunately non-trivial, yielding poor results. Conclusion: Developing gold standard sets as well as automatic systems for de-identification tasks in Swedish is feasible. However, discussions and definitions on identifiable information is needed, as well as further developments both on the tag sets and the annotation guidelines, in order to get a reliable gold standard. A completely new de-identification software needs to be developed. © 2009 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.2009 SCOPUS Medicine patient health information (PHI) / clinical notesPrivacy Preserving Information SharingSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)De-identification Semantic Analysis Rule based & Statistical
Evaluation of PHI Hunter in Natural Language Processing ResearchRedd A., Pickard S., Meystre S., Scehnet J., Bolton D., Heavirland J., Weaver A.L., Hope C., Garvin J.H.OBJECTIVES: We introduce and evaluate a new, easily accessible tool using a common statistical analysis and business analytics software suite, SAS, which can be programmed to remove specific protected health information (PHI) from a text document. Removal of PHI is important because the quantity of text documents used for research with natural language processing (NLP) is increasing. When using existing data for research, an investigator must remove all PHI not needed for the research to comply with human subjects' right to privacy. This process is similar, but not identical, to de-identification of a given set of documents.MATERIALS AND METHODS: PHI Hunter removes PHI from free-form text. It is a set of rules to identify and remove patterns in text. PHI Hunter was applied to 473 Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) text documents randomly drawn from a research corpus stored as unstructured text in VA files.RESULTS: PHI Hunter performed well with PHI in the form of identification numbers such as Social Security numbers, phone numbers, and medical record numbers. The most commonly missed PHI items were names and locations. Incorrect removal of information occurred with text that looked like identification numbers.DISCUSSION: PHI Hunter fills a niche role that is related to but not equal to the role of de-identification tools. It gives research staff a tool to reasonably increase patient privacy. It performs well for highly sensitive PHI categories that are rarely used in research, but still shows possible areas for improvement. More development for patterns of text and linked demographic tables from electronic health records (EHRs) would improve the program so that more precise identifiable information can be removed.CONCLUSIONS: PHI Hunter is an accessible tool that can flexibly remove PHI not needed for research. If it can be tailored to the specific data set via linked demographic tables, its performance will improve in each new document set.2015 SCOPUS Medicine patient health information (PHI) / free clinical textPrivacy Preserving Information SharingSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)De-identification Semantic Analysis Statistical
Generalizability and comparison of automatic clinical text de-identification methods and resources.Ferrández O., South B.R., Shen S., Friedlin F.J., Samore M.H., Meystre S.M.In this paper, we present an evaluation of the hybrid best-of-breed automated VHA (Veteran's Health Administration) clinical text de-identification system, nicknamed BoB, developed within the VHA Consortium for Healthcare Informatics Research. We also evaluate two available machine learning-based text de-identifications systems: MIST and HIDE. Two different clinical corpora were used for this evaluation: a manually annotated VHA corpus, and the 2006 i2b2 de-identification challenge corpus. These experiments focus on the generalizability and portability of the classification models across different document sources. BoB demonstrated good recall (92.6%), satisfactorily prioritizing patient privacy, and also achieved competitive precision (83.6%) for preserving subsequent document interpretability. MIST and HIDE reached very competitive results, in most cases with high precision (92.6% and 93.6%), although recall was sometimes lower than desired for the most sensitive PHI categories.2012 SCOPUS Medicine patient health information (PHI) / clinical notesPrivacy Preserving Information SharingSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)De-identification Semantic Analysis Statistical
A deep learning-based system for the meddocan taskJiang D., Shen Y., Chen S., Tang B., Wang X., Chen Q., Xu R., Yan J., Zhou Y.Due to privacy constraints, de-identification, identifying and removing all PHI mentions, is a prerequisite for accessing and sharing clinical records outside of hospitals. Large quantities of studies on de-identification have been conducted in recent years, especially with the efforts of i2b2 (the Center of Informatics for Integrating Biology and Bedside). The i2b2 community has organized challenges about de-identification for clinical text in English many times. In 2019, Martin Krallinger et al. organized a challenge task specifically devoted to the anonymization of medical documents in Spanish, called the MEDDOCAN (Medical Document Anonymization) task. We participated in and developed a deep learning-based system for the MEDDOCAN task. Our system was developed on a training set of 500 records and a development set of 250 records. Evaluation on a test set of 250 shows that our system achieved a “strict” F1-score of 0.9646 at entity level, a “strict” F1-score of 0.97 at span level and a “merged” F1-score of 0.9821 at span level. © 2019 CEUR-WS. All rights reserved.2019 SCOPUS Medicine patient health information (PHI) / free clinical textPrivacy Preserving Information SharingSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)De-identification Semantic Analysis Statistical & NN
Automatic de-identification of medical texts in Spanish: The Meddocan track, corpus, guidelines, methods and evaluation of resultsMarimon M., Gonzalez-Agirre A., Intxaurrondo A., Rodríguez H., Martin J.A.L., Villegas M., Krallinger M.There is an increasing interest in exploiting the content of electronic health records by means of natural language processing and text-mining technologies, as they can result in resources for improving patient health/safety, aid in clinical decision making, facilitate drug re-purposing or precision medicine. To share, re-distribute and make clinical narratives accessible for text mining research purposes, it is key to fulfill legal conditions and address restrictions related data protection and patient privacy. Thus, clinical records cannot be shared directly”as is”. A necessary precondition for accessing clinical records outside of hospitals is their de-identification or exhaustive removal/replacement of all mentioned privacy related protected health information phrases. Providing a proper evaluation scenario for automatic anonymization tools is key for approval of data redistribution. The construction of manually de-identified medical records is currently the main rate and cost-limiting step for secondary use applications of clinical data. This paper summarizes the settings, data and results of the first shared track on anonymization of medical documents in Spanish, the MEDDOCAN (Medical Document Anonymization) track. This track relied on a carefully constructed synthetic corpus of clinical case documents, the MEDDOCAN corpus, following annotation guidelines for sensitive data based on the analysis of the EU General Data Protection Regulation. A total of 18 teams (from the 51 registrations) submitted 63 runs for first sub-track 1 and 61 systems for the second sub-track. The top scoring systems were based on sophisticated deep learning approaches, representing strategies that can significantly reduce time and costs associated to accessing textual data containing privacy-related sensitive information. The results of this track might help in lowering the clinical data access hurdle for Spanish language technology developers, showing also potentials for similar settings using data in other languages or from different domains. © 2019 CEUR-WS. All rights reserved.2019 SCOPUS Medicine patient health information (PHI) / nursing documentPrivacy Preserving Information SharingSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)De-identification Semantic Analysis Statistical & NN
Technical Note: An embedding-based medical note de-identification approach with sparse annotationZhou, Hanyue; Ruan, DanPurpose Medical note de-identification is critical for the protection of private information and the security of data sharing in collaborative research. The task demands the complete removal of all patient names and other sensitive information such as addresses and phone numbers from medical records. Accomplishing this goal is challenging, with many variations in the medical note formats and string representations. Existing de-identification approaches include pattern matching where extensive dictionary lists are constructed a prior; and entity tagging, which trains on a large word-wise annotated corpus. This motivates us to study an alternative to the existing approaches with a reduced annotation burden. Methods In this work, we propose a novel approach that implicitly accounts for the language territory of sensitive information. Specifically, our approach incorporates a contextualized word embedding module and a multilayer perceptron to simultaneously infer the similarity of sensitive and non-sensitive vocabularies to a constructed landmark set, providing an overall sparsely supervised classification. To demonstrate the rationale, we present the principle and work pipeline with the task of name removal, but the proposed method applies to other strings as well. Results On a large cohort of hybrid clinical reports, including various forms of consulting, on-treatment-visit, and follow-up notes, we achieved >0.99 accuracies in our constructed training, validation, and testing sets. The sensitivity and specificity were 1.0 and 0.9973, respectively, for two randomly selected reports, comparing favorably to the benchmark Stanford NER tagger, which achieved 0.8529 and 0.9969. The F1 score was 0.889 ± 0.046 and 0.822 ± 0.103 across six randomly selected reports for the proposed method and the Stanford NER, respectively, and the result was significant under a one-sided t-test with alpha = 0.1. Conclusion Our qualitative and quantitative analysis shows that our method achieved better results than the pretrained 3-class Stanford NER toolbox.2021 Wiley Medicine patient health information (PHI) / Electronic Health Records (EHR) Privacy Preserving Information SharingSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)De-identification Semantic Analysis Rule based & Statistical & NN
Protected health information recognition BybilSTM-CRFColón-Ruiz C., Segura-Bedmar I.Medical records contain relevant information about patients, which can be beneficial to improving healthcare and research in the clinical domain. Due to this, there is a growing interest in developing automatic methods to extract and exploit the information from medical records. However, medical records also contain protected health information about patients. To protect the confidentiality and privacy of patients, this sensitive information should be removed prior to any processing of these documents. In this paper, we describe an architecture for the detection and identification of protected health information from medical records. The architecture is composed of two bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory layers and a final layer based on Conditional Random Fields. Our system participated in the Meddocan shared task, obtaining a micro-F1 of 93.22%. © 2019 CEUR-WS. All rights reserved.2019 SCOPUS Medicine patient health information (PHI) / Electronic Health Records (EHR) Privacy Preserving Information SharingSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)De-identification Semantic Analysis Statistical & NN
Utility-preserving privacy protection of textual healthcare documentsSánchez D., Batet M., Viejo A.The adoption of ITs by medical organisations makes possible the compilation of large amounts of healthcare data, which are quite often needed to be released to third parties for research or business purposes. Many of this data are of sensitive nature, because they may include patient-related documents such as electronic healthcare records. In order to protect the privacy of individuals, several legislations on healthcare data management, which state the kind of information that should be protected, have been defined. Traditionally, to meet with current legislations, a manual redaction process is applied to patient-related documents in order to remove or black-out sensitive terms. This process is costly and time-consuming and has the undesired side effect of severely reducing the utility of the released content. Automatic methods available in the literature usually propose ad-hoc solutions that are limited to protect specific types of structured information (e.g. e-mail addresses, social security numbers, etc.); as a result, they are hardly applicable to the sensitive entities stated in current regulations that do not present those structural regularities (e.g. diseases, symptoms, treatments, etc.). To tackle these limitations, in this paper we propose an automatic sanitisation method for textual medical documents (e.g. electronic healthcare records) that is able to protect, regardless of their structure, sensitive entities (e.g. diseases) and also those semantically related terms (e.g. symptoms) that may disclose the former ones. Contrary to redaction schemes based on term removal, our approach improves the utility of the protected output by replacing sensitive terms with appropriate generalisations retrieved from several medical and general-purpose knowledge bases. Experiments conducted on highly sensitive documents and in coherency with current regulations on healthcare data privacy show promising results in terms of the practical privacy and utility of the protected output. © 2014 Elsevier Inc.2014 SCOPUS Medicine patient health information (PHI) / clinical notesPrivacy Preserving Information SharingSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)De-identification Semantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisStatistical
A machine learning based approach to identify protected health information in Chinese clinical textDu L., Xia C., Deng Z., Lu G., Xia S., Ma J.Background: With the increasing application of electronic health records (EHRs) in the world, protecting private information in clinical text has drawn extensive attention from healthcare providers to researchers. De-identification, the process of identifying and removing protected health information (PHI) from clinical text, has been central to the discourse on medical privacy since 2006. While de-identification is becoming the global norm for handling medical records, there is a paucity of studies on its application on Chinese clinical text. Without efficient and effective privacy protection algorithms in place, the use of indispensable clinical information would be confined. Objectives: We aimed to (i) describe the current process for PHI in China, (ii) propose a machine learning based approach to identify PHI in Chinese clinical text, and (iii) validate the effectiveness of the machine learning algorithm for de-identification in Chinese clinical text. Methods: Based on 14,719 discharge summaries from regional health centers in Ya'an City, Sichuan province, China, we built a conditional random fields (CRF) model to identify PHI in clinical text, and then used the regular expressions to optimize the recognition results of the PHI categories with fewer samples. Results: We constructed a Chinese clinical text corpus with PHI tags through substantial manual annotation, wherein the descriptive statistics of PHI manifested its wide range and diverse categories. The evaluation showed with a high F-measure of 0.9878 that our CRF-based model had a good performance for identifying PHI in Chinese clinical text. Conclusion: The rapid adoption of EHR in the health sector has created an urgent need for tools that can parse patient specific information from Chinese clinical text. Our application of CRF algorithms for de-identification has shown the potential to meet this need by offering a highly accurate and flexible solution to analyzing Chinese clinical text. © 2018 Elsevier B.V.2018 SCOPUS Medicine patient health information (PHI) / electronic health records (EHRs)Privacy Preserving Information SharingSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)De-identification Semantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisStatistical
A patient like me - An algorithm-based program to inform patients on the likely conditions people with symptoms like theirs haveKoren G., Souroujon D., Shaul R., Bloch A., Leventhal A., Lockett J., Shalev V.To date, consumer health tools available over the web suffer from serious limitations that lead to low quality health- related information. While health data in our world are abundant, access to it is limited because of liability and privacy constraints.The objective of the present study was to develop and evaluate an algorithm-based tool which aims at providing the public with reliable, data-driven information based and personalized information regarding their symptoms, to help them and their physicians to make better informed decisions, based on statistics describing "people like you", who have experienced similar symptoms.We studied anonymized medical records of Maccabi Health Care. The data were analyzed by employing machine learning methodology and Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools. The NLP tools were developed to extract information from unstructured free-text written by Maccabi's physicians.Using machine learning and NLP on over 670 million notes of patients' visits with Maccabi physicians accrued since 1993, we developed predictors for medical conditions based on patterns of symptoms and personal characteristics.The algorithm was launched for Maccabi insured members on January 7, 2018 and for members of Integrity Family Care program in Alabama on May 1, 2018.The App. invites the user to describe her/ his main symptom or several symptoms, and this prompts a series of questions along the path developed by the algorithm, based on the analysis of 70 million patients' visits to their physicians.Users started dialogues with 225 different types of symptoms, answering on average 22 questions before seeing how people similar to them were diagnosed. Users usually described between 3 and 4 symptoms (mean 3.2) in the health dialogue.In response to the question "conditions verified by your doctor", 82.4% of responders (895/1085) in Maccabi reported that the diagnoses suggested by K's health dialogues were in agreement with their doctor's final diagnosis. In Integrity Health Services, 85.4% of responders (111/130) were in agreement with the physicians' diagnosis.While the program achieves very high approval rates by its users, its primary achievement is the 85% accuracy in identifying the most likely diagnosis, with the gold standard being the final diagnosis made by the personal physician in each individual case. Moreover, the machine learning algorithm continues to update itself with the feedback given by users.2019 SCOPUS Medicine patient health information (PHI) / Physician NotesPrivacy Preserving Information SharingSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)De-identification Semantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisStatistical
De-identifying Swedish Ehr text using public resources in the general domainChomutare T., Yigzaw K.Y., Budrionis A., Makhlysheva A., Godtliebsen F., Dalianis H.Sensitive data is normally required to develop rule-based or train machine learning-based models for de-identifying electronic health record (EHR) clinical notes; and this presents important problems for patient privacy. In this study, we add non-sensitive public datasets to EHR training data; (i) scientific medical text and (ii) Wikipedia word vectors. The data, all in Swedish, is used to train a deep learning model using recurrent neural networks. Tests on pseudonymized Swedish EHR clinical notes showed improved precision and recall from 55.62% and 80.02% with the base EHR embedding layer, to 85.01% and 87.15% when Wikipedia word vectors are added. These results suggest that non-sensitive text from the general domain can be used to train robust models for de-identifying Swedish clinical text; and this could be useful in cases where the data is both sensitive and in low-resource languages. © 2020 European Federation for Medical Informatics (EFMI) and IOS Press.2020 SCOPUS Medicine patient health information (PHI) / clinical notesprotecting patient privacy in unstructured clinical textSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)De-identification Semantic Analysis NN
Data Science and Natural Language Processing to Extract Information from Clinical NarrativesVydiswaran V.G.V., Zhao X., Yu D.In the past decade, a growing adoption of electronic health record (EHR) systems have made massive amounts of clinical narrative data available in computable form. However, extracting relevant information from clinical narratives remains challenging. Clinical notes often contain abbreviations, medical terms, and other jargon that are easy for health professionals, but challenging for automated approaches to disambiguate. Many EHR systems use non-standard document structures to record critical information about medications, diagnoses, and potential complications. Finally, clinical narratives contain sensitive patient information, which raises privacy and security concerns. Data science and natural language processing (NLP) methods, including the recently popular deep learning-based approaches, can unlock information from narrative text and have received great attention in the medical domain. Many clinical NLP methods based on deep learning models have shown promising results in various information extraction tasks. These methods and tools have also been successfully applied to facilitate clinical research, as well as to support healthcare applications. In this tutorial, we will highlight some methods, tools, and technologies to identify medical concepts and entities in clinical text. Deriving from examples in cohort selection, medication extraction, and de-identification of protected health information, the tutorial presenters will lead a hands-on exercise to develop an NLP pipeline for clinical information extraction. The tutorial will spotlight state-of-the-art approaches with domain examples from multiple clinical domains. © 2021 ACM.2021 SCOPUS Medicine patient health information (PHI) / clinical narrativesprotecting patient privacy in unstructured clinical textSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)De-identification Semantic Analysis NN
Deidentification of free-text medical records using pre-trained bidirectional transformersJohnson A.E.W., Bulgarelli L., Pollard T.J.The ability of caregivers and investigators to share patient data is fundamental to many areas of clinical practice and biomedical research. Prior to sharing, it is often necessary to remove identifiers such as names, contact details, and dates in order to protect patient privacy. Deidentification, the process of removing identifiers, is challenging, however. High-quality annotated data for developing models is scarce; many target identifiers are highly heterogenous (for example, there are uncountable variations of patient names); and in practice anything less than perfect sensitivity may be considered a failure. Consequently, software for adequately deidentifying clinical data is not widely available. As a result patient data is often withheld when sharing would be beneficial, and identifiable patient data is often divulged when a deidentified version would suffice. In recent years, advances in machine learning methods have led to rapid performance improvements in natural language processing tasks, in particular with the advent of large-scale pretrained language models. In this paper we develop and evaluate an approach for deidentification of clinical notes based on a bidirectional transformer model. We propose human interpretable evaluation measures and demonstrate state of the art performance against modern baseline models. Finally, we highlight current challenges in deidentification, including the absence of clear annotation guidelines, lack of portability of models, and paucity of training data. Code to develop our model is open source and simple to install, allowing for broad reuse. © 2020 Owner/Author.2020 SCOPUS Medicine patient health information (PHI)protecting patient privacy in unstructured clinical textSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)De-identification Semantic Analysis NN
De-identification of psychiatric intake records: Overview of 2016 CEGS N-GRID shared tasks Track 1Stubbs A., Filannino M., Uzuner Ö.The 2016 CEGS N-GRID shared tasks for clinical records contained three tracks. Track 1 focused on de-identification of a new corpus of 1000 psychiatric intake records. This track tackled de-identification in two sub-tracks: Track 1.A was a “sight unseen” task, where nine teams ran existing de-identification systems, without any modifications or training, on 600 new records in order to gauge how well systems generalize to new data. The best-performing system for this track scored an F1 of 0.799. Track 1.B was a traditional Natural Language Processing (NLP) shared task on de-identification, where 15 teams had two months to train their systems on the new data, then test it on an unannotated test set. The best-performing system from this track scored an F1 of 0.914. The scores for Track 1.A show that unmodified existing systems do not generalize well to new data without the benefit of training data. The scores for Track 1.B are slightly lower than the 2014 de-identification shared task (which was almost identical to 2016 Track 1.B), indicating that these new psychiatric records pose a more difficult challenge to NLP systems. Overall, de-identification is still not a solved problem, though it is important to the future of clinical NLP. © 2017 Elsevier Inc.2017 SCOPUS Medicine patient health information (PHI) / Psychiatry Notesprotecting patient privacy in unstructured clinical textSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)De-identification Semantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisRule based & Statistical & NN
A Privacy-Preserving Natural Language Clinical Information Extraction pipelinePinto, Jeffrey Agnel;Automated clinical information extraction (IE) from scanned, unstructured clinical psychiatric notes can be improved beyond the state-of-the-art, rule-based tools by using Natural Language Processing (NLP) Machine Learning (ML) models, transfer learning and features derived from word embeddings. For smaller research teams, current tools can be too complicated to implement, too difficult to query, or unable to handle the variety of source documents, resulting in clinical IE being a manual process. In contrast, NLP ML models, which rely on large volumes of data to perform well, are challenged by the small sample sizes of many projects. We present a pipeline of customizable modules that allows users to locally query raw source documents, ensuring ‘privacy by design’. This approach allows modules to be easily replaced, upgraded, and augmented with supplemental data. We show that, through the use of unsupervised learning of word embeddings and semi-supervised expansion of training data, this approach out-performs similar expert systems with the same amount of configuration. Our approach is particularly useful in reducing the volume of notes that researchers manually review, where identifying positive samples of query terms is the goal. In some cases, this pipeline achieved a 92% rate of predicting positive samples. Finally, this approach encourages a cycle of continual improvement by allowing users to securely transfer private data between restricted projects, share de-identified data between teams, and incrementally improve performance of ML algorithms as more relevant data is made available.2018 Google Scholar Medicine patient health information (PHI) / Psychiatry Notesprotecting patient privacy in unstructured clinical textSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)De-identification Semantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisStatistical & NN
The pattern of name tokens in narrative clinical text and a comparison of five systems for redacting themKayaalp M., Browne A.C., Callaghan F.M., Dodd Z.A., Divita G., Ozturk S., McDonald C.J.Objective: To understand the factors that influence success in scrubbing personal names from narrative text. Materials and methods: We developed a scrubber, the NLM Name Scrubber (NLM-NS), to redact personal names from narrative clinical reports, hand tagged words in a set of gold standard narrative reports as personal names or not, and measured the scrubbing success of NLM-NS and that of four other scrubbing/name recognition tools (MIST, MITdeid, LingPipe, and ANNIE/GATE) against the gold standard reports. We ran three comparisons which used increasingly larger name lists. Results: The test reports contained more than 1 million words, of which 2388 were patient and 20 160 were provider name tokens. NLM-NS failed to scrub only 2 of the 2388 instances of patient name tokens. Its sensitivity was 0.999 on both patient and provider name tokens and missed fewer instances of patient name tokens in all comparisons with other scrubbers. MIST produced the best all token specificity and F-measure for name instances in our most relevant study (study 2), with values of 0.997 and 0.938, respectively. In that same comparison, NLM-NS was second best, with values of 0.986 and 0.748, respectively, and MITdeid was a close third, with values of 0.985 and 0.796 respectively. With the addition of the Clinical Center name list to their native name lists, Ling Pipe, MITdeid, MIST, and ANNIE/ GATE all improved substantially. MITdeid and Ling Pipe gained the most-reaching patient name sensitivity of 0.995 (F-measure=0.705) and 0.989 (F-measure=0.386), respectively. Discussion: The privacy risk due to two name tokens missed by NLM-NS was statistically negligible, since neither individual could be distinguished among more than 150 000 people listed in the US Social Security Registry. Conclusions: The nature and size of name lists have substantial influences on scrubbing success. The use of very large name lists with frequency statistics accounts for much of NLM-NS scrubbing success.2014 SCOPUS Medicine patient health information (PHI) / clinical narrativesprotecting patient privacy in unstructured clinical textSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)De-identification Semantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisRule based
De-identification of emails: Pseudonymizing privacy-sensitive data in a German email corpusEder E., Krieg-Holz U., Hahn U.We deal with the pseudonymization of those stretches of text in emails that might allow to identify real individual persons. This task is decomposed into two steps. First, named entities carrying privacy-sensitive information (e.g., names of persons, locations, phone numbers or dates) are identified, and, second, these privacy-bearing entities are replaced by synthetically generated surrogates (e.g., a person originally named 'John Doe' is renamed as 'Bill Powers'). We describe a system architecture for surrogate generation and evaluate our approach on CODEALLTAG, a German email corpus. © 2019 Association for Computational Linguistics (ACL). All rights reserved.2019 SCOPUS Social Network User Generated Content (UGC)protecting patient privacy in unstructured clinical textIdentification De-identification Semantic Analysis Statistical

Personal information privacy: What’s next?Hammoud K., Benbernou S., Ouziri M., Saygin Y., Haque R., Taher Y.In recent events, user-privacy has been a main focus for all technological and data-holding companies, due to the global interest in protecting personal information. Regulations like the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) set firm laws and penalties around the handling and misuse of user data. These privacy rules apply regardless of the data structure, whether it being structured or unstructured. In this work, we perform a summary of the available algorithms for providing privacy in structured data, and analyze the popular tools that handle privacy in textual data; namely medical data. We found that although these tools provide adequate results in terms of de-identifying medical records by removing personal identifyers (HIPAA PHI), they fall short in terms of being generalizable to satisfy nonmedical fields. In addition, the metrics used to measure the performance of these privacy algorithms don't take into account the differences in significance that every identifier has. Finally, we propose the concept of a domain-independent adaptable system that learns the significance of terms in a given text, in terms of person identifiability and text utility, and is then able to provide metrics to help find a balance between user privacy and data usability. © 2019 CEUR-WS. All rights reserved.2019 SCOPUS Medicine patient health information (PHI)protecting sensitive Information in unstructured textMisusage of Sensitive Information by Data Collector or AdversaryDe-identification Semantic Analysis Rule based & Statistical & NN
Code Alltag 2.0 - A pseudonymized German-language email corpusEder E., Krieg-Holz U., Hahn U.The vast amount of social communication distributed over various electronic media channels (tweets, blogs, emails, etc.), so-called user-generated content (UGC), creates entirely new opportunities for today's NLP research. Yet, data privacy concerns implied by the unauthorized use of these text streams as a data resource are often neglected. In an attempt to reconciliate the diverging needs of unconstrained raw data use and preservation of data privacy in digital communication, we here investigate the automatic recognition of privacy-sensitive stretches of text in UGC and provide an algorithmic solution for the protection of personal data via pseudonymization. Our focus is directed at the de-identification of emails where personally identifying information does not only refer to the sender but also to those people, locations, dates, and other identifiers mentioned in greetings, boilerplates and the content-carrying body of emails. We evaluate several de-identification procedures and systems on two hitherto non-anonymized German-language email corpora (CODE ALLTAGS+d and CODE ALLTAGXL), and generate fully pseudonymized versions for both (CODE ALLTAG 2.0) in which personally identifying information of all social actors addressed in these mails has been camouflaged (to the greatest extent possible). © European Language Resources Association (ELRA), licensed under CC-BY-NC2020 SCOPUS Social Network User Generated Content (UGC)Protecting Sensitive Information on Social Media PlatformsUnintended data disclosure De-identification Semantic Analysis Rule based
Novel location de-identification for machine and humanTaguchi K., Aramaki E.In recent years, the protection of personal information has drawn much attention, requiring an advanced technology on de-identification to remove personal information from data. Among various personal information such as personal names, phone numbers, and so forth, this study focuses on location information. The conventional approaches to pro- tect location information are to remove address expressions. However, there are complicated cases in which location in- formation can be guessed with unexpected combinations of non-address words. For example, we can guess 'the most traditional city in Japan' is Kyoto. To our knowledge, such location-inferable expressions have not been dealt with. This study handles this phenomenon by using a location classifier. In addition,we assume two levels of location inferance; (1) inferable by machine and (2) inferable by human. To build the first-level inferance, we employed a collection of tweets with geo-tags. To build the second-level inferance, we created a new corpus with a flag for whether tweets are location-inferable by human or not. By using the two types of corpora, we classified texts into several categories such as a machine-inferable but human-non-inferable tweet, and so on. We also could obtain de-identified tweets by iterations of removing the highest weighted words for classifiers. We believe our novel concepts of de-identification are essential for various privacy protection. © 2018 Copyright for the individual papers remains with the authors.2018 SCOPUS Social Network User Generated Content (UGC) / tweetsProtecting Sensitive Information on Social Media PlatformsUnintended data disclosure De-identification Semantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisStatistical
Information leakage through document redaction: Attacks and countermeasuresLopresti D., Lawrence Spitz A.It has been recently demonstrated, in dramatic fashion, that sensitive information thought to be obliterated through the process of redaction can be successfully recovered via a combination of manual effort, document image analysis, and natural language processing techniques. In this paper, we examine what might be revealed through redaction, exploring how known methods might be employed to detect vestigial artifacts of the pre-redacted text. We discuss the process of redaction and circumstances under which sensitive information might leak, present an outline for experimental analyses of various approaches that could be used to recover redacted material, and describe a series of increasingly stringent countermeasures to address, and in some cases eliminate, the perceived threat. © 2005 SPIE and IS&T.2005 SCOPUS General complex sensitive information / unstructured dataprotecting sensitive Information in unstructured textUnintended data disclosure De-identification / Obfuscating AuthorshipMorphological Analysis Statistical
Don’t Let Google Know I’m Lonely Aonghusa, P\'{o}l Mac; Leith, Douglas J.From buying books to finding the perfect partner, we share our most intimate wants and needs with our favourite online systems. But how far should we accept promises of privacy in the face of personalized profiling? In particular, we ask how we can improve detection of sensitive topic profiling by online systems. We propose a definition of privacy disclosure that we call ε-indistinguishability, from which we construct scalable, practical tools to assess the learning potential from personalized content. We demonstrate our results using openly available resources, detecting a learning rate in excess of 98% for a range of sensitive topics during our experiments.2016 ACM Other User Generated Content (UGC) / Query DataSearching in a private manner Profiling De-identification / Obfuscating AuthorshipMorphological Analysis Statistical
LN-Annote: An alternative approach to information extraction from emails using locally-customized named-entity recognitionJung Y.H., Stratos K., Carloni L.P.Personal mobile devices offer a growing variety of person-Alized services that enrich considerably the user experience. This is made possible by increased access to personal infor-mation, which to a large extent is extracted from user email messages and archives. There are, however, two main issues. First, currently these services can be offiered only by large web-service companies that can also deploy email services. Second, keeping a large amount of structured personal in-formation on the cloud raises privacy concerns. To address these problems, we propose LN-Annote, a new method to extract personal information from the email that is locally available on mobile devices (without remote access to the cloud). LN-Annote enables third-party service providers to build a question-Answering system on top of the local personal information without having to own the user data. In addition, LN-Annote mitigates the privacy concerns by keeping the structured personal information directly on the personal device. Our method is based on a named-entity recognizer trained in two separate steps: first using a com-mon dataset on the cloud and then using a personal dataset in the mobile device at hand. Our contributions include also the optimization of the implementation of LN-Annote: in particular, we implemented an OpenCL version of the custom-Training algorithm to leverage the Graphic Process-ing Unit (GPU) available on the mobile device. We present an extensive set of experiment results: beside proving the feasibility of our approach, they demonstrate its efficiency in terms of the named-entity extraction performance as well as the execution speed and the energy consumption spent in mobile devices.2015 SCOPUS Mobile Application User Generated Content (UGC) / emailsprotecting sensitive Information in unstructured textHandling of sensitive data by applicationsDesigning a locally deployed systemSemantic Analysis NN
Distortion Search–A Web Search Privacy HeuristicMivule, Kato; Hopkinson, Kenneth;Search engines have vast technical capabilities to retain Internet search logs for each user and thus present major privacy vulnerabilities to both individuals and organizations in revealing user intent. Additionally, many of the web search privacy enhancing tools available today require that the user trusts a third party, which make confidentiality of user intent even more challenging. The user is left at the mercy of the third party without the control over his or her own privacy. In this article, we suggest a user-centric heuristic, Distortion Search, a web search query privacy methodology that works by the formation of obfuscated search queries via the permutation of query keyword categories, and by strategically applying kanonymised web navigational clicks on URLs and Ads to generate a distorted user profile and thus providing specific user intent and query confidentiality. We provide empirical results via the evaluation of distorted web search queries in terms of retrieved search results and the resulting web ads from search engines. Preliminary experimental results indicate that web search query and specific user intent privacy might be achievable from the user side without the involvement of the search engine or other third parties.2017 Google Scholar Other User Generated Content (UGC) / Query DataSearching in a private manner Profiling Designing a privacy-preserving web search engine Semantic Analysis Statistical & NN
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Towards query logs for privacy studies: On deriving search queries from questionsBiega A.J., Schmidt J., Roy R.S.Detailed query histories often contain a precise picture of a person’s life, including sensitive and personally identifiable information. As sanitization of such logs is an unsolved research problem, commercial Web search engines that possess large datasets of this kind at their disposal refrain from disseminating them to the wider research community. Ironically, studies examining privacy in search often require detailed search logs with user profiles. This paper builds on an observation that information needs are also expressed in the form of questions in online Community Question Answering (CQA) communities. We take a step towards understanding the process of formulating queries from questions to form a basis for automatic derivation of search logs from CQA forums. Specifically, we sample natural language (NL) questions spanning diverse themes from the StackExchange platform, and conduct a large-scale conversion experiment where crowdworkers submit search queries they would use when looking for equivalent information. We also release a dataset of 7,000 question-query pairs from our study. © Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020.2020 SCOPUS Other Query Data Searching in a private manner Profiling Designing a scheme for a privacy preserving search log analysisMorphological Analysis Statistical
Interactive Topic Search System Based on Topic Cluster TechnologyChen, LC In this paper, we develop an interactive hierarchical topic search system. In our system, the generation of topic names is mainly based on the N-gram statistical language model. The construction of hierarchical tree relationships between topics is mainly based on the concept of mathematical sets. In this study, the concept of mathematical sets not only helps the system to construct a topic hierarchy tree quickly, but also allows different users to use different binary operations to generate different interactive search results. In general, this study has the following three advantages. First, the generated topic names are presented in a hierarchical form rather than a flat form. Secondly, the interactive search for this study was achieved by non-stored user search and click history. Therefore, our approach can avoid personal privacy and large storage space issues. Finally, the concept of mathematical sets not only allows us to generate topic trees in linear time, but also allows users to run all possible binary operations to meet various interactive search needs.2020 Web of Science General User Generated Content (UGC) / user binary operationsSearching in a private manner Profiling Designing a search tree without tracking user interactionMorphological Analysis Statistical
Design of an Inclusive Financial Privacy Index (INF-PIE): A Financial Privacy and Digital Financial Inclusion PerspectiveAkanfe, Oluwafemi; Valecha, Rohit; Rao, H. RaghavFinancial privacy is an important part of an individual's privacy, but efforts to enhance financial privacy have often not been given enough prominence by some countries when advancing financial inclusion. This impedes under-served communities from utilizing financial services. This article adopts a design science approach to create an INclusive Financial Privacy IndEx (INF-PIE) from the two perspectives of financial privacy and digital financial inclusion to help ensure financial services for a wide range of populations. This article first examines the privacy policies of Mobile Wallet and Remittance (MWR) apps (a digital financial solution), uses an analytics approach for extracting semi-structured information components; and based on text categorization and topic modeling, creates privacy policy compliance scores. In particular, it analyses the privacy policies using natural language processing techniques such as Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (tf-idf) and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). This article then develops a digital financial inclusion score through a multivariate analysis of indexes extracted from the global findex dataset using Principal Component Analysis (PCA). Finally, the INF-PIE framework is established to analyze various countries and assess their financial privacy and digital financial inclusion practices. This framework can show how countries’ relative data privacy compliance and digital financial inclusion practices underscore their inclusive financial privacy.2020 ACM Other Privacy Policies Investigating the potential Privacy Impact of smart phone appsComplexity of Privacy PoliciesDesigning an Inclusive Financial Privacy IndexSemantic Analysis Statistical
A Framework for Estimating Privacy Risk Scores of Mobile AppsChang K.C., Zaeem R.N., Barber K.S.With the rapidly growing popularity of smart mobile devices, the number of mobile applications available has surged in the past few years. Such mobile applications collect a treasure trove of Personally Identifiable Information (PII) attributes (such as age, gender, location, and fingerprints). Mobile applications, however, are many and often not well understood, especially for their privacy-related activities and functions. To fill this critical gap, we recommend providing an automated yet effective assessment of the privacy risk score of each application. The design goal is that the higher the score, the higher the potential privacy risk of this mobile application. Specifically, we consider excessive data access permissions and risky privacy policies. We first calculate the privacy risk of over 600 PII attributes through a longitudinal study of over 20 years of identity theft and fraud news reporting. Then, we map the access rights and privacy policies of each smart application to our dataset of PII to analyze what PII the application collects, and then calculate the privacy risk score of each smart application. Finally, we report our extensive experiments of 100 open source applications collected from Google Play to evaluate our method. The experimental results clearly prove the effectiveness of our method. © 2020, Springer Nature Switzerland AG.2020 SCOPUS Law Privacy Policies Investigating the potential Privacy Impact of smart phone appsHandling of sensitive data by applicationsDetecting privacy-sensitive information / activitiesMorphological Analysis Statistical
Aquilis: Using Contextual Integrity for Privacy Protection on Mobile DevicesKumar, Abhishek; Braud, Tristan; Kwon, Young D.; Hui, PanSmartphones are nowadays the dominant end-user device. As a result, they have become gateways to all users' communications, including sensitive personal data. In this paper, we present Aquilis, a privacy-preserving system for mobile platforms following the principles of contextual integrity to define the appropriateness of an information flow. Aquilis takes the form of a keyboard that reminds users of potential privacy leakages through a simple three-colour code. Aquilis considers the instantaneous privacy risk related to posting information (Local Sensitivity), the risk induced by repeating information over time (Longitudinal Sensitivity) and on different platforms (Cross-platform Sensitivity). Considering 50% of Aquilis warnings decreases the proportion of inappropriate information by up to 30%. Repeating information over time or in a broader exposure context increases the risk by 340% in a one-to-one context. We develop our own labeled privacy dataset of over 1000 input texts to evaluate Aquilis' accuracy. Aquilis significantly outperforms other state-of-the-art methods (F-1-0.76). Finally, we perform a user study with 35 highly privacy-aware participants. Aquilis privacy metric is close to users' privacy preferences (average divergence of 1.28/5). Users found Aquilis useful (4.41/5), easy to use (4.4/5), and agreed that Aquilis improves their online privacy awareness (4.04/5).2020 ACM Mobile Application complex sensitive information / unstructured dataInvestigating the potential Privacy Impact of smart phone appsHandling of sensitive data by applicationsDetecting privacy-sensitive information / activitiesSemantic Analysis Statistical
Detecting privacy-sensitive events in medical textJindal P., Gunter C.A., Roth D.In this paper, we present a novel semi-supervised technique for finding privacy-sensitive events in clinical text. Unlike traditional semi-supervised methods, we do not require large amounts of unannotated data. Instead, our approach relies on information contained in the hierarchical structure of a large medical encyclopedia. Copyright © 2014 ACM.2014 SCOPUS Medicine patient health information (PHI) / clinical notesprotecting patient privacy in unstructured clinical textSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)Detecting privacy-sensitive information / activitiesMorphological Analysis Rule based
Clustering Help-Seeking Behaviors in LGBT Online Communities: A Prospective TrialLiang C., Abbott D., Hong Y.A., Madadi M., White A.Online Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender (LGBT) support communities have emerged as a major social media platform for sexual and gender minorities (SGM). These communities play a crucial role in providing LGBT individuals a private and safe space for networking because LGBT individuals are more likely to experience social isolation and family rejection. However, the emergence of these online communities introduced new public health concerns and challenges. Since LGBT individuals are vulnerable to mental illness and risk of suicide as compared to the heterosexual population, crisis prevention and intervention are important. Nevertheless, such a protection mechanism has not yet become a serious consideration when it comes to the design of LGBT online support communities partially because of the difficulties of identifying at-risk users effectively and timely. This pilot study aims to explore the potential of identifying LGBT user discussions related to help-seeking through natural language processing and topic model. The findings suggest the feasibility of the proposed approach by identifying topics and representative forum discussions that contain help-seeking information. This study provides important data to suggest the future direction of improving data analytics and computer-aided modules for LGBT online communities with the goal of enhancing crisis suicide prevention and intervention. © 2019, Springer Nature Switzerland AG.2019 SCOPUS Medicine User Generated Content (UGC)Protecting Sensitive Information on Social Media PlatformsIdentification Detecting privacy-sensitive information / activitiesMorphological Analysis Statistical
Detecting and editing privacy policy pitfalls on the webSantos C., Gangemi A., Alam M.Privacy policies are the locus where consequences concerning privacy and personal data are produced, but content features explain why they are largely ignored by its addressees. To abridge users with policies, we propose a policybased system that identifies potential pitfalls in the privacy policies of companies on the Web. It will then suggest clarification of terms by suggesting removal or replacement of defective terms, in order to foster accountable policymaking and compliance. The proposed methods are based on extracting knowledge from natural language texts of a small sample size, and on semantic representations of the policy expression. © 2017 CEUR-WS. All rights reserved.2017 SCOPUS Law Privacy Policies Paying more Attention to Privacy PoliciesComplexity of Privacy PoliciesDetection of Inconsistencies within Privacy PoliciesSemantic Analysis Statistical
Towards a multi-stage approach to detect privacy breaches in physician reviewsBäumer F.S., Kersting J., Orlikowski M., Geierhos M.Physician Review Websites allow users to evaluate their experiences with health services. As these evaluations are regularly contextualized with facts from users' private lives, they often accidentally disclose personal information on the Web. This poses a serious threat to users' privacy. In this paper, we report on early work in progress on "Text Broom", a tool to detect privacy breaches in user-generated texts. For this purpose, we conceptualize a pipeline which combines methods of Natural Language Processing such as Named Entity Recognition, linguistic patterns and domain-specific Machine Learning approaches which have the potential to recognize privacy violations with wide coverage. A prototypical web application is openly accesible. © 2018 CEUR-WS. All Rights Reserved.2018 SCOPUS Medicine patient health information (PHI) / Physician Notesprotecting patient privacy in unstructured clinical textProfiling Detection of Privacy Breaches in Physican ReviewsSemantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisStatistical
Automated Detection of Privacy Sensitive Conditions in C-CDAs: Security Labeling Services at the Department of Veterans AffairsBouhaddou O., Davis M., Donahue M., Mallia A., Griffin S., Teal J., Nebeker J.Care coordination across healthcare organizations depends upon health information exchange. Various policies and laws govern permissible exchange, particularly when the information includes privacy sensitive conditions. The Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) privacy policy has required either blanket consent or manual sensitivity review prior to exchanging any health information. The VA experience has been an expensive, administratively demanding burden on staffand Veterans alike, particularly for patients without privacy sensitive conditions. Until recently, automatic sensitivity determination has not been feasible. This paper proposes a policy-driven algorithmic approach (Security Labeling Service or SLS) to health information exchange that automatically detects the presence or absence of specific privacy sensitive conditions and then, to only require a Veteran signed consent for release when actually present. The SLS was applied successfully to a sample of real patient Consolidated-Clinical Document Architecture(C-CDA) documents. The SLS identified standard terminology codes by both parsing structured entries and analyzing textual information using Natural Language Processing (NLP).2016 SCOPUS Law Privacy Policies Privacy Preserving Information SharingCompliance with RequirementsDetection of Privacy Sensitive Conditions in C-CDAsSemantic Analysis Rule based
Automatic detection of vague words and sentences in privacy policiesLebanoff L., Liu F.Website privacy policies represent the single most important source of information for users to gauge how their personal data are collected, used and shared by companies. However, privacy policies are often vague and people struggle to understand the content. Their opaqueness poses a significant challenge to both users and policy regulators. In this paper, we seek to identify vague content in privacy policies. We construct the first corpus of human-annotated vague words and sentences and present empirical studies on automatic vagueness detection. In particular, we investigate context-aware and context-agnostic models for predicting vague words, and explore auxiliary-classifier generative adversarial networks for characterizing sentence vagueness. Our experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of proposed approaches. Finally, we provide suggestions for resolving vagueness and improving the usability of privacy policies. © 2018 Association for Computational Linguistics2018 SCOPUS Law Privacy Policies Ease the comprehension of Privacy PoliciesComplexity of Privacy PoliciesDetection of vagueness Semantic Analysis NN
Mitigating file-injection attacks with natural language processingLiu H., Wang B. Searchable Encryption can bridge the gap between privacy protection and data utilization. As it leaks access pattern to attain practical search performance, it is vulnerable under advanced attacks. While these advanced attacks show signi.cant privacy leakage, the assumptions of these attacks are often strong and the methods that can be used to mitigate these attacks are limited. In this paper, we investigate one of these advanced attacks, referred to as file-injection attacks, and examine whether this attack is viable in practice. In addition, we also propose a defense method to mitigate file-injection attacks. By leveraging natural language processing, we formulate the generation of injected files in the attack as an automated text generation problem with restrictions on word selection, and then we tackle the problem with n-grams and Recursive Neural Networks. We formulate the proposed defense as a semantic analysis problem, in which we extract linguistic features and address the problem using machine learning. Our experiential results on real-world datasets suggest two interesting observations. First, automatically generating injected files in the attack will result low semantics in files. Second, it is viable to automatically detect injected files based on semantics and mitigate file-injection attacks. © 2020 Copyright held by the owner/author(s).2020 SCOPUS Other Use of third party / storing/sending/encoded sensitive informationSearching in a private manner Profiling Encryption-based search system mitigating file-Injection AttacksSemantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisRule based & Statistical & NN
Automated Understanding Of Cloud Terms Of Service And SLAsPapanikolaou, Nick; Pearson, Siani; Mont, Marco Casassa;We argue in favour of a set of particular tools and approaches to help achieve accountability in cloud computing. Our concern is helping cloud providers achieve their security goals and meeting their customers’ security and privacy requirements. The techniques we propose in particular include: natural-language analysis (of legislative and regulatory texts, and corporate security rulebooks) and extraction of enforceable rules, use of sticky policies, automated policy enforcement and active monitoring of data, particularly in cloud environments. This is a position paper reporting our initial thinking and current progress. 2011 Google Scholar Law Privacy Policies Automated and Flexible Rule EnforcementCompliance with RequirementsGeneration of Artefacts based on Privacy Policy AnalysisSemantic Analysis Rule based & Statistical
Natural language processing of rules and regulations for compliance in the cloudPapanikolaou N. We discuss ongoing work on developing tools and techniques for understanding natural-language descriptions of security and privacy rules, particularly in the context of cloud computing services. In particular, we present a three-part toolkit for analyzing and processing texts, and enforcing privacy and security rules extracted from those texts. We are interested in developing efficient, accurate technologies to reduce the time spent analyzing and reasoning about new privacy laws and security rules within the enterprise. We describe the tools we have developed for semantic annotation, and also for information extraction - these are specifically intended for analysis of cloud terms of service, and therefore designed to help with self-compliance; however, the techniques involved should be generalizable to other relevant texts, esp. rules and regulations for data protection. © 2012 Springer-Verlag.2012 SCOPUS Law Privacy Policies Automated and Flexible Rule EnforcementCompliance with RequirementsGeneration of Artefacts based on Privacy Policy AnalysisSemantic Analysis Statistical
Mining Privacy Goals from Privacy Policies Using Hybridized Task RecompositionBhatia, Jaspreet; Breaux, Travis D.; Schaub, FlorianPrivacy policies describe high-level goals for corporate data practices; regulators require industries to make available conspicuous, accurate privacy policies to their customers. Consequently, software requirements must conform to those privacy policies. To help stakeholders extract privacy goals from policies, we introduce a semiautomated framework that combines crowdworker annotations, natural language typed dependency parses, and a reusable lexicon to improve goal-extraction coverage, precision, and recall. The framework evaluation consists of a five-policy corpus governing web and mobile information systems, yielding an average precision of 0.73 and recall of 0.83. The results show that no single framework element alone is sufficient to extract goals; however, the overall framework compensates for elemental limitations. Human annotators are highly adaptive at discovering annotations in new texts, but those annotations can be inconsistent and incomplete; dependency parsers lack sophisticated, tacit knowledge, but they can perform exhaustive text search for prospective requirements indicators; and while the lexicon may never completely saturate, the lexicon terms can be reliably used to improve recall. Lexical reuse reduces false negatives by 41%, increasing the average recall to 0.85. Last, crowd workers were able to identify and remove false positives by around 80%, which improves average precision to 0.93.2016 ACM Law Privacy Policies Definition of Privacy Requirements Compliance with RequirementsGeneration of Artefacts based on Privacy Policy AnalysisSemantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisStatistical
An empirical study of natural language parsing of privacy policy rules using the SPARCLE policy workbenchBrodie C.A., Karat C.-M., Karat J.Today organizations do not have good ways of linking their written privacy policies with the implementation of those policies. To assist organizations in addressing this issue, our human-centered research has focused on understanding organizational privacy management needs, and, based on those needs, creating a usable and effective policy workbench called SPARCLE. SPARCLE will enable organizational users to enter policies in natural language, parse the policies to identify policy elements and then generate a machine readable (XML) version of the policy. In the future, SPARCLE will then enable mapping of policies to the organization's configuration and provide audit and compliance tools to ensure that the policy implementation operates as intended. In this paper, we present the strategies employed in the design and implementation of the natural language parsing capabilities that are part of the functional version of the SPARCLE authoring utility. We have created a set of grammars which execute on a shallow parser that are designed to identify the rule elements in privacy policy rules. We present empirical usability evaluation data from target organizational users of the SPARCLE system and highlight the parsing accuracy of the system with the organizations' privacy policies. The successful implementation of the parsing capabilities is an important step towards our goal of providing a usable and effective method for organizations to link the natural language version of privacy policies to their implementation, and subsequent verification through compliance auditing of the enforcement logs. Copyright IBM Corp. 2006. All rights reserved.2006 SCOPUS Law Privacy Policies Ease the implementation of written privacy policiesComplexity of Privacy PoliciesGeneration of Artefacts based on Privacy Policy AnalysisSemantic Analysis Rule based
Design of a Compliance Index for Privacy Policies: A Study of Mobile Wallet and Remittance ServicesAkanfe O., Valecha R., Rao H.R.Many nations have adopted comprehensive data privacy laws to protect customers&#x2019; data. However, privacy policies of mobile wallet digital payment systems (DPS), and particularly the mobile wallet and remittance services that are part of DPS, are often not compliant with privacy laws. There is a lack of measures to assess how adequate the policies are in addressing data privacy issues. To address this problem, this article develops a compliance index to help DPS organizations assess the compliance of their privacy policies with the general data protection regulation (GDPR). The compliance index is created through a natural language process that includes term frequency-inverse document frequency matrix and topic modeling using latent Dirichlet allocation, to compute 1) an emphasis density score that indicates the level of emphasis a privacy policy places on GDPR dimensions, and 2) a privacy score that identifies the level of compliance of a privacy policy with GDPR. The compliance index is validated by assessing its effectiveness at the country level in comparison with an international publicly available data privacy benchmark. IEEE2020 SCOPUS Law Privacy Policies Measuring the Compliance of apps Compliance with RequirementsGeneration of Artefacts based on Privacy Policy AnalysisSemantic Analysis Statistical
Sharing copies of synthetic clinical corpora without physical distribution - A case study to get around iPRS and privacy constraints featuring the German JSYNCC corpusLohr C., Buechel S., Hahn U.The legal culture in the European Union imposes almost unsurmountable hurdles to exploit copyright protected language data (in terms of intellectual property rights (IPRs) of media contents) and privacy protected medical health data (in terms of the notion of informational self-determination) as language resources for the NLP community. These juridical constraints have seriously hampered progress in resource-greedy NLP research, in particular for non-English languages in the clinical domain. In order to get around these restrictions, we introduce a novel approach for the creation and re-use of clinical corpora which is based on a two-step workflow. First, we substitute authentic clinical documents by synthetic ones, i.e., made-up reports and case studies written by medical professionals for educational purposes and published in medical e-textbooks. We thus eliminate patients' privacy concerns since no real, concrete individuals are addressed in such narratives. In a second step, we replace physical corpus distribution by sharing software for trustful re-construction of corpus copies. This is achieved by an end-to-end tool suite which extracts well-specified text fragments from e-books and assembles, on demand, identical copies of the same text corpus we defined at our lab at any other site where this software is executed. Thus, we avoid IPR violations since no physical corpus (raw text data) is distributed. As an illustrative case study which is easily portable to other languages we present JSYNCC, the largest and, even more importantly, first publicly available, corpus of German clinical language. © LREC 2018 - 11th International Conference on Language Resources and Evaluation. All rights reserved.2018 SCOPUS Medicine patient health information (PHI) / free clinical textPrivacy Preserving Information SharingSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)Generation of Synthetic Data Morphological Analysis Rule based
Resilience of clinical text de-identified with “hiding in plain sight” to hostile reidentification attacks by human readersCarrell D.S., Malin B.A., Cronkite D.J., Aberdeen J.S., Clark C., Li M., Bastakoty D., Nyemba S., Hirschman L.Objective: Effective, scalable de-identification of personally identifying information (PII) for information-rich clinical text is critical to support secondary use, but no method is 100% effective. The hiding-in-plain-sight (HIPS) approach attempts to solve this “residual PII problem.” HIPS replaces PII tagged by a de-identification system with realistic but fictitious (resynthesized) content, making it harder to detect remaining unredacted PII. Materials and Methods: Using 2000 representative clinical documents from 2 healthcare settings (4000 total), we used a novel method to generate 2 de-identified 100-document corpora (200 documents total) in which PII tagged by a typical automated machine-learned tagger was replaced by HIPS-resynthesized content. Four readers conducted aggressive reidentification attacks to isolate leaked PII: 2 readers from within the originating institution and 2 external readers. Results: Overall, mean recall of leaked PII was 26.8% and mean precision was 37.2%. Mean recall was 9% (mean precision ¼ 37%) for patient ages, 32% (mean precision ¼ 26%) for dates, 25% (mean precision ¼ 37%) for doctor names, 45% (mean precision ¼ 55%) for organization names, and 23% (mean precision ¼ 57%) for patient names. Recall was 32% (precision ¼ 40%) for internal and 22% (precision ¼33%) for external readers. Discussion and Conclusions: Approximately 70% of leaked PII “hiding” in a corpus de-identified with HIPS resynthesis is resilient to detection by human readers in a realistic, aggressive reidentification attack scenario-more than double the rate reported in previous studies but less than the rate reported for an attack assisted by machine learning methods. © The Author(s) 2020. Published by Oxford University Press on behalf of the American Medical Informatics Association.2020 SCOPUS Medicine Synthetic Data Generation Privacy Preserving Information SharingSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)Generation of Synthetic Data Semantic Analysis Statistical
Challenges and opportunities beyond structured data in analysis of electronic health recordsTayefi, Maryam; Ngo, Phuong; Chomutare, Taridzo; Dalianis, Hercules; Salvi, Elisa; Budrionis, Andrius; Godtliebsen, FredAbstract Electronic health records (EHR) contain a lot of valuable information about individual patients and the whole population. Besides structured data, unstructured data in EHRs can provide extra, valuable information but the analytics processes are complex, time-consuming, and often require excessive manual effort. Among unstructured data, clinical text and images are the two most popular and important sources of information. Advanced statistical algorithms in natural language processing, machine learning, deep learning, and radiomics have increasingly been used for analyzing clinical text and images. Although there exist many challenges that have not been fully addressed, which can hinder the use of unstructured data, there are clear opportunities for well-designed diagnosis and decision support tools that efficiently incorporate both structured and unstructured data for extracting useful information and provide better outcomes. However, access to clinical data is still very restricted due to data sensitivity and ethical issues. Data quality is also an important challenge in which methods for improving data completeness, conformity and plausibility are needed. Further, generalizing and explaining the result of machine learning models are important problems for healthcare, and these are open challenges. A possible solution to improve data quality and accessibility of unstructured data is developing machine learning methods that can generate clinically relevant synthetic data, and accelerating further research on privacy preserving techniques such as deidentification and pseudonymization of clinical text. This article is categorized under: Applications of Computational Statistics > Health and Medical Data/Informatics2021 Wiley Medicine patient health information (PHI) / clinical notesprotecting patient privacy in unstructured clinical textSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)Generation of Synthetic Data Semantic Analysis NN
Applying language technology to nursing documents: Pros and cons with a focus on ethicsSuominen H., Lehtikunnas T., Back B., Karsten H., Salakoski T., Salanterä S.Objectives: The present study discusses ethics in building and using applications based on natural language processing in electronic nursing documentation. Specifically, we first focus on the question of how patient confidentiality can be ensured in developing language technology for the nursing documentation domain. Then, we identify and theoretically analyze the ethical outcomes which arise when using natural language processing to support clinical judgement and decision-making. In total, we put forward and justify 10 claims related to ethics in applying language technology to nursing documents. Methods: A review of recent scientific articles related to ethics in electronic patient records or in the utilization of large databases was conducted. Then, the results were compared with ethical guidelines for nurses and the Finnish legislation covering health care and processing of personal data. Finally, the practical experiences of the authors in applying the methods of natural language processing to nursing documents were appended. Results: Patient records supplemented with natural language processing capabilities may help nurses give better, more efficient and more individualized care for their patients. In addition, language technology may facilitate patients' possibility to receive truthful information about their health and improve the nature of narratives. Because of these benefits, research about the use of language technology in narratives should be encouraged. In contrast, privacy-sensitive health care documentation brings specific ethical concerns and difficulties to the natural language processing of nursing documents. Therefore, when developing natural language processing tools, patient confidentiality must be ensured. While using the tools, health care personnel should always be responsible for the clinical judgement and decision-making. One should also consider that the use of language technology in nursing narratives may threaten patients' rights by using documentation collected for other purposes. Conclusions: Applying language technology to nursing documents may, on the one hand, contribute to the quality of care, but, on the other hand, threaten patient confidentiality. As an overall conclusion, natural language processing of nursing documents holds the promise of great benefits if the potential risks are taken into consideration. © 2007 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.2007 SCOPUS Medicine patient health information (PHI) / nursing documentprotecting patient privacy in unstructured clinical textSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)Information Extraction from nursing documentsSemantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisRule based & Statistical
Chatbot for IT security training: Using motivational interviewing to improve security behaviourGulenko I. We conduct a pre-study with 25 participants on Mechanical Turk to find out which security behavioural problems are most important for online users. These questions are based on motivational interviewing (MI), an evidence-based treatment methodology that enables to train people about different kinds of behavioural changes. Based on that the chatbot is developed using Artificial Intelligence Markup Language (AIML). The chatbot is trained to speak about three topics: passwords, privacy and secure browsing. These three topics were 'most-wanted' by the users of the pre-study. With the chatbot three training sessions with people are conducted.2014 SCOPUS General complex sensitive information / unstructured dataBrowsing in a private manner Complexity of Privacy PoliciesInformation Extraction from privacy policiesSemantic Analysis NN
<i>MyAdChoices</i>: Bringing Transparency and Control to Online AdvertisingParra-Arnau, Javier; Achara, Jagdish Prasad; Castelluccia, ClaudeThe intrusiveness and the increasing invasiveness of online advertising have, in the last few years, raised serious concerns regarding user privacy and Web usability. As a reaction to these concerns, we have witnessed the emergence of a myriad of ad-blocking and antitracking tools, whose aim is to return control to users over advertising. The problem with these technologies, however, is that they are extremely limited and radical in their approach: users can only choose either to block or allow all ads. With around 200 million people regularly using these tools, the economic model of the Web—in which users get content free in return for allowing advertisers to show them ads—is at serious peril. In this article, we propose a smart Web technology that aims at bringing transparency to online advertising, so that users can make an informed and equitable decision regarding ad blocking. The proposed technology is implemented as a Web-browser extension and enables users to exert fine-grained control over advertising, thus providing them with certain guarantees in terms of privacy and browsing experience, while preserving the Internet economic model. Experimental results in a real environment demonstrate the suitability and feasibility of our approach, and provide preliminary findings on behavioral targeting from real user browsing profiles.2017 ACM Other complex sensitive information / unstructured dataBrowsing in a private manner Profiling Information Extraction from privacy policiesSemantic Analysis Statistical
Pre-processing legal text: Policy parsing and isomorphic intermediate representationWaterman K.K. One of the most significant challenges in achieving digital privacy is incorporating privacy policy directly in computer systems. While rule systems have long existed, translating privacy laws, regulations, policies, and contracts into processor amenable forms is slow and difficult because the legal text is scattered, run-on, and unstructured, antithetical to the lean and logical forms of computer science. We are using and developing intermediate isomorphic forms as a Rosetta Stone-like tool to accelerate the translation process and in hopes of providing support to future domain-specific Natural Language Processing technology. This report describes our experience, thoughts about how to improve the form, and discoveries about the form and logic of the legal text that will affect the successful development of a rules tool to implement real-world complex privacy policies.2010 SCOPUS Law Privacy Policies Ease the automation process of privacy regulating documentsComplexity of Privacy PoliciesInformation Extraction from privacy policiesSemantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisRule based & Statistical & NN
Identifying the provision of choices in privacy policy textSathyendra K.M., Wilson S., Schaub F., Zimmeck S., Sadeh N.Websites’ and mobile apps’ privacy policies, written in natural language, tend to be long and difficult to understand. Information privacy revolves around the fundamental principle of notice and choice, namely the idea that users should be able to make informed decisions about what information about them can be collected and how it can be used. Internet users want control over their privacy, but their choices are often hidden in long and convoluted privacy policy documents. Moreover, little (if any) prior work has been done to detect the provision of choices in text. We address this challenge of enabling user choice by automatically identifying and extracting pertinent choice language in privacy policies. In particular, we present a two-stage architecture of classification models to identify opt-out choices in privacy policy text, labelling common varieties of choices with a mean F1 score of 0.735. Our techniques enable the creation of systems to help Internet users to learn about their choices, thereby effectuating notice and choice and improving Internet privacy. © 2017 Association for Computational Linguistics.2017 SCOPUS Law Privacy Policies Ease the comprehension of Privacy PoliciesComplexity of Privacy PoliciesInformation Extraction from privacy policiesMorphological Analysis Rule based & Statistical & NN
Polisis: Automated analysis and presentation of privacy policies using deep learningHarkous H., Fawaz K., Lebret R., Schaub F., Shin K.G., Aberer K.Privacy policies are the primary channel through which companies inform users about their data collection and sharing practices. These policies are often long and difficult to comprehend. Short notices based on information extracted from privacy policies have been shown to be useful but face a significant scalability hurdle, given the number of policies and their evolution over time. Companies, users, researchers, and regulators still lack usable and scalable tools to cope with the breadth and depth of privacy policies. To address these hurdles, we propose an automated framework for privacy policy analysis (Polisis). It enables scalable, dynamic, and multi-dimensional queries on natural language privacy policies. At the core of Polisis is a privacy-centric language model, built with 130K privacy policies, and a novel hierarchy of neural-network classifiers that accounts for both high-level aspects and fine-grained details of privacy practices. We demonstrate Polisis' modularity and utility with two applications supporting structured and free-form querying. The structured querying application is the automated assignment of privacy icons from privacy policies. With Polisis, we can achieve an accuracy of 88.4% on this task. The second application, PriBot, is the first free-form question-answering system for privacy policies. We show that PriBot can produce a correct answer among its top-3 results for 82% of the test questions. Using an MTurk user study with 700 participants, we show that at least one of PriBot's top-3 answers is relevant to users for 89% of the test questions. © 2018 Proceedings of the 27th USENIX Security Symposium. All rights reserved.2018 SCOPUS Law Privacy Policies Ease the comprehension of Privacy PoliciesComplexity of Privacy PoliciesInformation Extraction from privacy policiesSemantic Analysis Statistical & NN
Understanding Privacy Awareness in Android App Descriptions Using Deep LearningFeichtner J., Gruber S.Permissions are a key factor in Android to protect users' privacy. As it is often not obvious why applications require certain permissions, developer-provided descriptions in Google Play and third-party markets should explain to users how sensitive data is processed. Reliably recognizing whether app descriptions cover permission usage is challenging due to the lack of enforced quality standards and a variety of ways developers can express privacy-related facts. We introduce a machine learning-based approach to identify critical discrepancies between developer-described app behavior and permission usage. By combining state-of-the-art techniques in natural language processing (NLP) and deep learning, we design a convolutional neural network (CNN) for text classification that captures the relevance of words and phrases in app descriptions in relation to the usage of dangerous permissions. Our system predicts the likelihood that an app requires certain permissions and can warn about descriptions in which the requested access to sensitive user data and system features is textually not represented. We evaluate our solution on 77,000 real-world app descriptions and find that we can identify individual groups of dangerous permissions with a precision between 71% and 93%. To highlight the impact of individual words and phrases, we employ a model explanation algorithm and demonstrate that our technique can successfully bridge the semantic gap between described app functionality and its access to security- and privacy-sensitive resources. © 2020 ACM.2020 SCOPUS Mobile Application complex sensitive information / unstructured dataInvestigating the permission usage coverage of app descriptionsComplexity of Privacy PoliciesInformation Extraction from privacy policiesSemantic Analysis NN
PrivacyCheck: Automatic Summarization of Privacy Policies Using Data MiningZaeem, Razieh Nokhbeh; German, Rachel L.; Barber, K. SuzannePrior research shows that only a tiny percentage of users actually read the online privacy policies they implicitly agree to while using a website. Prior research also suggests that users ignore privacy policies because these policies are lengthy and, on average, require 2 years of college education to comprehend. We propose a novel technique that tackles this problem by automatically extracting summaries of online privacy policies. We use data mining models to analyze the text of privacy policies and answer 10 basic questions concerning the privacy and security of user data, what information is gathered from them, and how this information is used. In order to train the data mining models, we thoroughly study privacy policies of 400 companies (considering 10% of all listings on NYSE, Nasdaq, and AMEX stock markets) across industries. Our free Chrome browser extension, PrivacyCheck, utilizes the data mining models to summarize any HTML page that contains a privacy policy. PrivacyCheck stands out from currently available counterparts because it is readily applicable on any online privacy policy. Cross-validation results show that PrivacyCheck summaries are accurate 40% to 73% of the time. Over 400 independent Chrome users are currently using PrivacyCheck.2018 ACM Law Privacy Policies Paying more Attention to Privacy Policies & Ease the comprehension of Privacy PoliciesComplexity of Privacy PoliciesInformation Extraction from privacy policiesSemantic Analysis NN
Automatic extraction of opt-out choices from privacy policiesSathyendra K.M., Schaub F., Wilson S., Sadeh N.Online "notice and choice" is an essential concept in the US FTC's Fair Information Practice Principles. Privacy laws based on these principles include requirements for providing notice about data practices and allowing individuals to exercise control over those practices. Internet users need control over privacy, but their options are hidden in long privacy policies which are cumbersome to read and understand. In this paper, we describe several approaches to automatically extract choice instances from privacy policy documents using natural language processing and machine learning techniques. We define a choice instance as a statement in a privacy policy that indicates the user has discretion over the collection, use, sharing, or retention of their data. We describe supervised machine learning approaches for automatically extracting instances containing opt-out hyperlinks and evaluate the proposed methods using the OPP-115 Corpus, a dataset of annotated privacy policies. Extracting information about privacy choices and controls enables the development of concise and usable interfaces to help Internet users better understand the choices offered by online services. The focus of this paper, however, is to describe such methods to automatically extract useful opt-out hyperlinks from privacy policies. Copyright © 2016, Association for the Advancement of Artificial Intelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved.2016 SCOPUS Law Privacy Policies Paying more Attention to Privacy Policies & Ease the comprehension of Privacy PoliciesComplexity of Privacy PoliciesInformation Extraction from privacy policiesSemantic Analysis Statistical
A step towards usable privacy policy: Automatic alignment of privacy statementsLiu F., Ramanath R., Sadeh N., Smith N.A.With the rapid development of web-based services, concerns about user privacy have heightened. The privacy policies of online websites, which serve as a legal agreement between service providers and users, are not easy for people to understand and therefore offer an opportunity for natural language processing. In this paper, we consider a corpus of these policies, and tackle the problem of aligning or grouping segments of policies based on the privacy issues they address. A dataset of pairwise judgments from humans is used to evaluate two methods, one based on clustering and another based on a hidden Markov model. Our analysis suggests a five-point gap between system and median-human levels of agreement with a consensus annotation, of which half can be closed with bag of words representations and half requires more sophistication.2014 SCOPUS Law Privacy Policies Ease the comprehension of Privacy PoliciesComplexity of Privacy PoliciesMapping of Privacy Policies to Privacy IssuesMorphological Analysis Statistical
The Effect of the GDPR on Privacy Policies: Recent Progress and Future PromiseZaeem, Razieh Nokhbeh; Barber, K. SuzanneThe General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is considered by some to be the most important change in data privacy regulation in 20 years. Effective May 2018, the European Union GDPR privacy law applies to any organization that collects and processes the personal information of EU citizens within or outside the EU. In this work, we seek to quantify the progress the GDPR has made in improving privacy policies around the globe. We leverage our data mining tool, PrivacyCheck, to automatically compare three corpora (totaling 550) of privacy policies, pre- and post-GDPR. In addition, to evaluate the current level of compliance with the GDPR around the globe, we manually studied the policies within two corpora (450 policies). We find that the GDPR has made progress in protecting user data, but more progress is necessary—particularly in the area of giving users the right to edit and delete their information—to entirely fulfill the GDPR’s promise. We also observe that the GDPR encourages sharing user data with law enforcement, and as a result, many policies have facilitated such sharing after the GDPR. Finally, we see that when there is non-compliance with the GDPR, it is often in the form of failing to explicitly indicate compliance, which in turn speaks to an organization’s lack of transparency and disclosure regarding their processing and protection of personal information. If Personally Identifiable Information (PII) is the “currency of the Internet,” these findings mark continued alarm regarding an individual’s agency to protect and secure their PII assets.2020 ACM Law Privacy Policies Investigating the Impact of GDPR with Privacy Policy AnalysisComplexity of Privacy PoliciesMapping Privacy Policies to GDPRSemantic Analysis Rule based & Statistical
The role of vocabulary mediation to discover and represent relevant information in privacy policiesLeone V., Di Caro L.To date, the effort made by existing vocabularies to provide a shared representation of the data protection domain is not fully exploited. Different natural language processing (NLP) techniques have been applied to the text of privacy policies without, however, taking advantage of existing vocabularies to provide those documents with a shared semantic superstructure. In this paper we show how a recently released domain-specific vocabulary, i.e. the Data Privacy Vocabulary (DPV), can be used to discover, in privacy policies, the information that is relevant with respect to the concepts modelled in the vocabulary itself. We also provide a machine-readable representation of this information to bridge the unstructured textual information to the formal taxonomy modelled in it. This is the first approach to the automatic processing of privacy policies that relies on the DPV, fuelling further investigation on the applicability of existing semantic resources to promote the reuse of information and the interoperability between systems in the data protection domain. © 2020 The Authors, Faculty of Law, Masaryk University and IOS Press.2020 SCOPUS Law Privacy Policies Ease the comprehension of Privacy PoliciesComplexity of Privacy PoliciesMapping Privacy Policy Content to selected Dictionary Semantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisNN
P2Onto: Making Privacy Policies TransparentNovikova E., Doynikova E., Kotenko I.The privacy issue is highly relevant for modern information systems. Both particular users and organizations usually do not understand risks related with personal data processing. The ways an organization gathers, uses, discloses, and manages a customer’s or client’s data should be described by privacy policy, but in major cases such policies are confusing for the customer. The goal of this research is making privacy policy transparent for the users via automation of the privacy risks assessment process based on the privacy policy. The paper introduces the developed common approach to privacy risks assessment based on analysis of privacy policies and ontology for privacy policies. The approach includes construction of an ontology for a privacy policy, and generation of rules for privacy risks assessment based on the proposed ontology. The applicability of the proposed approach and ontology is demonstrated on the case study for IoT device. © 2020, Springer Nature Switzerland AG.2020 SCOPUS Law Privacy Policies Ease the comprehension of Privacy PoliciesComplexity of Privacy PoliciesOntology used for transparency in Privacy PoliciesSemantic Analysis Statistical
De-identification of unstructured clinical data for patient privacy protectionMeystre S.M. The adoption of Electronic Health Record (EHR) systems is growing at a fast pace in the United States and in Europe, and this growth results in very large quantities of patient clinical information becoming available in electronic format, with tremendous potential, but also equally growing concern for patient confidentiality breaches. Secondary use of clinical information is essential to fulfil the promises for high quality healthcare, improved ealthcare management, and effective clinical research. De-identification of patient information has been proposed as a solution to both facilitate secondary use of clinical information, and protect patient information confidentiality. Most clinical information found in the EHR is unstructured and represented as narrative text, and de-identification of clinical text is a tedious and costly manual endeavor. Automated approaches based on Natural Language Processing have been implemented and evaluated, allowing for much faster de-identification than manual approaches. This chapter introduces clinical text-de-identification in general, and then focuses on recent efforts and studies at the U.S. Veterans Health Administration. It includes the origins anddefinition of text de-identification in the United States and Europe and a discussion about text anonymization. It also presents methods applied for text de-identification, examples of clinical text de-identification applications, and U.S. Veterans Health Administration clinical text de-identification efforts. © Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015, All Right Reserved.2015 SCOPUS Medicine patient health information (PHI)protecting patient privacy in unstructured clinical textSecondary use of unstructured clinical data (Research)Overview of Challenges and applied methods for protection of personal health information (PHI)None None
Challenges in detecting privacy revealing information in unstructured textTesfay W.B., Serna J., Pape S.This paper discusses the challenges in detecting privacy revealing information using ontologies, natural language processing and machine learning techniques. It reviews current definitions, and sketches problem levels towards identifying the main open challenges. Furthermore, it elicits that the current notion of personally identifiable information lacks robustness to be used in varying contexts and user perceptions, and shows the need to additionally consider privacy sensitive information. © 2016, CEUR-WS. All rights reserved.2016 SCOPUS Medicine patient health information (PHI) / clinical notesprotecting sensitive Information in unstructured textSensitive Information in unstructured DataOverview of challenges in detecting privacy revealing information in unstructured textNone None
GDPR privacy policies in CLAUDETTE: Challenges of omission, context and multilingualismLiepin R., Contissa G., Drazewski K., Lagioia F., Lippi M., Micklitz H.-W., Pałka P., Sartor G., Torroni P.The latest developments in natural language processing and machine learning have created new opportunities in legal text analysis. In particular, we look at the texts of online privacy policies after the implementation of the European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). We analyse 32 privacy policies to design a methodology for automated detection and assessment of compliance of these documents. Preliminary results confirm the pressing issues with current privacy policies and the beneficial use of this approach in empowering consumers in making more informed decisions. However, we also encountered several serious issues in the process. This paper introduces the challenges through concrete examples of context dependence, omission of information, and multilingualism. © 2019 Copyright held by the owner/author(s).2019 SCOPUS Law Privacy Policies Investigating the Impact of GDPR with Privacy Policy AnalysisComplexity of Privacy PoliciesOverview of Challenges of omission, context and multilingualismSemantic Analysis Rule based
Data processing and text mining technologies on electronic medical records: A reviewSun W., Cai Z., Li Y., Liu F., Fang S., Wang G.Currently, medical institutes generally use EMR to record patient's condition, including diagnostic information, procedures performed, and treatment results. EMR has been recognized as a valuable resource for large-scale analysis. However, EMR has the characteristics of diversity, incompleteness, redundancy, and privacy, which make it difficult to carry out data mining and analysis directly. Therefore, it is necessary to preprocess the source data in order to improve data quality and improve the data mining results. Different types of data require different processing technologies. Most structured data commonly needs classic preprocessing technologies, including data cleansing, data integration, data transformation, and data reduction. For semistructured or unstructured data, such as medical text, containing more health information, it requires more complex and challenging processing methods. The task of information extraction for medical texts mainly includes NER (named-entity recognition) and RE (relation extraction). This paper focuses on the process of EMR processing and emphatically analyzes the key techniques. In addition, we make an in-depth study on the applications developed based on text mining together with the open challenges and research issues for future work. © 2018 Wencheng Sun et al.2018 SCOPUS Medicine patient health information (PHI) / clinical notesprotecting patient privacy in unstructured clinical textDisclosure of sensitive data for analysisOverview over the research fieldNone None
Deriving semantic models from privacy policiesBreaux T.D., Antón A.I.Natural language policies describe interactions between and across organizations, third-parties and individuals. However, current policy languages are limited in their ability to collectively describe interactions across these parties. Goals from requirements engineering are useful for distilling natural language policy statements into structured descriptions of these interactions; however, they are limited in that they are not easy to compare with one another despite sharing common semantic features. In this paper, we propose a process called semantic parameterization that in conjunction with goal analysis supports the derivation of semantic models from privacy policy documents. We present example semantic models that enable comparing policy statements and discuss corresponding limitations identified in existing policy languages. The semantic models are described by a context-free grammar (CFG) that has been validated within the context of the most frequently expressed goals in over 100 website privacy policy documents. The CFG is supported by a qualitative and quantitative policy analysis tool. © 2005 IEEE.2005 SCOPUS Law Privacy Policies Ease the comparison of Privacy PoliciesComplexity of Privacy PoliciesSemantic Model Creation based on Privacy PoliciesSemantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisStatistical
Modeling language vagueness in privacy policies using deep neural networksLiu F., Fella N.L., Liao K.Website privacy policies are too long to read and difficult to understand. The over-sophisticated language undermines the effectiveness of privacy notices. People become less willing to share their personal information when they perceive the privacy policy as vague. The goal of this paper is to decode vagueness from a natural language processing perspective. While thoroughly identifying the vague terms and their linguistic scope remains an elusive challenge, in this work we seek to learn vector representations of words in privacy policies using deep neural networks. The vector representations are fed to an interactive visualization tool (LSTMVis) to test on their ability to discover syntactically and semantically related terms. The approach holds promise for modeling and understanding language vagueness. Copyright © 2016, Association for the Advancement of Artificial Intelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved.2016 SCOPUS Law Privacy Policies Ease the comprehension of Privacy PoliciesComplexity of Privacy PoliciesSemantic Modeling of language vaguenessSemantic Analysis NN
Opening public deliberations: Transparency, privacy, anonymisationBassi E., Leoni D., Leucci S., Pane J., Vaccari L.The open data movement is demanding publication of data withheld by public institutions. Wide access to government data improves transparency and also fosters economic growth. Still, careless publication of personal data can easily lead to privacy violations. Due to these concerns, the Italian law states that even public deliberations must be anonymised for long term publication. In the context of the Trentino Open Data Project (Italy), we first analyse privacy legislation and anonymisation techniques. Then, we propose a semantic open source stack based on entity and word sense disambiguation techniques for publishing anonymised deliberations edited with Norme in Rete software. © Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2014.2013 SCOPUS Other Government Data Privacy Preserving Information SharingUnintended data disclosure Semantic open source stack Semantic Analysis & Morphological AnalysisStatistical
On the Suitability of Applying WordNet to Privacy MeasurementZhu N., Wang S., He J., Teng D., He P., Zhang Y.Privacy protection is a fundamental issue in the era of big data. For personalized privacy protection, it is necessary to measure the amount or the degree of privacy leakage. To facilitate such measurement, semantic similarities and relationships of words should be determined since the words may come from multiple sources and present themselves in as many different ways as one can imagine, an intrinsic nature of big data. WordNet has been widely used for measuring the semantic similarity of words. This paper aims at analyzing the suitability of applying WordNet to measuring the semantic similarity or relatedness of words in the field of privacy. The analysis includes an experiment designed to obtain human rating scores as the benchmark dataset and a comprehensive comparison between results from four WordNet based measures and the human rating scores. The conclusion of the analysis is that current WordNet based measures are not very suitable for privacy measurement. Therefore, this paper also provides some suggestions on possible ways of enhancing WordNet to improve the effectiveness of semantic similarity or relatedness measurement in the field of privacy to support more effective and personalized privacy protection. © 2018, Springer Science+Business Media, LLC, part of Springer Nature.2018 SCOPUS General User Generated Content (UGC)Ease the automation process of privacy regulating documentsCompliance with RequirementsSemantic Similarities Tool ComparisonSemantic Analysis Statistical
Enforcing vocabulary k-anonymity by semantic similarity based clusteringLiu J., Wang K. Web query logs provide a rich wealth of information, but also present serious privacy risks. We consider publishing vocabularies, bags of query-terms extracted from web query logs, which has a variety of applications. We aim at preventing identity disclosure of such bag-valued data. The key feature of such data is the extreme sparsity, which renders conventional anonymization techniques not working well in retaining enough utility. We propose a semantic similarity based clustering approach to address the issue. We measure the semantic similarity between two vocabularies by a weighted bipartite matching and present a greedy algorithm to cluster vocabularies by the semantic similarities. Extensive experiments on the AOL query log show that our approach retains more data utility than existing approaches. © 2010 IEEE.2010 SCOPUS General Query Data Searching in a private manner Profiling Semantic similarity based on clustering and k-annonymitySemantic Analysis Statistical
Mining rule semantics to understand legislative complianceBreaux T.D., Antón A.I.Organizations in privacy-regulated industries (e.g. healthcare and financial institutions) face significant challenges when developing policies and systems that are properly aligned with relevant privacy legislation. We analyze privacy regulations derived from the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) that affect information sharing practices and consumer privacy in healthcare systems. Our analysis shows specific natural language semantics that formally characterize rights, obligations, and the meaningful relationships between them required to build value into systems. Furthermore, we evaluate semantics for rules and constraints necessary to develop machine-enforceable policies that bridge between laws, policies, practices, and system requirements. We believe the results of our analysis will benefit legislators, regulators and policy and system developers by focusing their attention on natural language policy semantics that are implementable in software systems. Copyright 2005 ACM.2005 SCOPUS Law Privacy Policies Ease the automation process of privacy regulating documentsComplexity of Privacy PoliciesSemantics of Rules Mining Semantic Analysis Statistical
She Knows Too Much-Voice Command Devices and PrivacyFurey E., Blue J. Voice controlled Internet of Things (IoT) devices have become ubiquitous in homes and offer individuals many convenient and entertaining features. The Amazon Echo and its intelligent personal assistant, Alexa, is a leading innovation in this area. This novel research examines aspects of privacy relating to personal use of the Echo. It aims to ascertain the types of data that may be vocally extracted from a selection of the multitude of applications that may be linked to the Echo.In the era of IoT, Big Data and Artificial Intelligence, privacy concerns are paramount for the individual. Personal data has never been more valuable, both to large reputable corporations and to criminals groups. The European Union's General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR) will come into force in May 2018, aiming to protect the personal data of EU citizens. This has further highlighted the emergent risks stemming from this technological medium.This paper demonstrates that a typically configured Echo device can prove to be a vulnerable channel by which personal information may be accessed. Where no safeguards are implemented, a plethora of data including personal identifiable information and personal health information is available from the device. Data exposure by simple vocal request leaves the system vulnerable to inquisition by any unauthorized individual who is within ear shot of the device. The research explores the extent to which these risks can be reduced or mitigated, offering a set of recommendations aimed at preserving user privacy, while still enabling functionality of the device. Adherence to these recommendations will empower individuals to guard against privacy breaches from local sources. © 2018 IEEE.2018 SCOPUS Other Speech Data Voice-based Service in a private mannerProfiling Speech de-identification Speech Processing Rule based
Partakable technology Osman N. This paper proposes a shift in how technology is currently being developed by giving people, the users, control over their technology. We argue that users should have a say in the behaviour of the technologies that mediate their online interactions and control their private data. We propose 'partakable technologies', technologies where users can come together to discuss and agree on its features and functionalities. To achieve this, we base our proposal on a number of existing technologies in the fields of agreement technologies, natural language processing, normative systems, and formal verification. As an IJCAI early career spotlight paper, the paper provides an overview of the author's expertise in these different areas. © 2018 International Joint Conferences on Artificial Intelligence.All right reserved.2018 SCOPUS Social Network User Generated Content (UGC) / user proposalsDefinition of Privacy Requirements Sensitive Information in unstructured DataSuggestion of security and privacy requirements by involving usersMorphological Analysis Rule based
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Document Title Authors Abstract Year Source Domain Data Type Use Cases Generalized Issue/Vulnerability solved for NLP(RQ1)PETs(RQ2) 1
A Framework for Secure Speech Recognition P. Smaragdis; M. V. S. ShashankaWe present an algorithm that enables privacy-preserving speech recognition transactions between multiple parties. We assume two commonplace scenarios. One being the case where one of two parties has private speech data to be transcribed and the other party has private models for speech recognition. And the other being that of one party having a speech model to be trained using private data of multiple other parties. In both of the above cases data privacy is desired from both the data and the model owners. In this paper we will show how such collaborations can be performed while ensuring no private data leaks using secure multiparty computations. In neither case will any party obtain information on other parties data. The protocols described herein can be used to construct rudimentary speech recognition systems and can be easily extended for arbitrary audio and speech processing.2007 IEEE General Speech Speech Recognition without Disclosure of all Voice FeaturesDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP model trainingSecure Multiparty Computation
Identity verification using voice and its use in a privacy preserving systemÇamlıkaya, Eren;Since security has been a growing concern in recent years, the field of biometrics has gained popularity and became an active research area. Beside new identity authentication and recognition methods, protection against theft of biometric data and potential privacy loss are current directions in biometric systems research. Biometric traits which are used for verification can be grouped into two: physical and behavioral traits. Physical traits such as fingerprints and iris patterns are characteristics that do not undergo major changes over time. On the other hand, behavioral traits such as voice, signature, and gait are more variable; they are therefore more suitable to lower security applications. Behavioral traits such as voice and signature also have the advantage of being able to generate numerous different biometric templates of the same modality (e.g. different pass-phrases or signatures), in order to provide cancelability of the biometric template and to prevent crossmatching of different databases. In this thesis, we present three new biometric verification systems based mainly on voice modality. First, we propose a text-dependent (TD) system where acoustic features are extracted from individual frames of the utterances, after they are aligned via phonetic HMMs. Data from 163 speakers from the TIDIGITS database are employed for this work and the best equal error rate (EER) is reported as 0.49% for 6-digit user passwords. Second, a text-independent (TI) speaker verification method is implemented inspired by the feature extraction method utilized for our text-dependent system. Our proposed TI system depends on creating speaker specific phoneme codebooks. Once phoneme codebooks are created on the enrollment stage using HMM alignment and segmentation to extract discriminative user information, test utterances are verified by calculating the total dissimilarity/distance to the claimed codebook. For benchmarking, a GMM-based TI system is implemented as a baseline. The results of the proposed TD system (0.22% EER for 7-digit passwords) is superior compared to the GMM-based system (0.31% EER for 7-digit sequences) whereas the proposed TI system yields worse results (5.79% EER for 7-digit sequences) using the data of 163 people from the TIDIGITS database . Finally, we introduce a new implementation of the multi-biometric template framework of Yanikoglu and Kholmatov [12], using fingerprint and voice modalities. In this framework, two biometric data are fused at the template level to create a multi-biometric template, in order to increase template security and privacy. The current work aims to also provide cancelability by exploiting the behavioral aspect of the voice modality.2008 Google Scholar Medicine Speech Speech Verification without Disclosure of all Voice Featuresmemorizability of NN Obfuscation
Slice-based architecture for biometrics: Prototype illustration on privacy preserving voice verificationB. K. Sy This research investigates slice-based architecture for biometrics. A service slice is an aggregation of resources for a specific biometric objective; e.g., speaker verification. Slice-based architecture is attractive as a framework for modeling service-oriented biometric applications. In order for it to be usable, slice-based architecture must adequately address privacy, security, and standard based interoperability. We propose to incorporate secure computation mechanism and BioAPI standard into slice-based architecture. We discuss why secure computation is information-theoretic secure, and how it can be used to realize a private computation for the exchange of biometric data between two parties in slice-based architecture. For proof-of-concept, open source software is developed for realizing a privacy preserving voice verification prototype based on slice-based architecture, and will be released for experimentation by the public. The result of our initial experimentation is reported.2009 IEEE Medicine Speech Speech Verification without Disclosure of all Voice FeaturesDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP TasksSecure Multiparty Computation
Privacy Preserving Techniques for Speech ProcessingPathak, M; Speech is perhaps the most private form of personal communication but current speech processing techniques are not designed to preserve the privacy of the speaker and require complete access to the speech recording. We propose to develop techniques for speech processing which do preserve privacy. While our proposed methods can be applied to a variety of speech processing problems and also generally to problems in other domains, we focus on the problems of keyword spotting, speaker identification, speaker verification, and speech recognition. Each of these applications involve the two separate but overlapping problems of private classifier evaluation and private classifier release. Towards the former, we study designing privacy preserving protocols using primitives such as homomorphic encryption, oblivious transfer, and blind and permute in the framework of secure multiparty computation (SMC). Towards the latter, we study the differential privacy model, and techniques such as exponential method and sensitivity method for releasing differentially private classifiers trained on private data. We summarize our preliminary work on the subject including techniques such as SMC protocols for eigenvector computation, isolated keyword recognition and differentially private release mechanisms for large margin Gaussian mixture models, and classifiers trained from data belonging to multiple parties. Finally, we discuss the proposed directions of research including techniques such as training differentially private hidden Markov models, and a multiparty framework for differentially private classification by data perturbation, and protocols for applications such as privacy preserving music matching and keyword spotting, speaker verification and identification.2010 Google Scholar General Speech Speech Processing without Disclosure of all Voice FeaturesDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP model trainingDifferential Privacy (DP) & Secure Multiparty Computation
Privacy-preserving document similarity detectionKhelik, Ksenia; The document similarity detection is an important technique used in many applications. The existence of the tool that guarantees the privacy protection of the documents during the comparison will expand the area where this technique can be applied. The goal of this project is to develop a method for privacy-preserving document similarity detection capable to identify either semantically or syntactically similar documents. As the result two methods were designed, implemented, and evaluated. In the first method privacy-preserving data comparison protocol was applied for secure comparison. This original protocol was created as a part of this thesis. In the second method modified private-matching scheme was used. In both methods the Natural Language processing techniques were utilized to capture the semantic relations between documents. During the testing phase the first method was found to be too slow for the practical application. The second method, on the contrary, was rather fast and effective. It can be used for creation of the tool for detecting syntactical and semantic similarity in a privacy-preserving way. 2011 Google Scholar General Written Similarity detection without Data ExposureInformation Disclosure by Statistical Language ModelsHomomorphic Encryption (HE)
A Strategy for Deploying Secure Cloud-Based Natural Language Processing Systems for Applied Research Involving Clinical TextD. Carrell Natural language processing (NLP) of clinical text offers great potential to expand secondary use of high-value electronic health record (EHR) data, but a barrier to adopting NLP is the high total cost of operation, driven mainly by the costs and limited availability of technical personnel in applied health research settings. To overcome this barrier we propose a cloud-based service systems model by which entire NLP systems deployed in the cloud are cloned and provided to the adopting institution for their exclusive and unlimited use. Useful algorithms that perform various information extraction and classification tasks are built in to the NLP system. A rationale and model for cloud-deployed NLP is presented and the inherent data security and patient privacy issues it raises addressed. Both technical and socio-institutional security issues are discussed in the context of the unique challenges associated with processing highly regulated clinical text in an unconventional computing environment. Results of a June 2010 survey of Institutional Review Board (IRB) managers in applied research settings are presented. Survey questions address IRB managers' readiness to approve research projects involving cloud-based NLP technologies. Useful next steps and information needs are presented in the conclusion.2011 IEEE Medicine Written Classification without Data DisclosureDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP model trainingNone
Privacy-preserving machine learning for speech processingPathak, Manas A;Speech is one of the most private forms of personal communication, as a speech sample contains information about the gender, accent, ethnicity, and the emotional state of the speaker apart from the message content. Recorded speech is a relatively stronger form of evidence as compared to other media. The privacy of speech is recognized legally as well; in many cases it is illegal to record a person’s speech without consent. In spite of the significant theoretical and practical advances in privacy-enabling methodologies, little has been applied to speech tasks and most existing speech processing algorithms require complete access to the speech recording. In this thesis, we introduce the problem of privacy-preserving speech processing. We focus on constructing privacy-preserving frameworks for three speech processing applications: speaker verification, speaker identification, and speech recognition. Our emphasis is on creating feasible privacy-preserving frameworks, where we measure feasibility by speed and accuracy of the computation. In speaker verification, speech is widely used as a biometric in an authentication task. However, existing speaker verification systems require access to the speaker models of enrolled users and speech input from a test speaker. This makes the system vulnerable to an adversary who can break in and gain unauthorized access to the speaker data, and later utilize it to impersonate a speaker. Towards this we create a privacy-preserving speaker verification framework using homomorphic encryption in which the system stores only encrypted speaker models and is able to authenticate users who provide encrypted input. We also construct an alternative framework in which we transform the speech input into fingerprints or fixed-length bit strings, and the users obfuscate the bit strings using a cryptographic hash function. In this framework, the system is able to efficiently perform the verification similar to a password system. In speaker identification, we use a speech recording to classify the speaker among a set of individuals. This task finds use in surveillance applications where a security agency is interested in checking if a given speech sample belongs to a suspect. In order to protect the privacy of speakers, we create a privacy-preserving speaker identification framework, where the security agency does not observe the speech recording. We use homomorphic encryption to create protocols for performing speaker identification over encrypted data. We also use the string comparison framework to perform speaker identification over obfuscated bit strings.  Recently, there has been a increase in external speech recognition services that allow users to upload a speech recording and return the text corresponding to the spoken words as output. In many cases, users are reluctant to use such services due to confidentiality of their speech data. We create a privacy-preserving framework using homomorphic encryption that allow the service to perform isolated-word speech recognition over encrypted speech input. In the above problems, we formalize the privacy model, analyze the adversarial behavior of different parties and present detailed cryptographic protocols. We report experiments with prototype implementations of our solutions for execution time and accuracy on standardized speech datasets.2012 Google Scholar General Speech Speech Processing without Disclosure of all Voice FeaturesDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP TasksHomomorphic Encryption (HE)
An Efficient and Secure Nonlinear Programming Outsourcing in Cloud ComputingMadhura, M; Santosh, R;Cloud Computing provides a appropriate on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources which could be rapidly deployed with much more great efficiency and with minimal overhead to management. This paper deals with the secure outsourcing of nonlinear programming. It provides a practical mechanism design which fulfils input/output privacy, cheating resilience, and efficiency. In the proposed approach practical efficiency is achieved by explicit decomposition of NLP into NLP solvers running on the cloud and private NLP parameters owned by the customer. When compared to the general circuit representation the resulting flexibility allows exploring appropriate security/efficiency trade-off via higher-level abstraction of NLP computations. It is possible to construct a set of effective privacy-preserving transformation techniques for any problem, by framing a private data possessed by the client for NLP problem as a combination of matrices and vectors, which allow customers to transform original NLP problem into some arbitrary value while defending sensitive input or output information. To confirm the computational result, the fundamental duality theorem of NLP computation should be explored and then derive the essential and adequate constraints that a accurate result must satisfy. Such a result verification mechanism is very competent and suffers closeto-zero extra cost on both cloud server and customers.2012 Google Scholar Cloud Computing Written Model Training without Sharing Datamemorizability of NN Homomorphic Encryption (HE)
Privacy-preserving speaker authentication Pathak, Manas; Portelo, Jose; Raj, Bhiksha; Trancoso, Isabel;Speaker authentication systems require access to the voice of the user. A person’s voice carries information about their gender, nationality etc., all of which become accessible to the system, which could abuse this knowledge. The system also stores users’ voice prints – these may be stolen and used to impersonate the users elsewhere. It is therefore important to develop privacy preserving voice authentication techniques that enable a system to authenticate users by their voice, while simultaneously obscuring the user’s voice and voice patterns from the system. Prior work in this area has employed expensive cryptographic tools, or has cast authentication as a problem of exact match with compromised accuracy. In this paper we present a new technique that employs secure binary embeddings of feature vectors, to perform voice authentication in a privacy preserving manner with minimal computational overhead and little loss of classification accuracy.2012 Google Scholar General Speech Speech Verification without Disclosure of all Voice FeaturesDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP TasksObfuscation
HMM Based Privacy Preserving Approach for VOIP CommunicationPrashantini, S; Jeyaprabha, TJ;Pre-processing of Speech Signal serves various purposes in any speech processing application. It includes Noise Removal, Endpoint Detection, Pre-emphasis, Framing, Windowing, Echo Canceling etc. Out of these, silence portion removal along with endpoint detection is the fundamental step for applications like Speech and Speaker Recognition. The proposed method uses multi-layerperceptronalong with hierarchal mixture model for classification of voiced part of a speech from silence/unvoiced part. The work shows better end point detection as well as silence removal. The study is based on timing-based traffic analysis attacks that can be used to reconstruct the communication on end-to-end VOIP (Voice Over Internet Protocol) systems by taking advantage of the reduction or suppression of the generation of traffic whenever the sender detects a voice inactivity. Removal of the silence occurs in between the inter packet time in order to obtain a clear communication. The proposed attacks can detect speakers of encrypted speech communications with high probabilities. With the help of different codecs the authors have detected speakers of speech communications. In comparison with traditional traffic analysis attacks, the proposed traffic analysis attacks do not require simultaneous accesses to one traffic flow of interest at both sides2013 Google Scholar General Speech Speech Communication without Disclosure of all Voice FeaturesDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP model trainingHomomorphic Encryption (HE)
Privacy-preserving speech processing: cryptographic and string-matching frameworks show promisePathak, Manas A; Raj, Bhiksha; Rane, Shantanu D; Smaragdis, Paris;Speech is one of the most private forms of communication. People do not like to be eavesdropped on. They will frequently even object to being recorded; in fact, in many places it is illegal to record people speaking in public, even when it is acceptable to capture their images on video [1]. Yet, when a person uses a speech-based service such as a voice authentication system or a speech recognition service, they must grant the service complete access to their voice recordings. This exposes the user to abuse, with security, privacy and economic implications. For instance, the service could extract information such as gender, ethnicity, and even the emotional state of the user from the recording-factors not intended to be exposed by the user-and use them for undesired purposes. The recordings may be edited to create fake recordings that the user never spoke, or to impersonate them for other services. Even derivatives from the voice are risky to expose. For example, a voice-authentication service could make unauthorized use of the models or voice prints it has for users to try to identify their presence in other media such as YouTube.2013 Google Scholar General Speech Speech Processing without Disclosure of all Voice FeaturesDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP TasksHomomorphic Encryption (HE)
Collaborative search log sanitization: Toward differential privacy and boosted utilityHong, Yuan; Vaidya, Jaideep; Lu, Haibing; Karras, Panagiotis; Goel, Sanjay;Severe privacy leakage in the AOL search log incident has attracted considerable worldwide attention. However, all the web users' daily search intents and behavior are collected in such data, which can be invaluable for researchers, data analysts and law enforcement personnel to conduct social behavior study [14], criminal investigation [5] and epidemics detection [10]. Thus, an important and challenging research problem is how to sanitize search logs with strong privacy guarantee and sufficiently retained utility. Existing approaches in search log sanitization are capable of only protecting the privacy under a rigorous standard [24] or maintaining good output utility [25] . To the best of our knowledge, there is little work that has perfectly resolved such tradeoff in the context of search logs, meeting a high standard of both requirements. In this paper, we propose a sanitization framework to tackle the above issue in a distributed manner. More specifically, our framework enables different parties to collaboratively generate search logs with boosted utility while satisfying Differential Privacy. In this scenario, two privacy-preserving objectives arise: first, the collaborative sanitization should satisfy differential privacy; second, the collaborative parties cannot learn any private information from each other. We present an efficient protocol -Collaborative sEarch Log Sanitization (CELS) to meet both privacy requirements. Besides security/privacy and cost analysis, we demonstrate the utility and efficiency of our approach with real data sets.2014 Google Scholar Other Written Model Training without Sharing DataDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP model trainingFederated Learning & Differential Privacy (DP)
Privacy-preserving speaker verification using garbled GMMsPortêlo, José; Raj, Bhiksha; Abad, Alberto; Trancoso, Isabel;In this paper we present a privacy-preserving speaker verification system using a UBM-GMM technique. Remote speaker verification services rely on the system having access to the user's recordings, or features derived from them, and a model representing the user's voice. Preserving privacy in our context means that neither the system observes voice samples or speech models from the user nor the user observes the universal model owned by the system. Our approach uses Garbled Circuits for obtaining an implementation that simultaneously is secure, has high accuracy and is efficient. To the best of our knowledge this is the first privacy-preserving speaker verification system that accomplishes all these three goals.2014 Google Scholar General Speech Speech Processing without Disclosure of all Voice FeaturesDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP model trainingObfuscation
Privacy-preserving important passage retrieval Marujo, Luís; Portêlo, José; De Matos, David Martins; Neto, João P; Gershman, Anatole; Carbonell, Jaime; Trancoso, Isabel; Raj, Bhiksha;State-of-the-art important passage retrieval methods obtain very good results, but do not take into account privacy issues. In this paper, we present a privacy preserving method that relies on creating secure representations of documents. Our approach allows for third parties to retrieve important passages from documents without learning anything regarding their content. We use a hashing scheme known as Secure Binary Embeddings to convert a key phrase and bag-of-words representation to bit strings in a way that allows the computation of approximate distances, instead of exact ones. Experiments show that our secure system yield similar results to its non-private counterpart on both clean text and noisy speech recognized text.2014 Google Scholar General Written Similarity detection without Data Exposureexploitability of word embeddings Obfuscation
A Federated Network for Translational Cancer Research Using Clinical Data and BiospecimensJacobson, RS; Becich, MJ; Bollag, RJ; Chavan, G; Corrigan, J; Dhir, R; Feldman, MD; Gaudioso, C; Legowski, E; Maihle, NJ; Mitchell, K; Murphy, M; Sakthivel, M; Tseytlin, E; Weaver, JAdvances in cancer research and personalized medicine will require significant new bridging infrastructures, including more robust biorepositories that link human tissue to clinical phenotypes and outcomes. In order to meet that challenge, four cancer centers formed the Text Information Extraction System (TIES) Cancer Research Network, a federated network that facilitates data and biospecimen sharing among member institutions. Member sites can access pathology data that are de-identified and processed with the TIES natural language processing system, which creates a repository of rich phenotype data linked to clinical biospecimens. TIES incorporates multiple security and privacy best practices that, combined with legal agreements, network policies, and procedures, enable regulatory compliance. The TIES Cancer Research Network now provides integrated access to investigators at all member institutions, where multiple investigator-driven pilot projects are underway. Examples of federated search across the network illustrate the potential impact on translational research, particularly for studies involving rare cancers, rare phenotypes, and specific biologic behaviors. The network satisfies several key desiderata including local control of data and credentialing, inclusion of rich phenotype information, and applicability to diverse research objectives. The TIES Cancer Research Network presents a model for a national data and biospecimen network. (C)2015 AACR.2015 Web of Science Medicine Written Model Training without Sharing DataDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP model trainingFederated Learning
A Full-Text Retrieval Algorithm for Encrypted Data in Cloud Storage ApplicationsWei SongYihui CuiZhiyong PengNowadays, more and more Internet users use the cloud storage services to store their personal data, especially when the mobile devices which have limited storage capacity popularize. With the cloud storage services, the users can access their personal data at any time and anywhere without storing the data at local. However, the cloud storage service provider is not completely trusted. Therefore, the first concern of using cloud storage services is the data security. A straightforward method to address the security problem is to encrypt the data before uploading to the cloud server. The encryption method is able to keep the data secret from the cloud server, but cloud server also can not manipulate the data after encryption. It will greatly undermine the advantage of the cloud storage. For example, a user encrypts his personal data before uploading them to the cloud. When he wants to access some data at the cloud, he has to download all the data and decrypt them. Obviously, this service mode will incur the huge overheads of communication and computation. Several related works have been proposed to enable the search over the encrypted data, but all of them only support the encrypted keyword search. In this paper, we propose a new full-text retrieval algorithm over the encrypted data for the scenario of cloud storage, in which all the words in a document have been extracted and built a privacy-preserved full-text retrieval index. Based on the privacy-preserved full-text retrieval index, cloud server can execute full-text retrieval over the large scale encrypted documents. The numerical analysis and experimental results further validate the high efficiency and scalability of the proposed algorithm.2015 Springer Cloud Computing Written Storing and Searching Data without Data ExposureDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP TasksHomomorphic Encryption (HE)
Privacy-preserving multi-document summarizationMarujo, Luís; Portêlo, José; Ling, Wang; de Matos, David Martins; Neto, João P; Gershman, Anatole; Carbonell, Jaime; Trancoso, Isabel; Raj, Bhiksha;State-of-the-art extractive multi-document summarization systems are usually designed without any concern about privacy issues, meaning that all documents are open to third parties. In this paper we propose a privacy-preserving approach to multi-document summarization. Our approach enables other parties to obtain summaries without learning anything else about the original documents' content. We use a hashing scheme known as Secure Binary Embeddings to convert documents representation containing key phrases and bag-of-words into bit strings, allowing the computation of approximate distances, instead of exact ones. Our experiments indicate that our system yields similar results to its non-private counterpart on standard multi-document evaluation datasets.2015 Google Scholar General Written Summarization without Document DisclosureInformation Disclosure by Statistical Language ModelsObfuscation
Privacy-preserving frameworks for speech miningPortêlo, José Miguel Ladeira;Security agencies often desire to monitor telephonic conversations to determine if any of them are important to national security, but this results in an intolerable invasion of the privacy of thousands of regular citizens, which is in fact considered illegal in many situations. Speech is regarded as one of the most private forms of communication, and people do not like being eavesdropped on or recorded without permission. A person’s voice contains information about what they spoke, their gender, nationality (accent) and even emotional state, all of which they may not want to reveal. Presumably, the agencies are mainly interested in detecting certain voices or identifying certain key phrases. However, even if they did so using automated systems, current technologies still require full access to the subjects’ recordings. Not granting them access to one’s voice is only possible if one does not use it at all. This thesis proposes privacy-preserving frameworks for speech mining. Processing is performed without having access to the voice. Here, “access to voice” refers to having access to any form of the speech that can be analysed to obtain information about the talkers or what they spoke. Using a combination of cryptographic and secure multi-party computation tools, the system and any other entity involved in the processing) is preserved. In particular, this thesis specifically proposes privacy-preserving solutions for the query-byexample speech search and speaker verification tasks. The solution for the first problem uses a distance-preserving hashing technique to hide the information from the features while still allowing for recordings containing the keyword of interest to be retrieved using a dynamic programming algorithm. For the latter problem, two solutions are presented: one using the same distance-preserving hashing technique on the features and then using a supervised learning classifier on the resulting hashes, another using a secure multi-party computation technique to evaluate probabilistic models. Both solutions to the latter problem aim to determine if a speaker is indeed who he/she claims to be. These privacy-preserving solutions enable obtaining results similar to the ones provided by their non-secure counterparts, while simultaneously ensuring that no further information may be obtained from the voice. Despite not being perfect solutions, since the efficacy depends on the accuracy of the actual speech search or speaker verification system that has been secured, these solutions are still a vast improvement over the current situation. Although this thesis only addresses privacy-preserving techniques for speech processing, the impact of these techniques is not restricted to this area. In fact, they may affect all types of multimedia documents. In today’s Internet era, it is easier than ever before to create, consume, share and archive multimedia content. This unprecedented level of access creates security and privacy concerns, such as protecting creativity via copyright, preventing corruption and theft of private data, and ensuring lawful sharing of data. A powerful way to address these concerns is to perform computation and processing directly on signals that have been obfuscated either by encryption, secret sharing or other privacy-preserving primitives. In response to this emphasis on security and privacy, there has been a surge of interest in fundamental and applied aspects of secure signal processing, fuelled by researchers from the cryptography, signal processing, and data mining communities.2015 Google Scholar General Speech Speech Processing without Disclosure of all Voice FeaturesDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP model trainingSecure Multiparty Computation
Preserving privacy of encrypted data stored in cloud and enabling efficient retrieval of encrypted data through blind storageDharini, M; Sasikumar, R;In cloud computing, an important application is to outsource the data to external cloud servers for scalable data storage. Privacy and confidentiality of the outsourced data needed to be ensured, for this the outsourced data has to be encrypted. Many difficulties arises on accurate search over the encrypted data and also privacy, access control issues on the encrypted data on the cloud server. In proposed model, blind storage is used to conceal access pattern of search user. Accurate Multi-keyword search over encrypted data is provided by using Word Net Tool and NLP (Natural language Processing) technique. Security issues are tackled by providing gateway encryption on the client side so that cloud server is prevented from knowing the details of the outsourced data. Furthermore the client can upload their files both in public and private mode. Search efficiency, privacy, confidentiality, access control are provided efficiently for the files uploaded both in public and private mode. KEYWORDS: Cloud computing, privacy, access control, confidentiality, blind storage, security, accurate search, Natural Language Processing.2016 Google Scholar Cloud Computing Written Storing and Searching Data without Data ExposureDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP model trainingHomomorphic Encryption (HE)
Edit Distance Based Encryption and Its ApplicationTran Viet Xuan PhuongGuomin YangWilly SusiloKaitai LiangEdit distance, also known as Levenshtein distance, is a very useful tool to measure the similarity between two strings. It has been widely used in many applications such as natural language processing and bioinformatics. In this paper, we introduce a new type of fuzzy public key encryption called Edit Distance-based Encryption (EDE). In EDE, the encryptor can specify an alphabet string and a threshold when encrypting a message, and a decryptor can obtain a decryption key generated from another alphabet string, and the decryption will be successful if and only if the edit distance between the two strings is within the pre-defined threshold. We provide a formal definition and security model for EDE, and propose an EDE scheme that can securely evaluate the edit distance between two strings embedded in the ciphertext and the secret key. We also show an interesting application of our EDE scheme named Fuzzy Broadcast Encryption which is very useful in a broadcasting network.2016 Springer Medicine Written Similarity detection without Data ExposureDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP TasksHomomorphic Encryption (HE)
Encrypted domain cloud-based speech noise reduction with comb filterM. A. Yakubu; N. C. Maddage; P. K. AtreyDuring the acquisition process of speech by recording, noise often contaminates the signal which degrades its quality and (1) makes it unpleasant for human perception and (2) causes inaccuracies in speech processing application such as speech recognition and speech transcription. Due to the storage and computational requirements of speech records, clients constrained in resources often outsource them to Cloud Data Centers (CDCs). However, the use of third party servers such as CDCs raises security concerns. In this work we enhance the quality of speech records contaminated with humming noise in a privacy-preserving manner in Encrypted Domain (ED). Our proposed scheme is based on (K;N) Shamir's Secret Sharing (SSS) method and Finite Impulse Response (FIR) comb filter. Experimental results for our proposed scheme in ED produces similar results as compared to its Plaintext Domain (PD) implementation version with minimal overheads while maintaining security and privacy.2016 IEEE Cloud Computing Speech Storing and Searching Data without Data ExposureDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP TasksHomomorphic Encryption (HE)
Learning low-dimensional representations of medical conceptsChoi, Youngduck; Chiu, Chill Yi-I; Sontag, David;We show how to learn low-dimensional representations (embeddings) of a wide range of concepts in medicine, including diseases (e.g., ICD9 codes), medications, procedures, and laboratory tests. We expect that these embeddings will be useful across medical informatics for tasks such as cohort selection and patient summarization. These embeddings are learned using a technique called neural language modeling from the natural language processing community. However, rather than learning the embeddings solely from text, we show how to learn the embeddings from claims data, which is widely available both to providers and to payers. We also show that with a simple algorithmic adjustment, it is possible to learn medical concept embeddings in a privacy preserving manner from co-occurrence counts derived from clinical narratives. Finally, we establish a methodological framework, arising from standard medical ontologies such as UMLS, NDF-RT, and CCS, to further investigate the embeddings and precisely characterize their quantitative properties.2016 Google Scholar General Written Privacy-Utility-Trade-off for Word Embeddingsexploitability of word embeddings Obfuscation
Efficient and Privacy-Preserving Voice-Based Search over mHealth DataM. Hadian; T. Altuwaiyan; X. Liang; W. LiIn-home IoT devices play a major role in healthcare systems as smart personal assistants. They usually come with a voice-enabled feature to add an extra level of usability and convenience to elderly, disabled people, and patients. In this paper, we propose an efficient and privacy-preserving voice-based search scheme to enhance the efficiency and the privacy of in-home healthcare applications. We consider an application scenario where patients use the devices to record and upload their voice to servers and the caregivers search the interested voices of their patient's based on the voice content, mood, tone and background sound. Our scheme preserves the richness and privacy of voice data and enables accurate and efficient voice-based search, while in current systems that use speech recognition the richness and privacy of voice data are compromised. Specifically, our scheme achieves the privacy by employing a homomorphic encryption, only encrypted voice data is uploaded to the server who is unable to access the original voice data. In addition, our scheme enables the server to selectively and accurately respond to caregiver's queries on the voice data based on voice's feature similarity. We evaluate our scheme through real experiments and show that our scheme even with privacy preservation can successfully match similar voice data at an average accuracy of 80.8%.2017 IEEE Medicine Speech Speech Processing without Disclosure of all Voice FeaturesDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP TasksHomomorphic Encryption (HE)
Privacy Preserving Vector Quantization Based Speaker Recognition SystemEne, Andrei; Togan, Mihai; Toma, Stefan-Adrian;In the recent years we have witnessed an emergence of cloud computing services, in all important fields. These services provide space for keeping huge amount of data, and also great computational power. But together with these huge benefits, some privacy concerns are raised, about how much trust could we have in the provided services. A solution to this problem comes from the perspective of using homomorphic encryption to store and process data in an encrypted form. In this paper, we present the implementation of a speaker recognition system, which preserves the privacy of the K known speaker models used for identification. Our approach uses for homomorphic operations the homomorphic library SEAL and a larger plaintext space, avoiding the large amount of ciphertexts caused by bit-wise encryption.2017 Google Scholar Cloud Computing Speech Speech Recognition without Disclosure of all Voice FeaturesDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP TasksHomomorphic Encryption (HE)
Privacy preserving encrypted phonetic search of speech dataC. Glackin; G. Chollet; N. Dugan; N. Cannings; J. Wall; S. Tahir; I. G. Ray; M. RajarajanThis paper presents a strategy for enabling speech recognition to be performed in the cloud whilst preserving the privacy of users. The approach advocates a demarcation of responsibilities between the client and server-side components for performing the speech recognition task. On the client-side resides the acoustic model, which symbolically encodes the audio and encrypts the data before uploading to the server. The server-side then employs searchable encryption to enable the phonetic search of the speech content. Some preliminary results for speech encoding and searchable encryption are presented.2017 IEEE Cloud Computing Speech Storing and Searching Data without Data ExposureDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP TasksHomomorphic Encryption (HE)
Privacy-Preserving Speech Emotion RecognitionGareta, Alberto Abad;Machine learning classification and data mining tasks are used in numerous situations nowadays, for instance, quality control, eHealth, banking, and homeland security. Due to lack of large training sets and machine learning tools, it is often effective to outsource the inferring of datasets to foreign parties that hold accurate predictive models (e.g. cloud-based outsourcing). This outsourcing, however, raises major privacy concerns. The situation becomes even more dire when datasets are composed of irrevocable biometric data, implying the need for data to remain confidential along the whole testing process. In this thesis, we base ourselves mainly on the employment of privacy-preserving schemes in a twoclass speech emotion recognition task, as a proof of concept that could be extended to other speech analytics tasks. Our aim is to prove that the implementation of privacy-preserving speech mining schemes in challenging tasks involving paralinguistic features are not only feasible, but also efficient and accurate. In a first approach we use distance-preserving hashing techniques in a support vector machine. Afterwards, in a second approach, a fully homomorphic encryption scheme is employed in a light neural network to preserve the privacy of the recording. For each approach, small, but crucial modifications to the baseline model were applied, allowing for an efficient protection of sensitive data, in both training and inferring stages, with little to no degradation regarding the accuracy of state-of-the-art predicative models.2017 Google Scholar General Speech Speech Emotion Recognition without Disclosure of all Voice FeaturesInformation Disclosure by Statistical Language ModelsHomomorphic Encryption (HE)
Beyond Big Data: What Can We Learn from AI Models? Invited KeynoteCaliskan, Aylin; My research involves the heavy use of machine learning and natural language processing in novel ways to interpret big data, develop privacy and security attacks, and gain insights about humans and society through these methods. I do not use machine learning only as a tool but I also analyze machine learning models? internal representations to investigate how the artificial intelligence perceives the world. This work [3] has been recently featured in Science where I showed that societal bias exists at the construct level of machine learning models, namely semantic space word embeddings which are dictionaries for machines to understand language. When I use machine learning as a tool to uncover privacy and security problems, I characterize and quantify human behavior in language, including programming languages, by coming up with a linguistic fingerprint for each individual. By extracting linguistic features from natural language or programming language texts of humans, I show that humans have unique linguistic fingerprints since they all learn language on an individual basis. Based on this finding, I can de-anonymize humans that have written certain text, source code, or even executable binaries of compiled code [2, 4, 5]. This is a serious privacy threat for individuals that would like to remain anonymous, such as activists, programmers in oppressed regimes, or malware authors. Nevertheless, being able to identify authors of malicious code enhances security. On the other hand, identifying authors can be used to resolve copyright disputes or detect plagiarism. The methods in this realm [1] have been used to identify so called doppelgängers to link the accounts that belong to the same identities across platforms, especially underground forums that are business platforms for cyber criminals. By analyzing machine learning models? internal representation and linguistic human fingerprints, I am able to uncover facts about the world, society, and the use of language, which have implications for privacy, security, and fairness in machine learning.2017 Google Scholar Other Written Investigating the Impact of NLP on Privacyexploitability of word embeddings None
Deep models under the GAN: information leakage from collaborative deep learningHitaj, Briland; Ateniese, Giuseppe; Perez-Cruz, Fernando;Deep Learning has recently become hugely popular in machine learning for its ability to solve end-to-end learning systems, in which the features and the classifiers are learned simultaneously, providing significant improvements in classification accuracy in the presence of highly-structured and large databases. Its success is due to a combination of recent algorithmic breakthroughs, increasingly powerful computers, and access to significant amounts of data. Researchers have also considered privacy implications of deep learning. Models are typically trained in a centralized manner with all the data being processed by the same training algorithm. If the data is a collection of users' private data, including habits, personal pictures, geographical positions, interests, and more, the centralized server will have access to sensitive information that could potentially be mishandled. To tackle this problem, collaborative deep learning models have recently been proposed where parties locally train their deep learning structures and only share a subset of the parameters in the attempt to keep their respective training sets private. Parameters can also be obfuscated via differential privacy (DP) to make information extraction even more challenging, as proposed by Shokri and Shmatikov at CCS'15. Unfortunately, we show that any privacy-preserving collaborative deep learning is susceptible to a powerful attack that we devise in this paper. In particular, we show that a distributed, federated, or decentralized deep learning approach is fundamentally broken and does not protect the training sets of honest participants. The attack we developed exploits the real-time nature of the learning process that allows the adversary to train a Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) that generates prototypical samples of the targeted training set that was meant to be private (the samples generated by the GAN are intended to come from the same distribution as the training data). Interestingly, we show that record-level differential privacy applied to the shared parameters of the model, as suggested in previous work, is ineffective (i.e., record-level DP is not designed to address our attack).2017 Google Scholar General Written Investigating the Impact of Collaborative Deep Learning on Privacymemorizability of NN None
Author obfuscation using generalised differential privacyFernandes, Natasha; Dras, Mark; McIver, Annabelle;The problem of obfuscating the authorship of a text document has received little attention in the literature to date. Current approaches are ad-hoc and rely on assumptions about an adversary's auxiliary knowledge which makes it difficult to reason about the privacy properties of these methods. Differential privacy is a well-known and robust privacy approach, but its reliance on the notion of adjacency between datasets has prevented its application to text document privacy. However, generalised differential privacy permits the application of differential privacy to arbitrary datasets endowed with a metric and has been demonstrated on problems involving the release of individual data points. In this paper we show how to apply generalised differential privacy to author obfuscation by utilising existing tools and methods from the stylometry and natural language processing literature.2018 Google Scholar General Written Privacy-Utility-Trade-off for Training DataDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP model trainingDifferential Privacy (DP)
Syntf: Synthetic and differentially private term frequency vectors for privacy-preserving text miningWeggenmann, Benjamin; Kerschbaum, Florian;Text mining and information retrieval techniques have been developed to assist us with analyzing, organizing and retrieving documents with the help of computers. In many cases, it is desirable that the authors of such documents remain anonymous: Search logs can reveal sensitive details about a user, critical articles or messages about a company or government might have severe or fatal consequences for a critic, and negative feedback in customer surveys might negatively impact business relations if they are identified. Simply removing personally identifying information from a document is, however, insufficient to protect the writer's identity: Given some reference texts of suspect authors, so-called authorship attribution methods can reidentfy the author from the text itself. One of the most prominent models to represent documents in many common text mining and information retrieval tasks is the vector space model where each document is represented as a vector, typically containing its term frequencies or related quantities. We therefore propose an automated text anonymization approach that produces synthetic term frequency vectors for the input documents that can be used in lieu of the original vectors. We evaluate our method on an exemplary text classification task and demonstrate that it only has a low impact on its accuracy. In contrast, we show that our method strongly affects authorship attribution techniques to the level that they become infeasible with a much stronger decline in accuracy. Other than previous authorship obfuscation methods, our approach is the first that fulfills differential privacy and hence comes with a provable plausible deniability guarantee.2018 Google Scholar General Written Privacy-Utility-Trade-off for Training DataInformation Disclosure by Statistical Language ModelsDifferential Privacy (DP)
Privacy-preserving collaborative model learning: The case of word vector trainingWang, Qian; Du, Minxin; Chen, Xiuying; Chen, Yanjiao; Zhou, Pan; Chen, Xiaofeng; Huang, Xinyi;Nowadays, machine learning is becoming a new paradigm for mining hidden knowledge in big data. The collection and manipulation of big data not only create considerable values, but also raise serious privacy concerns. To protect the huge amount of potentially sensitive data, a straightforward approach is to encrypt data with specialized cryptographic tools. However, it is challenging to utilize or operate on encrypted data, especially to perform machine learning algorithms. In this paper, we investigate the problem of training high quality word vectors over large-scale encrypted data (from distributed data owners) with the privacy-preserving collaborative neural network learning algorithms. We leverage and also design a suite of arithmetic primitives (e.g., multiplication, fixed-point representation, sigmoid function computation, etc.) on encrypted data, served as components of our construction. We theoretically analyze the security and efficiency of our proposed construction, and conduct extensive experiments on representative real-world datasets to verify its practicality and effectiveness.2018 Google Scholar General Written Privacy-Utility-Trade-off for Training Dataexploitability of word embeddings Federated Learning & Homomorphic Encryption (HE)
Exploring Hashing and Cryptonet Based Approaches for Privacy-Preserving Speech Emotion RecognitionM. Dias; A. Abad; I. TrancosoThe outsourcing of machine learning classification and data mining tasks can be an effective solution for those parties that need machine learning services, but lack the appropriate resources, knowledge and/or tools to carry them out, in their own premises. This solution, however, raises major privacy concerns, in particular, when irrevocable biometric data such as speech is involved. In this work, we focus on the development of privacy-preserving schemes in a speech emotion recognition task, as a proof of concept that could be extended to other speech analytics tasks. Our aim is to prove that the implementation of privacy-preserving speech mining schemes in challenging tasks involving paralinguistic features is not only feasible, but also accurate. Using distance-preserving hashing techniques in a first approach, and homomorphic encryption in a second approach, we successfully protect sensitive data with little degradation costs regarding the accuracy of the predictive models.2018 IEEE General Speech Speech Emotion Recognition without Disclosure of all Voice FeaturesDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP model trainingHomomorphic Encryption (HE)
Toward practical privacy-preserving analytics for IoT and cloud-based healthcare systemsSharma, Sagar; Chen, Keke; Sheth, Amit;Modern healthcare systems now rely on advanced computing methods and technologies, such as Internet of Things (IoT) devices and clouds, to collect and analyze personal health data at an unprecedented scale and depth. Patients, doctors, healthcare providers, and researchers depend on analytical models derived from such data sources to remotely monitor patients, early-diagnose diseases, and find personalized treatments and medications. However, without appropriate privacy protection, conducting data analytics becomes a source of a privacy nightmare. In this article, we present the research challenges in developing practical privacy-preserving analytics in healthcare information systems. The study is based on kHealth-a personalized digital healthcare information system that is being developed and tested for disease monitoring. We analyze the data and analytic requirements for the involved parties, identify the privacy assets, analyze existing privacy substrates, and discuss the potential tradeoff among privacy, efficiency, and model quality.2018 Google Scholar Medicine Written Privacy-Utility-Trade-off for Training DataDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP TasksNone
Smart Bears don't talk to strangers: analysing privacy concerns and technical solutions in smart toys for childrenDemetzou, Katerina; Böck, Leon; Hanteer, Obaida;The “Smart Bear” is a hypothetical connected-smart toy for children. While the functionalities it presents are appealing to both children and their parents, the privacy concerns that are raised should be taken into serious consideration. A big amount of personal data of the child (and probably of other uninformed minors and adults in physical vicinity) are processed and analysed, an accurate profile of the child is created and direct marketing practices would most probably take place. The toy could suddenly turn into a surveillance device, while malicious third parties might hack the device and proceed to activities that would even threaten the child's physical and/or mental health. Data minimisation and privacy enhancing technologies are suggested, that would, if not completely alleviate, at least diminish the risks presented. Cybersecurity measures constitute a necessary condition for the alleviation of privacy concerns. This paper concludes that while a zero privacy risk “Smart Bear” is currently not possible, a privacy-considerate “Smart Bear” is not that hard to achieve.2018 Google Scholar Other Speech Private Communication Direct Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP TasksNone
Privacy-preserving neural representations of textCoavoux, Maximin; Narayan, Shashi; Cohen, Shay B;This article deals with adversarial attacks towards deep learning systems for Natural Language Processing (NLP), in the context of privacy protection. We study a specific type of attack: an attacker eavesdrops on the hidden representations of a neural text classifier and tries to recover information about the input text. Such scenario may arise in situations when the computation of a neural network is shared across multiple devices, e.g. some hidden representation is computed by a user's device and sent to a cloud-based model. We measure the privacy of a hidden representation by the ability of an attacker to predict accurately specific private information from it and characterize the tradeoff between the privacy and the utility of neural representations. Finally, we propose several defense methods based on modified training objectives and show that they improve the privacy of neural representations.2018 Google Scholar Cloud Computing Written Privacy-Utility-Trade-off for Neural Text Representationsexploitability of word embeddings None
VoiceGuard: Secure and Private Speech Processing.Brasser, Ferdinand; Frassetto, Tommaso; Riedhammer, Korbinian; Sadeghi, Ahmad-Reza; Schneider, Thomas; Weinert, Christian;With the advent of smart-home devices providing voice-based interfaces, such as Amazon Alexa or Apple Siri, voice data is constantly transferred to cloud services for automated speech recognition or speaker verification. While this development enables intriguing new applications, it also poses significant risks: Voice data is highly sensitive since it contains biometric information of the speaker as well as the spoken words. This data may be abused if not protected properly, thus the security and privacy of billions of end-users is at stake. We tackle this challenge by proposing an architecture, dubbed VoiceGuard, that efficiently protects the speech processing task inside a trusted execution environment (TEE). Our solution preserves the privacy of users while at the same time it does not require the service provider to reveal model parameters. Our architecture can be extended to enable user-specific models, such as feature transformations (including fMLLR), i-vectors, or model transformations (e.g., custom output layers). It also generalizes to secure on-premise solutions, allowing vendors to securely ship their models to customers. We provide a proof-of-concept implementation and evaluate it on the Resource Management and WSJ speech recognition tasks isolated with Intel SGX, a widely available TEE implementation, demonstrating even real time processing capabilities.2018 Google Scholar Home Automation Speech Speech Processing without Disclosure of all Voice FeaturesDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP TasksObfuscation
Towards robust and privacy-preserving text representationsLi, Yitong; Baldwin, Timothy; Cohn, Trevor;Written text often provides sufficient clues to identify the author, their gender, age, and other important attributes. Consequently, the authorship of training and evaluation corpora can have unforeseen impacts, including differing model performance for different user groups, as well as privacy implications. In this paper, we propose an approach to explicitly obscure important author characteristics at training time, such that representations learned are invariant to these attributes. Evaluating on two tasks, we show that this leads to increased privacy in the learned representations, as well as more robust models to varying evaluation conditions, including out-of-domain corpora.2018 Google Scholar General Written Privacy-Utility-Trade-off for Training Dataexploitability of word embeddings Obfuscation
Privacy-preserving active learning on sensitive data for user intent classificationFeyisetan, Oluwaseyi; Drake, Thomas; Balle, Borja; Diethe, Tom;Active learning holds promise of significantly reducing data annotation costs while maintaining reasonable model performance. However, it requires sending data to annotators for labeling. This presents a possible privacy leak when the training set includes sensitive user data. In this paper, we describe an approach for carrying out privacy preserving active learning with quantifiable guarantees. We evaluate our approach by showing the tradeoff between privacy, utility and annotation budget on a binary classification task in a active learning setting.2019 Google Scholar General Written Model Training without Sharing DataDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP model trainingDifferential Privacy (DP)
Data Anonymization for Privacy Aware Machine LearningDavid Nizar JaidanMaxime CarrereZakaria ChemliRémi PoisvertThe increase of data leaks, attacks, and other ransom-ware in the last few years have pointed out concerns about data security and privacy. All this has negatively affected the sharing and publication of data. To address these many limitations, innovative techniques are needed for protecting data. Especially, when used in machine learning based-data models. In this context, differential privacy is one of the most effective approaches to preserve privacy. However, the scope of differential privacy applications is very limited (e. g. numerical and structured data). Therefore, in this study, we aim to investigate the behavior of differential privacy applied to textual data and time series. The proposed approach was evaluated by comparing two Principal Component Analysis based differential privacy algorithms. The effectiveness was demonstrated through the application of three machine learning models to both anonymized and primary data. Their performances were thoroughly evaluated in terms of confidentiality, utility, scalability, and computational efficiency. The PPCA method provides a high anonymization quality at the expense of a high time-consuming, while the DPCA method preserves more utility and faster time computing. We show the possibility to combine a neural network text representation approach with differential privacy methods. We also highlighted that it is well within reach to anonymize real-world measurements data from satellites sensors for an anomaly detection task. We believe that our study will significantly motivate the use of differential privacy techniques, which can lead to more data sharing and privacy preserving.2019 Springer General Written Privacy-Utility-Trade-off for Training DataDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP TasksDifferential Privacy (DP)
Generalised differential privacy for text document processingFernandes, Natasha; Dras, Mark; McIver, Annabelle;We address the problem of how to “obfuscate” texts by removing stylistic clues which can identify authorship, whilst preserving (as much as possible) the content of the text. In this paper we combine ideas from “generalised differential privacy” and machine learning techniques for text processing to model privacy for text documents. We define a privacy mechanism that operates at the level of text documents represented as “bags-of-words”—these representations are typical in machine learning and contain sufficient information to carry out many kinds of classification tasks including topic identification and authorship attribution (of the original documents). We show that our mechanism satisfies privacy with respect to a metric for semantic similarity, thereby providing a balance between utility, defined by the semantic content of texts, with the obfuscation of stylistic clues. We demonstrate our implementation on a “fan fiction” dataset, confirming that it is indeed possible to disguise writing style effectively whilst preserving enough information and variation for accurate content classification tasks. We refer the reader to our complete paper [15] which contains full proofs and further experimentation details.2019 Google Scholar General Written Privacy-Utility-Trade-off for Training DataInformation Disclosure by Statistical Language ModelsDifferential Privacy (DP)
I am not what i write: Privacy preserving text representation learningBeigi, Ghazaleh; Shu, Kai; Guo, Ruocheng; Wang, Suhang; Liu, Huan;Online users generate tremendous amounts of textual information by participating in different activities, such as writing reviews and sharing tweets. This textual data provides opportunities for researchers and business partners to study and understand individuals. However, this user-generated textual data not only can reveal the identity of the user but also may contain individual's private information (e.g., age, location, gender). Hence, "you are what you write" as the saying goes. Publishing the textual data thus compromises the privacy of individuals who provided it. The need arises for data publishers to protect people's privacy by anonymizing the data before publishing it. It is challenging to design effective anonymization techniques for textual information which minimizes the chances of re-identification and does not contain users' sensitive information (high privacy) while retaining the semantic meaning of the data for given tasks (high utility). In this paper, we study this problem and propose a novel double privacy preserving text representation learning framework, DPText, which learns a textual representation that (1) is differentially private, (2) does not contain private information and (3) retains high utility for the given task. Evaluating on two natural language processing tasks, i.e., sentiment analysis and part of speech tagging, we show the effectiveness of this approach in terms of preserving both privacy and utility.2019 Google Scholar Other Written Privacy-Utility-Trade-off for Training DataInformation Disclosure by Statistical Language ModelsDifferential Privacy (DP)
Learning Private Neural Language Modeling with Attentive AggregationS. Ji; S. Pan; G. Long; X. Li; J. Jiang; Z. HuangMobile keyboard suggestion is typically regarded as a word-level language modeling problem. Centralized machine learning techniques require the collection of massive user data for training purposes, which may raise privacy concerns in relation to users' sensitive data. Federated learning (FL) provides a promising approach to learning private language modeling for intelligent personalized keyboard suggestions by training models on distributed clients rather than training them on a central server. To obtain a global model for prediction, existing FL algorithms simply average the client models and ignore the importance of each client during model aggregation. Furthermore, there is no optimization for learning a well-generalized global model on the central server. To solve these problems, we propose a novel model aggregation with an attention mechanism considering the contribution of client models to the global model, together with an optimization technique during server aggregation. Our proposed attentive aggregation method minimizes the weighted distance between the server model and client models by iteratively updating parameters while attending to the distance between the server model and client models. Experiments on two popular language modeling datasets and a social media dataset show that our proposed method outperforms its counterparts in terms of perplexity and communication cost in most settings of comparison.2019 IEEE General Written Model Training without Sharing DataDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP model trainingFederated Learning
Generative models for effective ML on private, decentralized datasetsAugenstein, Sean; McMahan, H Brendan; Ramage, Daniel; Ramaswamy, Swaroop; Kairouz, Peter; Chen, Mingqing; Mathews, Rajiv;To improve real-world applications of machine learning, experienced modelers develop intuition about their datasets, their models, and how the two interact. Manual inspection of raw data - of representative samples, of outliers, of misclassifications - is an essential tool in a) identifying and fixing problems in the data, b) generating new modeling hypotheses, and c) assigning or refining human-provided labels. However, manual data inspection is problematic for privacy sensitive datasets, such as those representing the behavior of real-world individuals. Furthermore, manual data inspection is impossible in the increasingly important setting of federated learning, where raw examples are stored at the edge and the modeler may only access aggregated outputs such as metrics or model parameters. This paper demonstrates that generative models - trained using federated methods and with formal differential privacy guarantees - can be used effectively to debug many commonly occurring data issues even when the data cannot be directly inspected. We explore these methods in applications to text with differentially private federated RNNs and to images using a novel algorithm for differentially private federated GANs2019 Google Scholar General Written Model Training without Sharing DataDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP model trainingFederated Learning & Differential Privacy (DP)
A privacy-preserving distributed filtering framework for NLP artifactsSadat, MN; Aziz, MMA; Mohammed, N; Pakhomov, S; Liu, HF; Jiang, XQBackground Medical data sharing is a big challenge in biomedicine, which often hinders collaborative research. Due to privacy concerns, clinical notes cannot be directly shared. A lot of efforts have been dedicated to de-identifying clinical notes but it is still very challenging to accurately locate and scrub all sensitive elements from notes in an automatic manner. An alternative approach is to remove sentences that might contain sensitive terms related to personal information. Methods A previous study introduced a frequency-based filtering approach that removes sentences containing low frequency bigrams to improve the privacy protection without significantly decreasing the utility. Our work extends this method to consider clinical notes from distributed sources with security and privacy considerations. We developed a novel secure protocol based on private set intersection and secure thresholding to identify uncommon and low-frequency terms, which can be used to guide sentence filtering. Results As the computational cost of our proposed framework mostly depends on the cardinality of the intersection of the sets and the number of data owners, we evaluated the framework in terms of these two factors. Experimental results demonstrate that our proposed method is scalable in various experimental settings. In addition, we evaluated our framework in terms of data utility. This evaluation shows that the proposed method is able to retain enough information for data analysis. Conclusion This work demonstrates the feasibility of using homomorphic encryption to develop a secure and efficient multi-party protocol.2019 Web of Science Medicine Written Privacy-Utility-Trade-off for Training DataDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP model trainingHomomorphic Encryption (HE)
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Encrypted Speech Recognition Using Deep Polynomial NetworksS. Zhang; Y. Gong; D. YuThe cloud-based speech recognition/API provides developers or enterprises an easy way to create speech-enabled features in their applications. However, sending audios about personal or company internal information to the cloud, raises concerns about the privacy and security issues. The recognition results generated in cloud may also reveal some sensitive information. This paper proposes a deep polynomial network (DPN) that can be applied to the encrypted speech as an acoustic model. It allows clients to send their data in an encrypted form to the cloud to ensure that their data remains confidential, at mean while the DPN can still make frame-level predictions over the encrypted speech and return them in encrypted form. One good property of the DPN is that it can be trained on unencrypted speech features in the traditional way. To keep the cloud away from the raw audio and recognition results, a cloud-local joint decoding framework is also proposed. We demonstrate the effectiveness of model and framework on the Switchboard and Cortana voice assistant tasks with small performance degradation and latency increased comparing with the traditional cloud-based DNNs.2019 IEEE Cloud Computing Speech Speech Recognition without Disclosure of all Voice FeaturesDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP model trainingHomomorphic Encryption (HE)
Privacy-preserving voice-based search over mHealth dataHadian, Mohammad; Altuwaiyan, Thamer; Liang, Xiaohui; Li, Wei;Voice-enabled devices have a potential to significantly improve the healthcare systems as smart personal assistants. They usually come with a hands-free feature to add an extra level of usability and convenience to elderly, disabled people and patients. In this paper, we propose a privacy-preserving voice-based search scheme to enhance the privacy of in-home healthcare applications. We consider an application scenario where patients use the devices to communicate with their caregivers by recording and uploading their voices to the servers, where the caregivers can search the interested voices of their patients based on the voice content, mood, tone and background sounds. Our scheme preserves the richness and privacy of voice data and enables accurate and efficient voice-based search, while in current systems that use speech recognition, the richness and privacy of voice data are compromised. Specifically, our scheme achieves the privacy by employing a privacy-preserving voice feature matching technique and a novel category-based encryption; only encrypted voice data is uploaded to the server who is unable to access the original voice data. In addition, our scheme enables the server to selectively and accurately respond to caregivers' queries on the voice data based on voice similarities. We evaluate our scheme through real experiments and show that our scheme even with privacy preservation can successfully match similar voice data at an average accuracy of 80.8%.2019 Google Scholar Medicine Speech Speech Processing without Disclosure of all Voice FeaturesDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP TasksHomomorphic Encryption (HE)
Obfuscation for privacy-preserving syntactic parsingHu, Zhifeng; Havrylov, Serhii; Titov, Ivan; Cohen, Shay B;The goal of homomorphic encryption is to encrypt data such that another party can operate on it without being explicitly exposed to the content of the original data. We introduce an idea for a privacy-preserving transformation on natural language data, inspired by homomorphic encryption. Our primary tool is {\em obfuscation}, relying on the properties of natural language. Specifically, a given English text is obfuscated using a neural model that aims to preserve the syntactic relationships of the original sentence so that the obfuscated sentence can be parsed instead of the original one. The model works at the word level, and learns to obfuscate each word separately by changing it into a new word that has a similar syntactic role. The text obfuscated by our model leads to better performance on three syntactic parsers (two dependency and one constituency parsers) in comparison to an upper-bound random substitution baseline. More specifically, the results demonstrate that as more terms are obfuscated (by their part of speech), the substitution upper bound significantly degrades, while the neural model maintains a relatively high performing parser. All of this is done without much sacrifice of privacy compared to the random substitution upper bound. We also further analyze the results, and discover that the substituted words have similar syntactic properties, but different semantic content, compared to the original words.2019 Google Scholar General Written Privacy-Utility-Trade-off for Training Dataexploitability of word embeddings Homomorphic Encryption (HE)
An Efficient and Dynamic Semantic-Aware Multikeyword Ranked Search Scheme Over Encrypted Cloud DataX. Dai; H. Dai; G. Yang; X. Yi; H. HuangTraditional searchable encryption schemes adopting the bag-of-words model occupy massive space to store the document set's index, where the dimension of the document vector is equal to the scale of the dictionary. The bag-of-words model also ignores the semantic information between keywords and documents, which could return non-relevant search results to users. The neutral-network based natural language processing method - Doc2Vec model use word's and paragraph's context information to extract documents' features. The features contain latent semantics information and can measure the similarity between documents. In this paper, we adopt the Doc2Vec model to achieve a semantic-aware multikeyword ranked search scheme. Doc2Vec model uses the distributed representation of words and documents with a modest dimensionality of vectors while trained on a dataset with a few hundred of millions of words. Documents' distributed representations are extracted as documents feature vector by Doc2Vec model and utilized as the search index. The features of the queried keywords are also extracted as the query feature vector, and the secure inner product operation is adopted to achieve privacy-preserving semantic search with the query feature vector and index. Our scheme can support dynamic update on the document set with Doc2Vec model. The experiment on a real-world dataset shows that the fixed-length feature vector can improve the time and space efficiency on the semantic-aware search.2019 IEEE Cloud Computing Written Storing and Searching Data without Data Exposureexploitability of word embeddings Homomorphic Encryption (HE)
Semantic-aware multi-keyword ranked search scheme over encrypted cloud dataDai, Hua; Dai, Xuelong; Yi, Xun; Yang, Geng; Huang, HaipingTraditional searchable encryption schemes mostly adopt the TF-IDF (term frequency - inverse document frequency) model which ignores the semantic association between keywords and documents. It is a challenge to design an effective and secure semantic-aware search scheme. The topic model is based on “high-order co-occurrence”, i.e., how often words co-occur in different contexts. Hence, it can be utilized for modeling the latent semantics among texts. In this paper, we propose a novel privacy-persevering searchable encryption scheme based on the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) topic model. Documents are modeled by LDA, and the concept of topics is utilized to generate a document-topic relevance matrix and query topic vectors. The matrix is used as the index for the proposed scheme. The secure inner product operation is adopted to encrypt the index and query topic vectors, which provides accurate topic relevance score calculation between encrypted index and trapdoors. To improve the efficiency of our basic scheme, we adopt a special complete binary tree and use the “Greedy Depth First Search” algorithm. Our evaluation results demonstrate the effectiveness of our scheme.2019 ScienceDirect Cloud Computing Written Storing and Searching Data without Data Exposurememorizability of NN Homomorphic Encryption (HE)
Compromising Speech Privacy under Continuous Masking in Personal SpacesS. A. Anand; P. Walker; N. SaxenaThis paper explores the effectiveness of common sound masking solutions deployed for preserving speech privacy in workplace environment such as hospitals, financial institutions, lawyers offices, nursing homes and government buildings. With the increased awareness about personal privacy among the general population, we set out to examine the effectiveness of current speech privacy preserving tools. We seek to determine if the general approach used by the current masking mechanisms is adequate to provide the level of privacy desired from these solutions. In addition, we also seek to investigate preservation of speech privacy in the face of ubiquitous and less conspicuous devices like smartphones that possess the capability of sound recording with inbuilt noise cancellation technology. Our approach in this paper is to expose the vulnerability in sound masking technology in scenarios that require preserving privacy in personal spaces. We use human listeners to attack speech privacy under sound masking where we aim to identify spoken words eavesdropped under different scenarios. We also test currently available speech recognition tools to assess their performance at decoding speech in noisy environment. Our results indicate that pink noise, the commonly used technology to provide speech privacy for use in personal space, is ineffective against a dedicated eavesdropping adversary that uses commonplace devices such as smartphones to record the speech and noise reduction tools to counteract sound masking.2019 IEEE Other Speech Speech Processing without Disclosure of all Voice FeaturesDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP TasksNone
Adversarial Training for Privacy-Preserving Deep Learning Model DistributionM. Alawad; S. Gao; X. Wu; E. B. Durbin; L. Coyle; L. Penberthy; G. TourassiCollaboration among cancer registries is essential to develop accurate, robust, and generalizable deep learning models for automated information extraction from cancer pathology reports. Sharing data presents a serious privacy issue, especially in biomedical research and healthcare delivery domains. Distributing pretrained deep learning (DL) models has been proposed to avoid critical data sharing. However, there is growing recognition that collaboration among clinical institutes through DL model distribution exposes new security and privacy vulnerabilities. These vulnerabilities increase in natural language processing (NLP) applications, in which the dataset vocabulary with word vector representations needs to be associated with the other model parameters. In this paper, we propose a novel privacy-preserving DL model distribution across cancer registries for information extraction from cancer pathology reports with privacy and confidentiality considerations. The proposed approach exploits the adversarial training framework to distinguish private features from shared features among different datasets. It only shares registry-invariant model parameters, without sharing raw data nor registry-specific model parameters among cancer registries. Thus, it protects both the data and the trained model simultaneously. We compare our proposed approach to single-registry models, and a model trained on centrally hosted data from different cancer registries. The results show that the proposed approach significantly outperforms the single-registry models and achieves statistically indistinguishable micro and macro F1-score as compared to the centralized model.2019 IEEE Medicine Written Model Training without Sharing DataDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP model trainingObfuscation
Adversarial Learning of Privacy-Preserving Text Representations for De-Identification of Medical RecordsFriedrich, Max; Köhn, Arne; Wiedemann, Gregor; Biemann, Chris;De-identification is the task of detecting protected health information (PHI) in medical text. It is a critical step in sanitizing electronic health records (EHRs) to be shared for research. Automatic de-identification classifierscan significantly speed up the sanitization process. However, obtaining a large and diverse dataset to train such a classifier that works wellacross many types of medical text poses a challenge as privacy laws prohibit the sharing of raw medical records. We introduce a method to create privacy-preserving shareable representations of medical text (i.e. they contain no PHI) that does not require expensive manual pseudonymization. These representations can be shared between organizations to create unified datasets for training de-identification models. Our representation allows training a simple LSTM-CRF de-identification model to an F1 score of 97.4%, which is comparable to a strong baseline that exposes private information in its representation. A robust, widely available de-identification classifier based on our representation could potentially enable studies for which de-identification would otherwise be too costly.2019 Google Scholar Medicine Written Privacy-Utility-Trade-off for Training DataDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP model trainingObfuscation
Privacy-aware Document Ranking with Neural SignalsShao, JJ; Ji, SY; Yang, TThe recent work on neural ranking has achieved solid relevance improvement, by exploring similarities between documents and queries using word embeddings. It is an open problem how to leverage such an advancement for privacy-aware ranking, which is important for top K document search on the cloud. Since neural ranking adds more complexity in score computation, it is difficult to prevent the server from discovering embedding-based semantic features and inferring privacy-sensitive information. This paper analyzes the critical leakages in interaction-based neural ranking and studies countermeasures to mitigate such a leakage. It proposes a privacy-aware neural ranking scheme that integrates tree ensembles with kernel value obfuscation and a soft match map based on adaptively-clustered term closures. The paper also presents an evaluation with two TREC datasets on the relevance of the proposed techniques and the trade-offs for privacy and storage efficiency.2019 Web of Science Cloud Computing Written Similarity detection without Data Exposurememorizability of NN Obfuscation
Privacy-preserving outsourced speech recognition for smart IoT devicesMa, Zhuo; Liu, Yang; Liu, Ximeng; Ma, Jianfeng; Li, Feifei;Most of the current intelligent Internet of Things (IoT) products take neural network-based speech recognition as the standard human-machine interaction interface. However, the traditional speech recognition frameworks for smart IoT devices always collect and transmit voice information in the form of plaintext, which may cause the disclosure of user privacy. Due to the wide utilization of speech features as biometric authentication, the privacy leakage can cause immeasurable losses to personal property and privacy. Therefore, in this paper, we propose an outsourced privacy-preserving speech recognition framework (OPSR) for smart IoT devices in the long short-term memory (LSTM) neural network and edge computing. In the framework, a series of additive secret sharing-based interactive protocols between two edge servers are designed to achieve lightweight outsourced computation. And based on the protocols, we implement the neural network training process of LSTM for intelligent IoT device voice control. Finally, combined with the universal composability theory and experiment results, we theoretically prove the correctness and security of our framework.2019 Google Scholar Other Speech Speech Recognition without Disclosure of all Voice Featuresmemorizability of NN Secure Multiparty Computation
Privacy-preserving adversarial representation learning in ASR: Reality or illusion?Srivastava, Brij Mohan Lal; Bellet, Aurélien; Tommasi, Marc; Vincent, Emmanuel;Automatic speech recognition (ASR) is a key technology in many services and applications. This typically requires user devices to send their speech data to the cloud for ASR decoding. As the speech signal carries a lot of information about the speaker, this raises serious privacy concerns. As a solution, an encoder may reside on each user device which performs local computations to anonymize the representation. In this paper, we focus on the protection of speaker identity and study the extent to which users can be recognized based on the encoded representation of their speech as obtained by a deep encoder-decoder architecture trained for ASR. Through speaker identification and verification experiments on the Librispeech corpus with open and closed sets of speakers, we show that the representations obtained from a standard architecture still carry a lot of information about speaker identity. We then propose to use adversarial training to learn representations that perform well in ASR while hiding speaker identity. Our results demonstrate that adversarial training dramatically reduces the closed-set classification accuracy, but this does not translate into increased open-set verification error hence into increased protection of the speaker identity in practice. We suggest several possible reasons behind this negative result.2019 Google Scholar General Speech Speech Recognition without Disclosure of all Voice FeaturesDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP model trainingSynthetic Data Generation
You talk too much: Limiting privacy exposure via voice inputVaidya, Tavish; Sherr, Micah;Voice synthesis uses a voice model to synthesize arbitrary phrases. Advances in voice synthesis have made it possible to create an accurate voice model of a targeted individual, which can then in turn be used to generate spoofed audio in his or her voice. Generating an accurate voice model of target's voice requires the availability of a corpus of the target's speech. This paper makes the observation that the increasing popularity of voice interfaces that use cloud-backed speech recognition (e.g., Siri, Google Assistant, Amazon Alexa) increases the public's vulnerability to voice synthesis attacks. That is, our growing dependence on voice interfaces fosters the collection of our voices. As our main contribution, we show that voice recognition and voice accumulation (that is, the accumulation of users' voices) are separable. This paper introduces techniques for locally sanitizing voice inputs before they are transmitted to the cloud for processing. In essence, such methods employ audio processing techniques to remove distinctive voice characteristics, leaving only the information that is necessary for the cloud-based services to perform speech recognition. Our preliminary experiments show that our defenses prevent state-of-the-art voice synthesis techniques from constructing convincing forgeries of a user's speech, while still permitting accurate voice recognition.2019 Google Scholar Home Automation Speech Speech Recognition without Disclosure of all Voice FeaturesDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP model trainingSynthetic Data Generation
Towards differentially private text representationsLyu, Lingjuan; Li, Yitong; He, Xuanli; Xiao, Tong;Most deep learning frameworks require users to pool their local data or model updates to a trusted server to train or maintain a global model. The assumption of a trusted server who has access to user information is ill-suited in many applications. To tackle this problem, we develop a new deep learning framework under an untrusted server setting, which includes three modules: (1) embedding module, (2) randomization module, and (3) classifier module. For the randomization module, we propose a novel local differentially private (LDP) protocol to reduce the impact of privacy parameter ε on accuracy, and provide enhanced flexibility in choosing randomization probabilities for LDP. Analysis and experiments show that our framework delivers comparable or even better performance than the non-private framework and existing LDP protocols, demonstrating the advantages of our LDP protocol.2020 Google Scholar General Written Privacy-Utility-Trade-off for Word Embeddingsexploitability of word embeddings Differential Privacy (DP)
Calibrating Mechanisms for Privacy Preserving Text AnalysisFeyisetan, Oluwaseyi; Balle, Borja; Diethe, Tom; Drake, Thomas;This talk presents a formal approach to carrying out privacy preserving text perturbation using a variant of Differential Privacy (DP) known as Metric DP (mDP). Our approach applies carefully calibrated noise to vector  representation of words in a high dimension space as defined by word embedding models. We present a privacy proof that satisfies mDP where the privacy parameter ε provides guarantees with respect to a distance metric defined by the word embedding space. We demonstrate how ε can be selected by analyzing plausible deniability  statistics backed up by large scale analysis on GloVe and fastText embeddings. We also conduct experiments on well-known datasets to demonstrate the tradeoff between privacy and utility for varying values of ε on different task types. Our results provide insights into carrying out practical privatization on text-based applications for a broad range of tasks.2020 Google Scholar General Written Privacy-Utility-Trade-off for Word Embeddingsexploitability of word embeddings Differential Privacy (DP)
Hyperbolic Embeddings for Preserving Privacy and Utility in TextFeyisetan, Oluwaseyi; Diethe, Tom; Drake, Thomas;User’s goal: meet some specific need with respect to a query x • Agent’s goal: satisfy the user’s request • Question: what occurs when x is used to make other inferences • Mechanism: Modify the query to protect privacy whilst preserving semantics • Our approach: Hyperbolic Metric Differential Privacy2020 Google Scholar General Written Privacy-Utility-Trade-off for Word Embeddingsexploitability of word embeddings Differential Privacy (DP)

Differentially private set union Gopi, Sivakanth; Gulhane, Pankaj; Kulkarni, Janardhan; Shen, Judy Hanwen; Shokouhi, Milad; Yekhanin, Sergey;We study the basic operation of set union in the global model of differential privacy. In this problem, we are given a universe 𝑈 of items, possibly of infinite size, and a database 𝐷 of users. Each user 𝑖 contributes a subset 𝑊𝑖⊆𝑈 of items. We want an (𝜖,𝛿)-differentially private Algorithm which outputs a subset 𝑆⊂∪𝑖𝑊𝑖 such that the size of 𝑆 is as large as possible. The problem arises in countless real world applications, and is particularly ubiquitous in natural language processing (NLP) applications. For example, discovering words, sentences, 𝑛-grams etc., from private text data belonging to users is an instance of the set union problem. In this paper we design new algorithms for this problem that significantly outperform the best known algorithms.2020 Google Scholar General Written Similarity detection without Data ExposureInformation Disclosure by Statistical Language ModelsDifferential Privacy (DP)
Differentially Private Representation for NLP: Formal Guarantee and An Empirical Study on Privacy and FairnessLyu, Lingjuan; He, Xuanli; Li, Yitong;It has been demonstrated that hidden representation learned by a deep model can encode private information of the input, hence can be exploited to recover such information with reasonable accuracy. To address this issue, we propose a novel approach called Differentially Private Neural Representation (DPNR) to preserve the privacy of the extracted representation from text. DPNR utilises Differential Privacy (DP) to provide a formal privacy guarantee. Further, we show that masking words via dropout can further enhance privacy. To maintain utility of the learned representation, we integrate DP-noisy representation into a robust training process to derive a robust target model, which also helps for model fairness over various demographic variables. Experimental results on benchmark datasets under various parameter settings demonstrate that DPNR largely reduces privacy leakage without significantly sacrificing the main task performance.2020 Google Scholar General Written Privacy-Utility-Trade-off for Neural Text Representationsmemorizability of NN Differential Privacy (DP)
Building a Personally Identifiable Information Recognizer in a Privacy Preserved Manner Using Automated Annotation and Federated LearningHathurusinghe, Rajitha;This thesis explores the training of a deep neural network based named entity recognizer in an end-to-end privacy preserved setting where dataset creation and model training happen in an environment with minimal manual interventions. With the improvement of accuracy in Deep Learning Models for practical tasks, a rising concern is satisfying the demand for training data for these models amidst the concerns on the data privacy. Several scenarios of data protection are suggested in the recent past due to public concerns hence the legal guidelines to enforce them. A promising new development is the decentralized model training on isolated datasets, which eliminates the compromises of privacy upon providing data to a centralized entity. However, in this federated setting curating the data source is still a privacy risk mostly in unstructured data sources such as text. We explore the feasibility of automatic dataset annotation for a Named Entity Recognition (NER) task and training a deep learning model with it in two federated learning settings. We explore the feasibility of utilizing a dataset created in this manner for fine-tuning a stateof- the-art deep learning language model for the downstream task of named entity recognition. We also explore this novel setting of deep learning NLP model and federated learning for its deviation from the classical centralized setting. We created an automatically annotated dataset containing around 80,000 sentences, a manual human annotated test set and tools to extend the dataset with more manual annotations. We observed the noise from automated annotation can be overcome to a level by increasing the dataset size. We also contributed to the federated learning framework with state-of-the-art NLP model developments. Overall, our NER model achieved around 0.80 F1-score for recognition of entities in sentences.2020 Google Scholar General Written Model Training without Sharing DataDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP model trainingFederated Learning
Federated learning for healthcare informatics Xu, Jie; Glicksberg, Benjamin S; Su, Chang; Walker, Peter; Bian, Jiang; Wang, Fei;With the rapid development of computer software and hardware technologies, more and more healthcare data are becoming readily available from clinical institutions, patients, insurance companies, and pharmaceutical industries, among others. This access provides an unprecedented opportunity for data science technologies to derive data-driven insights and improve the quality of care delivery. Healthcare data, however, are usually fragmented and private making it difficult to generate robust results across populations. For example, different hospitals own the electronic health records (EHR) of different patient populations and these records are difficult to share across hospitals because of their sensitive nature. This creates a big barrier for developing effective analytical approaches that are generalizable, which need diverse, “big data.” Federated learning, a mechanism of training a shared global model with a central server while keeping all the sensitive data in local institutions where the data belong, provides great promise to connect the fragmented healthcare data sources with privacy-preservation. The goal of this survey is to provide a review for federated learning technologies, particularly within the biomedical space. In particular, we summarize the general solutions to the statistical challenges, system challenges, and privacy issues in federated learning, and point out the implications and potentials in healthcare.2020 Google Scholar Medicine Written Model Training without Sharing DataDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP model trainingFederated Learning
Federated Acoustic Model Optimization for Automatic Speech RecognitionConghui TanDi JiangHuaxiao MoJinhua PengYongxin TongWeiwei ZhaoChaotao ChenRongzhong LianYuanfeng SongQian XuTraditional Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) systems are usually trained with speech records centralized on the ASR vendor’s machines. However, with data regulations such as General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) coming into force, sensitive data such as speech records are not allowed to be utilized in such a centralized approach anymore. In this demonstration, we propose and show the method of federated acoustic model optimization in order to solve this problem. This demonstration does not only vividly show the underlying working mechanisms of the proposed method but also provides an interface for the user to customize its hyperparameters. With this demonstration, the audience can experience the effect of federated learning in an interactive fashion and we wish this demonstration would inspire more research on GDPR-compliant ASR technologies.2020 Springer Other Speech Model Training without Sharing DataDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP model trainingFederated Learning
Privacy-Preserving Deep Learning NLP Models for Cancer RegistriesM. Alawad; H. Yoon; S. Gao; B. Mumphrey; X. Wu; E. B. Durbin; J. C. Jeong; I. Hands; D. Rust; L. Coyle; L. Penberthy; G. TourassiPopulation cancer registries can benefit from deep learning (DL) to automatically extract cancer characteristics from pathology reports. The success of DL is proportional to the availability of large labeled datasets for model training. Although collaboration among cancer registries is essential to fully exploit the promise of DL, privacy and confidentiality concerns are main obstacles for data sharing across cancer registries. Moreover, DL for NLP requires sharing a vocabulary dictionary for the embedding layer which may contain patient identifiers. Thus, even distributing the trained models across cancer registries causes a privacy violation issue. In this paper, we propose DL-NLP model distribution via privacy-preserving transfer learning (TL) approaches without sharing sensitive data. These approaches are used to distribute a multi-task CNN-NLP model among cancer registries. The model is trained to extract six cancer characteristics from pathology reports. We compare our proposed approach to conventional TL without privacy-preserving, single-registry models, and a model trained on centrally-hosted data. The results show that TL approaches including data sharing and model distribution outperform significantly the single-registry model. In addition, the best performing privacy-preserving model distribution approach achieves statistically indistinguishable average micro- and macro-F scores across all extraction tasks (0.823,0.580) as compared to the centralized model (0.827,0.585).2020 IEEE Medicine Written Model Training without Sharing Dataexploitability of word embeddings Federated Learning
Texthide: Tackling data privacy in language understanding tasksHuang, Yangsibo; Song, Zhao; Chen, Danqi; Li, Kai; Arora, Sanjeev;An unsolved challenge in distributed or federated learning is to effectively mitigate privacy risks without slowing down training or reducing accuracy. In this paper, we propose TextHide aiming at addressing this challenge for natural language understanding tasks. It requires all participants to add a simple encryption step to prevent an eavesdropping attacker from recovering private text data. Such an encryption step is efficient and only affects the task performance slightly. In addition, TextHide fits well with the popular framework of fine-tuning pre-trained language models (e.g., BERT) for any sentence or sentence-pair task. We evaluate TextHide on the GLUE benchmark, and our experiments show that TextHide can effectively defend attacks on shared gradients or representations and the averaged accuracy reduction is only 1.9%. We also present an analysis of the security of TextHide using a conjecture about the computational intractability of a mathematical problem. Our code is available at https://github.com/Hazelsuko07/TextHide 2020 Google Scholar General Written Model Training without Sharing Datamemorizability of NN Federated Learning
Task-Agnostic Privacy-Preserving Representation Learning via Federated LearningLi, Ang; Yang, Huanrui; Chen, Yiran;The availability of various large-scale datasets benefits the advancement of deep learning. These datasets are often crowdsourced from individual users and contain private information like gender, age, etc. Due to rich private information embedded in the raw data, users raise the concerns on privacy leakage from the shared data. Such privacy concerns will hinder the generation or use of crowdsourcing datasets and lead to hunger of training data for new deep learning applications. In this work, we present TAP, a task-agnostic privacy-preserving representation learning framework to protect data privacy with anonymized intermediate representation. The goal of this framework is to learn a feature extractor that can hide the privacy information from the intermediate representations; while maximally retaining the original information embedded in the raw data for the data collector to accomplish unknown learning tasks. We adopt the federated learning paradigm to train the feature extractor, such that learning the extractor is also performed in a privacy-respecting fashion. We extensively evaluate TAP and compare it with existing methods using two image datasets and one text dataset. Our results show that TAP can offer a good privacy-utility tradeoff.2020 Google Scholar General Written Model Training without Sharing Datamemorizability of NN Federated Learning
Decentralizing feature extraction with quantum convolutional neural network for automatic speech recognitionYang, Chao-Han Huck; Qi, Jun; Chen, Samuel Yen-Chi; Chen, Pin-Yu; Siniscalchi, Sabato Marco; Ma, Xiaoli; Lee, Chin-Hui;We propose a novel decentralized feature extraction approach in federated learning to address privacy-preservation issues for speech recognition. It is built upon a quantum convolutional neural network (QCNN) composed of a quantum circuit encoder for feature extraction, and a recurrent neural network (RNN) based end-to-end acoustic model (AM). To enhance model parameter protection in a decentralized architecture, an input speech is first up-streamed to a quantum computing server to extract Mel-spectrogram, and the corresponding convolutional features are encoded using a quantum circuit algorithm with random parameters. The encoded features are then down-streamed to the local RNN model for the final recognition. The proposed decentralized framework takes advantage of the quantum learning progress to secure models and to avoid privacy leakage attacks. Testing on the Google Speech Commands Dataset, the proposed QCNN encoder attains a competitive accuracy of 95.12% in a decentralized model, which is better than the previous architectures using centralized RNN models with convolutional features. We also conduct an in-depth study of different quantum circuit encoder architectures to provide insights into designing QCNN-based feature extractors. Neural saliency analyses demonstrate a correlation between the proposed QCNN features, class activation maps, and input spectrograms. We provide an implementation for future studies.2020 Google Scholar General Speech Model Training without Sharing Datamemorizability of NN Federated Learning
Fold-stratified cross-validation for unbiased and privacy-preserving federated learningBey, Romain; Goussault, Romain; Grolleau, François; Benchoufi, Mehdi; Porcher, Raphaël;Objective: We introduce fold-stratified cross-validation, a validation methodology that is compatible with privacy-preserving federated learning and that prevents data leakage caused by duplicates of electronic health records (EHRs). Materials and Methods: Fold-stratified cross-validation complements cross-validation with an initial stratification of EHRs in folds containing patients with similar characteristics, thus ensuring that duplicates of a record are jointly present either in training or in validation folds. Monte Carlo simulations are performed to investigate the properties of fold-stratified cross-validation in the case of a model data analysis using both synthetic data and MIMIC-III (Medical Information Mart for Intensive Care-III) medical records. Results: In situations in which duplicated EHRs could induce overoptimistic estimations of accuracy, applying fold-stratified cross-validation prevented this bias, while not requiring full deduplication. However, a pessimistic bias might appear if the covariate used for the stratification was strongly associated with the outcome. Discussion: Although fold-stratified cross-validation presents low computational overhead, to be efficient it requires the preliminary identification of a covariate that is both shared by duplicated records and weakly associated with the outcome. When available, the hash of a personal identifier or a patient’s date of birth provides such a covariate. On the contrary, pseudonymization interferes with fold-stratified cross-validation, as it may break the equality of the stratifying covariate among duplicates. Conclusion: Fold-stratified cross-validation is an easy-to-implement methodology that prevents data leakage when a model is trained on distributed EHRs that contain duplicates, while preserving privacy.2020 Google Scholar Medicine Written Model Training without Sharing Datamemorizability of NN Federated Learning
Empirical Studies of Institutional Federated Learning For Natural Language ProcessingZhu, Xinghua; Wang, Jianzong; Hong, Zhenhou; Xiao, Jing;Federated learning has sparkled new interests in the deep learning society to make use of isolated data sources from independent institutes. With the development of novel training tools, we have successfully deployed federated natural language processing networks on GPU-enabled server clusters. This paper demonstrates federated training of a popular NLP model, TextCNN, with applications in sentence intent classification. Furthermore, differential privacy is introduced to protect participants in the training process, in a manageable manner. Distinguished from previous client-level privacy protection schemes, the proposed differentially private federated learning procedure is defined in the dataset sample level, inherent with the applications among institutions instead of individual users. Optimal settings of hyper-parameters for the federated TextCNN model are studied through comprehensive experiments. We also evaluated the performance of federated TextCNN model under imbalanced data load configuration. Experiments show that, the sampling ratio has a large impact on the performance of the FL models, causing up to 38.4% decrease in the test accuracy, while they are robust to different noise multiplier levels, with less than 3% variance in the test accuracy. It is also found that the FL models are sensitive to data load balancedness among client datasets. When the data load is imbalanced, model performance dropped by up to 10%.2020 Google Scholar General Written Model Training without Sharing DataDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP model trainingFederated Learning & Differential Privacy (DP)
Privacy-Preserving Collaborative Deep Learning With Unreliable ParticipantsL. Zhao; Q. Wang; Q. Zou; Y. Zhang; Y. ChenWith powerful parallel computing GPUs and massive user data, neural-network-based deep learning can well exert its strong power in problem modeling and solving, and has archived great success in many applications such as image classification, speech recognition and machine translation etc. While deep learning has been increasingly popular, the problem of privacy leakage becomes more and more urgent. Given the fact that the training data may contain highly sensitive information, e.g., personal medical records, directly sharing them among the users (i.e., participants) or centrally storing them in one single location may pose a considerable threat to user privacy. In this paper, we present a practical privacy-preserving collaborative deep learning system that allows users to cooperatively build a collective deep learning model with data of all participants, without direct data sharing and central data storage. In our system, each participant trains a local model with their own data and only shares model parameters with the others. To further avoid potential privacy leakage from sharing model parameters, we use functional mechanism to perturb the objective function of the neural network in the training process to achieve ε-differential privacy. In particular, for the first time, we consider the existence of unreliable participants, i.e., the participants with low-quality data, and propose a solution to reduce the impact of these participants while protecting their privacy. We evaluate the performance of our system on two well-known real-world datasets for regression and classification tasks. The results demonstrate that the proposed system is robust against unreliable participants, and achieves high accuracy close to the model trained in a traditional centralized manner while ensuring rigorous privacy protection.2020 IEEE General Written Model Training without Sharing Datamemorizability of NN Federated Learning & Differential Privacy (DP)
Generic cost optimized and secured sensitive attribute storage model for template based text document on cloudSumathi, M; Sangeetha, S; Thomas, ACloud computing stands as the most powerful technology for providing and managing resources as a pay-perusage system. Nowadays, user documents are stocked in the cloud for easy access, less maintenance cost, and better services, etc. Currently, user data stocked up in the cloud are mostly in the form of template-based unstructured text documents. These documents are stocked up in a group by various organizations. Generally, the template-based text document contains large size common information, common terms, conditions, and sensitive information. For protecting the values in the documents, present methods apply encryption algorithms. But these techniques take high encryption time and required more storage space. Applying encryption algorithms is an extremely time-consuming task since the terms and conditions and instructions are common for all documents, and they do not require any security. But the sensitive information in these documents differs as of one user to another user and as well this sensitive information requires protection. Therefore, there is a requirement for an efficient way of segregating, storing and encrypting sensitive information with minimum storage cost, and computational cost. To tackle these issues, a generic safe data storage model is proposed, which makes use of information extraction techniques of Natural Language Processing for sensitive attribute value identification, and Enhanced ECC for securing sensitive data centered on group key. When weighted against the existing entire document and partition-based encryption technique, the proposed generic secure data storage model for cloud takes lesser encryption time and storage space.2020 Web of Science Cloud Computing Written Model Training without Sharing DataDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP model trainingHomomorphic Encryption (HE)
Cross-lingual multi-keyword rank search with semantic extension over encrypted dataGuan, Zhitao; Liu, Xueyan; Wu, Longfei; Wu, Jun; Xu, Ruzhi; Zhang, Jinhu; Li, YuanzhangThe emergence of searchable encryption technology sheds new light on the problem of secure search over encrypted data, which has been a research hotspot in the past few years. However, most existing search schemes based on searchable encryption only support queries in a certain language. The few searchable encryption schemes that have implemented multilingual search fail to achieve automated cross-lingual retrieval, which significantly impacts users search experience. Additionally, most of these schemes only support the exact matching and can-not provide semantic search. Hence, the implementation of cross-lingual and semantic search together remains an open topic for searchable encryption. To the best of our knowledge, no previous research has investigated the problem of cross-lingual ranked search over encrypted cloud data. To address this issue, we propose a cross-lingual multi-keyword rank search (CLRSE) scheme upon the Open Multilingual Wordnet. Our CLRSE scheme can break the barrier of languages, and realizes intelligent and personalized search through flexible keyword and language preference settings. Additionally, an improved scheme is developed to speed up the sorting process. We evaluate the performance of our scheme including security, functionality, precision, and efficiency, with extensive experiments.2020 ScienceDirect General Written Storing and Searching Data without Data ExposureDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP TasksHomomorphic Encryption (HE)
Privacy Preserving Chatbot Conversations D. Biswas With chatbots gaining traction and their adoption growing in different verticals, e.g. Health, Banking, Dating; and users sharing more and more private information with chatbots - studies have started to highlight the privacy risks of chatbots. In this paper, we propose two privacypreserving approaches for chatbot conversations. The first approach applies ‘entity’ based privacy filtering and transformation, and can be applied directly on the app (client) side. It however requires knowledge of the chatbot design to be enabled. We present a second scheme based on Searchable Encryption that is able to preserve user chat privacy, without requiring any knowledge of the chatbot design. Finally, we present some experimental results based on a real-life employee Help Desk chatbot that validates both the need and feasibility of the proposed approaches.2020 IEEE General Written Storing and Searching Data without Data ExposureDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP TasksHomomorphic Encryption (HE)
Multi-user searchable encryption voice in home IoT systemLi, Wei; Xiao, Yazhou; Tang, Chao; Huang, Xujing; Xue, JianwuWith the development of home IoT voice systems that can provide interfaces, such as Amazon Alex, it is easy to disclose personal privacy when people search voice conveniently. It becomes a challenge how to search voice effectively with privacy-preserving for multi-user. In the paper, we propose a multi-user searchable encrypted voice scheme (MUSEV). The outline is as the follows. voices are divided into two parts. One is answer. The other is query, or key words of voices. Answer part will be encrypted and query part will be converted into features. The feature and encrypted answer are bound together and uploaded to the server. If the feature is matched successfully, the answer part encrypted can be acquired. First, the feature of voice query is extracted using Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficents (MFCC). Next, the feature of voice query and voice answer encrypted by Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) are bound. Before uploading the server, we adopt obfuscation function to hide the features on the server. The features obfuscated will be matched. If the query feature is matched successfully, the encrypted voice answer associated with it will be returned to a user. Then, the user can get the plaintext of voice answer by decrypting these voice answers encrypted. To improve multi-user retrieval performance, we employ Long Short-Term Memory networks (LSTM) for voice conversion between users. Meantime, Diffie-Hellman algorithm is used to exchange parameters between users to enhance security. Theoretical analysis and experimental results prove that MUSEV is secure and effective.2020 ScienceDirect Home Automation Speech Storing and Searching Data without Data ExposureDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP TasksHomomorphic Encryption (HE)
PrivFT: Private and Fast Text Classification With Homomorphic EncryptionA. A. Badawi; L. Hoang; C. F. Mun; K. Laine; K. M. M. AungWe present an efficient and non-interactive method for Text Classification while preserving the privacy of the content using Fully Homomorphic Encryption (FHE). Our solution (named Private Fast Text (PrivFT)) provides two services: 1) making inference of encrypted user inputs using a plaintext model and 2) training an effective model using an encrypted dataset. For inference, we use a pre-trained plaintext model and outline a system for homomorphic inference on encrypted user inputs with zero loss to prediction accuracy compared to the non-encrypted version. In the second part, we show how to train a supervised model using fully encrypted data to generate an encrypted model. For improved performance, we provide a GPU implementation of the Cheon-Kim-Kim-Song (CKKS) FHE scheme that shows 1 to 2 orders of magnitude speedup against existing implementations. We build PrivFT on top of our FHE engine in GPUs to achieve a run time per inference of 0.17 seconds for various Natural Language Processing (NLP) public datasets. Training on a relatively large encrypted dataset is more computationally intensive requiring 5.04 days.2020 IEEE General Written Classification on encrypted Dataexploitability of word embeddings Homomorphic Encryption (HE)
PAIGE: towards a hybrid-edge design for privacy-preserving intelligent personal assistantsLiang, Yilei; O'Keeffe, Dan; Sastry, Nishanth;Intelligent Personal Assistants (IPAs) such as Apple's Siri, Google Now, and Amazon Alexa are becoming an increasingly important class of web application. In contrast to previous keyword-oriented search applications, IPAs support a rich query interface that allows user interaction through images, audio, and natural language queries. However, modern IPAs rely heavily on compute-intensive machine-learning inference. To achieve acceptable performance, ML-driven IPAs increasingly depend on specialized hardware accelerators (e.g. GPUs, FPGAs or TPUs), increasing costs for IPA service providers. For end-users, IPAs also present considerable privacy risks given the sensitive nature of the data they capture. We present PAIGE, a hybrid edge-cloud architecture for privacy-preserving Intelligent Personal Assistants. PAIGE's design is founded on the assumption that recent advances in low-cost hardware for machine-learning inference offer an opportunity to offload compute-intensive IPA ML tasks to the network edge. To allow privacy-preserving access to large IPA databases for less compute-intensive pre-processed queries, PAIGE leverages trusted execution environments at the server side. PAIGE's hybrid design allows privacy-preserving hardware acceleration of compute-intensive tasks, while avoiding the need to move potentially large IPA question-answering databases to the edge. As a step towards realising PAIGE, we present a first systematic performance evaluation of existing edge accelerator hardware platforms for a subset of IPA workloads, and show they offer a competitive alternative to existing data-center alternatives.2020 Google Scholar Home Automation Speech Speech Processing without Disclosure of all Voice FeaturesDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP TasksNone
Privacy Risks of General-Purpose Language ModelsX. Pan; M. Zhang; S. Ji; M. YangRecently, a new paradigm of building general-purpose language models (e.g., Google's Bert and OpenAI's GPT-2) in Natural Language Processing (NLP) for text feature extraction, a standard procedure in NLP systems that converts texts to vectors (i.e., embeddings) for downstream modeling, has arisen and starts to find its application in various downstream NLP tasks and real world systems (e.g., Google's search engine [6]). To obtain general-purpose text embeddings, these language models have highly complicated architectures with millions of learnable parameters and are usually pretrained on billions of sentences before being utilized. As is widely recognized, such a practice indeed improves the state-of-the-art performance of many downstream NLP tasks. However, the improved utility is not for free. We find the text embeddings from general-purpose language models would capture much sensitive information from the plain text. Once being accessed by the adversary, the embeddings can be reverse-engineered to disclose sensitive information of the victims for further harassment. Although such a privacy risk can impose a real threat to the future leverage of these promising NLP tools, there are neither published attacks nor systematic evaluations by far for the mainstream industry-level language models. To bridge this gap, we present the first systematic study on the privacy risks of 8 state-of-the-art language models with 4 diverse case studies. By constructing 2 novel attack classes, our study demonstrates the aforementioned privacy risks do exist and can impose practical threats to the application of general-purpose language models on sensitive data covering identity, genome, healthcare and location. For example, we show the adversary with nearly no prior knowledge can achieve about 75% accuracy when inferring the precise disease site from Bert embeddings of patients' medical descriptions. As possible countermeasures, we propose 4 different defenses (via rounding, differential privacy, adversarial training and subspace projection) to obfuscate the unprotected embeddings for mitigation purpose. With extensive evaluations, we also provide a preliminary analysis on the utility-privacy trade-off brought by each defense, which we hope may foster future mitigation researches.2020 IEEE General Written Investigating the Impact of Word Embeddings on Privacyexploitability of word embeddings None
Exploring the Privacy-Preserving Properties of Word Embeddings: Algorithmic Validation StudyAbdalla, M; Abdalla, M; Hirst, G; Rudzicz, FBackground: Word embeddings are dense numeric vectors used to represent language in neural networks. Until recently, there had been no publicly released embeddings trained on clinical data. Our work is the first to study the privacy implications of releasing these models. Objective: This paper aims to demonstrate that traditional word embeddings created on clinical corpora that have been deidentified by removing personal health information (PHI) can nonetheless be exploited to reveal sensitive patient information. Methods: We used embeddings created from 400,000 doctor-written consultation notes and experimented with 3 common word embedding methods to explore the privacy-preserving properties of each. Results: We found that if publicly released embeddings are trained from a corpus anonymized by PHI removal, it is possible to reconstruct up to 68.5% (n=411/600) of the full names that remain in the deidentified corpus and associated sensitive information to specific patients in the corpus from which the embeddings were created. We also found that the distance between the word vector representation of a patient's name and a diagnostic billing code is informative and differs significantly from the distance between the name and a code not billed for that patient. Conclusions: Special care must be taken when sharing word embeddings created from clinical texts, as current approaches may compromise patient privacy. If PHI removal is used for anonymization before traditional word embeddings are trained, it is possible to attribute sensitive information to patients who have not been fully deidentified by the (necessarily imperfect) removal algorithms. A promising alternative (ie, anonymization by PHI replacement) may avoid these flaws. Our results are timely and critical, as an increasing number of researchers are pushing for publicly available health data.2020 Web of Science Medicine Written Investigating the Impact of Word Embeddings on Privacyexploitability of word embeddings None
Investigating the Impact of Pre-trained Word Embeddings on Memorization in Neural NetworksThomas, A; Adelani, DI; Davody, A; Mogadala, A; Klakow, DThe sensitive information present in the training data, poses a privacy concern for applications as their unintended memorization during training can make models susceptible to membership inference and attribute inference attacks. In this paper, we investigate this problem in various pre-trained word embeddings (GloVe, ELMo and BERT) with the help of language models built on top of it. In particular, firstly sequences containing sensitive information like a single-word disease and 4-digit PIN are randomly inserted into the training data, then a language model is trained using word vectors as input features, and memorization is measured with a metric termed as exposure. The embedding dimension, the number of training epochs, and the length of the secret information were observed to affect memorization in pre-trained embeddings. Finally, to address the problem, differentially private language models were trained to reduce the exposure of sensitive information.2020 Web of Science General Written Investigating the Impact of Pre-trained Word Embeddings on NN Memorizationmemorizability of NN None
Privacy Preserving Acoustic Model Training for Speech RecognitionY. Tachioka In-domain speech data significantly improve the speech recognition performance of acoustic models. However, the data may contain confidential information and exposure of transcriptions may lead to a breach in speakers’ privacy. In addition, speaker identification can be problematic when speakers want to hide their membership of a certain group. Thus, the in-domain data must be deleted after its period of use. However, once the data are deleted, models cannot be updated for future architectures. Privacy preservation is necessary when retaining speech data; it is important that the transcriptions cannot be reconstructed and the speaker cannot be identified. This paper proposes a privacy preserving acoustic model training (PPAMT) method that satisfies these requirements and formulates the sensitivities of three features (n-grams, phoneme labels, and acoustic features) for PPAMT. A sensitivity analysis showed that phoneme labels and acoustic features were less susceptible to PPAMT than n-grams, which is optimal because accurate phoneme labels and acoustic features are needed for acoustic model training. Speech recognition experiments showed that the word error rate degradation by PPAMT was less than 0.6% as a result of this property.2020 IEEE General Speech Model Training without Sharing DataDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP model trainingObfuscation
Performance Evaluation of Voice Encryption Techniques Based on Modified Chaotic SystemsA. M. Raheema; S. B. Sadkhan; S. M. Abdul SattarWith the substantial development of communication systems, especially in the public channels through which the knowledge moves, channel problems are growing. The protection of privacy and data is critical and should be improved, and speech scrambling techniques are one branch of IT that has become an important topic in modern life, primarily used in military security applications. In addition to its applications in the civil side. Speech Scrambling is described as altering speech signals to make them incomprehensible to listeners who are not expected to receive the communication. It will therefore make it difficult for eavesdrops or attackers to understand it. The main objective of this paper is to model and simulate speech scrambling's proposed structure models based on chaotic signals. The scrambling method structure consists of three main components: scrambling, noisy channel and descrambling. The scrambling and descrambling processes have an inverse relationship. On the basis of chaotic signals, the Speech Scrambling was examined using Arabic and English Analog speech signals, spoken by a man or woman of different ages. The paper suggests a voice scrambling models which uses four various modified chaotic system: Random Logistic maps RLM, Random Lorenz system RLS, Random Chen system RCS and Random Unified system RUS based on OFDM technique. The performance evaluation measurements contain five different tests: Mean Square Error MSE, Segmental Spectral Signal to Noise Ratio SSSNR, Entropy H, Correlation Coefficient Rc and Bit Error Rate BER. The objective test to measuring a residual intelligibilities R.I. of voice between the original and scrambled signals for proposed models are: SSSNR = -19.5, Rc=0.11, MSE = 0.43 and H=97%, while the BER between the original signal and recovered signal at 16 dB about 10-03. This result is good compared to other results and according to the references that mentioned in the research. Conducted a series of randomness test for chaotic signals as national institute of standards and technology NIST test.2020 IEEE General Speech Speech Communication without Disclosure of all Voice FeaturesDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP TasksObfuscation
Privacy-and utility-preserving textual analysis via calibrated multivariate perturbationsFeyisetan, Oluwaseyi; Balle, Borja; Drake, Thomas; Diethe, Tom;Accurately learning from user data while providing quantifiable privacy guarantees provides an opportunity to build better ML models while maintaining user trust. This paper presents a formal approach to carrying out privacy preserving text perturbation using the notion of d_χ-privacy designed to achieve geo-indistinguishability in location data. Our approach applies carefully calibrated noise to vector representation of words in a high dimension space as defined by word embedding models. We present a privacy proof that satisfies d_χ-privacy where the privacy parameter $\varepsilon$ provides guarantees with respect to a distance metric defined by the word embedding space. We demonstrate how $\varepsilon$ can be selected by analyzing plausible deniability statistics backed up by large scale analysis on GloVe and fastText embeddings. We conduct privacy audit experiments against $2$ baseline models and utility experiments on 3 datasets to demonstrate the tradeoff between privacy and utility for varying values of varepsilon on different task types. Our results demonstrate practical utility (< 2% utility loss for training binary classifiers) while providing better privacy guarantees than baseline models.2020 Google Scholar General Written Privacy-Utility-Trade-off for Training Dataexploitability of word embeddings Obfuscation
Preech: A system for privacy-preserving speech transcriptionAhmed, Shimaa; Chowdhury, Amrita Roy; Fawaz, Kassem; Ramanathan, Parmesh;New advances in machine learning have made Automated Speech Recognition (ASR) systems practical and more scalable. These systems, however, pose serious privacy threats as speech is a rich source of sensitive acoustic and textual information. Although offline and open-source ASR eliminates the privacy risks, its transcription performance is inferior to that of cloud-based ASR systems, especially for real-world use cases. In this paper, we propose Prεεch, an end-to-end speech transcription system which lies at an intermediate point in the privacy-utility spectrum. It protects the acoustic features of the speakers’ voices and protects the privacy of the textual content at an improved performance relative to offline ASR. Additionally, Prεεch provides several control knobs to allow customizable utility-usability-privacy trade-off. It relies on cloud-based services to transcribe a speech file after applying a series of privacy-preserving operations on the user’s side. We perform a comprehensive evaluation of Prεεch, using diverse real-world datasets, that demonstrates its effectiveness. Prεεch provides transcription at a 2% to 32.25% (mean 17.34%) relative improvement in word error rate over Deep Speech, while fully obfuscating the speakers' voice biometrics and allowing only a differentially private view of the textual content.2020 Google Scholar Cloud Computing Speech Speech Transcription without Disclosure of Acoustic FeaturesInformation Disclosure by Statistical Language ModelsObfuscation
Privacy-preserving Voice Analysis via Disentangled RepresentationsAloufi, Ranya; Haddadi, Hamed; Boyle, David;Voice User Interfaces (VUIs) are increasingly popular and built into smartphones, home assistants, and Internet of Things (IoT) devices. Despite offering an always-on convenient user experience, VUIs raise new security and privacy concerns for their users. In this paper, we focus on attribute inference attacks in the speech domain, demonstrating the potential for an attacker to accurately infer a target user's sensitive and private attributes (e.g. their emotion, sex, or health status) from deep acoustic models. To defend against this class of attacks, we design, implement, and evaluate a user-configurable, privacy-aware framework for optimizing speech-related data sharing mechanisms. Our objective is to enable primary tasks such as speech recognition and user identification, while removing sensitive attributes in the raw speech data before sharing it with a cloud service provider. We leverage disentangled representation learning to explicitly learn independent factors in the raw data. Based on a user's preferences, a supervision signal informs the filtering out of invariant factors while retaining the factors reflected in the selected preference. Our experimental evaluation over five datasets shows that the proposed framework can effectively defend against attribute inference attacks by reducing their success rates to approximately that of guessing at random, while maintaining accuracy in excess of 99% for the tasks of interest. We conclude that negotiable privacy settings enabled by disentangled representations can bring new opportunities for privacy-preserving applications.2020 Google Scholar Other Speech Speech Processing without Disclosure of all Voice Featuresmemorizability of NN Obfuscation
A novel privacy-preserving speech recognition framework using bidirectional LSTMWang, QR; Feng, CK; Xu, Y; Zhong, H; Sheng, VSUtilizing speech as the transmission medium in Internet of things (IoTs) is an effective way to reduce latency while improving the efficiency of human-machine interaction. In the field of speech recognition, Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) has significant advantages to achieve accuracy improvement on speech recognition. However, some of RNN-based intelligence speech recognition applications are insufficient in the privacy-preserving of speech data, and others with privacy-preserving are time-consuming, especially about model training and speech recognition. Therefore, in this paper we propose a novelPrivacy-preservingSpeechRecognition framework usingBidirectionalLong short-term memory neural network, namely PSRBL. On the one hand, PSRBL designs new functions to construct security activation functions by combing with an additive secret sharing protocol, namely a secure piecewise-linearSigmoidand a secure piecewise-linearTanhrespectively, to achieve privacy-preserving of speech data during speech recognition process running on edge servers. On the other hand, in order to reduce the time spent on both the training and the recognition of the speech model while keeping high accuracy during speech recognition process, PSRBL first utilizes secure activation functions to refit original activation functions in the bidirectionalLongShort-TermMemory neural network (LSTM), and then makes full use of the left and the right context information of speech data by employing bidirectional LSTM. Experiments conducted on the speech dataset TIMIT show that our framework PSRBL performs well. Specifically compared with the state-of-the-art ones, PSRBL significantly reduces the time consumption on both the training and the recognition of the speech model under the premise that PSRBL and the comparisons are consistent in the privacy-preserving of speech data.2020 Web of Science Other Speech Speech Recognition without Disclosure of all Voice Featuresmemorizability of NN Obfuscation
Privacy-Aware Best-Balanced Multilingual CommunicationPituxcoosuvarn, M; Nakaguchi, T; Lin, DH; Ishida, TIn machine translation (MT) mediated human-to-human communication, it is not an easy task to select the languages and translation services to be used as the users have various language backgrounds and skills. Our previous work introduced the best-balanced machine translation mechanism (BBMT) to automatically select the languages and translation services so as to equalize the language barriers of participants and to guarantee their equal opportunities in joining conversations. To assign proper languages to be used, however, the mechanism needs information of the participants' language skills, typically participants' language test scores. Since it is important to keep test score confidential, as well as other sensitive information, this paper introduces agents, which exchange encrypted information, and secure computation to ensure that agents can select the languages and translation services without destroying privacy. Our contribution is to introduce a multi-agent system with secure computation that can protect the privacy of users in multilingual communication. To our best knowledge, it is the first attempt to introduce multi-agent systems and secure computing to this area. The key idea is to model interactions among agents who deal with user's sensitive data, and to distribute calculation tasks to three different types of agents, together with data encryption, so no agent is able to access or recover participants' score.2020 Web of Science General Written Classification on encrypted DataDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP TasksSecure Multiparty Computation
Privacy-preserving Feature Extraction via Adversarial TrainingDing, Xiaofeng; Fang, Hongbiao; Zhang, Zhilin; Choo, Kim-Kwang Raymond; Jin, Hai;Deep learning is increasingly popular, partly due to its widespread application potential, such as in civilian, government and military domains. Given the exacting computational requirements, cloud computing has been utilized to host user data and model. However, such an approach has potential privacy implications. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a method to protect user's privacyin the inference phase of deep learning workflow. Specifically, we use an intermediate layer to separate the entire neural network into two parts, which are respectively deployed on the user device and the cloud server. The encoder, deployed on the user device, is usedfor raw data transformation, which removes the need for users to upload raw data to the cloud directly. However, we also demonstrate there exists potential for privacy leakage in the intermediate features of the neural network through two concrete experiments. In other words, the encoder on its own does not adequately achieve privacy protection. By imposing privacy constraints during the feature extraction, we can reduce thecontribution of the extracted features to the privacy leakage. In this way, privacy protection capability of the encoder can be further strengthened. We then demonstrate the effectiveness of our method using a large number of experiments.2020 Google Scholar Cloud Computing Written Model Training without Sharing Datamemorizability of NN Secure Multiparty Computation
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SecureNLP: A system for multi-party privacy-preserving natural language processingFeng, Qi; He, Debiao; Liu, Zhe; Wang, Huaqun; Choo, Kim-Kwang Raymond;Natural language processing (NLP) allows a computer program to understand human language as it is spoken, and has been increasingly deployed in a growing number of applications, such as machine translation, sentiment analysis, and electronic voice assistant. While information obtained from different sources can enhance the accuracy of NLP models, there are also privacy implications in the collection of such massive data. Thus, in this paper, we design a privacy-preserving system SecureNLP, focusing on the instance of recurrent neural network (RNN)based sequence-to-sequence with attention model for neural machine translation. Specifically, for non-linear functions such as sigmoid and tanh, we design two efficient distributed protocols using secure multi-party computation (MPC), which are used to carry out the respective tasks in the SecureNLP. We also prove the security of these two protocols (i.e., privacy-preserving long short-term memory network PrivLSTM, and privacy-preserving sequence to sequence transformation PrivSEQ2SEQ) in the semi-honest adversary model, in the sense that any honest-butcurious adversary cannot learn anything else from the messages they receive from other parties. The proposed system is implemented in C++ and Python, and the findings from the evaluation demonstrate the utility of the protocols in cross-domain NLP.2020 Google Scholar General Written Model Training without Sharing Datamemorizability of NN Secure Multiparty Computation
Adversarial representation learning for private speech generationEricsson, David; Östberg, Adam; Zec, Edvin Listo; Martinsson, John; Mogren, Olof;As more and more data is collected in various settings across organizations, companies, and countries, there has been an increase in the demand of user privacy. Developing privacy preserving methods for data analytics is thus an important area of research. In this work we present a model based on generative adversarial networks (GANs) that learns to obfuscate specific sensitive attributes in speech data. We train a model that learns to hide sensitive information in the data, while preserving the meaning in the utterance. The model is trained in two steps: first to filter sensitive information in the spectrogram domain, and then to generate new and private information independent of the filtered one. The model is based on a U-Net CNN that takes mel-spectrograms as input. A MelGAN is used to invert the spectrograms back to raw audio waveforms. We show that it is possible to hide sensitive information such as gender by generating new data, trained adversarially to maintain utility and realism.2020 Google Scholar General Speech Speech Characteristics Obfuscation in a dynamic mannerDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP model trainingSynthetic Data Generation
Privacy-Preserving Knowledge Transfer with Bootstrap Aggregation of Teacher EnsemblesHong-Jun YoonHilda B. KlaskyEric B. DurbinXiao-Cheng WuAntoinette StroupJennifer DohertyLinda CoyleLynne PenberthyChristopher StanleyJ. Blair ChristianGeorgia D. TourassiThere is a need to transfer knowledge among institutions and organizations to save effort in annotation and labeling or in enhancing task performance. However, knowledge transfer is difficult because of restrictions that are in place to ensure data security and privacy. Institutions are not allowed to exchange data or perform any activity that may expose personal information. With the leverage of a differential privacy algorithm in a high-performance computing environment, we propose a new training protocol, Bootstrap Aggregation of Teacher Ensembles (BATE), which is applicable to various types of machine learning models. The BATE algorithm is based on and provides enhancements to the PATE algorithm, maintaining competitive task performance scores on complex datasets with underrepresented class labels. We conducted a proof-of-the-concept study of the information extraction from cancer pathology report data from four cancer registries and performed comparisons between four scenarios: no collaboration, no privacy-preserving collaboration, the PATE algorithm, and the proposed BATE algorithm. The results showed that the BATE algorithm maintained competitive macro-averaged F1 scores, demonstrating that the suggested algorithm is an effective yet privacy-preserving method for machine learning and deep learning solutions.2021 Springer General Written Model Training without Sharing Dataexploitability of word embeddings Differential Privacy (DP)
ADePT: Auto-encoder based Differentially Private Text TransformationKrishna, Satyapriya; Gupta, Rahul; Dupuy, Christophe;Privacy is an important concern when building statistical models on data containing personal information. Differential privacy offers a strong definition of privacy and can be used to solve several privacy concerns (Dwork et al., 2014). Multiple solutions have been proposed for the differentially-private transformation of datasets containing sensitive information. However, such transformation algorithms offer poor utility in Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks due to noise added in the process. In this paper, we address this issue by providing a utility-preserving differentially private text transformation algorithm using auto-encoders. Our algorithm transforms text to offer robustness against attacks and produces transformations with high semantic quality that perform well on downstream NLP tasks. We prove the theoretical privacy guarantee of our algorithm and assess its privacy leakage under Membership Inference Attacks(MIA) (Shokri et al., 2017) on models trained with transformed data. Our results show that the proposed model performs better against MIA attacks while offering lower to no degradation in the utility of the underlying transformation process compared to existing baselines.2021 Google Scholar General Written Privacy-Utility-Trade-off for Training Dataexploitability of word embeddings Differential Privacy (DP)
Privacy-Preserving Graph Convolutional Networks for Text ClassificationIgamberdiev, Timour; Habernal, Ivan;Graph convolutional networks (GCNs) are a powerful architecture for representation learning and making predictions on documents that naturally occur as graphs, e.g., citation or social networks. Data containing sensitive personal information, such as documents with people's profiles or relationships as edges, are prone to privacy leaks from GCNs, as an adversary might reveal the original input from the trained model. Although differential privacy (DP) offers a well-founded privacy-preserving framework, GCNs pose theoretical and practical challenges due to their training specifics. We address these challenges by adapting differentially-private gradient-based training to GCNs. We investigate the impact of various privacy budgets, dataset sizes, and two optimizers in an experimental setup over five NLP datasets in two languages. We show that, under certain modeling choices, privacy-preserving GCNs perform up to 90% of their non-private variants, while formally guaranteeing strong privacy measures.2021 Google Scholar General Written Classification without Data Disclosurememorizability of NN Differential Privacy (DP)
Exploiting peer-to-peer communications for query privacy preservation in voice assistant systemsTran, Bang; Liang, Xiaohui;Voice assistant system (VAS) is a popular technology for users to interact with the Internet and the Internet-of-Things devices. In the VAS, voice queries are linked to users’ accounts, resulting in long-term and continuous profiling at the service provider. In this paper, we propose a VAS anonymizer aiming to mix the queries of the VAS users to increase the source anonymity. The VAS anonymizer is equipped with a pattern-matching scheme, which allows VAS devices to find effective peer relays without disclosing their query patterns. Furthermore, the VAS anonymizer is equipped with anonymity evaluation modules for evaluating real-time single query, thus reducing the risk of pattern violation at the relays. Both the requester and the relay will evaluate the real-time query based on the resulting anonymity. Only if the anonymity evaluations at both requester and relay are positive, the query will be sent to the service provider via the relay. The VAS anonymizers at VAS devices coordinate the query uploading such that the sources of the queries are anonymized, and the service provider is unable to link the voice queries to individual users. In the experiments using our customized VAS devices and the Amazon Cloud servers, the computation and communication overhead of the matching scheme is shown to be efficient, and the anonymity evaluation modules are shown to be effective in protecting the privacy of the requesters and the relays.2021 Google Scholar Home Automation Speech Private Communication Direct Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP TasksObfuscation
Federated learning of N-gram language models Chen M., Suresh A.T., Mathews R., Wong A., Allauzen C., Beaufays F., Riley M.We propose algorithms to train production-quality n-gram language models using federated learning. Federated learning is a distributed computation platform that can be used to train global models for portable devices such as smart phones. Federated learning is especially relevant for applications handling privacy-sensitive data, such as virtual keyboards, because training is performed without the users' data ever leaving their devices. While the principles of federated learning are fairly generic, its methodology assumes that the underlying models are neural networks. However, virtual keyboards are typically powered by n-gram language models for latency reasons. We propose to train a recurrent neural network language model using the decentralized Federated Averaging algorithm and to approximate this federated model serverside with an n-gram model that can be deployed to devices for fast inference. Our technical contributions include ways of handling large vocabularies, algorithms to correct capitalization errors in user data, and efficient finite state transducer algorithms to convert word language models to word-piece language models and vice versa. The n-gram language models trained with federated learning are compared to n-grams trained with traditional server-based algorithms using A/B tests on tens of millions of users of a virtual keyboard. Results are presented for two languages, American English and Brazilian Portuguese. This work demonstrates that high-quality n-gram language models can be trained directly on client mobile devices without sensitive training data ever leaving the devices. © 2019 Association for Computational Linguistics.2019 SCOPUS General Written Model Training without Sharing DataDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP model trainingFederated Learning
Poster abstract: Federated learning for speech emotion recognition applicationsLatif S., Khalifa S., Rana R., Jurdak R.Privacy concerns are considered one of the major challenges in the applications of speech emotion recognition (SER) as it involves the complete sharing of speech data, which can bring threatening consequences to people's lives. Federated learning is an effective technique to avoid privacy infringement by involving multiple participants to collaboratively learn a shared model without revealing their local data. In this work, we evaluated federated learning for SER using a publicly available dataset. Our preliminary results show that speech emotion recognition can benefit from federated learning by not exporting sensitive user data to central servers, while achieving promising results compared to the state-of-the-art. © 2020 IEEE.2020 SCOPUS General Speech Model Training without Sharing DataDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP model trainingFederated Learning
Industrial Federated Topic Modeling Jiang, Di; Tong, Yongxin; Song, Yuanfeng; Wu, Xueyang; Zhao, Weiwei; Peng, Jinhua; Lian, Rongzhong; Xu, Qian; Yang, QiangProbabilistic topic modeling has been applied in a variety of industrial applications. Training a high-quality model usually requires a massive amount of data to provide comprehensive co-occurrence information for the model to learn. However, industrial data such as medical or financial records are often proprietary or sensitive, which precludes uploading to data centers. Hence, training topic models in industrial scenarios using conventional approaches faces a dilemma: A party (i.e., a company or institute) has to either tolerate data scarcity or sacrifice data privacy. In this article, we propose a framework named Industrial Federated Topic Modeling (iFTM), in which multiple parties collaboratively train a high-quality topic model by simultaneously alleviating data scarcity and maintaining immunity to privacy adversaries. iFTM is inspired by federated learning, supports two representative topic models (i.e., Latent Dirichlet Allocation and SentenceLDA) in industrial applications, and consists of novel techniques such as private Metropolis-Hastings, topic-wise normalization, and heterogeneous model integration. We conduct quantitative evaluations to verify the effectiveness of iFTM and deploy iFTM in two real-life applications to demonstrate its utility. Experimental results verify iFTM’s superiority over conventional topic modeling.2021 ACM Medicine Written Model Training without Sharing DataDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP model trainingFederated Learning
Improving on-device speaker verification using federated learning with privacyGranqvist F., Seigel M., van Dalen R., Cahill Á., Shum S., Paulik M.Information on speaker characteristics can be useful as side information in improving speaker recognition accuracy. However, such information is often private. This paper investigates how privacy-preserving learning can improve a speaker verification system, by enabling the use of privacy-sensitive speaker data to train an auxiliary classification model that predicts vocal characteristics of speakers. In particular, this paper explores the utility achieved by approaches which combine different federated learning and differential privacy mechanisms. These approaches make it possible to train a central model while protecting user privacy, with users' data remaining on their devices. Furthermore, they make learning on a large population of speakers possible, ensuring good coverage of speaker characteristics when training a model. The auxiliary model described here uses features extracted from phrases which trigger a speaker verification system. From these features, the model predicts speaker characteristic labels considered useful as side information. The knowledge of the auxiliary model is distilled into a speaker verification system using multi-task learning, with the side information labels predicted by this auxiliary model being the additional task. This approach results in a 6 % relative improvement in equal error rate over a baseline system. © 2020 ISCA2020 SCOPUS General Speech Model Training without Sharing DataDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP model trainingFederated Learning & Differential Privacy (DP)
Secure computation for privacy preserving biometric data retrieval and authenticationSy B. The goal of this research is to develop provable secure computation techniques for two biometric security tasks; namely biometric data retrieval and authentication. We first present models for privacy and security that delineate the conditions under which biometric data disclosure are allowed, the conditions under which the protocol for data exchange should be provable secure, and the conditions under which the computation should be provable private. We then present a novel technique based on singular value decomposition and homomorphic encryption to achieve secure computation for biometric data retrieval. Finally we show a proof-of-concept implementation of the proposed techniques to realize a privacy preserving speaker verification system. © 2008 Springer Berlin Heidelberg.2008 SCOPUS General Written Speech Communication without Disclosure of all Voice FeaturesDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP model trainingHomomorphic Encryption (HE)
Privacy-preserving PLDA speaker verification using outsourced secure computationTreiber A., Nautsch A., Kolberg J., Schneider T., Busch C.The usage of biometric recognition has become prevalent in various verification processes, ranging from unlocking mobile devices to verifying bank transactions. Automatic speaker verification (ASV) allows an individual to verify its identity towards an online service provider by comparing freshly sampled speech data to reference information stored on the service provider's server. Due to the sensitive nature of biometric data, the storage and usage thereof is subject to recent EU regulations introduced as means to protect the privacy of individuals enrolled in an automatic biometric verification system. Stored biometric data need to be unlinkable, irreversible, and renewable to satisfy international standards. Preserving privacy in ASV is also important because, contrary to other biometric characteristics such as fingerprints, speech data can be used to infer a lot of sensitive information about the data subject. As a result, some architectures have been proposed to enable privacy-preserving ASV in the encrypted domain. Recently, homomorphic encryption (HE) was proposed to protect both subject features and vendor models in an embedding-based ASV. This architecture improves on previous privacy-preserving ASV by using (probabilistic) embeddings (i-vectors) and by additionally protecting the vendor's model. However, the usage of HE comes with a rather heavy overhead and significantly slows down the verification process. In this work, we align the cryptographic notion of outsourced secure two-party computation to embedding-based ASV. Our architecture protects biometric information in ASV and can also be used for any automatic biometric verification task. We show that unlinkability, irreversibility, and renewability are granted. Compared to the HE solution, our architecture results in considerably lower communication and computation overhead. Our architecture has been implemented and is experimentally evaluated on the NIST i-vector challenge 2014 using the cosine distance and log-likelihood ratio (LLR) scores from probabilistic linear discriminant analysis (PLDA) and two-covariance (2Cov) comparators. The results show that verification accuracy is retained while efficiency is improved. For instance, a PLDA verification with an embedding dimension of 200 takes about 77 milliseconds over a LAN. This is an improvement of more than 3000 × over the HE-based solution and shows that privacy of subject and vendor data can be preserved in ASV while retaining practical verification times. Moreover, our system is secure against malicious client devices. © 2019 Elsevier B.V.2019 SCOPUS General Speech Speech Verification without Disclosure of all Voice FeaturesDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP model trainingHomomorphic Encryption (HE)
Achieving efficient similar document search over encrypted data on the cloudAritomo D., Watanabe C.Cloud computing, which provides scalable computing resources at an economical rate, is more important than ever. More and more data owners are storing their data on the cloud. To protect private and sensitive data, user data should be encrypted by the data owner before it is outsourced to the cloud. However, this defeats the merits of cloud computing; the data needs to be decrypted and consumed on the client side. In this paper, we introduce a practical searchable encryption scheme which supports keyword search and similar document search, based on the Vector Space Model (VSM), by harnessing the power of homomorphic encryption (HE). HE is an encryption scheme where arithmetic calculations can be performed without decryption. We first build a term index tree to filter out irrelevant documents. Subsequently, we perform cosine similarity calculation upon search requests. Additionaly, we propose a parallel version of this scheme, which can effectively utilize the power of the cloud. Experiments on real-world datasets indicate that our scheme can effectively provide practical keyword search based on VSMs in a cloud environment. © 2019 IEEE.2019 SCOPUS Cloud Computing Written Storing and Searching Data without Data ExposureDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP model trainingHomomorphic Encryption (HE)
Privacy preserving speech, face and fingerprint based biometrie authentication system using secure signal processingDinesh A., Bijoy K.E.Biometrics represents the identity of individuals. Physical characteristics like voice, face, fingerprint, etc. are used to recognize individuals. Biometrics are used as a promising method for authentication, but use of these raw biometric data results in some privacy concerns. In this paper, we propose a system model for privacy preserving biometric authentication system for speech, face and fingerprint authentication. Signal Processing in Encrypted Domain (SPED) is a domain in signal processing that deals with the processing of encrypted data which preserve users' privacy and maintains security. The secure primitives, Secure Inner Product (SIP) and Secure Log Sum (SLS) are used for as authentication protocols. The performance of the system is evaluated using False Acceptance Rate (FAR) and False Rejection Rate (FRR) measures. The simulation results provided, shows good accuracy. © 2017 IEEE.2017 SCOPUS General Speech Speech Processing without Disclosure of all Voice FeaturesDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP TasksHomomorphic Encryption (HE)
Efficient and Privacy-Preserving Speaker Verification Scheme for Home Automation DevicesGao X., Li K., Chen W., Hu W., Zhang Z., Li Q.Speaker recognition technology has been widely used in home automation recently, which can provide identification for the user efficiently. However, speaker recognition technology brings security risks as well as convenience, especially the privacy disclosure of the user's voiceprint templates. This paper proposes an efficient and privacy-preserving speaker verification scheme for home automation devices, named SEASON. We modify the high-Accuracy deepspeaker framework in terms of privacy, based on residual network. With SEASON, users can access the home automation devices securely. Detailed security analysis shows that SEASON can actually resist various security threats. We implement SEASON with real datasets and 48 real records from four testers. Experiments reveal that SEASON can achieve efficient and accurate verification. © 2020 IEEE.2020 SCOPUS Home Automation Speech Speech Verification without Disclosure of all Voice FeaturesDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP TasksHomomorphic Encryption (HE)
Encrypted Domain Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficient and Fragile Audio WatermarkingChen J., Chen Z., Zheng P., Guo J., Zhang W., Huang J.Audio has become increasingly important in modern social communication and mobile Internet, e.g., the employment of voice messaging in mobile social Apps. In the scenario of cloud computing, we need to consider the privacy protection of the audio content and the integrity of the audio simultaneously. In this paper, we study the application of an encrypted audio fragile watermarking in a privacy-preserving audio authentication system in the cloud. We firstly implement the computation of Mel-frequency cepstral coefficient in the encrypted domain (MFCC-ED) with additive homomorphic encryption. By performing MFCC-ED on the encrypted audio, we extract an encrypted fragile watermark message. The encrypted fragile watermark is then embedding into the encrypted discrete wavelet transform domain. Our experimental results show that the proposed watermarked scheme is fragile that is sensitive to common audio attacks. We also present the localization method that is able to well localize the temper positions. © 2018 IEEE.2018 SCOPUS Cloud Computing Written Speech Watermarking Direct Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP TasksHomomorphic Encryption (HE)
Efficient searching with multiple keyword over encrypted cloud data by blind storageSanthi K., Deepa M., Lawanya Shri M., Benjula Anbu Malar M.B.In Cloud Computing, a basic application is to source the knowledge to outside cloud servers for climbable knowledge storage. The outsourced knowledge,however,have to be compelled to be encrypted because of the privacy and secrecy issues of their owner. This leads to the well-known difficulties on the accurate search over the encrypted cloud knowledge. To tackle this issue,during this paper,we have a tendency to develop the searchable coding for multikeyword hierarchal search above the storage knowledge. The main aim of this paper is to preserve the outsourced data in cloud through gateway encryption and blind storage,and to implement multi keyword ranked search over the encrypts data in a safe way by NLP method without has download and decrypts the entire group of member file contents. © 2016,International Journal of Pharmacy and Technology. All rights reserved.2016 SCOPUS Cloud Computing Written Storing and Searching Data without Data ExposureDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP TasksHomomorphic Encryption (HE)
Toward Efficient Multi-Keyword Fuzzy Search over Encrypted Outsourced Data with Accuracy ImprovementFu Z., Wu X., Guan C., Sun X., Ren K.Keyword-based search over encrypted outsourced data has become an important tool in the current cloud computing scenario. The majority of the existing techniques are focusing on multi-keyword exact match or single keyword fuzzy search. However, those existing techniques find less practical significance in real-world applications compared with the multi-keyword fuzzy search technique over encrypted data. The first attempt to construct such a multi-keyword fuzzy search scheme was reported by Wang et al., who used locality-sensitive hashing functions and Bloom filtering to meet the goal of multi-keyword fuzzy search. Nevertheless, Wang's scheme was only effective for a one letter mistake in keyword but was not effective for other common spelling mistakes. Moreover, Wang's scheme was vulnerable to server out-of-order problems during the ranking process and did not consider the keyword weight. In this paper, based on Wang et al.'s scheme, we propose an efficient multi-keyword fuzzy ranked search scheme based on Wang et al.'s scheme that is able to address the aforementioned problems. First, we develop a new method of keyword transformation based on the uni-gram, which will simultaneously improve the accuracy and creates the ability to handle other spelling mistakes. In addition, keywords with the same root can be queried using the stemming algorithm. Furthermore, we consider the keyword weight when selecting an adequate matching file set. Experiments using real-world data show that our scheme is practically efficient and achieve high accuracy. © 2016 IEEE.2016 SCOPUS Cloud Computing Written Storing and Searching Data without Data ExposureDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP TasksHomomorphic Encryption (HE)
Privacy preserving similarity based text retrieval through blind storageKumari P., Jancy S.Cloud computing is improving rapidly due to their more advantage and more data owners give interest to outsource their data into cloud storage for centralize their data. As huge files stored in the cloud storage, there is need to implement the keyword based search process to data user. At the same time to protect the privacy of data, encryption techniques is used for sensitive data, that encryption is done before outsourcing data to cloud server. But it is critical to search results in encryption data. In this system we propose similarity text retrieval from the blind storage blocks with encryption format. This system provides more security because of blind storage system. In blind storage system data is stored randomly on cloud storage. In Existing Data Owner cannot encrypt the document data as it was done only at server end. Everyone can access the data as there was no private key concept applied to maintained privacy of the data. But In our proposed system, Data Owner can encrypt the data himself using RSA algorithm. RSA is a public key-cryptosystem and it is widely used for sensitive data storage over Internet. In our system we use Text mining process for identifying the index files of user documents. Before encryption we also use NLP (Nature Language Processing) technique to identify the keyword synonyms of data owner document. Here text mining process examines text word by word and collect literal meaning beyond the words group that composes the sentence. Those words are examined in API of word net so that only equivalent words can be identified for index file use. Our proposed system provides more secure and authorized way of recover the text in cloud storage with access control. Finally, our experimental result shows that our system is better than existing. © 2016, International Journal of Pharmacy and Technology. All rights reserved.2016 SCOPUS Cloud Computing Written Storing and Searching Data without Data ExposureDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP TasksHomomorphic Encryption (HE)
Classification of Encrypted Word Embeddings using Recurrent Neural Networks.Podschwadt R., Takabi D.Deep learning has made many exciting applications possible and given the popularity of social networks and user generated content everyday there is no shortage of data for these applications. The content generated by the users is written or spoken in natural language which needs to be processed by computers. Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) are a popular choice for language processing due to their ability to process sequential data. On the other hand, this data is some of the most privacy sensitive information. Therefore, privacy-preserving methods for natural language processing are crucial. In this paper, we focus on settings where a client has private data and wants to use machine learning as a service (MLaaS) to perform classification on the data without the need to disclose the data to the entity offering the service. We employ homomorphic encryption techniques to achieve this. Homomorphic encryption allows for data being processed without it being decrypted thereby protecting the users privacy. Although homomorphic encryption has been used for privacy-preserving machine learning, most of the work has been focused on image processing and convolutional neural networks (CNNs), but RNNs have not been studied. In this work, we use homomorphic encryption to build privacy-preserving RNNs for natural language processing tasks. We show that RNNs can be run over encrypted data without loss in accuracy compared to a plaintext implementation by evaluating our system on a sentinment classification task on the IMDb movie review dataset. Copyright © 2020 for this paper by its authors. Use permitted under Creative Commons License Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY 4.0).2020 SCOPUS General Written Classification on encrypted Dataexploitability of word embeddings Homomorphic Encryption (HE)
Privacy-Preserving Character Language ModellingThaine, Patricia; Penn, Gerald;Some of the most sensitive information we generate is either written or spoken using natural language. Privacy-preserving methods for natural language processing are therefore crucial, especially considering the ever-growing number of data breaches. However, there has been little work in this area up until now. In fact, no privacy-preserving methods have been proposed for many of the most basic NLP tasks. We propose a method for calculating character bigram and trigram probabilities over sensitive data using homomorphic encryption. Where determining an encrypted character’s probability using a plaintext bigram model has a runtime of 1945.29 ms per character, an encrypted bigram model takes us 88549.1 ms, a plaintext trigram model takes 3868.65 ms, and an encrypted trigram model takes 102766 ms.Google Scholar General Written Classification on encrypted Dataexploitability of word embeddings Homomorphic Encryption (HE)
Continuous improvement process (CIP)-based privacy-preserving framework for smart connected toysYankson B. Advances within the toy industry and interconnectedness have resulted in the rapid and pervasive development of smart connected toys (SCTs), built with the capacity to collect terabytes of personal identifiable information, device context data, and play data. Any compromise of data stored, process, or transit can introduce privacy concerns, financial fraud concerns, and safety concerns, such as location identification, which can put child physical safety at risk. This work provides an overview of the SCT privacy problem and the landscape based on previous work to address privacy and safety concerns. We further investigate technical and legislative-related privacy issues in SCT and present a confirmatory study on developers’ privacy views based on the privacy calculus theory. Finally, we present an abstract continuous improvement process-based privacy preservation framework using Plan-Do-Check-Act, which can be adopted and used during the SCT design to minimize privacy breaches and serve as a foundation for the deployment of continuous privacy control improvement in a complex SCT development context. © 2021, The Author(s), under exclusive licence to Springer-Verlag GmbH, DE part of Springer Nature.2021 SCOPUS Other Written Private Communication Direct Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP TasksNone
Preserving privacy in speaker and speech characterisationNautsch A., Jiménez A., Treiber A., Kolberg J., Jasserand C., Kindt E., Delgado H., Todisco M., Hmani M.A., Mtibaa A., Abdelraheem M.A., Abad A., Teixeira F., Matrouf D., Gomez-Barrero M., Petrovska-Delacrétaz D., Chollet G., Evans N., Schneider T., Bonastre J.-F., Raj B., Trancoso I., Busch C.Speech recordings are a rich source of personal, sensitive data that can be used to support a plethora of diverse applications, from health profiling to biometric recognition. It is therefore essential that speech recordings are adequately protected so that they cannot be misused. Such protection, in the form of privacy-preserving technologies, is required to ensure that: (i) the biometric profiles of a given individual (e.g., across different biometric service operators) are unlinkable; (ii) leaked, encrypted biometric information is irreversible, and that (iii) biometric references are renewable. Whereas many privacy-preserving technologies have been developed for other biometric characteristics, very few solutions have been proposed to protect privacy in the case of speech signals. Despite privacy preservation this is now being mandated by recent European and international data protection regulations. With the aim of fostering progress and collaboration between researchers in the speech, biometrics and applied cryptography communities, this survey article provides an introduction to the field, starting with a legal perspective on privacy preservation in the case of speech data. It then establishes the requirements for effective privacy preservation, reviews generic cryptography-based solutions, followed by specific techniques that are applicable to speaker characterisation (biometric applications) and speech characterisation (non-biometric applications). Glancing at non-biometrics, methods are presented to avoid function creep, preventing the exploitation of biometric information, e.g., to single out an identity in speech-assisted health care via speaker characterisation. In promoting harmonised research, the article also outlines common, empirical evaluation metrics for the assessment of privacy-preserving technologies for speech data. © 2019 The Authors2019 SCOPUS Medicine Speech Speech Verification without Disclosure of all Voice FeaturesDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP TasksNone
Privacy-aware personalized entity representations for improved user understandingMelnick L., Elmessilhy H., Polychronopoulos V., Lopez G., Tu Y., Khan O.Z., Wang Y.-Y., Quirk C.Representation learning has transformed the field of machine learning. Advances like ImageNet, word2vec, and BERT demonstrate the power of pre-trained representations to accelerate model training. The effectiveness of these techniques derives from their ability to represent words, sentences, and images in context. Other entity types, such as people and topics, are crucial sources of context in enterprise use-cases, including organization, recommendation, and discovery of vast streams of information. But learning representations for these entities from private data aggregated across user shards carries the risk of privacy breaches. Personalizing representations by conditioning them on a single user's content eliminates privacy risks while providing a rich source of context that can change the interpretation of words, people, documents, groups, and other entities commonly encountered in workplace data. In this paper, we explore methods that embed user-conditioned representations of people, key phrases, and emails into a shared vector space based on an individual user's emails. We evaluate these representations on a suite of representative communication inference tasks using both a public email repository and live user data from an enterprise. We demonstrate that our privacy-preserving lightweight unsupervised representations rival supervised approaches. When used to augment supervised approaches, these representations are competitive with deep-learned multi-task models based on pre-trained representations. Copyright © 2020 for this paper by its authors. Use permitted under Creative Commons License Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY 4.0).2020 SCOPUS General Written Private Communication Direct Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP model trainingObfuscation
An analysis of blocking methods for private record linkageEtienne B., Cheatham M., Grzebala P.The field of Big Data Analytics has led to many important advances; however, these analyses often involve linking databases that contain personal identifiable information, and this raises privacy concerns. The sensitive information of individuals can be stolen by attackers and identities can be exploited. The field of Private Record Linkage seeks to mitigate these risks. Our previous work in this area has established the effectiveness of a fuzzy string similarity metric for linking records while the data within those records remains encrypted both on disk and in memory. The work presented here further contributes to the PRL field by analyzing the performance of various blocking methods on encrypted names that attempt to optimize the number of comparisons between the queries and database while maintaining a high rate of accuracy. Copyright © 2016, Association for the Advancement of Artificial Intelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved.2016 SCOPUS Other Written Similarity detection without Data ExposureDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP model trainingObfuscation
Redesign of Gaussian mixture model for efficient and privacy-preserving speaker recognitionRahulamathavan S., Yao X., Yogachandran R., Cumanan K., Rajarajan M.This paper proposes an algorithm to perform privacy-preserving (PP) speaker recognition using Gaussian mixture models (GMM). We consider a scenario where the users have to enrol their voice biometric with the third-party service providers to access different services (i.e., banking). Once the enrolment is done, the users can authenticate themselves to the system using their voice instead of passwords. Since the voice is unique for individuals, storing the users' voice features at the third-party server raises privacy concerns. Hence, in this paper we propose a novel technique using randomization to perform voice authentication, which allows users to enrol and authenticate their voice in the encrypted domain, hence privacy is preserved. To achieve this, we redesign the GMM to work on encrypted domain. The proposed algorithm is validated using the widely used TIMIT speech corpus. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed PP algorithm does not degrade the performance compared to the non-PP method and achieve 96.16% true positive rate and 1.77% false positive rate. Demonstration on Android smartphone shows that the algorithm can be executed within two seconds with only 30% of CPU power. © 2018 IEEE.2018 SCOPUS General Speech Speech Recognition without Disclosure of all Voice FeaturesDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP model trainingObfuscation
A privacy preserving efficient protocol for semantic similarity join using long string attributesHawashin B., Fotouhi F., Truta T.M.During the similarity join process, one or more sources may not allow sharing the whole data with other sources. In this case, privacy preserved similarity join is required. We showed in our previous work [4] that using long attributes, such as paper abstracts, movie summaries, product descriptions, and user feedbacks, could improve the similarity join accuracy under supervised learning. However, the existing secure protocols for similarity join methods can not be used to join tables using these long attributes. Moreover, the majority of the existing privacy-preserving protocols did not consider the semantic similarities during the similarity join process. In this paper, we introduce a secure efficient protocol to semantically join tables when the join attributes are long attributes. Furthermore, instead of using machine learning methods, which are not always applicable, we use similarity thresholds to decide matched pairs. Results show that our protocol can efficiently join tables using the long attributes by considering the semantic relationships among the long string values. Therefore, it improves the overall secure similarity join performance. Copyright 2011 ACM.2011 SCOPUS General Written Similarity detection without Data ExposureDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP TasksObfuscation
Privacy-preserving speaker verification and identification using gaussian mixture modelsPathak M.A., Raj B.Speech being a unique characteristic of an individual is widely used in speaker verification and speaker identification tasks in applications such as authentication and surveillance respectively. In this article, we present frameworks for privacy-preserving speaker verification and speaker identification systems, where the system is able to perform the necessary operations without being able to observe the speech input provided by the user. In a speech-based authentication setting, this privacy constraint protect against an adversary who can break into the system and use the speech models to impersonate legitimate users. In surveillance applications, we require the system to first identify if the speech recording belongs to a suspect while preserving the privacy constraints. This prevents the system from listening in on conversations of innocent individuals. In this paper we formalize the privacy criteria for the speaker verification and speaker identification problems and construct Gaussian mixture model-based protocols. We also report experiments with a prototype implementation of the protocols on a standardized dataset for execution time and accuracy. © 2006-2012 IEEE.2012 SCOPUS General Speech Speech Verification without Disclosure of all Voice FeaturesDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP TasksObfuscation
Privacy-preserving speaker verification as password matchingPathak M.A., Raj B.We present a text-independent privacy-preserving speaker verification system that functions similar to conventional password-based authentication. Our privacy constraints require that the system does not observe the speech input provided by the user, as this can be used by an adversary to impersonate the user in the same system or elsewhere. We represent the speech input using supervectors and apply locality sensitive hashing (LSH) to transform these into bit strings, where two supervectors, and therefore inputs, are likely to be similar if they map to the same string. This transformation, therefore, reduces the problem of identifying nearest neighbors to string comparison. The users then apply a cryptographic hash function to the strings obtained from their enrollment and verification data, thereby obfuscating it from the server, who can only check if two hashed strings match without being able to reconstruct their content. We present execution time and accuracy experiments with the system on the YOHO dataset, and observe that the system achieves acceptable accuracy with minimal computational overhead needed to satisfy the privacy constraints. © 2012 IEEE.2012 SCOPUS General Speech Speech Verification without Disclosure of all Voice FeaturesDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP TasksObfuscation
Privacy-preserving ivector-based speaker verificationRahulamathavan Y., Sutharsini K.R., Ray I.G., Lu R., Rajarajan M.This paper introduces an efficient algorithm to develop a privacy-preserving voice verification based on iVector and linear discriminant analysis techniques. This research considers a scenario in which users enrol their voice biometric to access different services (i.e., banking). Once enrolment is completed, users can verify themselves using their voice print instead of alphanumeric passwords. Since a voice print is unique for everyone, storing it with a third-party server raises several privacy concerns. To address this challenge, this paper proposes a novel technique based on randomization to carry out voice authentication, which allows the user to enrol and verify their voice in the randomized domain. To achieve this, the iVector-based voice verification technique has been redesigned to work on the randomized domain. The proposed algorithm is validated using a well-known speech dataset. The proposed algorithm neither compromises the authentication accuracy nor adds additional complexity due to the randomization operations. © 2014 IEEE.2018 SCOPUS General Speech Speech Verification without Disclosure of all Voice FeaturesDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP TasksObfuscation
Secure binary embeddings of front-end factor analysis for privacy preserving speaker verificationPortêlo J., Abad A., Raj B., Trancoso I.Remote speaker verification services typically rely on the system to have access to the users recordings, or features derived from them, and also a model of the users voice. This conventional scheme raises several privacy concerns. In this work, we address this privacy problem in the context of a speaker verification system using a factor analysis based front-end extractor, the so-called i-vectors. Speaker verification without exposing speaker data is achieved by transforming speaker i-vectors to bit strings in a way that allows the computation of approximate distances, instead of exact ones. The key to the transformation uses a hashing scheme known as Secure Binary Embeddings. Then, a modified SVM kernel permits operating on the i-vector hashes. Experiments on sub-sets of NIST SRE 2008 showed that the secure system yielded similar results as its non-private counterpart. Copyright © 2013 ISCA.2013 SCOPUS General Written Speech Verification without Disclosure of all Voice FeaturesDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP TasksObfuscation
Biomedical Data Privacy Enhancement Architecture Based on Multi-Keyword Search TechniqueSingh N., Lakhina U., Elamvazuthi I., Jangra A., Singh A.K.The Collaborative healthcare cloud environment offers potential benefits, including cost reduction and improvising the healthcare quality delivered to patients. Though, such scenarios experiences substantial challenges in case of the privacy and security of the exceptionally sensitive information contained in Electronic Health Records (EHRs). Through this paper, a Hierarchical tree-based architecture is proposed. The work is based upon multi-keyword search technique which incorporates secure search using stemming and lemmatization algorithms to improve the process efficiency and privacy detailing. It helps biomedical departments and patients to connect easily and process their queries without any intruder's intervention. Furthermore, performance of the proposed solution is empirically indorsed through the simulation experiments. © 2018 IEEE.2018 SCOPUS Medicine Written Storing and Searching Data without Data ExposureDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP TasksObfuscation
PIVOT: Privacy-preserving outsourcing of text data for word embedding against frequency analysis attackLi Y., Wang W.H., Dong B.In this paper, we design PIVOT, a new privacy-preserving method that supports outsourcing of text data for word embedding. PIVOT includes a 1-to-many mapping function for text documents that can defend against the frequency analysis attack with provable guarantee, while preserving the word context during transformation. Copyright © 2015, Association for the Advancement of Artificial Intelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved.2019 SCOPUS General Written Privacy-Utility-Trade-off for Word Embeddingsexploitability of word embeddings Obfuscation
Privacy-preserving speaker verification using secure binary embeddingsPortêlo J., Raj B., Abad A., Trancoso I.Remote speaker verification services typically rely on the system having access to the users recordings, or features derived from them, and/or a model for the users voice. This conventional approach raises several privacy concerns. In this work, we address this privacy problem in the context of a speaker verification system using a factor analysis based front-end extractor, the so-called i-vectors. Preserving privacy in our context means that neither the system observes voice samples or speech models from the user, nor the user observes the universal model owned by the system. This is achieved by transforming speaker i-vectors to bit strings in a way that allows for the computation of approximate distances, instead of exact ones. The key to the transformation uses a hashing scheme known as secure binary embeddings. Then, an SVM classifier with a modified kernel operates on the hashes. Experiments showed that the secure system yielded similar results as its non-private counterpart. The approach may be extended to other types of biometric authentication. © 2014 MIPRO.2014 SCOPUS General Speech Speech Verification without Disclosure of all Voice Featuresexploitability of word embeddings Obfuscation
Privacy preserving speaker verification using adapted GMMsPathak M.A., Raj B.In this paper we present an adapted UBM-GMM based privacy preserving speaker verification (PPSV) system, where the system is not able to observe the speech data provided by the user and the user does not observe the models trained by the system. These privacy criteria are important in order to prevent an adversary having unauthorized access to the user's client device from impersonating a user and also from another adversary who can break into the verification system can learn about the user's speech patterns to impersonate the user in another system. We present protocols for speaker enrollment and verification which preserve privacy according to these requirements and report experiments with a prototype implementation on the YOHO dataset. Copyright © 2011 ISCA.2011 SCOPUS General Speech Speech Verification without Disclosure of all Voice Featuresmemorizability of NN Obfuscation
Privacy-preserving classification of personal text messages with secure multi-party computation: An application to hate-speech detectionReich D., Todoki A., Dowsley R., de Cock M., Nascimento A.Classification of personal text messages has many useful applications in surveillance, e-commerce, and mental health care, to name a few. Giving applications access to personal texts can easily lead to (un)intentional privacy violations. We propose the first privacy-preserving solution for text classification that is provably secure. Our method, which is based on Secure Multiparty Computation (SMC), encompasses both feature extraction from texts, and subsequent classification with logistic regression and tree ensembles. We prove that when using our secure text classification method, the application does not learn anything about the text, and the author of the text does not learn anything about the text classification model used by the application beyond what is given by the classification result itself. We perform end-to-end experiments with an application for detecting hate speech against women and immigrants, demonstrating excellent runtime results without loss of accuracy. © 2019 Neural information processing systems foundation. All rights reserved.2019 SCOPUS General Written Classification without Data DisclosureDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP TasksSecure Multiparty Computation
Secure computation for biometric data security-application to speaker verificationSy B.K. The goal of this research is to develop provable secure computation techniques for two biometric security tasks in complex distributed systems involving multiple parties; namely biometric data retrieval and authentication. We first present models for privacy and security that delineate the conditions under which biometric data disclosure are allowed. We then discuss the secure computation techniques for retrieval and authentication that satisfy the conditions for privacy and security. For proof-of-concept, we show a practical implementation of a privacy preserving speaker verification system and discuss the performance tradeoff. © 2009 IEEE.2009 SCOPUS General Speech Speech Verification without Disclosure of all Voice FeaturesDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP TasksSecure Multiparty Computation
Attacking a privacy preserving music matching algorithmPortêlo J., Raj B., Trancoso I.Secure multi-party computation based techniques are often used to perform audio database search tasks, such as music matching, with privacy. However, in spite of the security of individual components of the matching schemes, the overall scheme may still not be secure. This paper explains how such flaws may occur, using a privacy preserving music matching problem as a template, and provides a solution, and analyzes the resulting tradeoff between privacy and computational complexity. Although the paper focus on a music matching application, the principles can be easily adapted to perform other tasks, such as speaker verification and keyword spotting. © 2012 IEEE.2012 SCOPUS Other Speech Storing and Searching Data without Data ExposureDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP TasksSecure Multiparty Computation
Privacy preserving speech analysis using emotion filtering at the edge: Poster abstractAloufi R., Haddadi H., Boyle D.Voice controlled devices and services are commonplace in consumer IoT. Cloud-based analysis services extract information from voice input using speech recognition techniques. Services providers can build detailed profiles of users' demographics, preferences and emotional states, etc., and may therefore significantly compromise privacy. To address this problem, a privacy-preserving intermediate layer between users and cloud services is proposed to sanitize voice input directly at edge devices by generating neutralized signals for forwarding. We show that a trained model, based on CycleGAN and deployed on a Raspberry Pi, enables identification and removal of sensitive emotional state information by ~91%, with minimal losses to speech recognition accuracy. © 2019 Authors.2019 SCOPUS Cloud Computing Speech Speech Recognition without Disclosure of all Voice FeaturesDirect Disclosure of sensitive data for NLP model trainingSynthetic Data Generation
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A.2. Detailed Category Tables with Aggregation Mapping

A.2.1. Privacy Issue Solutions for NLP as a Privacy Enabler

This list is taken from the ”Privacy Issue Solution” column, contained by the work sheet
located in subsection A.1.1.
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Generalized Privacy Issue Solution (RQ2) Amount

Automated Access Control 1 Automation 23
Automated Access Control based on notation 1
Automated Compliance Checker 4
Automated Essay Scoring 1
Automated Privacy Assessment of health Related Alexa Application 1
Automated Privacy Policy Classification 1
Automated Privacy Policy Coverage Check with Sequence Classification Models 1
Automated Rewriting 1
Automatic Analysis of Privacy Policies 1
Automatic Anonymization of Text Posts 1
Automatic Anonymization of Textual Documents 1
Automatic Assessment of Privacy Policiy Completness 1
Automatic Conversion of sensitive information in text 1
Automatic modeling of privacy regulations 1
Automatic policy enforcement 2
Automatic policy enforcement on semantic social data 1
Automatic semantic annotation mechanism 1
Automatic Summarization of User Reviews 1
Automation process of SLAs 1
Code-based privacy analysis of Smart phone apps 6 Code-based Analysis 7
Code-based privacy analysis of web applications 1
Collect annotated corpus 17 Collect annotated corpus 17
De-identification 66 De-identification 74
De-identification / Obfuscating Authorship 8
Demonstration of Threats 1 Demonstration of Threats 1
Designing a Big Data Framework for Publishing Social Media Data 1 Designing 27
Designing a decentralized peer-to-peer private document search engine 1
Designing a framework for sharing of sensitive information 1
Designing a gender obfuscation tool 1
Designing a geo-indistinguishability text pertubation algorithm 1
Designing a locally deployed system 2
Designing a methodology for providing extra safety precautions without being intrusive to users 1
Designing a multi-agent architecture coupled with privacy preserving techniques 1
Designing a Privacy Guard for Cloud-Based Home Assistants and IoT Devices 1
Designing a privacy preserved medical text data analysis 1
Designing a privacy-preserving web search engine 3
Designing a scheme for a privacy preserving search log analysis 1
Designing a scheme for a privacy preserving text analysis 1
Designing a search tree without tracking user interaction 1
Designing a tailor-made data annonymity approach 2
Designing a task-independent privacy-respecting data crowdsourcing framework 1
Designing a text perturbation mechanism for a privacy preserving text analysis 2
Designing A User-Centric Privacy-Disclosure Detection Framework 1
Designing a web search engine side to generate privacy-preserving user profiles 1
Designing an Inclusive Financial Privacy Index 1
Designing Secure Views for privacy preserving data analysis 1
Desinging a system that supports privacy preserving data publication of network security data 1
Detecting privacy-sensitive information / activities 27 Detection 38
Detection of Data Privacy Violations 1
Detection of Inconsistencies within Privacy Policies 1
Detection of Locations without user involvement 1
Detection of Personal Health Information in Peer-to-Peer File-Sharing Networks 1



Detection of potential pitfalls in the privacy policies of companies on the We 1
Detection of Privacy Breaches in Physican Reviews 1
Detection of Privacy Sensitive Conditions in C-CDAs 1
Detection of the Correlation between User Reviews and Privacy Issues 2
Detection of vagueness 2
Encryption based on Events 1 Encryption based Solutions 2
Encryption-based search system mitigating file-Injection Attacks 1
Generation of Artefacts based on Privacy Policy Analysis 12 Generation 22
Generation of Synthetic Data 10
Information Extraction from Emails 1 Infromation Extraction 26
Information Extraction from Health Records 1
Information Extraction from large-scale unstructured textual data 1
Information Extraction from nursing documents 1
Information Extraction from privacy policies 20
Information Extraction if information is harboured by a second party 1
Information Extraction out of Privacy Policies with Word Embeddings 1
Mapping of Ambiguity on a score board 1 Mapping 8
Mapping of Description-to-permission Fidelity on a scale 1
Mapping of Privacy Policies to Privacy Issues 1
Mapping Privacy Policies to Contextual Integrity (CI) with Q&A 1
Mapping Privacy Policies to GDPR 2
Mapping Privacy Policy Content to selected Dictionary 2
Ontological semantics perspective for checking Privacy Policies 1 Ontology based Solutions 4
Ontology build for privacy 1
Ontology used for transparency in Privacy Policies 1
Ontology-Enabled Access Control and Privacy Recommendations 1
Overview of algorithms and tools for sharing data in a privacy-preserving manner 1 Overviews 14
Overview of Challenges and applied methods for protection of personal health information (PHI) 3
Overview of challenges in detecting privacy revealing information in unstructured text 1
Overview of Challenges of omission, context and multilingualism 1
Overview of challenges of working with personal and particularly sensitive data in practice 1
Overview of existing dialogue system vulnerabilities in security and privacy. 1
Overview of techniques for privacy preserving data linkage 1
Overview of the current state of the legal regulations and analyse different data protection and privacy-preserving techniques in the context of big data analysis1
Overview over the research field 4
Semantic analysis for privacy preserving peer feedback 1 Semantic Solutions 19
Semantic Analysis of social media forensic analysis for preventive policing of online activities 1
Semantic correlations in document sanitization to Minimizing risk disclosure 1
Semantic features using word embeddings for classification 1
Semantic Framework for the Analysis of Privacy Policies 1
Semantic Incompleteness Detection in Privacy Policy Goals 2
Semantic Inference from Privacy Policies 1
Semantic Microaggregation for Anonymization of query logs to preserve utility 1
Semantic Model Creation based on Privacy Policies 1
Semantic Modeling of language vagueness 1
Semantic open source stack 1
Semantic Similarities Tool Comparison 2
Semantic similarity based on clustering and k-annonymity 2
Semantic-based text pertubation approach 1
Semantic-centered Rules 1
Semantics of Rules Mining 1
Speech De-Identification 15 Speech de-identification 16
Suggestion of security and privacy requirements 3 Suggestions 7



Suggestion of security and privacy requirements by involving users 1
Suggestion of security and privacy requirements for text mining 3

Grand Total 304



A. General Addenda

A.2.2. Privacy Issue Solutions for NLP as a Privacy Threat

This list is taken from the ”Use Cases” column, contained by the work sheet located in
subsection A.1.2.
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Model Training without Sharing Data COUNTA of Model Training without Sharing Data

Classification on encrypted Data 4 Classification without Data Disclosure 7
Classification without Data Disclosure 3
Investigating the Impact of Collaborative Deep Learning on Privacy 1 Investigating the Impact of NLP related Concept on Privacy 5
Investigating the Impact of NLP on Privacy 1
Investigating the Impact of Pre-trained Word Embeddings on NN Memorization 1
Investigating the Impact of Word Embeddings on Privacy 2
Model Training without Sharing Data 25 Model Training without Sharing Data 26
Privacy-Utility-Trade-off for Neural Text Representations 2 Privacy-Utility-Trade-off for NLP related Concept 20
Privacy-Utility-Trade-off for Training Data 13
Privacy-Utility-Trade-off for Word Embeddings 5
Private Communication 4 Private Communication 4
Similarity detection without Data Exposure 7 Similarity detection without Data Exposure 7
Speech Characteristics Obfuscation in a dynamic manner 1 Speech related Service without complete Voice Feature Disclosure 42
Speech Communication without Disclosure of all Voice Features 3
Speech Emotion Recognition without Disclosure of all Voice Features 2
Speech Processing without Disclosure of all Voice Features 12
Speech Recognition without Disclosure of all Voice Features 9
Speech Transcription without Disclosure of Acoustic Features 1
Speech Verification without Disclosure of all Voice Features 13
Speech Watermarking 1
Storing and Searching Data without Data Exposure 15 Storing and Searching Data without Data Exposure 15
Summarization without Document Disclosure 1 Summarization without Document Disclosure 1
Grand Total 126



A. General Addenda

A.3. Figures for Mapping Results

A.3.1. Use Case Classification for NLP as a Privacy Treat

These values were taken from the work sheet located in subsection A.1.2.
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